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Preface

It was a great pleasure for me and my colleagues to have hosted the 6th Meeting of

International Group on Research Reactors(IGORR6) in Taejon, Korea, which was held

from April 29 to May 1, 1998. The three-day meeting was attended by 118 experts from

17 countries including Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Egypt,

France, Germany, Iran, Japan, Korea, Netherlands, Poland, Russia, Taiwan, and U. S. A.

As organizer of IGORR6 I am deeply grateful to a of the participants for their

efforts and help to have made this meeting succeed. My special thanks go to Prof. Klaus

136ning, IGORR Chairman, for his diligent work in arranging and managing the meeting.

A total of 39 papers were presented in 4 technical sessions - operating research

reactors, new research reactors and projects, workshop on cold neutron sources, and

workshop on R&D needs. All the papers presented at the meeting are published in these

Proceedings.

I look forward to meeting together again in Bariloche, Argentina in 1999 at the next

IGORR meeting which is to be hosted by INVAP.

_Zung Ki Chae

Local Committee Chair

Director of HANARO Center

KAERI, Korea
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Opening Remarks

Klaus Bdning (IGORR Chairman)

Ladies and Gentlemen,

Welcome to the 6 Meeting of the International Group on Research Reactors"

IGORR - Let me begin by first expressing our sincere thanks to our colleagues from

Korea and to the Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute(KAERI) for hosting this

meeting. Their kind hospitality should be particularly appreciated by all of us realizing

the existence of the present financial crisis in the Asian countries which made it much

more difficult also for KAERI to host a meeting like this.

This is the Ohmeeting since the IGORR group has been founded in 989 by Colin

West from Oak Ridge and a group of colleagues from all over the world. IGORR has no

budget or rules, but it has a "Charter" which I should like to bring to your attention once

again:

The International Group on Research Reactors was formed to facilitate the

sharing of knowledge and experience among those institutions and individuals who

are actively working to design, build, and promote new research reactors or to

make significant upgrades to existing facilities.

Most of you know that Colin West has been the chairman of IGORR until after the

last meeting, and I think we should thank him once again for the excellent job he has

done. In November 1996 took over as the Chairman which is both a pleasure and a

heavy duty; I hope to be able to justify your confidence. A new "IGORR Steering

Committee" had to be appointed - and I was happy to receive positive answers from all

the persons I asked. You can find the names of the members of this Committee e.g. in

the Final Program brochure.
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At the past meeting IGORR-3 (Japan, 1993) the number of papers was 25 at

IGORR-4 (USA) there were 29 papers, at IGORR-5 (France) this number was 3 , and

now - at IGORR-6 - we will have about 40 presentations. This steadily growing

number of presentations shows that IGORR has become stronger and stronger over the

years since it was founded. It is obvious that the IGORR organization as a useful role

to play for the benefit of the people designing advanced new research reactors or

improving existing facilities.

Coming now to the Agenda of this meeting, it was - first - a pity that the

"Welcome Reception" originally scheduled for yesterday evening had to be cancelled -

but this was also a consequence of the Asian financial crisis which I already mentioned.

The Session on "Operating Research Reactors" has been split into two subsessions;

however, it turned out to be difficult to keep to the original designations of these

subsessions as indicated in the "First Announcement" brochure or in the ,Final

Program" - and so we dedicated Session IA more to the improvements of the research

reactor facilities proper, and Session 113 more to those of the experimental facilities

dedicated to the utilization of the reactors. The increasing importance of cold neutrons

has shown up in a special "Workshop on Cold Neutron Sources" which represents

Session 3 of this meeting. Another traditional and most attractive part of the IGORR

meetings is the "Workshop on R&D Needs and Results" in Session 4 which in its main

part should be considered as a forum for informal contributions from the auditory. In

addition to this large number of interesting presentations - we are looking forward to a

Banquet tomorrow evening, to a Technical Tour of the HANARO Research Reactor

Center which seems to me most promising, indeed, and to an Optional Excursion Tour

of a Korean Folk Village as an interesting social event on Friday afternoon.

Since we have got a tough program with about 40 presentations, as I said, I would

like to remind you all that the time allotted to each presentation is 20 minutes including

some minutes for discussion - and so I should encourage all the Session Chairmen to

give a strong signal of displeasure and to make it a strong case if the normal speaking

time of about 15 minutes is going to be exceeded.
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Finally, I should like to express our thanks to Dr. Sung Ki CHAE, the Director of

the HANARO Research Reactor Center, and to Dr. Seong-yun KIM, the President of the

Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute KAERI. They have made it possible that we all

can be here today and enjoy this meeting IGORR 6 Dr. KIM will deliver a "Welcome

Address" to us just after I have finished, and then Dr. Jae Ik CHOI, the Director General

for Atomic Energy Policy from the Korean Ministry of Science and Technology MOST,

will present to us what he calls "Stirring Remarks". We are most interested to listen to

both these presentations.

I should, however, not finish without thanking particularly the "Technical Program

Committee" and its chairman Chang Oong CHOI for their excellent organization of this

meeting - this was a hard job as we all can flly appreciate. This group has already

prepared a very useful book of Abstracts which was handed out to the participants upon

arrival at this meeting, and they will publish the IGORR 6 Proceedings in due time later.

I whish you all an interesting and exciting meeting IGORR 6.

Note added at the end of this meeting. The attendance of IGORR 6 was excellent, with

more than I 0 participants representing 17 countries. A total of 39 presentations were

given at this meeting.
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Welcoming Remarks

Seong-yun Kim (President of KAERI)

Mr. Chairman, distinguished representatives, ladies and gentlemen,

It is a great pleasure for me to have an opportunity to welcome you on this

meaningful occasion of holding of the 6th meeting of the International Group on

Research Reactors at Taejon. On behalf of the host organization, first of all, my

warmest welcome goes to all participants who attended at this place, particularly those

from abroad.

I am particularly pleased that over the past years this meeting has played an

increasingly important role in the development of scientific knowledge and in the

exchange of relevant expertise among those institutes and individuals involved in

research reactors. This meeting today is a unique global forum for reactor scientists,

and one of the most effective instruments strengthening reactor utilization. I believe

this forum will further provide a good opportunity to share the broad-ranged expertise

and experiences for improving the utilization of research reactor among the countries in

the world.

At the same time, it is my hope that through this valuable forum, some issues we

are now facing can be solved for better utilization of research reactors.

Talking about Korea's research reactors, we are now entering into the 3rd phase of

their utilization. The first phase began with the operation of two small research

reactors in the early 1960s and 1970s. They are the TRIGA Mark-11 and HI. These two

research reactors were provided by General Atomic of the United States. However,

due to relatively small capacity of these reactors, we had certain limitations in using the

reactors for practical utilization.
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In this regard, we decided to construct a new research reactor with fairly large

capacity compare with the previous reactors. It is the present HANARO with MW

thermal capacity. But this time, we designed and we constructed. It was 1995, just 4

years ago fi7orn now. This was the 2nd phase of Korea's research reactor milestone.

The 3rd phase began with the decommissioning project of the old reactors, the

TRIGAs. We just started the project and every possible efforts will be placed for the

development of decontamination and decommission technologies. We do hope

cooperation in this particular area could also be highlighted in the future through this

important international forum.

My understanding is that there are 4 technical sessions during the 3-day meeting.

All topics tabled are very important, including the cold neutron issues. But what is

really important is exchange of ideas. Ideas can create progress with the anticipation

of maximum utilization.

Finally, I hope your stay in Korea this time will be both memorable and fruitful as

you can anticipate the legendary perfection of Korean hospitality.

Thank you very much.
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Congratulatory Remarks

Jae-Ik Choi (Director General of MOST)

Mr. Chairman, distinguished representatives, ladies and gentlemen,

It is my great pleasure and privilege to be here today on the opening day of the 6th

International Group on Research Reactors which is being hosted by the Korea Atomic

Energy Research Institute. On behalf of the Korean government, I would like to

welcome you here to the Science Town of Daeduk.

I am very pleased that although this event has a relatively short history, its

contribution to the development of research reactors is enormous. Since its inception 

years ago, the founding spirit of this event has been to facilitate the sharing of

knowledge and experience among the scientists involved,

I am also pleased that Dr. Colin West, of Oak Ridge, and a group of like-minded

colleagues from all over the world took the initiative to found this event.

The status of research reactor development in the world today varies according to

each country's needs and technical capabilities. However, research reactors continue to

grow in importance. Efforts should be made to enhance the use of research reactors in

the spirit of cooperation and for the mutual benefit of all. Of greatest importance, will

be the role of research reactors to promote basic and advanced research, and to provide

various services to improve public welfare.

The Korean government fully recognizes that the application of radiation and

radioisotopes has contributed to the development of industries, scientific research,

disease diagnosis and therapy. These application areas have diversified in conjunction

with our nation's economic development and the resultant increase in the quality of life.

In light of these issues is our 30 NMt class multi-purpose research reactor,

HANARO which was inaugurated 3 years ago is an excellent model for meeting high

level user requirements, whether they be international or domestic. HANARO's
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capabilities can be used in a wide variety of research applications.

However, the Korean government intends to develop HANARO to its ftillest

potential, so that researchers can look forward to creating a more healthy and

prosperous 21 st century.

It is my sincere desire that this meeting will contribute greatly towards improved

utilization of research reactors through the intensive exchange of new ideas and

technologies.

I would like to express my sincere gratitude to all the participants, especially the

authors of papers for their support and invaluable contributions. In addition, I would

like to convey my wholehearted appreciation to the staff of KAERI for their efforts to

organize this successful event.

In conclusion, I sincerely hope all of our guests from abroad will enjoy the scenic

beauty and rich cultural heritage to be found here in Korea, and that you will take with

you not only valuable information but also fond memories of your stay here.

Thank you very much for your kind attention.

XXX
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Abstract

There are close to 270 operating research reactors (RR) worldwide. Only four of these reactors
are new (i.e., commissioned in 1995 or later), while 23 reactors have been shutdown in this period.
Technical and safety problems, lack of strong utilization programmes and of adequate budgets and concern
about ageing are the primary causes for this situation. Indeed, over 50% of the operating RRs are over 30
years old, and 25% are between 20-30 years old. On this background, decommissioning programmes gain
increasing iportance beside plans for refurbishment of old reactors.

The IAEA's programme on RR Safety entails three major projects: (1) The development of
guidance documents on research reactor safety, covering both general aspects and special topics of current
concern; 2) rendering advisory other services related to RR safety to Member States, such as safety
review missions, training courses, and other technical assistance through Technical Co-operation Projects;
and 3) promotion of the sharing and exchange of information on RR safety through the organization of
conferences and topical seminars and of coordinated research programmes and through the establishment
and maintenance of an Incident Reportmig System for RRs (IRSRR).

Essentially, the actual programme is constantly modified to reflect current needs and concerns.
Thus, among the new documents developed are guidelines for the determination of source terms for RR
safety analyses emergency planning a guide on RR core and fuel handling, and another guide on
extended shutdowns and mothballmig of RRs.

Among the new services envisaged are extension of the NPP ASSET service (Assessment of
Safety Significant Events Teams) to RRs, conducting trainings on self assessments, and providing specific
assistance to regulatory bodies. An expansion of the number types of technical assistance regional and
country projects training courses is also planned. The new Incident Reporting System for RRs launched
last year is an example of a new effort the experience-sharing area.

In this context, it is worthwhile to mention the Agency's programme on the enhancement of the
safety of nuclear 'installations. The Agency started in this framework, in 1997, an extrabudgetary
programme in some countries of South East Asia, the Pacific and the Far East intended to assist these
countries to strengthen nuclear safety and, particular, to enhance the technical capabilities of regulatory
authorities and supporting technical organizations. This programme cludes the preparation of country
profiles for prioritizing the developed action plans, and encompasses research reactors as well as nuclear
power plants.

This paper surveys briefly the RR situation worldwide and provides a brief yet fairly complete
picture of the Agency's current and planned activities in this area.
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INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY

DIRECTOR GENERAL

Department of Department Department Department of Department Department
Technical of Nuclear of Nuclear Administration of Research of Safeguards

Co-operation Energy Safety and Isotopes

Department of Nuclear Safet
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Division of Division of Radiation Safety Co-ordination

Nuclear Installation Safety and Waste Safety Section

- Safety Assessment Section a iation Safety Section Safety Policy
tandards

- Operational Nuclear Safety Section Waste Safety Section TC

- Engineering Safety Section Radiation Services Section R&D
Information Exchange



IAEA PROGRAMME ON
RESEARCH REACTOR (RR) SAFETY

1. DEVELOPMENT OF GUIDANCE PUBLICATIONS ON
RESEARCH REACTOR SAFETY

0 SAFETY SERIES PUBLICATIONS

0 PUBLICATIONS OUTSIDE OF SAFETY SERIES

2. RENDERING OF SERVICES RELATED TO RR SAFETY TO
MEMBER STATES

SAFETY (INSARR) MISSIONS TO RRS

SUPPORT TO TC PROJECTS DEALING WITH RR
SAFETYISSUES

REGIONAL AND INTERREGIONAL TRAINING COURSES
(WITH TC)

3. PROMOTION OF THE EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION ON RR
SAFETY

ESTABLISHMENT MAINTENANCE OF THE INCIDENT
REPORTING SYSTEM FOR RRS (IRSRR)

ORGANIZAITON OF CONFERENCES AND SEMINARS

ORGANIZATION OF COORDINATED RESEARCH
PROGRAMMES

INSARR = Integrated Safety Assessment of Research Reactors.
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THE HIERARCHY OF IAEA SAFETY
STANDARDS DOCUMENTS

(Present Status)

Safety Fundamentals
- e.g. The Safety of Nuclear Installations: SS- IO

• Safety Standards (Regulation)
e.g. Code-on the Safety of Nuclear Research Reactors:

Operation (SS-No. 35-S2, 1992)

• Safety Guides
- eg. Safety in the Utilization and Modification of Research

Reactors (SS-No. 35-G2,1994)

• Safety Practices (Safety Reports)

• TECDOCs



IAEA RESEARCH REACTOR SAFETY SERIES
September 1997

SAFETY FUNDAMENTALS

THE SAFETY OF NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS:
A SAFETY FUNDAMENTAL, SS NO. II 0

SAFETY REQUIREMENTS

SAFETY REQUIREMENTS FOR THE DESIGN AND REVISE COMBINE
OPERATION OF RESEARCH REACTORS SS-35-SI AND 2

SAFETY GUIDES

SAFETY ASSESSMENT OF RRs & PREPARATION OF SS-35-Gl
THE SAR (1994)

SAFETY IN THE UTILIZATION AND MODIFICATION SS-35-G2
OF RRs (1994)

SAFETY IN THE COMMISSIONING OF RRs SS-35-G4

OPERATIONAL LIMITS CONDITIONS FOR RRs SS-35-G6

MAINTENANCE, PERIODIC TESTING INSPECTION OF RRs SS-35-G7

DESIGN, SAFETY ASSESSMENT AND OPERATION OF SS-35-GS
STORAGE FACILITIES FOR RR SPENT FUEL



1AEA RESEARCH REACTOR SAFETY PUBLICATIONS

STANDARDS/REQUIREMENTS
Code on Design of RRs SS 35-SI Published, 1992
Code on Operation of RRs SS 35-S2 Published, 1992

SAFETY GUIDES
Safety Assessment & Preparation of SAR SS 35-GI Published, 12/1994
Utilization & Modification of RRs SS 35-G2 Published, 12/1994
Decommissioning of RRs SS No: 74 Published, 1986

IAEA SERVICES REPORTS
Guidelines for Safety Reviews of RRs SVS-01 Published, 1997

TECDOCs
Siting No: 403 Published, 1987
Earthquake Resistant Design No: 348 Published, 1985
Specification & Inspection of Plate type
MTR RR Fuels (*) No: 467 Published, 1988
Management of RR Ageing No: 792 Published, 1995
Instrumentation & Control (*) No: 448 Published, 1988
Core Conversion Guidebook (*) No: 233 Published, 1980
Core Conversion Guidebook (5 volumes) No: 643 Published, 1992
Application of PSA to RRs No: 517 Published, 1989
PSA for RRs (*) No: 400 Published, 1986
Manual on Reliability Data Collection for
RR PSAs (*) No: 636 Published, 1992
Generic Component Data for RR PSA No: 930 Published, 1997
RR Renewal & Upgrade Programmes No: 214 Published, 1978
Management & Storage of Spent Nuclear
Fuel at Research & Test Reactors No: 900 Published, 1996

not an NSNUESS Publication.
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IAEA RESEARCH REACTOR SAFETY PUBLICATIONS UNDER DEVELOPMENT
(Status, April 1998)

Present status Work needed
to complete task

REQUIREMENTS

Safety Requirements for the Design and SS-35-S Revision and merging of TCM98, and CS 99.
Operation of Research Reactors SS-35-Sl and S2 started

in 997, to be completed 1999
GUIDES

Safety in the Commissioning of RRs SS 35-G4 Draft 81997. Approved by (None) Work completed.
NUSSAC. Pending publication.

Operational Limits and Conditions for RRs SS 35-G6 Draft 81997. Approved. (None) Work completed.
Pending publication.

Maintenance, Periodic Testing Inspection SS 35-G7 Draft 1/1 997. Approved by (None) Work completed
of Research Reactors NUSSAC. Pending publication.

Design, Safety Assessment and Operation of SS 35-G5 Draft exists. Developed by (None) Work completed
Storage Facilities for Research Reactor Spent Fuel NENF. Approved by

NUSSAC. Pending publication.
SAFETY REPORTS (Practices)

Instrumentation and Control Systems in RRs SS 35-P2 Draft 81995, modified in (I or 2 more meetings
10/96, reviewed by AGM needed) 60% complete.
in 11/1996.

Provision of Radiation Protection Services SS 35-P3 Draft reviewed by TCM 695. (None) 90% omplete.
in RRS Re-edited by a CS 10/96. Work neded on

Annexes only.

Operating Procedures for RRs SS-,5-P5 Draft 194. To be reviewed (None) Work completed.
internally ad published
shortly.

Training and Qualification of Operating Personnel First draft developed by a CS (None) Work completed.
in 396. Reviewed by TCM
in II/] 996. To be submitted
for publication shortly.

Safety of Core Management and Fuel Handling Draft developed by CS 797. CS and TCM 1998.
( 50% done)

Source Terms Radiological Impact Aalysis Draft developed by a CS CS 1998
for RR Accidents in 10/96 and 797. Reviewed (50% completed).

by AGM 12/97. To be
completed in 1998.

TECDOCs

Experience with RR Incidents TECDOC Draft completed. Under (None) 95% complete.
final editing prior to publication.

Review of INSARR Results TECDOC Started/1995. Dr& improved 70% complete.To be
by AGM 997. completed in 1998.

Extended Shut-downs and Mothballing of TECDOC Draft developedby CS 797. AGM or TCM
Research Reactors To be completed in 1999. in 1999.
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TABLE 1: STATISTICS ON SAFETY REVIEW MISSIONS TO RESEARCH REACTORS

1972-1976 1977-1981 � 1982-1986 1987-1991 1992-1996 1997_

REVIEWS CONDUCTED PURSUANT TO PROJECT AND SUPPLY AGREEMENTS

Argentina 1973(2) 1978 2) 1992(2)
Chile 1973 1977 1986 1991
Congo, Dem.Rep.of 1979 1984 1996
Finland 1976 1981 1987
Ghana 1997
Greece 1972, 1976 1982, 1986 1993
Indonesia 1972, 1974 1978, 1979 1982, 1986 1994
Iran, Islam. Rep.of 1972, 1976 1990
Jamaica 1986 1994
Japan 1976
Malaysia 1977 1982, 1986 1997
Mexico 1972,1973(3) 1977(4),1981(4) 1986(4) 1994(3)
Norway 1987
Pakistan 1976 1985
Peru 1978,1981 1987 1992 1997
Philippines 1972,1973,1975 1978 1983
Romania 1983 1992
Spain 1982,1986
Thailand 1974 1978 1982 1987 1997
Turkey 1977 1986 1992
Uruguay 1974 1978,1979 1984
Venezuela 1975 1979 1984 1988
Viet Nam 1985 1989 1995
YuRoslavia (Slovenia) 1976 1985 1992

REVIEWS CONDUCTED AT TBE REQUEST OF MEMBER STATES

Bangladesh 1995
Brazil 1973 1977 1991
Bulgaria 1990
Chile 1991
Colombia 1997 1983 1987
Egypt 1985
Hungary 1983 1989 1993
Indonesia 1979 1982,1986 1994
Iraq 1988(2)
Kazakstan 1993
Korea, Rep. of 1976 1982(2) 1988(2)
Nor-way 1988
Peru 1992 1997
Portugal 1992
Russia 1990(
Turkey 1992
Ukraine 1991
Uzbekistan 1993
Yugoslavia 1985

TOTAL NUMEBER OF 25 27 32 21 23
REACTORS VISITED
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TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE TO MEMBER STATES (1)

AREAS IN WHICH ASSISTANCE IS COMMONLYREQUESTED BY MEMBER STATES:

- PREPARATION REVIEW OF SAR FOR NEW RESEARCH REACTOR

-LICENSING REVIEW OF A NEW RESEARCH REACTOR

-COMMISSIONING OF NEW OR MODIFIED RESEARCH REACTOR

- REVIEW OF THE FACILITY'S SAFETY RECOMMENDATION OF REMEDIAL ACTIONS

- REVIEW OF CONDUCT OF OPERATION'& RECOMMENDATION OF IMPROVEMENTS

- PROCUREMENT OF EQUIPMENT & REVIEW OF ITS SUCCESSFUL INSTALLATION

-SITING STUDIES FOR NEW RESEARCH REACTORS

- TRAINING OF PERSONNEL (COURSES, FELLOWSHIPS, SCIENTIFIC VISITS)

- UTILIZATION RELATED PROJECTS

- DECOMMISSIONING OF SHUTDOWN FACILITIES

litai/98



THE INCIDENT REPORTING SYSTEM FOR
RESEARCH REACTORS (IRSRR)

1. Similar in purpose and scope to IRS for NPPs

2. Manual on reporting incidents in standardized format issued
January 1997

3. Ca. 60 Member States operating RRs invited to participate in IRSRR
(circular No. J7.10 of 3 June 1997)

4. Until 31 December 1997, 13 Member States accepted the invitation
and confirmed their participation:

Argentina Chile Hungary Turkey
Austria Egypt Pakistan Yugoslavia
Brazil Finland Slovenia China
Canada France Tunisia Portugal

5. More countries expected to join in

6. Joining countries are asked to include selection of historical incidents
with important (and still valid) lessons in their first report(s).

7. Database expected to be very useful on the basis of the accumulated
experienced of 12,500 reactor-years with research reactors.
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RECENT AND PLANNED IAEA MEETINGS, CRPs COURSES
ON RESEARCH REACTOR SAFETY

TYPE OF ACTIVITY 1995 1996 1997 998 1999 2000 2001

COORDINATED
RESEARCH NDT AND ISI IN RESEARCH REACTORS 1994-1999)

PROGRAMME (CRP)
UPDATING EXPANSION OF THE IAEA
RELIABILITY DATA FOR RR PSAS 1999-2004,
INCO-OPERATION WITH SAS)

MEETINGS SEMINAR ON INTERNATIONAL
MANAGEMENTOF SYMPOSIUM ON
AGEING N RESEARCH UTILIZATION,
REACTORS SAFETY AND
8-12 MAY MANAGEMENTOF
GEESTRACHT, RESEARCH
GERMANY REACTORS, LISBON,

PORTUGAL 24-28
May)

REGIONAL COURSES TRAINING COURSE PSA FOR SAFETY OF RESEARCH I SAFETY OF
ON SAFETY RESEARCH REACTOR FACILITIES RESEARCH
DOCUMENTATION REACTORS 28 SEPT. - 16 OCT. REACTOR
FOR ESEARCH 27-31 OCTOBER, RE2, CZECH REPUBLIC FACILITIES
REACTORS PELINDABA (EUROPE) (E. ASIA)
9-20 MARCH, SOUTH AFRICA 2. TRAINING
CAIRO, EGYPT (AFRICA) COURSE ON
(AFRICA) SAFETY

INSPECTION

TECHNIQUES
(AFRICA)

INTERREGIONAL SAFETY N THE REGULATORY ASPECTS REGULATORY OPERATIONAL
OPERATION OF & SAFETY ASPECTS AND SAFETY OF

COURSES NUCLEAR RESEARCH DOCUMENTATION OF SAFETY RESEARCH
REACTORS RESEARCH REACTORS DOCUMENTATION REACTORS
8 MAY -2 JUNE 18 MAY - JUNE OF RESEARCH
ARGONNE, USA AROGONNE, USA REACTORS
CHALK-RIVER, CHALK-RIVER, CANADA
CANADA



SELECTED ISSUES IN RESEARCH REACTOR SAFETY
(PROPOSED TOPICS)

I. On-site accident management types of accidents; triggering events; detection
in research reactorfacilities & altering; approach to management

(diagnosis, mitigation, source assessment,
notification); radiation protection
considerations on and near site.

2. PSAsfor on-going evaluation experience with PSAs in research reactors;
of research reactorfacilities scope of application, problems (lack of

reliability data, human reliability).

3. Human reliability issues in problem: loss of thorough knowledge, loss of
research reactors alertness, automatic performance of daily

routines.
treatment: retraining, drills, multitasking,
4 4projects".

4. Setf assessment of research approach to self assessment; use of TECDOC
reactor safety questionnaire for this purpose.

5. Guidelinesfor thepreparation design basis scenarios and their analyses for
of environmental assessments small and intermediate RRS.
and safety analysis (Ch. 14
and 16 of the SAR, SS 35- GI)

6. Site related considerationsfor environmental changes: population
existing research reactors distribution, external risks; improved

knowledge: geoseismology, other natural
events, identified weaknesses in facility,
modem design criteria.

7 The application of the
principle of safety culture in
smallfacilities

8. Regulatory practices related
to research reactors
(strengthening of)

9. QA issues in research reactors

IO. Risk oriented classification by potential for overheating and meltdown,
of research reactors potential for reactivity transients, safe

shutdown capabilities, 4riskiness' of
experimental practices, robustness of
containment /confinement, overall security.
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BR2: the first year of operation after refurbishment

E. Koonen
BR2 department, SCK-CEN

Boeretang 200, B-2400 Mol, BELGIUM
tel. + 32 14 332427, fax. 32 14 320513, e-mail: ekoonen�sckcen.be

The BR2 reactor has resumed operation in April 97 after an extensive
refurbishment shutdown, which lasted for nearly two years.
The yearly operation is presently limited to major cycles of 21 efpd, plus some
short cycles for special programmes.

The reactor is mainly used for irradiations in the framework of the following
programs: qualification of MOX fuel at high bum-up, the PWR vessel
surveillance program and associated modelling activities, the IASCC program
focused on PVVR vessel intemals.
The major irradiation device is the CALLISTO loop, simulating PWR
conditions and comprising three in-pile sections.
Additionally production activities are carried out: radio-isotopes and silicon
doping. Irradiations for the surveillance programmes of beryllium and
aluminum are underway; they concerns unirradiated and preirradiated samples,
with various lead factors.

Several refurbishment actions are still continuing, mainly:
- continuation of the renewal of the process instrumentation,
- extension of the BR2 DAS,
- follow-up of the seismic qualification study,
- follow-up of the PSA study: some detailed studies on supporting systems.
A formalised training programme for the reactor operators has been launched.
Special attention is given to the new reactor control desk and the emergency
control panel outside of the containment building.
A solution for the evacuation of the spent fuel has been adopted and is being
implemented: reprocessing in La Hague.
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OU BR2 is back in operationSCK�. Sd-CP

Operation resumed in April 97 after a - 2 year
BR2 refurbishment shutdown

The first year of operation Decision to continue operation based on recognition
that R2 is an essential research tool for SCK-CEN

after refurbishment
- Engineering R&D in relation to Belgian PWR
- Support of internal fuel and materials research

Objective of refurbishment was PLEX
E. Koonen
IGORR-6 BR2 design optimized design for MTR-use

KAERI, April 29 - May 1, 98 and safety experiments

to

D Refurbishment Motivation Execution Major Refurbishment IssuesSC97E Sc9*7D

1� Motivation: - Be-matrix replacement Modifications
- relicensing Be-matrix replacement

Upgrading safety systems: Scram and isolation systems
o, Total duration: 1991- 1998 Instrumentation: Control desk, ECP, process instrumentation

0. distinct phases: Support systems: Electrical supplies, compressed air

o. 1991-92: overall survey and identification of work items Industrial safety: Fire protection, Pressurizor,

o- 1992-94: detailed studies and design work Inspections Al pressure vessel

m- 1994-95: procurement, work procedures and preparation

i-mid'95-april'97: refurbishmentshutdown Maintenance (extensive overhaul)

m- 1997-98: remainder of work (non-critical activities), Hydraulic Circuitry, Cooling towers, Emergency power
Units, Cranes, Ventilation, Sub-pile room,



S C j.CF) Major Refurbishment Studies SCCD Refurbishment project structure

Safety assessments Internal project structure

Vessel integrity Refurbishment committee:

PSA -> LOCA assessments general planning, resource allocation, budgetary follow-up

Thermo-hydraulic analysis (RELAP model) o- Safety committee:

Seismic qualification examination of major modifications 3 stages procedure)

Operational safety improvements BR2 QA-system:
Ergonomic study initiation, follow-up and notification of all modifications.

updating of related documentation, procedures and drawings

Update of documentation and procedures Periodic eetings with the regulatory body
Operator training programme represented in Saflety committee

one assigned "site inspector"

NO

S C 9 77� Operation licence Sd*7D Present utilization of BR2

Basis: internal R&D programmes related to
o- needs only to be prolonged, not renewed needs of Belgian PWR's

o. procedure decennial safety reassessment - MOX fuel: properties at high burn-up
(same procedure as Power Stations) (thermal conductivity, fission gas release, PCMI)

P. basic documents m Structural materials: experimental and modelling work

updated SAR, including results from studies, - Pressure Vessel Steels: Embrittlement, RPV surveillance
inspections, improvements and upgradings of - IASCC: mainly Vessel Internals
refurbishment programme

P. follow-up through periodic meetings with the - In-core instrumentation: development of on-line detectors

regulatory body a Geological waste disposal: long-term behaviour



BR2 utilisation: irradiation devices New irradiation devices for BR2SC97R SC97P
W-7 -,-

PWR-loop CALLISTO Pool Side Facility: MERLIN
i- steady state irradiations under realistic PWR conditions a large irradiation space for vessel-steel remote handling

programs1 3 PS with capacity for 9 fuel rods (fresh and e includesan-fluxconverteroutsideofthevesseIpre-irradiated) in each of them

N- used for MOX, RPV steel and corrosion programs PWR-type integrated loop DESTIN
3 0 steady-state and tansient tests in central 200 nim flux tapPWC capsules associated with He-screens * up to 25 u ods fi-csh o pre-irradiated

single-rod transient tests on pre-irradiated MOX fuel rods
Dedicated corrosion loop ECLIPS

Reflector rigs steel and structural materials * controlled and adaptable chemical conditions
* in-core and out-core positions

Gamma irradiation facilities
long-term waste behaviour, remote handling Instrumentation test rig: DOLMEN

00

BR2 surveillance programs Continuing refurbishment actionsSC97R scg".O?

Be matrix surveillance: . DAS extension, integrating operation and experiments
- samples from the 2 previous matrixes

- fast fluence > 6c22 n(> I MeV)/cm , Fth/Ff - I m continued upgrading of process instrumentation
- irradiation in central position of fuel elements

- PIE: swelling, gas content, H release m follow-up PSA:- detailed analysis of support system failures
especially electrical supplies

m Al vessel surveillance: - fault-tree linking and PSA updating
• base metal and weld samples from vessel shroud

• thermal fluence - e22 n/cm2, Fth/Ff - - 20 actions following the seismic qualification study
• irradiation in various reflector positions

• PIE: fracture toughness, microstructure



....... .. ..

SC9 C Fuel cycle management Operator training programSd7D

m Definite solution for back-end has been adopted: I o- Regulatory requirement formal training program
reprocessing in La Hague mental)

regular training (theoretical and experi
+o- dilution of recovered uranium
periodicOLItSide training (simulators training reactor)

m A previous urgent relieve reprocessing campaign in
Dounreay (shortage of on-site storage capacity) allowed I o. official periodic operator relicensing
to demonstrate that the fuel cycle can be closed.
However a mixed core strategy has to be adopted in order io special attention for: new control desk
to maintain the BR2 characteristics emergency control desk

SC97R BR2: the present status

s- ReliableoperationsincerestartinApril'97

Present operation regime:
5 standard cycles 21 efpd)
+ some dedicated short cycles

Present utilisation: Belgian programmes
Production activities
Programs for third parties

o- BR2 available for: scientific collaborations
irradiations on request
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INCREASING THE NEUTRON FLUX AT THE BEAM TUBE
POSITIONS OF THE FRG-1

P. Schreiner, W. Krull and W. Feltes*

GKSS-Forschungszentrum Geesthacht GmbH
Max-Planck-StraBe D21502 Geesthacht

* Siemens AG, KVX NBTS
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Abstract
The GKSS research center Geesthacht GmbH operates the MTR-type

swimming pool research reactor FRG-1 (5MW) for 39 years. The FRG-l has
been converted in February 1991 from HEU 93%) to LEU 20%) in one step
and at that time the core size was reduced from 49 to 26 fuel elements.
Consequently the thermal neutron flux in beam tube positions could be increased
by more than a factor of two. It is the strong intention of GKSS to continue the
operation of the FRG-1 research reactor for at least an additional 15 years with
high availability and utilization. The reactor has been operated during 1996 for
more than 240 full power days.

To prepare the FRG-I for an efficient future use, a large set of nuclear
calculation have been performed to reduce the core size in a second step from the
current 26 fuel elements to 12 fuel elements. To aieve this reduction the fuel
loading has to be increased from 37 g U/cc to 48 g U/cc. The calculational results
indicate that the increase in thermal neutron flux for the beam tube is between 0
and 160 depending on the position of the beam tube. The maximum axial
integrated thermal neutron flux will be at the position of the cold neutron source,
it will be increased from 7* 1013 to 1.2* 1014 n/cM2 sec.

The constructive modification for the new core facilities (grid plate with
shroud and the support for the reactor core) are finished and the application for
the license is on the way.

The thermohydraulic and safety calculations are on the way and will be
completed autumn of 1998 to allow the application for a license for the core size
reduction end of 1998. Comparing this conversion procedure with the first
conversion procedure we are hopefully to get a license in 2000.
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Introduction

The research reactor FRG-1 has been originally designed and constructed in 1957/1958
(criticality on October 23, 1958) to serve general scientific research needs in different aspects
of fundamental research and some applied research like cracking phenomena of organic
coolants and isotope production. It is clear that during the lifetime 40 yr) of the research
reactor the research areas have changed more than once. The outcome of such changes results
on the one side in new experimental facilities at the beam tubes and on the other side in design
changes at the reactor. he following design changes have been made: increase of fuel loading,
increase of burnup, reduction of enrichment, reduction of core size, new control rods,
installation of a cold neutron source. At present the FRG I is being used with high availability
for beam tube experiments for fundamental and applied research in biology, materials research,
neutron radiography, neutron activation analyses etc 1,2/.

At the moment we are considering an additional core size reduction by more than a
factor of two see table 1) to increase the thermal neutron flux at the beam tubes by approx.
70 %. For this purpose the U-235 density have to be increased from 37 g U/cc to 48 g U/cc.
So, finally the size of the reactor is being reduced from 48 fuel elements to 12 ftiel elements
over the last IO years.

Table 1: Comparison of present and future core

present core future core
Thermal Power MW) 5 5
Number of fuel elements 26 12
Plates per fuel element 23 23
Number of control rods 5 4
Plates per control rod 17 17
Fuel U3Si2 U3Si2
U-2 35 enrichment %) 19,75 19,75
Fuel density (g U/cc) 3.7 4.8
U-235 content per fuel (g) 323 420
ave. heat flux (W/cm) 12 25
Coolant velocity (m/s) 1,6 2,9
Reflector H20,Be Be
Front end of beam tube optimized

Calculational Methods

The diffusion theory and burnup calculations were performed for the reactor design
using the DIF3D and REBUS-3 codes and seven energy-group cross sections generated using
the WIMS-D4M code and ENDF/B-V data 3,4/. The Monte Carlo calculations were
performed using the MCNP code and ENDF/B-V data 151. The model for the future core with
the beryllium reflector and the beam tubes is shown in Figure .
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For the burnup calculations each standard element was modeled as three separate
regions, one region representing the fueled portion of the element and two regions representing
the sideplates and the other non-fueled portions of the element position. Each control element
without Absorber blades was modeled in a similar manner, except that two additional separate
regions were included to represent the aluminum guide plates and their associated water
channels.

beryllium reflector with
cold neutron source

S

SRO SR7 SRO

0 SR5

W

beryllium
reflector with
helium box

SR13 MCI M

9EFRVAM Figure 1: Model of the future

N core with beryllium reflector
and beam tubes

fuel element beryllium reflector 19 irradiation tube
element -1

control fuel beryllium irradiation
element element

Neutronic and Burnup Results

The neutron fluxes were calculated with MCNP and DIF31) at each beam tube. The
results of the unperturbed neutron fluxes in the beryllium reflector for the beam tube
positions 7 and 9 are shown in Figures 2 to 4 The maximum thermal neutron flux will be at
the beam tube position 8, the one with the cold neutron source. Beam tube with the cold
neutron source serves around 65 of the experiments of all beam tubes of the FRG-1 and is
therefore the most important beam tube. The optimization of the core size are directed to
increase the thermal flux of the cold neutron source position to the largest extent possible. The
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increase of the thermal neutron flux at the cold neutron source between the present core and
the future core will be 70 %.

A comparison of the axial integrated unperturbed neutron fluxes that were obtained
from the Monte Carlo and the diffusion theory calculations are shown in table 2 The peak
thermal fluxes obtained from the Monte Carlo and diffusion theory calculations are in
reasonably good agreement.

Table 2 Comparison of MCNP and DIF3D peak thermal fluxes

MCNP DIF3D
beam tube 7 1.02 1014 n/CM2 S 0.98 1014 n/CM2 S

beam tube 1 19 14 VICM2 S 1.20 1014 n/CM S

beam tube 9 0.94 1014 n/CM2 S 0.98 1014 n/CM2 S

Depletion calculations were performed to determine the cycle length in the equilibrium
core using the REBUS-3 code. The main results of these calculation are shown in table 3 The
cycle length was computed to be 80 full power days. The reactivity for the equilibrium core is
6.4 % at the BOC and 0.5 % at the EOC. The average burnup at BOC is 17.8 and at EOC is
28.7 %. The average discharged burnups in the standard and control elements are nearly the
same. Two standard elements and one control element are foreseen to be replaced per cycle.
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Figure 2 Axial integrated unperturbed neutron flux in beryllium reflector at
beam tube position 7
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Table 3 Burnup results for the equilibrium core

cycle length: 80 ftill power days

12.9 0 % 0 % 23.5 discharge burnup:
24.7 % 12.6 12.9 33.7 standard element: 43.4 %

----- ----- control element: 44.3 
24.3 12.6 0 % 24.7 
35.0 23.5 12.7 34.4 core averaged burnup:

----- -----
BOC: 17.8 %

33.7 12.7 34.4 35.0 EOC: 28.7 %
43.1 24.3 43.7 44.3 

J reactivity for the equilibrium core:
BOC 64 %
EOC: 0.5 %

Summary

GKSS envisages to operate the FRG-l at least until the year 2010. To keep this
important neutron source at a high level of incentives for the scientific community GKSS will
make all efforts to improve technical performance of the reactor and to develop the
experimental facilities supplied with neutrons from the FRG-l. The construction
modifications for the new core facilities (grid plate with shroud and the support for the reactor
core) are finished and the application for the first part of the license is on the way. The
thermohydraulic and safety calculations are on the way and will be completed autumn of 1998
to allow the application for the second part of the license for the core size reduction end of
1998. Comparing this conversion procedure with the first conversion procedure we are
hopefully to get a license in 2000.
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Abstract: On the basis of an order from the Belgian nstitut National des Radio616-
ments, the FRJ-2 research reactor 23 MW) will be used for the production of Mo-99
starting this autumn. The targets are MTR fuel plates with a U-235 content of up to 45 g
formed into small tubes (outer/inner diameter: 22/19.5 mm; length: 160 mm). The irra-
diation conditions are that the targets should produce an average power of about 21 kW
and that they should be loaded and unloaded during full power operation. It was not
easy to fulfill these conditions with a tank-type research reactor, particularly due to
cooling and shielding problems during irradiation and handling. The targets will be irra-
diated in three rigs, four per rig simultaneously. The rigs are cooled by a separate main
cooling circuit. For safety reasons and for cooling of the rig during loading and unload-
ing, each rig is equipped with an emergency cooling circuit to be installed in the gallery
of the reactor block. At the end of irradiation, the targets loaded on a carrier one on top
of the other are first lifted into a decay position in the shielding plug of the reactor tank.
After 1 0 h, they are loaded into the fuel handling flask and are carried to the storage
block in the reactor hall. During transport, the targets are cooled by forced circulation of
air. It has been proven by an experiment that the targets will not exceed 500 'C if all
active cooling fails. Thus, a melting of the targets during handling is impossible. In the
storage block, the target carrier with the targets is loaded into a transport tube of about
40 mm wall thickness. The high heat capacity of the transport tube ensures that under
normal conditions the targets do not exceed a temperature of 1 00 'C during transport in
the uncooled fuel transport flask from the reactor hall to a water pool in the handling
bay. Here, the targets are unloaded from the carrier and loaded into the customer's
container. Due to the safety implications the project might have for the existing reactor,
the supervisory authority required a licensing of the project according to the German
Atomic Energy Act. This license was granted within months at the beginning of 1998.
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1. Irradiation Conditions

On the basis of an order from the Belgian nstitut National des Radio6l6ments, the
FRJ-2 research reactor will be used for the production of Mo-99. This opens a new
chapter in the history of the 35-year-old reactor, which until now has only been used as
a research instrument.

The irradiation conditions were set by the customer, who will provide the targets and
arrange for the transport of the irradiated targets to the hot cells in Belgian, where they
will be processed.

The targets to be irradiated are MTR fuel plates formed into small tubes (outer/inner
diameter: 22/19.5 mm; length: 160 mm). They contain up to 45 g of U-235 in the form of
HEU and should produce an average power of about 21 kW in order to obtain an aver-
age Mo-99 content of 840 Ci after 150 h of irradiation.
The targets must be back at the customers site 36 h after irradiation. Since there is a
direct highway link between the two sites, the actual road transport of the containers
with the irradiated targets will take not more than 3 hours.

2. Irradiation Rig and Target Carrier

There are two positions in the FRJ-2 reactor which provide an adequate neutron flux at
a reactor power of 20 MW, the preferred power instead of the allowed power of 23 MW.
But these positions are very small in diameter 50 mm), so that there is little space for
the installation of a rig which fulfils all requirements with respect to the cooling of the
targets during all steps of the irradiation and with respect to the handling of the targets
during full power operation. The rigs are cooled by light water, which has to be sepa-
rated from the heavy water of the reactor by two physical barriers. The coolant connec-
tions are at the top of the rig so that internal water guidance down to the targets and
back to the top is needed. The solution is a rig with a central guide tube which is open at
the bottom and which is accommodated in two concentric thimbles. The gap between
the two thimbles is filled with helium and will be monitored for moisture. The central
guide tube houses the so-called target carrier with the targets.

The target carrier is designed to carry four targets one on top of the other as is shown in
Fig. 1. It consists of a central rod on which sleeves the length of the targets are posi-
tioned like beads on a string. The sleeves hold the targets. They are equipped at the
bottom with six ribs symmetrically distributed around the periphery. The ribs are
stepped in order to center the targets on the sleeves and the sleeves in the central
guide tube of the rig. Thus, they ensure that the annular gap between the targets and
the guide tube on the one side and the sleeves and the targets on the other side will
have a nominal width of 2 mm.

This design had to be chosen for two reasons. First, there is not enough space in the rig
for the accommodation of a shell in which the targets could be fixed and, second, a shell
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would have too greatly hindered heat removal from the targets during handling in air,
which is necessary in this type of research reactor.

The maximum allowed power of a rig is 1 1 0 kW resulting in a maximum heat flux of the
targets of 230 W/CM2. This heat flux requires a coolant velocity of about 6 m/s in order to
keep the surface temperature of the targets below 130 C A higher surface temperature
was considered not to be acceptable in view of transients such as the loss of forced flow
or a power pulse. Since the pressure in the rigs is imposed by the flow, the loss of flow
is associated simultaneously with the loss of pressure. A downward flow along the tar-
gets was chosen for several safety reasons. It has no safety disadvantages since after-
heat removal by natural convection is not possible anyhow due to the high friction of the
rig.

In total, three rigs will be installed, one in a position with a somewhat lower neutron flux
for redundancy. All rigs will be cooled by one main cooling circuit, the main components
of which will be installed in the basement of the reactor. But for safety reasons and for
cooling of the rigs during loading and unloading, each rig is equipped with an emer-
gency cooling circuit to be installed in the gallery of the reactor block. These separate
circuits use the N16 decay tanks as water reservoirs and heat sinks. Redundant emer-
gency cooling pumps circulate the water through the rigs on demand if the main circuit
fails.

2. Loading and Unloading of the Targets during Full Power Operation

At the end of irradiation, the target carrier atached to a thin pulling rod by a bayonet
holder is first lifted into a decay position in the shielding plug of the reactor tank. For this
purpose, the pulling rod penetrates the shielding plug of the rig so that it can be seized
by the lifting machine. The pulling rod consists of two parts bolted together and after the
carrier has reached the decay position, the upper part of the rod is unscrewed and re-
moved whereas the lower part is kept in position by a clamping device at the top of the
inner rig plug. This plug together with the carrier and the targets forms the removable
unit.

After a decay time of 10 h, the removable unit can be unloaded from the rig. The four
targets produce a maximum thermal power of 180 W at this time. First, the rig is discon-
nected from the main cooling circuit and depressurized. Cooling of the rig is taken over
by the emergency cooling circuit. Then, the inner plug of the rig can be unlocked. Un-
loading as well as loading of the removable unit is done with the fuel handling flask.
However, since the rig is open after having unloaded the unit, a separate shielding de-
vice equipped with a shielding gate is needed to shield the radiation from the reactor
after removal of the flask with the unloaded unit. This device must first be placed over
the rig position on top of the reactor plate before the flask can be positioned. After
having opened the gate of the flask and of the shielding device, the removable unit is
lifted into the flask. During the lifting procedure, the targets are practically uncooled so
that the energy produced must be stored in the targets and the carrier. This is accept-
able due to the short time of about 2 minutes. In the flask, the targets are cooled by
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forced circulation of air. Although the average air velocity is very low, the cooling is ade-
quate as a test with an electrically heated simulator has shown. A maximum target tem-
perature of 190 'C is expected.

The removable unit is transported within the closed flask from the top of the reactor to
the storage block of the fuel elements. There, it is inserted with the flask into a transport
tube of about 40 mm wall thickness. At first, the target carrier is in a position where the
air gap between the targets and the transport tube is 25 mm. Later, when the flask has
been removed the carrier is lowered into a position with a gap of mm only in order to
obtain a better heat coupling of the targets to the tube. The ribs of the carrier, which ex-
ceed the size of the targets by 2 mm must run in grooves in this part. Therefore, lower-
ing is done by hand using the pulling rod, which is lengthened again for this purpose.
After lowering, the target carrier is submerged in the water of the storage block.

The unit is loaded into the rig in the opposite sequence. The unit with fresh targets is
loaded into the fuel handling flask from the transport tube, transported to the top of the
reactor and lowered into the rig after the flask has been positioned and the two gates (of
the flask and of the shielding device) have been opened. Subsequently, the flask and
the shielding device are removed, the rig plug is locked and the rig reconnected to the
main cooling circuit. Conditions are now fulfilled for lowering the carrier into the irradia-
tion position, which is carried out by the lifting machine.

3. Dry Transport of the Targets to the Water Pool in the Handling Bay

The removable unit with the targets is transported from the storage block in the reactor
hall to the water pool in the handling bay with the fuel transport flask. This flask is identi-
cal with the fuel handling flask except that there is no cooling facility. The lack of a
cooling facility led to the selection of the transport tube which provides such a high heat
capacity that under normal conditions the targets do not exceed a temperature of
1 00 'C during transport.

Prior to loading the transport tube with the loaded unit into the transport flask, the flask
is filled with helium in order to improve the heat conduction across the gap between the
targets and the transport tube. After having been loaded, the flask is transported on a
vehicle through the truck air lock into the handling bay. There, the flask is taken up by
the crane and put on a shielding cone on the water pool. Then the transport tube is low-
ered into the central hole of the cone and the target carrier is thus immersed in water.
The whole transport process from picking up of the transport tube in the reactor hall to
setting it up in the shielding cone takes no longer than half an hour.

After having removed the flask and lengthened the pulling rod, the carrier is lowered into
a receiving fixture below the shielding cone. The carrier is disconnected from the pulling
rod and the receiving fixture swung around horizontally so that there is free access to
the carrier. It is taken up by a manipulator and set up on a table at a depth of 3 m.
There, the targets are removed from the carrier and loaded into the customer's con-
tainer. Loading fresh targets onto the carrier and transport back to the storage block of
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the reactor is performed in the opposite sequence. All manipulations in the water pool
are observed via a submerged video camera.

4. Incidents to be Considered

Incidents to be considered are related to the irradiation process and to the handling pro-
cedures. The countermeasures are mainly directed towards protecting the targets from
becoming overheated.

4.1 Incidents during Irradiation

The main cooling incident during irradiation is the loss of flow. It will in general be de-
tected by 3 flow rate gauges at each rig causing a reactor trip, the disconnection of the
corresponding rig from the main circuit and the demand of the emergency pumps when
2 of the gauges measure a flow of 80 or less of the nominal flow rate. At nominal flow
rate, the safety factor against flow instability and burnout does not drop below 2 This is
also ensured by monitoring the temperature (2oo3) and the pressure (1 ool ) at the outlet
of each rig. The temperature causes a reactor trip but no disconnection of the rigs from
the main circuit. The pressure releases a warning only, which requires operator actions.

The main cooling circuit is equipped with two main cooling pumps which are both nor-
mally operated. But for availability reasons, the three rigs may also be operated with
one pump only. In this case, the frequency of the operating pump is monitored addition-
ally in order to obbtain a reactor trip as quickly as possible if the operating pump should
also fail.

For the detection of a target failure, the activity level at the outlet of the decay tank of
each rig is monitored by 3 activity measuring instruments. They would respond if the
activity level increased by two orders of magnitude and would scram the reactor and
disconnect the corresponding rig from the main circuit in order to retain the radioactive
substances released in the internal circuit. The reactor trip should avoid a propagation
of the target failure. An analysis has shown that in the case of a burnout of an area of
1 CM2 about 14 of the fission products released would escape into the main cooling
circuit.

Small leaks in the cooling circuits are detected by leak detectors and require operator
actions. Larger leaks are only assumed in the main cooling circuit. They cause the
automatic trip of the reactor and of the main cooling pumps by the level gauges 2003)
of the storage tank. The emergency cooling procedure is demanded by the flow rate
gauges of each rig. A guillotine fracture of a pipe in the main cooling circuit is excluded
by design.

A number of interlocks prevent human errors during loading and unloading of the re-
movable units. For instance, a special tool is needed to unlock the inner plug of a rig.
This tool is released after 1 0 h of decay and after the rig has been disconnected from
the main circuit.
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Of course, the targets must not be damaged in all cases of design basis incidents of the
reactor. There is only one reactor incident which affects the targets, namely a reactivity
transient. The allowed reactivity addition to the reactor is a jump of 06 Ak/k increas-
ing the reactor power by 1 00 % before the rapid shutdown system shuts the reactor
down. The corresponding transient analysis with the Canadian CATHENA code has
shown that the maximum target temperature reaches 186 C within 200 ms and then
decreases below 1 00 C just as quickly as is had previously increased.

4.2 Incidents during Handling of the Irradiated Targets

The countermeasures in the case of incidents during handling are directed towards
avoiding a target temperature of higher than 400 C in the reactor hall and 300 C in the
handling bay. The problem in choosing the allowable temperature was that no quantita-
tive figures were available on the temperature-dependent release of fission products in
this temperature range. Therefore, we will perform an experiment during the start-up of
production to demonstrate that up to 300 C practically no fission products are released
from the targets. This is necessary since no fission product release is allowed in the
handling bay due to the lack of control of radioactive effluents.

For the reactor hall as well as for the handling bay, dropping the flask has to be consid-
ered since the cranes are not designed in accordance with the latest KTA-rule. For such
an event in the handling bay, it could be shown that the temperatures of the targets
would not exceed the limit of 300 C. But in the reactor hall, the temperature of 400 C
would be exceeded by about 50 'C. Thus, it was assumed pessimistically that a fraction
of E-4 of the noble gases and 1 E-5 of the iodine escapes from the targets into the re-
actor hall. The reactor hall will be closed and kept at subatmospheric pressure by the
so-called incident filter system. This reduces the iodine discharge into the environment
to less than %o of the daily allowed value. The same is true of the discharge of noble
gases.

5. Time Schedule

Nearly three years will have passed since the customer's first inquiry when production
starts this autumn.

The first year was used for the development of the concept and for the clarification of
fundamental questions such as the adequate production yield in the positions in ques-
tion and sufficient cooling of the targets during handling in air. Both these questions
were clarified by experiments. This phase lasted such a long time because most of the
FZJ experts on the design of irradiation rigs have now retired so that there was a lack of
know-how.

When the project was discussed for the first time on the FZJ internal safety committee in
February 1997, the supervisory authority as a guest on the committee decided that the
project as a whole should be licensed according to the German Atomic Energy Act due
to the safety implications the project might have for the reactor itself. The application
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was made in the first half of June and the safety document submitted at the end of July.
TOV, the technical expert called upon by the authority, issued its draft report at the end
of October and the final version in mid February 1998. The license was granted at the
beginning of March 1998, after months, which is very quick for German circum-
stances.

During the licensing procedure, the detailed design was elaborated and the call for ten-
ders started. In parallel, the specifications of the components were discussed with TV
experts in order to get their approval before the documents could be officially submitted.
On this basis, the components and semi-finished products with a long supply time have
already been ordered.

The rig, the circuits and the control boards will mainly be installed in the long shutdown
period of the reactor scheduled for September and the first half of October. It will be fol-
lowed by the cold start-up tests, which include the demonstration of all handling proce-
dures in the presence of a TOV expert. Provided there is a satisfactory outcome of all
the tests, the production of molybdenum can be started in the second half of October.
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Fig. 2:
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ABSTRACT

Japan Research Reactor, No.4 ( JRR-4 is a light water moderated and cooled,

enriched uranium ETR-type fuel used and swimming pool style reactor with thermal

output of 3.5MW. Since the first criticality was achieved on January 28, 1965, many

experiments have been continuously succeed for wide researcher by January 12,1996.

The modification works of JRR-4 were started in October 1996 for about core

conversion, utilization facilities upgrading and renewal of some reactor systems. According

to the framework of reduced enrichment research reactors program, the new fuel is

manufactured as 20% lower enriched uranium silicide fuel without changing of structure

and any size. The some utilization facilities are installed, a medical irradiation facility for

BNCT a modified NAA system for short life nuclides and a large pipe irradiation system.

Furthermore many works are conducted such as the renewals of instrument and control

system repairing of reactor building etc.

The project is on schedule at now and is expected to be re-critical in July 1998.

1. INTRODUCTION

JRR-4 was operated with safety and succeed a long term about 31 years for wide

utilization such as nuclear shipment reactor shielding experiments, reactor physical

experiment, nuclear material and fuel irradiation, radioisotope production, silicon

transmutation doping, reactor training and so on. The total operating time is 29,377 hrs,

and the total thermal power is 58,706 MWh.

JRR-4 core conversion with 20% lower enriched uranium silicide fuel was decided

in 1995, under the world program of the Reduced Enrichment on Research and Test

Reactors. The new fuel of 35 fuel elements is manufactured in USA.

On the basis of reactor core conversion, JRR-4 also carried out utilization

facilities upgrading, reactor building seismic reinforcing, renewal of some reactor systems,
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etc.. On the utilization of JRR-4, after JRR-2 closed in 1996, the mission of BNCT is
transferred to JRR-4, and the new BNCT facility is installing in JRR-4. Other works is
needed a nuclear activation analysis system and a large irradiation pipe for upgrading
utilization. And modification works is also conducted many installation renewal for
increasing safety requirement and aging of reactor system.

The project of modification works is regulated by Japanese authorities such about
application for establishment, application for construction, pre-service inspection and
license of operation.

This paper is described about the summary of licensing procedure and main
modification works.

2. JRR-4 MODIFICATION LICENSSING

It took JRR-4 about two years to get Modification Permission License from the
Science and Technology Agency(STA) of Japan.

Oct.,1994 Start of STA hearing for JRR-4 core conversion
#Sep.,1995 Submission of permission application to prime minister via STA.

to Feb.,1996 The first safety examination by STA
to Aug.,1996 The second safety examination by AEC and NSC

#Sep.,1996 Issue of Modification Permission
(AEC; Atomic Energy Commission of Japan

NSC; Nuclear Safety Commission of Japan)
After permission, the application of detailed design and construction procedure was
submitted for approval to STA. And after approve, the application of pre--service
inspection was submitted about items and schedule to STA,

The modification works was started on October, 1996, many pre-service
inspection is carried out successfully about 40 times of 501h.

3. MAIN MODIFICATION WORKS

3.1 Reactor Building
JRR-4 reactor building is constructed in 1963 wich is reinforced concrete made

with 25m x 20m x 26mH. The reconstruction of building is including seismic
reinforcing, renewal of roof, large ceiling crane, ventilation system, lighting system and
so on. Specially the roof renewal was carried out until December,1997 while reactor
pool etc. was covered with temporary roof to control the radiation area.

According to the safety evaluation on new safety guide, the safety system is
installed such as emergency air exhausting system with filter of Iodine and emergency
electric power supply system( Two 100 kVA units)

3.2 Reactor Systems
Reactor systems are renewed to aging and upgrading which are reactor control

and protection system, control rod driving mechanism, fuel failure monitoring system,
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reactor pool gates, siphon-breaking valves, reactor operating aided system etc..
The instrument and control system is composed by process instrumentation

system, nuclear instrumentation system, process radiation monitor system and reactor
control system with two computer systems. These components is mounted in some
monitor panels and reactor operation console in control room. The computer systems

are named it XL system for reactor operation supporting and VXI bus Work station

for data logging and reporting, and all application software used in JRR-4 are made by
JRR-4 members.

The new nuclear instrumentation system are composed a fission counter for start-
up channel, a compensated ionized chamber for leaner-N channel, two uncompensated
ionized chamber for safety channel and a compensated ionized chamber for og-
N/period channel.

The control rod for neutron absorber is stainless steel plate with 16% natural
boron included and the control driving mechanism are renewed same design as old
them.

3.3 Utilization Systems
The BNCT facility are a neutron beam system which can use with thermal

neutron, epi-thermal neutron and their mix-beam, wide irradiation room, irradiation
monitoring room and pre-operation room. The neutron beam spectrum can be changed
by D20 thickness in heavy water tank and cadmium shutter. Furthermore new prompt
gamma-ray analysis system is installed in reactor side with super mirror guide tube.
The main specification of JRR-4 BNCT facility on design is show as follows;

*Irradiation hole 20cm x 20cm
*Thermal flux mode >1x109 n/cm2/s
*Epi-thermal flux mode >0.5x109 n/cM2/S

*Dose level from -ray up to V

On the neutron transmutation doping(NTP), the diameter of large irradiation hole
will change from 4 inches to 5.5 inches in order to larger NTP silicon. And on the
neutron activation analysis(NAA), JRR-4 new NAA system can undertake analysis
research for shorter life nuclides about one minute lifetime.

4. CONCLUSION
The. modification works of many installations are conducting on each schedule

smoothly and successfully. Many cold test work will be continuing until June, JRR-4 is
expected to be achieved re-criticality in July 1998 on critical test. After then it will be
carried out that is zero-power test, core characteristic performance test, power-up test.

JRR-4 will be one of most useful reactor for medical irradiation facility which
can save many penitents with brain cancer in the world.

At last, the authors would like to express our great gratitude to each members
of JRR-4 project group.
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• First Critical 28th January, 1965

• Max. Thermal Power: 3.5MW
M2. S

• Max. Thermal Neutron Flux: 6x IO" n/c

• Operation Mode: Daily Operation, 6hrs/Day

Z MIL

Fig, I Outline of JRR-4
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Fig.-2 Major Regulatory Process for Research Reactors
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Developments at the Interfaculty Reactor Institute

Adrian H.M. Verkooi'Ln*

Introduction

The Interfaculty Reactor Institute is part of the Delft University of Technology. It is the only
university institute in the Netherlands that operates a nuclear reactor. Therefore it is a central
training and research facility for the Dutch universities and it has a national function for
providing expertise in nuclear reactors, ionizing radiation and radionuclides to the academic
community. 
The institute operates a 2 MW pool type nuclear reactor with a maximum neutron flux of
1.5x IO" m's-1 a 3 W pulsed electron accelerator, different positron sources and other
experimental facilities for research with radio nuclides and radiation.
The reactor has been in operation for 35 years, with several upgrades during this period.
Technically it is in a very good position and its technical life expectancy is at least another IO- 1 5
years. Until 1998 the reactor used HEU as fuel but this is now converted to LEU.
To compensate for its average power and neutron flux the staff pais much attention to the
development of smart instruments and experiments.
In scientific departments an extensive research program is carried out:

Radiochernistry
Instrumental neutron activation analysis of small and very)large samples
Isotope applications in chemistry and process technology
Life and environmental sciences
Speciation of radioisotopes in bio-geochemical systems

Reactor Physics
Nuclear reactor systems
Reactor physics
Defects in materials
Radiation and dosimetry

Radiation chemistry
Radiation induced conduction in polymers and self-organizing molecule systems
Charge separation and energy dislocation in exited molecules
Radiation induced polymerization

Radiation Physics
Neutron experimental techniques
Dynamics and structure of disordered systems
Properties of soft condensed matter
Characterization of catalysts by M6ssbauer spectroscopy

Radiation Technology

Interfaculty Reactor Institute Tel: ++31 15 278 6614
Delft niversity of Technology Fax: ++31 15 278 8430
Mekelweg 15, 2629JB Delft E-mail: A.H.M.Verkooijen�IRI.TUDELFT.NL
The etherlands
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Development and characterization of new scintillation crystals
Smart silicium sensors with integrated electronics
Silicium micro gap - gas amplified sensors

For a part of this research partners take the initiative. Sometimes partners come from other
faculties of Delft University of Technology sometimes from other (Dutch) universities. The
institute contributes its unique knowledge and its facilities. For another part the institute develops
and operates its own research program. This program is mainly aimed at increasing our
knowledge, developing new instrumental techniques and instruments. Gradually it is shifting
from fundamental towards more applied research. The applications are mainly in the fields of
materials science, environment and biology, sensors and instrumentation, energy and sustainable
production technologies.

New developments

On January I st 1997 the institute obtained a new licence under the Nuclear Energy Law. The
main purpose for obtaining this new licence was to change from HEU to LEU as a fuel and to be
able to build a new beam hall,
The licensing process was, as usual, a tedious one. More than years ago it started with a safety
report of all the changes that were envisaged. This was followed by a Environmental Impact
Statement. Then the responsible ministry could start to draw up a concept licence. This was
subject of public hearing. Objections of several different natures were brought forward and
changes were made to the final licence. This licence was officially granted to the institute. Once
more this was made public and objections were raised, now with the Supreme State Council.
Until now these objections were not of such a nature that the use of the licence was prevented.
Therefore we started with the conversion process. The new LEU was shipped in caskets that also
needed a new licence, now from the French, Belgian and Dutch government. In November last
year the new elements were received. During a period of 4 years the total inventory of our core
will be changed from HEU to LEU.
On the first of April the first two elements were introduced in the reactor. At the same time the
core was compacted. Fig. I and Fig. 2 give the details about the conversion and compaction.
Measurements showed that the flux was slightly increased at all positions except at the new
elements. The flux distribution of the new core was much more even as compared to the previous
one.

New beam hall
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In July 1997 the construction started for a new beam hall. The dimensions are approximately 32 x
20 m. In this building existing instruments will be positioned along with a number of new
instruments that are currently being developed. Fig.3.

Positron Instruments
2 dimensional angular correlation of annihilation radiation
Positron microanalysis

Neutron instruments:
Neutron depolarisation
Neutron depth profiling
Neutron diffraction
Spin echo small angle scattering

Positron Instruments.

The positron instruments are in the first place connected with a newly developed intense positron
source, which is connected to the reactor. Tis unique source relies on positron generation by pair
formation in tungsten and copper cylinders with a large emitting surface area, - 2000 crew.
Details of this project are given in I The copper cylinders were covered with a thin sheath of
annealed tungsten foil. This tungsten allows the moderation and emission of positrons even under
bad vacuum conditions. The positrons are electrostatically extracted and further transported
through a magnetic beam tube. Fig. 4 At 2 MW reactor power the intensity of the positron
bundle was 07 x 10ge's-'. The profile of the positron beam at 3 m distance from the reactor was
gaussian with a diameter of 10 mm. Given the limitations of this system we expect an upper limit
for the beam intensity of 109e+s-1. The beam is fed to the two instruments through a tube system
with a solenoid field of 10-2 T. In this field the positrons follow a helical path.
The micro-beam facility consists of a remoderation section coupled with a converted Scanning
Electron Microscope (Philips 535-M). Fig. 5. In the remoderation section the brightness of the
positron beam is enhanced by a factor of 50 however at a loss of 80% of the beam intensity. This
is achieved by focussing the primary keV beam on a tungsten moderator foil with a thickness of
100 nni. The thermalised positrons, leave the foil at the opposite side and are accelerated again
and focussed on a second foil. This process is repeated a third time. The resulting beam has a
width of 800 nm and can be fed to the SEM. The remoderator has been designed to deliver
positrons with a variable energy in the range of zero till 25 keV.

Neutron Instruments.

As an application of Larmor precession we are developing a method in which spin echo was used
to determine small angle scattering of a sample. The sample is located between two precession
coils with inclined front and end faces. The precession induced by the two coils are of opposite
sign and shoul cancel eac other. A scatter in the sample between the two coils changes the
resulting polarisation. The polarisation is measured as a function with the field in the coils, which
is a measure for the correlation length in the sample. Fig. 6 This method promises to be very
powerful: at very short measuring times correlation I engths between 6 and 600 rm. [2]
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R&D plans

During the past year new plans for future R&D have been initiated. The development started with
a self-assessment of the quality of our R&D. First we developed a yardstick for measuring the
quality of our research. Then the current program and the plans for the future were explicitly
formulated. Future investments and major staff mutations were identified. After that the scientific
productivity by volume and by impact was measured. The yardstick and these data together
allowed us to determine ourselves the scientific significance of our work and our plans. In a next
step the Royal Dutch Academy of Sciences installed a panel of internationally recognised
experts. They made the assessment using the results of this self-assessment, a bibliometrical
analysis and a site visit. The verdict covered four aspects for the quality of the institute: scientific
quality, productivity, significance and viability. The outcome has a value for its own. All research
programs were rated at least of satisfactory quality, while a significant number of the programs
were very good to outstanding. Of more importance is the use of the results for designing a long-
term perspective for the institute. We used them as an important input for the development of a
new strategy. The most important aspects of this strategy are: focus the research on a smaller
number of topics, increase the number of staff in a program, stimulate the co-operation between
different groups of the institute in particular in areas where we can contribute to the development
of new technologies that will make an impact. We also want to contribute to the development of
new instruments for the next generation sources of neutrons, positrons and other radiation. So
also co-operation with other international groups will be stimulated.

Litterature:

I A. van Veen, F. Labohm, H. Schut, J. de Roode, T. Heijenga, P.E. Njnarends,
Appl.Surf Sci., 116 1997) 39.

2 M. Th. Rekveld, Nuclear instruments and methods in physics research B, 114 1996) 366-
370
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Preliminary Study of the Core Design of TRR-11

Chien-Hsiang Chen and Jing-Tong Yangt

institute of Nuclear Energy Research
P.O.Box 33, Lung-Tan, Ta0yuan, Taiwan, R.O.C.

Tel : 886-3-4711400-6006
Fax 886-3-4711404

E-mail : jtyang�iner.aec.gov.tw

1. INTRODUCTION

In order to apply nuclear technologies more widely and solve the aging problem, the
Institute of Nuclear Energy Research (INER) in Taiwan has made decision to rebuild the
Taiwan Research Reactor (TRR). The construction of the new reactor, TRR-Il, expects to
be approved at the end of year 1999, and finished before year 2003. The startup operation
of TRR-11 is expected at the beginning of year 2004 TRR-11 is designed for multipurpose
research reactor, and will support different neutronic applications, such as radioisotope
productions, fuel and material tests, neutron transmutation doping, cold neutron

experiments, neutron scattering analyses, etc.

To meet the basic requirements for these nuclear technologies and enhance efficiency of
fuel utilization, the following objectives need to be reached. 1) The maximum
undisturbed thermal flux is at least 2xlO" n/CM2_S 2 The reactor should operate in full
power incessantly and safely at least thirty days. 3 The average burnup of the discharged

fuel bundle should be more than 60% out of the initial one.

11. DESCRIPTION OF CORE DESIGN

For research reactors, to obtain better neutronic performance, it is a world-wide trend to
use high density uranium silicide fuel. 1,2 The INER decides to use plate-type uranium

silicide (U3S'2-Al) fuel with uranium density of 48 g/cm' (enrichment: 19.75 w-%) for
TRR-11. More details about the designed standard fuel element, control element, and core

are described in the following three sections.

t The corresponding author
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IL I Standard Fuel Element

Figure I shows a view of the cross section of the designed standard fuel element. As

illustrated, each standard fuel element contains 21 fuel plates. The thickness of fuel meat

and aluminum clad are 0.051 cm and 0038 cm, respectively. The coolant gap between

two plates is 0258 cm. The cross section area of a fuel element is 8.05x8.05 CM2 , and the

active length is 60 cm. To control the big excess reactivity in such high uranium density,

except the use of control elements, each fuel plate is added burnable poison (natural

cadmium) wires on both sides. The diameter of the burnable poison wire is 004 cm.

8.050
450 0.150_.

--------------------------------------------

:0.1115

8. 50

T:
0.127: :0-258

---------------------------------------------- ------- T
0.038

(All dimensions in cm) 0.051 Fuel Plate
0.038 -0.210

Figure 1. Standard Fuel Element

11.2 Control Element

3 ItBasically, the designed control element is similar to the one used in the JRR-3M.

consists of two portions. The top is a 60-cm long control rod, which is shown in Figure 2.

The material used as thermal neutron absorber is natural hafnium. The thickness of the

absorber is 0.5 cm. The bottom of the control rod is connected to a 60-cm long fel-

follower. There are 17 fuel plates in a fuel follower. Compositions of the fuel meat in the

fuel follower are exactly the same as that in the standard fuel element. The thickness of

fuel meat and aluminum clad are 0.051 cm and 0038 cm, respectively, too. The coolant
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gap is 0264 cm. Figure 3 is the configuration of the cross section of a fuel follower.

Outside of the control element, there is a 0.5-cm thick, aluminum-made guide tube.

j - - -5 0 0 8.050 0 10- -j - - 0.2 ---- �_j ------------------------------------ ---

0.500

H,6. 0: 0 -

W

:0.210

0.500 :1 Al----------------------------------------- ---- J:
6.630

(All dimensions in cm)

Figure 2 Control Rod

0.151 8.050 0 50 0.210--------------
0.500

0.264

6.63J

T

;T
:0.127

0.500 1 ------------------------------------ - ----- :0.1235
- 6630

(All dimensions i cm) 0 05. Fuel Plate
0.038

Figure 3 Fuel Follower
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II.3 Core

The full power level of TRR-II is set to 20 MW. The geometry of the core is designed to

be square shape (6x6 elements). There are 25 standard fuel elements, 6 control elements,

and irradiation elements in the core. The configuration of the core is shown in Figure 4.

The core is contained by a 2-cm thick aluminum frame. The coolant is water, which flows

through the core axially from upside. The core is surrounded by the D20 as a reflector.

The cross section area of the core is 48.9x48.9 CM2 , and the active length is 60 cm. The

D20 reflector has the outside diameter of 200 cm and the height of 120 cm. The total

mass of U211 loaded initially is 11,821 g.

A

11 El DO

0 0

77777777� 9

-48.9

F-] Standard Fuel Element

FE-]] Control Element

Fol Irradiation Element

Figure 4 TRR-11 Core Configuration

111. NEUTRONIC AND THERMAL HYDRAULIC DESIGN FEATURES

Computing codes used to perform most of the neutronic calculations are WIMSD4,

TWODANT and CITATION. The Monte Carlo code, MCNP, is used for some benclunark

calculations. COBRA and RELAP are used for thermal hydraulic analyses.

For the fresh core, the undisturbed maximum thermal flux (E < 0625 eV) in the D20

reflector is 2.OxIO" n/cm'-s, and the excess reactivity of the fresh core is about 0134
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,,A/k. The core design features mentioned in Section II.3 are listed in Table 1, in which

some important neutronic and thermal hydraulic parameters are also listed.

Table 1. TRR-11 Core Design Features

Parameter Value
Power Level MW) 20
Fuel Meat Material U3Si2-AI
Fuel Geometry Plate
U21' Enrichment (w-%) 19.75
Uranium Density (g/cm') 4.80
No. of Fuel Element 25
No. of Control Element 6
No. of Irradiation Element 5
Total U211 Mass Loaded Initially (g) 11,821
Core Active Height (cm) 60
Core Cross Section Area (cm 2) 48.9x48.9

Core Active Height (cm) 60
Undisturbed Maximum Thermal Flux in D20* (n/cM2_S) 2.OE+14
Excess Reactivity* (A k/k) 0.134

Total Control Rod Worth'(A k/k) 0.206

Maximum Control Rod Worth (A k/k) 0.051

Shut Down Margin* (A k/k) 0.072

Shut Down Margin without Maximum Control Rod'(A k/k) 0.021

Coolant Inlet Temperature C) 40.0
Coolant Inlet Pessure (Mpa/psia) 0.152/22.0
Coolant Velocity (m/s) 6.24
Axial Power Peaking Factor 1.42
Radial Power Peaking Factor 1.23
Local Power Peaking Factor 1.51
Average Heat Flux (W/CM2) 40.9

Maximum Heat Flux (w/cm') 156.6
Critical Heat Flux (W/CM2) 346.9

IDNBR 2.22

Data are corresponding to the initial core.

To simplify the refueling procedures, fuel shuffling does not be used in fuel management.

Standard fuel elements in the core are assigned to 9 batches. (See Figure 5.) Orders to

replace fuel bundles are followed batch numbers. The cycle length is set to 35 days. The

excess reactivity after reaching the equilibrium cycle is in the range of 55 to 75 Ak/k.

The average discharged burnup is greater than 60%.
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Figure 5. Refueling Batch Numbers

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Currently, the conceptual core design of TRR-11 is close to complete. From the

preliminary calculations and tests, three main goals described in the beginning of this

document can be achieved. It is believed that TRR-11 will have significant contribution to

Taiwan's nuclear technologies.
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NEUTRON SATTERING UPGRADES AT THE GH FLUX ISOTOPE REACTOR

Mike B. Farrar and Colin D. West
Oak Ridge National Laboratory

P.O. Box W
FEDC Building XA04C1712

Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831, USA
Phone: 423-574-0370

Fax: 423-576-3041
e-mail:

(Session 1A)

Abstract

A program of upgrades at the High Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR) is underway. Major components of the program are the
enlargement of a tangential beam tube to accommodate installation of a supercritical hydrogen cold source (to be described in a
separate presentation); installation of a guide system to carry cold neutrons into a new guide hall area-, enlargement of the reactors
radial beam tube and installation of a supermiffor thermal neutron guide system; and improvements to the geometry of the reactor's
two remaining tangential tubes. Installation of the new equipment is planned to take place during the shutdown, scheduled to bgin in
late 1999, for replacement of the so-called permanent beryllium reflector. The reflector and other reactor internal components will be
modified to accept larger beam tubes.
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FLUX AT VARIOUS RESEARCH REACTORS

Facility name Peak thermal flux outside core, 1014 CM-I.S-1

HFIR Oak Ridge 12 (� 85 MW9 14 100 MW)

ILL Grenoble 13

SM-3 Russia 10

HFBR BNL 11 ( 6MW)

BR-2 Belgium 9

ATR Idaho 8.5

PIK a Russia 13

'In construction.
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STATUS

Cold Source Project is 60% complete

cryostat model built and proof tested
some system tests completed
refrigerator should be delivered this fall

Request for bids on the Neutron Science Support building completed, awaiting
DOE approval

Bids have been received on the cold and thermal guide systems

presently under evaluation
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Current Activities at the MIT Research Reactor
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Cambridge, MA 02139

The MIT Research Reactor MITR) is a MW nuclear research reactor that is owned and

operated by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology to further its educational and research goals

at both the undergraduate and graduate level. The reactor first achieved criticality in 1958. It was

largely rebuilt in 1973/1974 by MIT staff and students, and its current license expires in August

1999. The current facility, which is designated as the MITR-H, uses a compact core with finned,

aluminum-clad, plate-type fuel that is cooled and moderated by light water and reflected by heavy

water. The reactor core can hold twenty-seven fuel elements. However, the normal configuration

is twenty-four elements. A maximum of four fuel elements can be replaced with in-core

experimental facilities. A unique feature of the MITR-11's design is that fixed absorber plates can

be inserted in the upper half of the core. These cause the flux to peak in the lower half which

beneifits experimenters and also facilitates a fuel strategy that involves inversion of fuel elements

midway through their life cycle. The MITR-II currently operates continuously for four weeks

followed by shutdown of a few days for maintenance.

This paper provides an overview of current activities at the MITR including preparations

for relicensing. The status of an on-going Phase-I clinical trial of boron neutron capture therapy

for both glioblastoma multiforme and metastatic melanoma is described as well as the design of a

fission converter facility for BNCT. Environmental research using neutron activation analysis is

summarized as well as in-pile research focussed on LWR water chemistry and structual materials.
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Reactor Relicensing

Currently we are planning a power upgrade to the maximum level 6-7 MW) that can be

safely supported by the existing heat removal equipment. Preliminary thermal-hydraulic analysis

for the upgrade was performed based on the existing heat removal system [1]. The reactor core

power distribution was detem-dned using MCNP. The MULCH-II code 2], which was written to

model the MITR-II, was used for the thermal hydraulic calculations. Figure is a comparison

between the LSSS determined in 1970 for the MITR-H SAR and those for the proposed upgrade.

Both were calculated for a primary coolant flow rate of 1800 gpm a constant coolant level of 4"

below overflow, and the same set of engineering hot channel factors. The current LSSS (denoted

1970) was derived analytically to determine onset of nucleate boiling (ONB) based on a very

conservative approach. For example, it was assumed that the ighest clad temperature occurred at

the hot spot. Also, extra margin was arbitrarily added to allow for uncertainty in the nuclear hot

channel factor determination. The new LSSS (denoted 1997) was calculated using the MULCH-H

code, which models both the average and hot channels with each channel divided into small axial

nodes. The result is a more realistic calculation of the conditions actually present in the fuel

channels. Also, because of an improved computational tool (the Monte-Carlo based MCNP code

vs. the diffusion theory-code CITATION) and the availability of actual flux measurements

performed during the initial startup test in 1975, the nuclear hot channel factor can now be used

without excess margin. However, other conservative assumptions are still retained in the current

calculations. First, the hottest channel is assumed to be the channel which receives the -iinimal

primary flow. This is because of the difficulty in predicting core flow distribution. Second, 100%

of the fission power is assumed to be deposited in the fueled region. Also, the engineering hot

channel factors are combined cumulatively, which is believed to be an overly conservative

approach 3]. The new LSSS is proposed to be set at 7 MW and 70 'C compared to the current

values of 6 MW and 60 'C as shown in Figure .

Other issues such as Xenon poisoning, Ar-41 production, liquid effluent releases, solid

waste generation, design basis accident, emergency core cooling, auxiliary heat removal
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Figure 1. Comparison of the Calculated LSSS using MULCH-II
and the LSSS used in the MITR-II SAR.

systems, shielding, and radiation effects in materials which may be affected by the upgrade have

also been reviewed. Results show that the impact of proposed upgrade is insignificant and/or

within regulatory limits.

Phase I Clinical Trial of BNCT

Neutron capture therapy (NCT) is a binary cancer therapy that entails the administration of

a tumor-seeking boronated drug followed by the irradiation of the tumor region with neutrons. The

neutrons cause boron nuclei to fission and thereby release densely ionizing helium and lithium

nuclei (high LET), which destroy cancerous cells causing significantly less damage to adjacent

normal cells. Neutron capture therapy is being tested on glioblastorna multiforme (brain tumors)

and metastasized melanoma (skin cancer on the extremities and in brain). Both Brookhaven

National Laboratory and MIT conducted trials of NCT more than thirty years ago. These were
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unsuccessful because the available boron drugs did not concentrate sufficiently in tumor and

because the thermal neutron beams that were used did not enable neutrons to travel deep enough

into the brain. Many improvements have occurred since that time including Monte-Carlo based

codes for neutron transport calculation, improved imaging techniques, microdosimetry methods

that allow boron location to be determined at the cellular level, new drugs for the delivery of boron

to tumor, and the design of epithermal neutron beams that allow delivery of dose to deep in the

brain while also avoiding the need for surgery.

On February 16, 1993, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRQ issued an

amendment to the operating license of the MITR-II for the use of its medical therapy facility's

epithermal neutron beam for the treatment of humans using neutron capture therapy. This was

followed on July 20, 1993, by a parallel amendment to the license of our medical partner. In April

1994, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved a melanoma protocol for BNCT.

On September 6 1994, MIT and its medical partner jointly initiated the first step in a phase-I

protocol for the evaluation of NCT for metastatic melanoma. Phase-I protocols are a requirement

by the U.S.. Food and Drug Administration (FDA). Their purpose is to determine the safety of a

new experimental therapy. This protocol specified three subjects per dose level and a starting dose

of 1000 RBE-cGy.

In July 1996, the FDA approved a protocol for the use of BNCT for glioblastoma

multifon-ne (brain cancer). The initial dose was 880 RBE-cGy with dose-escalations of 10% per

level. Irradiations were begun under this protocol in July 1996. As of the end of 1997, five

human subjects had been irradiated under the melanoma Phase-I dose escalation protocol, three to a

healthy tissue dose of 1000 RBE-cGy and two to a dose of 1250 RBE-cGy. Eleven human

subjects have been irradiated under the brain cancer Phase-I protocol with the latest at the 170

RBE-cGy level.

Table One summarizes the melanoma Phase-I trial. In one case there was significant

shrinkage of the tumor and in another the tumor disappeared. Table Two summarizes the brain

cancer Phase I trial as of December 31, 1997.
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Table One

Melanoma Protocol Phase-1 Trial

Subject Irradiation. Tumor Normal Tissue Number of
Start Location Dose Fractions

(RBE-cGy)
1* 9/6/94 Right Foot 1000 4

(Plantar)
2 10/24/94 Inside Left Calf 1000 4
3 12/5/94 Outside Left Calf 947 4
4 9/26/95 Outside Right 1250 4

Kne
5** 5/9/96 Outside Left 1055

Ankle

*Shrinkage of tumor
"Complete tumor regression.

Table Two

Brain Protocol Phase-1 Trial

Subjec Tumor Date Irradiation Healthy (mg/kg) Results
TyVe Type Tissue BPA as of

Peak Dose 12/31/97
(RBE-cGyJ

1 GBM 7/25/96 Bilateral 880 250 Survived Nine
Months

2 GBM 7/1/96 Bilateral 880 250 Temporary
Improvement

3 GBM 11/22/96 Bilateral 880 250 Survived Ten
Months

4 GBM 1/30/97 Bilateral 970 250 Survived Two
Months

5 GBM 2/28/97 Bilateral 970 250 Recurrence Seen
(Frontal/Side)

6 MM 3/6/97 Bilateral 970 250 Survived One
Year

7 GBM 4/10/97 Bilateral 1065 250 Survived Six
(Two Fractions) Months

8 GBM 4/24/97 Bilateral 916 250 Post-Irradiation.
(Planned) Edema

9 GBM 9/11/97 Unilateral 1065 250 Returned to Prior
Status

10 GBM 9/18/97 Unilateral 1065 250 Returned to Prior
Status

1 1 GBM 12/18/97 Bilateral 1170 300 Returned to Prior
(Two Fractions) Status
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Design and Construction of a Fission Converter Based Epithernial Beam for
Neutron Capture Therapy

The MITR's current epithermal neutron beam (M67) has an epithermal neutron flux of

2. 1 x 108 n/cm2 S. It takes approximately 25 hours to deliver a normal tissue tolerance dose of

about 1000 RBE cGy. Because of the long irradiation time, a fission converter epithermal neutron

beam, which is capable of treating a patient in a few inutes, was designed for advanced clinical

trials and for routine therapy. Figure 2 shows the top view of the planned fission converter

facility.

Design studies of the fission converter facility were performed for both spent and fresh

MITR-11 fuel elements using either D20 or H20 as the coolant. Table 3 summarizes the fission

converter power calculated using MCNP with the MITR core at N1W. The calculated epithermal

neutron flux at the patient position is about I x 1010 n/cM2 s with the MITR core at MW with

specific fast neutron and specific incident photon doses lower than 2xlO-11 cGy CM2 /epi n (i.e.,

negligible non-selective dose components). An epithermal neutron flux at this intensity would

result in an irradiation time on the order of minutes. Irradiation times in this range are typical of

those used with conventional external beam irradiation facilities such as linacs and are important to

patient comfort and needed for eventual high throughput of patients.

Table Three
Calculated Fission Converter Power 41

Fission Converter
Coolant Fuel (g 235U) Power at MW

Reactor Power
(kW)

D20 312 81.5
(Spent ITR-11. Fuel) ±0.3%

D20 510 105.4
(Fresh MITR-11 Fuel) ±0.2%

H20 312 83.4
(Spent MITR-11 Fuel) ±0.2%

H20 510 125.5
(Fresh MITR-H Fuel) ±0.2%

Note: The statistical uncertainties listed as a percent for each value represent one standard
deviation
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Ir

Figure 4 Fracture surface of a commercial purity 304 SS specimen pre-
irradiated to 0.8xlO25n/m2 and tested at slow strain rate in-core
under BWR conditions.

prefer reactor-based projects because they provide them with an opportunity to utilize and

synthesize the theoretical material that they have learned in relevant experimental tests. For

example, those working on the reactor redesign can combine their understanding of reactor

physics, thermal hydraulic engineering, and radiation safety. Another advantage of reactor-based

thesis research is that it provides students with an opportunity to develop practical skills including

measurement techniques and machining. A second educational use of the reactor is to support

laboratory courses with exercises such as time-of-flight neutron spectrum measurements,

subcritical multiplication, spectra unfolding, etc. A third use is that a small number (three or four

per year) of highly motivated students are chosen for employment at the reactor. These students

spend four months in an intensive training program and then take a two day exam administered by

the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission for a reactor operator's license. A year later they are
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The new beam design is based on a fission converter made of MITR-11 fuel elements which

are driven by the neutrons from the reactor core of the MITR-H. Neutrons from the reactor are

converted to a fission spectrum by the fission converter. A filter/moderator is then used to tailor

the neutron spectrum to eliminate unwanted fast neutrons and photons without significantly

decreasing the epithermal neutrons (1 eV to 10 keV) 5-71. The cooling of the fuel contained in the

fission converter will be provided by forced convection of either H20 or D20 enclosed in a tank.

A Safety Evaluation Report (SER) and associated Technical Specifications for the fission

converter facility were submitted to the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission in October 1997 as

part of a request for a facility operating license amendment. A three year contract has been

awarded by the Department of Energy (DOE) for construction and startup of the fission converter

facility. Construction of the facility is currently in progress.

Environmental Research and Radiochemistry

Instrumental Neutron Activation Analysis (INAA) is one of the most sensitive, selective,

and reliable trace element analysis techniques available. It is also nondestructive, and capable of

detecting over 40 elements. In order to take full advantage of INAA, the MIT Nuclear Reactor

Laboratory operates a radiochernistry laboratory where INAA is used to support research in

materials science, biomedical and environmental studies, and the earth sciences.

A recent research program was completed at the MITR-11 using INAA to study trace

elements in atmospheric particulate matter across the upper New York State region of the United

States. The primary goals of this program were to identify the significant regional sources of these

elements and to establish their ambient background concentrations. From October 1991 through

September 1993 daily samples of fine and coarse atmospheric particulate material (diameters less

than 25 gm, and between 25 gm to 10 gm, respectively) were collected at five remote locations

in upper New York State. Approximately 1400 of the fine fraction samples were analyzed for

elemental composition by INAA. The sources of these particulates were identified by applying

Factor Analysis (FA) and using known and inferred elemental markers. The absolute contributions
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to the ambient elemental concentrations from each source type or group were calculated by the

method of Absolute Factor Score-Multiple Linear Regression (AFS-MLR) analysis.

Of the sources identified by the analysis, U.S. regional sources, which are primarily well-

aged, coal combustion emissions from the Midwestern U.S., accounted for about 50% of the Se,

Mo, and Sb; 35% of the Mn, Fe, Co, Zn, and As; and about 25% of the V, Cd, La, Ce, and Sm.

Crustal material contributed about 50% of the Sc, Ce, and Sm; and between 20 and 35% of the

Mg, Al, Mn, Fe, Zn, Se, Br, Sb, and La. About 60% of the Na and Cl were associated with a

Canadian regional group of sources, probably due to marine aerosols originating from the Hudson

Bay. Other sources which were identified to be responsible for significant amounts of one or two

elements each were 20% of the V from oil-related combustion and refining, 60% of the Cr and

70% of the Au from precious metal works, and 25% of As and Cd from smelter emissions [8].

Because of its well known toxicity, the sources and ambient concentrations of mercury

were of particular interest in this study. It was found that approximately 55% of the fine particulate

mercury originated from smelters in Ontario and Quebec, and 25% from a mixture of regional

sources in the Midwestern U.S. 9 A decline in the average measured particulate Hg

concentration, beginning in February 1993, has tentatively been attributed to reduced emissions

from one or more of the major Canadian smelters, which at that time undertook changes in

operating conditions or emissions controls over the course of the study. Figure 3 shows the

temporal variation of mercury concentrations at the five sampling sites.

Light Water Power Reactor Coolant Chemistry Studies and In-Pile Mechanical
Property Testing

A number of unique experimental water loop facilities for the study of boiling water and

pressurized water power reactor coolant chemistry have been installed and operated in the MITR-

H. The in-core portions of the loops are exposed to a radiation environment very similar to that of

a commercial light water reactor (LWR). Generally, the experiments are installed in aluminum

containment thimbles and inserted into a dummy fuel element in an in-core fuel position. An
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Figure 3 Smoothed, monthly average, fine particulate mercury concentrations at five
sampling sites in Upstate New York, showing the common source influences
among the sites, and an overall decline in concentrations beginning in early
1993.

insulating gas gap isolates the rig internals from the MITR-11 primary coolant to allow operation in

a temperature and pressure range of 280-325 'C and 716 MPa, again representative of commercial

LWR conditions. The capabilities and the research objectives addressed by some of these facilities

are briefly summarized below.

The first of the in-core loops was initially operated in 1989 and has been used for several

programs studying the effect of PWR primary coolant chemistry on radiation product transport

[10,11]. The PWR Coolant Chemistry Loop (PCCL) is designed to simulate, at about one third

scale, a single flow channel in a PWR primary coolant loop. The temperatures, heat fluxes,

coolant velocity, and area ratios of the wetted materials (zircaloy, inconel, and stainless steel) are

closely simulated. In addition, the loop is designed to permit removal and replacement of all high

temperature tubing for each irradiation run. Activity distribution throughout the entire loop can

therefore be determined following irradiation, and subsequent runs are not compromised by

residual activity or by corrosion film changes caused by decontamination procedures. Optimum
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coolant pH and the use of zinc injection to reduce corrosion product transport have been studied

using the PCCL.

A companion loop, the BVVR Coolant Chemistry Loop (BCCL), makes use of technology

similar to the PCCL and can be installed in the same core position using many of the same support

facilities 12,13]. It is not designed to simulate the entire BWR coolant circuit but can be

configured to simulate several regions of interest, including in-core boiling and bypass channels.

In-core boiling and steam/water separation are achieved. A variety of on-line chemistry and

activity monitors are provided. The BCCL has been used to study the radiolysis chemistry of

water, with particular emphasis on computer code benchmarking, to investigate ways to reduce

radioactive nitrogen carryover into the steam phase under normal and hydrogen water chemistry,

and to evaluate alternatives to hydrogen for reducing the electrochemical corrosion potential of

stainless steel in the BWR primary circuit.

In the past several years, the emphasis of the in-core LWR experimental program has been

on the use of an in-core, actively loaded mechanical test facility 14]. Like the CCL experiments,

this facility uses a high pressure, high temperature recirculating water coolant system to provide an

environment representative of LWR primary coolant. One or more specimens can be loaded in the

in-core or near-core water environment using a computer controlled Instron servo-mechanical

testing machine mounted on the reactor core tank lid. The system has been operated with a single

specimen, slow strain rate mode to study irradiation assisted stress corrosion cracking of pre-

irradiated specimens, and in a multi-specimen, constant load mode to study BVVR core shroud

cracking. Figure 4 shows a scanning electron micrograph of the fracture surface of a 304 SS

specimen tested to failure in the in-core test facility. Transgranular and intergranular cracking

regions indicative of environmentally assisted cracking are observed.

Educational Uses

The MITR-11 is used for education at MIT in three distinct ways. First, the major projects

provide thesis research at the B.S., M.S., and Ph.D. level for graduate students. Many students
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eligible to obtain a senior operator's license and may participate in a second training cycle for that

purpose. Students who are involved in this program consistently state that the experience was the

high point of their MIT education.

The MITR-11 also serves as a regional educational facility. Tours are available to high

school students, a lecture series on the applications of neutrons is offered to local-area science

teachers, and visiting universities utilize the facility for both research and laboratory exercises

[15,16].

Conclusion

The MITR continues to function, as it has for the past forty years, as an important facility

for both education and research at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology for the Northeastern

USA. This vitality exists because research reactors are themselves instruments, albeit very large

ones, that allow scientists to investigate the nature of matter. New applications of neutrons for

research continue to arise.
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Abstract

HANARO is a light-water-cooled and heavy-water-reflected research reactor

designed to be operated at full power of 30 MWth. When the reactor

operating license was issued for HANARO in 1995, there were imposed two

licensing conditions related to its rated operating power; the fuel power rating

and the CHF prediction. The HANARO fuel design was based on AECL's

tests in NRU. The Korean Institute of Nuclear Safety (KINS) requires KAERI

to get more experimental data at higher linear heat rates which would prove

the fuel integrity. For the analysis of CHF during steady state and transient

events, COBRA-IV-I/KMRR was used. KINS requires KAERI to perform the

further validation of the CHF analysis method. In this paper, the status of

activities to resolve these issues and the future plans are described.

1. Introduction

HANARO is a light-water-cooled and heavy-water-reflected research reactor

designed to be operated at full power of 30 MWth. The compact core as

shown in Fig. results in high power density and high neutron flux. The

hybrid-type core is composed of inner and outer core. The inner core, 5 cm

in effective diameter and 12 m in height, has 23 hexagonal and circular

flow channels. Each hexagonal flow channel formed by a hexagonal flow tube

is loaded with a hexagonal fuel bundle which has 36 fuel elements. The

circular flow channel formed by a circular flow tube is loaded with a circular

fuel bundle which has 18 fuel elements. Outside the circular flow tube, a
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hafnium control or shut-off shroud tube can be moved up and down for the

control and shutdown of the reactor. Three out of 23 hexagonal flow channels

are for the fuel and material test facilities. The outer core consists of eight

circular flow channels embedded in the reflector vessel whose effective

diameter is 2 m and the height is 12 m. Four out of outer flow channels

are to be used as the irradiation sites while the remainders are used as the

circular fuel sites.

When the reactor operating license was issued for HANARO in 1995, there

were two issues which brought the limitation for its rated power; the fuel

power rating and the CHF issues. KINS required KAERI to get more

experimental data at higher linear rate which would prove the fuel integrity.

To resolve this issue, the fuel irradiation tests using the non- instrumented

bundle and the instrumented bundle have been performed in the HANARO.

For the analysis of CHF during steady state and transient events,

COBRA-IV-I/KMRR was used. KINS required KAERI to perform the further

validation of the CHF analysis method. For the resolution of this issue, the

code modification and the validation using the experimental data have been

performed.

2. Fuel Irradiation Test

2.1 Progress and Plan

The brief description of the irradiation was given in the last IGORR

meeting[l]. For the verification of fuel performance, KAERI relied on the

AECL's experimental data. During the basic design stage of the HANARO,

the maximum linear heat generation rate(LHGR) from the fuel element was

well below its maximum value wch was experienced in the AECL's mini

element tests. However, in the detail design stage, it was revealed that the

maximum LHGR at full power would be quite close to the experienced

maximum value when the uncertainty in physics calculation was considered.

Thus, from 1993, the fuel irradiation test plan was discussed to help the

licensing activity. Many options were considered and they were;

- Irradiation test at NRU and PIE at AECL

- Irradiation test at NRU and PIE at KAERI
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- Irradiation test and PIE at another foreign reactor

- Irradiation test at HANARO and PIE at IMEF of KAERI

Following the evaluation of these options, the fourth option was selected. The

bases for this decision were;

- HANARO would provide the exact boundary condition for the fuel

performance evaluation, and

- the technical capability for the fuel irradiation test and PIE technique

can be brought up by performing the test in KAERL

The project was launched in May 1994. The test requirements for the

project were;

- to show that the fuel performance is guaranteed at the LHGR higher

than 130 kW/ m,

-to get the experimental data required for the validation of physics code

and T/H code, and

- to provide the samples enough for the evaluation of fuel properties as

burnup.

As a first step of project, several members visited AECL and JAERI to learn

their experience in fuel irradiation test and to discuss the help from them.

Throughout the discussion on the design of test bundles and PIE plan, two

types of test bundles were selected; Type A and Type bundles. The top

view of Type bundle is shown in Fig. 2 The overall shapes of the test

bundles are the same as the hexagonal fuel bundle. The Type A bundle is

the non-instrumented test bundle and its shape is the same as type bundle.

It was designed to have six fuel elements - one for each hexagon surface and

three hollow tube to accommodate the insertion of Au and Ni wires for the

neutron flux measurement. The Type A bundle was fabricated by AECL. The

Type bundle is the instrumented test bundle. It has seven SPND's for

neutron flux measurement, one SPGD for gamma flux measurement, four

thermocouples for the subchannel exit temperature measurement. A guide

tube is provided for the protection of instrument lines which should be

hooked up to the reactor pool top. The fuel elements for Type bundle was

fabricated by AECL and the fabrication of the other parts and the assembling

was done in Korea.
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The two Type A test bundles were loaded in IR sites and the irradiation

started in Nov. 1995. One of them was discharged at 54 atomic percent(a/o)

burnup of initial fissile content. The target burnup of remaining one is 

a/o and is still in the core. Table shows the planned PIE tests to evaluate

the fuel properties and the performance. The Type bundle was loaded at

CT site in Aug. 1996. During the irradiation, the guide tube for Type 

bundle was supported by the robot arm attached to the pool liner. However,

the vibration of the guide tube was observed and the bundle was unloaded

shortly. To find the resolution for this vibration problem, natural frequency

measurement in air, in-core vibration test and the numerical analysis were

performed. By these investigations, it was concluded that an extra support

within the chimney should be prepared. Thus, the extra support is being

designed and the test will be resumed after the extra support is prepared.

The extra support will be used for the fuel irradiation test, instrumented

capsule test and RI production rig.

2.2 Available Experimental Data and Comparison with Calculation

During the physics commissioning test[2], the thermal and fast neutron

flux in Type A bundles were measured by activation method using the Ag

and Ni wires. The measured activity distributions were in good agreements

with the MCNP calculations as depicted in Figs. 3 and 4 for the thermal

neutron flux and for the fast neutron flux, respectively. In Fig. 5, the axial

flux distribution measured by the SPND's in Type bundle is compared

with the VENTURE prediction at 22 MW power. The subchannel exit

temperature measurement result is described in the other section with the T/H

code prediction results.

3. Validation of CHF Analysis Method

From the discussion with KINS during license application, several issues

on the CHF analysis were raised. The main issues were;

- the method applied to the consideration of the physics calculation

uncertainties in the T/H calculation,

- the deficiencies in the validation of the hydraulic calculation model in

COBRA-IV-I/KMRR, and
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- the uncertainties in the bundle CHF analysis.

For the first item, the uncertainty of the physics calculation was treated as a

factor in the determination of the design limit CHFR. KINS asked to deal it

with separately by means of increasing the nuclear peaking factor for T/H

design by the amount of its uncertainty. As for the second item, the

regulatory body asked more experiments for which the exact fuel geometry is

used. The biggest issue was the last item. They believed that the number of

the bundle CHF data were too small to show that our CHF prediction method

would correctly predict the CHF in a bundle geometry. Throughout the hot

discussion about the above matters, it was finally decided that further

validation of the CHF analysis system should be performed.

After the operating license was obtained, a plan was established to recover

the CHF penalty[3]. The key activities included in this plan were;

-the verification of the uncertainties in the physics calculation,

-the verification of the uncertainties of the engineering variables,

-the extended subchannel velocity measurement experiment,

-the measurement of the subchannel exit enthalpy in the fuel irradiation

test, and

-the modification of the T/H models in used in the subchannel analysis.

In Table 2 the uncertainties of physics calculation for design are compared

with them evaluated using the commissioning data. As for the peaking factor

within an assembly, which is believed to bring lots of conservatism in design

calculation, its uncertainty will be evaluated by the rodwise gamma scanning.

The verification of the uncertainties of the engineering variables is completed.

The extended subchannel experiment has been completed[41. For the

subchannel analysis, MATRA[5], which is the modified version of COBRA-IV-I

by KAERI, is being used and the validation of its hydraulics model was made

using the extended subchannel experiment results. The best method for the

loss coefficients of the fuel end plates and the spacer were selected. In Fig. 6,

the measured subchannel velocity distribution for the 18 element assembly is

compared with the prediction by MATRA. The thermal diffusion coefficient

(TDC) is a important parameter for the subchannel analysis. A proper value
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of TDC was selected by comparing the measured subchannel exit temperatures

from Type irradiation test with the MATRA calculation results. The

measurement results are compared with the prediction in Fig. 7 As for the

bundle CHF analysis, the new test data was given to KAERI by AECL based

on an agreement for the cooperation in research reactor field. A subcooled

model for the HANARO analysis was implemented to MATRA and the

analyses of the bundle CHF test data are being performed.

4. Summary and Future Plan

In this paper, the current status of the activities related to the unresolved

licensing issues for the HANARO was described. The remaining activities for

the fuel irradiation test is the continuation of the irradiation of Type A and 

test bundles and the PIE of the test fuels. As for the CHF issue, the analyses

for the steady state operation and the transient conditions will be performed to

clear the conditioned license. These activities will be made with the target of

resolution in 1999.
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Table 1. Post Irradiation Examination Plan for HANARO Fuel
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BN rod BU mech. RL act
ID ID NDT) L LV' oxide react bub. therm. BU test Y-spec. analy- RMs

thick. layer dis. charact.
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A B
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(type B) 3 M

B

4 -arch.
5 arch.

6 arch.

T
M
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2 M

B B

(60at%) T
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B
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5 arch.
6 arch.

T
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2 M arch.

C B
T(85at%) X X

3 M
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4

5 0 arch 
6 0 arKl

BN bundle, BU bumup, RMs remarks, arch. archives

T top, M : middle, B bottom

The measurements of length, diameter, density are included.
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Table 2 Uncertainties in the Physics Calculation for HANARO

Assembly power Axial power Peaking factor

peaking factor peaking factor with an assembly

Not considered as the Not considered as the

Design 10 % calculation was assumed conservative value was
Calculation

to be conservative. used.

Commissiorfig 6.1 3.7 Not available yet
Results

IC9

0

D2

HD3

Fig. 1 HANARO Core Configuration
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ABSTRACT

This paper summarizes the overall program for inspection and maintenance of reactor

structure and Reactivity Control Units (RCU) of HANARO during lifetime.

The long-term plan for in-service inspection is introduced in the viewpoint of the

structural integrity of reactor and RCU, and the operability of RCU mechanism. This program

includes the list of components to be inspected, the schedule of inspection and maintenance,

and the development of special tools and test rig that are required for the remote inspection

and maintenance of reactor and RCU components.

Preliminary results of the evaluation on the lifetime of RCU components are summarized

based on the operation history since the installation of reactor. A test rig will be designed and

constructed for the purposes of verifying the prolonged lifetime of RCU components being

used, the performance of special tools, and the rehearsal of maintenance work as well.

1. Introduction

The HANARO reactor has been operated for four years including one year of non-nuclear

system commissioning test. As the reactor is aged by operation the integrity of structure and

the performance of components should be periodically inspected and monitored. This paper

summarizes the overall program for the inspection and maintenance of reactor and RCU

(Reactivity Control Units composed of 4 shutoff units and 4 control absorber units). Most of

the components for reactor and RCU are located near the core region so that they require

inspection, measurement and replacement under water with the various remotely operated

tools specially designed.

The lifetime of RCU components will be evaluated with operation history since the
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installation of reactor. A test rig is to be designed and constructed as one of main activities to

verify the prolongation of the lifetime of the RCU components being used in reactor. The

domestic products of RCU with design improvement will also be fabricated and tested in the

test rig for the verification of the required performance. In addition to that, the test rig shall be

used for the rehearsal of inspection, measurement, and maintenance activities with the

verification of tool performance. The overall flow diagram for inspection and maintenance

program is shown in the figure .

2. Description for Reactor and RCU in HANARO

The reactor is installed vertically in a pool of demineralized light water. Figure I shows its

main items: the stainless steel Plenum and Grid Plate, the Zircaloy Reflector Tank, the

aluminum Chimney, and the Zircaloy flow tubes. Fuel handling, RCU actuation and in-core

experiments are accessed from the pool top, while horizontal beam tubes are accessed through

the pool wall. The reflector vessel is a toroidal tank whose central channel encloses the array

of flow tubes. It is also penetrated vertically by many irradiation sites and experimental sites,

including the fuel test loop, and horizontally by the beam tubes. The chimney is a hexagonal

duct extending above the core, with two large, angled primary cooling system (PCS) outlets

on its sides. The flow tubes are secured to the grid plate. There are twenty-three hexagonal

flow tubes and eight cylindrical ones.

On each cylindrical flow tube, a tubular hafnium neutron-absorber "rod" slides up and

down, inside the space enclosed by the adjacent hexagonal tubes. A shroud tube extends

above the flow tube to enclose and guide the rod. It also shields the absorber rod from the

PCS flow exiting the core out the angled duct. Four rods are Control Absorber Rods (CAR),

and four are Shutoff Rods (SOR). Each absorber is suspended from an offset, track-guided

carriage via a perforated support tube which has a hollow swivel joint called 'Gimbal joint' at

each end. The absorber rod is identical for SOR and CAR and surrounds a circular flow tube,

which in turn encloses an 18-element fuel bundle. The track is mounted inside the chimney

wall. Generous mechanical clearances of 0.5 mm were set on all sliding surfaces to preclude

jamming due to floating particles, or absorber and flow tube warpage due to irradiation.

Each SOR is actuated by a directly linked hydraulic cylinder on the chimney, which is

pressurized by a pump operating on pool water. Elastomers are avoided by using labyrinth

seals, where the high leakage flow generates the back-pressure holding up the piston. The rod

is released to drop by gravity, when triplicate solenoid valves ("dump valves") are opened to

vent the cylinder. Needle valves adjust the flow and pressure to obtain fast insertion times for

shutdown, but moderate withdrawal times for controlled start-up. Pressure switches connected
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to cylinder body tappings indicate up and down positions. The valves, switches and electric

motor-powered pump are mounted at the pool top.

CARs are actuated by electric stepping motor-powered ball-screw drives at the pool top;

see Figure 4 The rod's lower carriage is linked to a middle carriage at the chimney top (i.e., in

place of the SOR's cylinder), which is linked in turn to the drive through a long, angled tie-rod.

For emergencies, an electromagnet coupling can release the rod and carriages from the ball

nut and they drop into the core. The ball screw and electromagnet are enclosed in a dry well

which travels with the carriage.

3. Estimation for Life Time of RCU Components

The design life of the HANARO reactor is 20 years with the reactor assumed to operate at

an average of 80% of full capacity. The current SO unit and CA unit had been verified for the

endurance for 1500's drop for SOR and 1400's drop for CAR as the design inputs.

For the estimation of lifetime of SO and CA units, the numbers of SOR and CAR drop in

future are assumed based on the operation history counted since the installation to the end of

1997 as summarized in table I and 2 The results show that the actual numbers of SOR/CAR

drop are much higher than expected. According to the drop history and the expected operation

for SO/CA units as shown in table 3 the number of SOR drop may reach to its tested number

in the year of 2005. And the CAR drop may be saturated in the year of 2012.

Table 1. Number of SOR Drop

Operation Period Drop by Total Drop Total Drop
RPS Trip (SOR 1) (SOR 24)

Commissioning Test 1994.7 - 1995.1. 218 128
Periodic Test (5 times) 1995.8 - 1997.12. 50 50
Reactor Operation 1995 4 181 181
Reactor Operation 1996 7 126 126
Reactor Operation 1997 5 92 92

Total 1994.7 - 1997.12. 16 667 577
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Table 2 Number of CAR Drop

Operation Period Drop by RPS RRS Total Drop

Operator Trip Trip (CAR#1-4

Commissioning Test 1994.4 - 1995.6. 17 17

Periodic Test (5 times) 1995.8 - 1997-12. 5 5

Reactor Operation 1995 140 4 9 153

Reactor Operation 1996 104 7 4 125

Reactor Operation 1997 46 5 1 8 69

Total 1994.4.- 1997.12. 312 16 41 369

4. Inspection and Maintenance Program

4.1 Preventive Maintenance

Following are the items as the preventive maintenance actions that are being taken

periodically.

- Torque measurement of flow tube torque: 18 months

- Torque measurement of bolts having no wire-locking for SO/CA units: 612 months

- Calibration of system monitoring gauges for SO/CA units: 12 months

- Change of filter: 6 months

4.2 Periodic Testing Performance Monitoring

The system performance of SO/CA units are being periodically tested and the test results

are evaluated to confirm system availability and to detect deterioration or change in system

characteristics. Additionally, the deceleration performance of damping cylinder of CA unit is

going to be periodically (each year) measured during CAR drop after 500's drop cycles.

Following are the items of periodic test being performed.

- Measurement of SOR drop time: 6 months

- Measurement of SOR withdrawal time with valve setting history for SO hydraulic system:

6 months

- Measurement of CAR drop time: 6 months

4.3 In-service Inspection
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The visual inspection is to be performed each years to inspect the surface condition of

components for corrosion, erosion, wear, crack, and fastening status of wire-locking on large

sized bolts. A remotely operated underwater-camera with lighting equipment should be

developed for visual in-service inspections. For the wear point of view, one assembly of

carriage/track, which has the largest operation cycle among all SO/CA units, will be removed

from reactor for inspection within the period of 10 years. Regarding the effect of irradiation

on the material, some components located near the core center are measured in the viewpoints

of dimensional change that affects the system performance of SO/CA units. Followings are

the list of the periodic in-service inspection to be performed for reactor structure and RCU

components.

- Visual inspection of outer surface of reactor structure, beam tubes and expansion joints,

shutoff units, control absorber units and neutron detector housings

- Visual inspection of wire-locking for reactor bolts

- Visual inspection of components inside chimney

- Inspection of wear of upper carriage/track

- Measurement of straightness for inner shell

- Measurement of diameters for absorber rods(SOR/CAR), shrouds and cylindrical flow

tubes

- Check of fastening torque for the mounting bolts of neutron detector housings

5. Program and Schedule

5.1 Development of Special Tools

Since most of the components for reactor and RCU are located near the core region, they

require lots of remote tools specially designed for the components to be inspected and handled.

Various tools have been developing for the preventive maintenance, in-service inspection,

maintenance and replacement as shown in the table 4 Some of them are being well used but

further more tools should be prepared as the reactor accumulates its age.

5.2 Design and Construction of Test Rig

A test rig for HANARO RCU is required for the main purpose of additional endurance

test of SO/CA units and performance test of actuating mechanisms if they are required to be

replaced with new ones. The rig will also be used for training of tool operators for inspection
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and maintenance, performance verification of tools, inspection and maintenance rehearsal,

and other things such as rehearsal of refueling or vibration test of irradiation facility to be

loaded in the core. For the purpose of the tests following conceptual specifications are

applicable to the design of the test rig facility. See the figure 3 for the configuration of the test

rig.

- Full scale 4 flow-channels, I for shutoff unit I for control absorber unit, 2 for 2 hexagonal

flow tubes for rehearsal of refueling or other tests

- Real height for core and chimney

- Real height(13m) for hydraulic system of shutoff unit

- Reduced height(9m) for control absorber unit (Reduced but equivalent mass of tie rod)

- Reduced and simplified configuration for reactor structure and pool

- Windows on chimney and core region for inspection measurement

- 7.8m depth, reduced size(Im in diameter) of pool filled with demineralized water.

- For shutoff unit test, pool top will be closed with a sealed cover and pressurized by a

water tank at the elevation of 13m to have the equivalent static head as in real depth of

pool

- 72 kg/sec system flow including IO% bypass flow to simulate reactor channel flow

- To be constructed in engineering laboratory or HANARO building

5.3 Prolonged Endurance Test of RCU

As mentioned in section 3 the numbers of SOR/CAR drop cycles are predicted to reach to

the endurance test number before the end of lifetime of reactor. Therefore the endurance of

RCU should be verified for the increased number of operation.

The spare set of RCU, which had been tested for 1500's drop cycles during design

verification test, will be installed in the test rig. Additional number of drop for the test

program may be about 3500-4000 cycles.

5.4 Design Improvement and Domestic Fabrication of RCU

Domestic fabrication of the RCU components will be carried out including the absorber

rods, SO unit hydraulic cylinder, CA unit drive assembly, carriage, instruments and gauges.

Design improvements, if recommended based on operation experience, are also implemented

to the new products. The performance of all newly made actuating mechanisms will be

verified in the test rig.
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5.5 Schedule

The overall schedule for the program of inspection and maintenance is shown in table 3.

The schedule was preliminarily composed with the target of completion of the verification for

the prolonged lifetime of current RCU and domestic products. The schedule shows the

prediction of SOR/CAR drop cycles, in-service inspection, RCU test program in test rig, and

the development of special tools.

6. Conclusions and Recommendations

(1) Overall program was prepared for the inspection and maintenance of reactor and RCU

based on lifetime evaluation with operation history.

(2) Various remotely operated tools are being developed for preventive maintenance, in-

service inspection and necessary maintenance.

(3 A multipurpose test rig will be constructed for verification for lifetime prolongation of

RCU in core, performance test of new RCU products, training of tool operators,

performance verification of tools, inspection and maintenance rehearsal, and others.

(4) Domestic production & verification of RCU will be carried out.

(5) Further studies for program and technology are necessary to proceed detail

implementation of in-service inspection.

(6) The metallurgical studies including examinations and testing for the irradiated materials of

reactor and RCU should be proceeded.
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Table 3 Schedule for Inspection and Maintenance of Reactor and RCIJ

1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008

Accumulated drop cycle for CA units 369 440 511 582 653 724 795 866 937 1008 1079
--- --- ----- -

Accumulated drop cycle for SO units 667 779 891 1003 1115 1227 1339 1451 -5 3 1675 1787, 1899

Preparation of detail work procedure esign Life of
CA Units 1400

Development of tools

Design & contruction of test rig

Training of tool operators esign Life 
15

In-service inspection

Inspection/maintcnance rehearsal

Installation of spare RCU at rig

Prolonged endurance test of RCU

Design Improvement, domestic fabrication of RCU

Test of domestic products of RCU 7 7



Table 4 List of Special Tools

NO TOOL NAME USAGE STATUS

I CA Drive Mounting Bracket CA Drive Inspection Resetting Completed in 93 6
Jig

2 Shroud Target and Holder Shroud Removal/Installation Completed in 93 7
3 CA Drive Lower Bracket Tool CA Drive Lower Bracket Bolt Tightening Completed in95. 11

Loosening
4 Absorber Torque Tool Absorber/Shroud Bolt Loosening/Tightening Completed in 95. 8
5 Cylinder Torque Tool SO Cylinder Bolt Loosening/Tightening Completed in 95. 8
6 Middle Carriage Torque Tool Middle Carriage Loosening/Tightening Completed in 95. 8
7 Flow Tube Torque Tool Flow Tube Torque/Orientation Inspection Completed in 95. 8
8 Spring Balancer #I Weight Balancer for In-pool Work(30-60kg) Completed in 96 6
9 Spring Balancer 2 Weight Balancer for In-pool Work(540kg) Completed in 97. 1
10 OR Site Locknut Tool OR Site Locknut Torque Inspection Completed in 97 2
1 1 Flow Tube Storage Rack Storage of Irradiated Flow Tube, Orifice and Lock Completed in 97 2

Washer
12 In-pool-work Platform In-pool Working for Reactor and RCU Completed in 97 2

Maintenance
13 Absorber Element Gripper Absorber Removal/Installation To be modified
14 Hexagonal Flow Tube Tool Hexagonal Flow Tube Removal/Installation To be modified
15 Remote Underwater Camera Visual Inspection and Maintenance of In-pooL/In- To be modified

core Work
16 Flow Tube Orifice Tool Flow Tube Orifice Removal/Installation To be modified
17 Cylindrical Flow Tube Tool Cylindrical Flow Tube Removal/Installation To be modified
1 8 CA Lower Carriage Tie Rod Carriage RemovaDInstalIation

Manipulator
19 SO Carriage Manipulator Carriage Removal/Installation
20 Absorber Height Gauge Check of Absorber Elevation
2 SO Cylinder Manipulator SO Cylinder Removal/Installation
22 NDH Torque Tool Neutron Detector Housing Bolt Torque
23 Remote Dial Gauge Measurement of Inner Shell Radial Deformation
24 Remote Cylinder Gauge Ovality Check of Flow Tube, Shroud and

Absorber
25 Remote Calipers Absorber Outer Diameter Measurement
26 RCU Component Storage Storage and Inspection of Irradiated RCU

Rack Components
27 CA Drive Test Rig Test of CA Drive Stepping and Damping

Performance
28 SO Test Rig Endurance Test to prolong life time of SOR drop

cycle, Removal/Installation Rehearsal
29 Ultrasonic Tool for Dimensional Measurement of In-core

Dimensional Measurement Components
30 Ultrasonic Tool for NDE Non-Destructive Examination for Welded Area
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Figure 1. Flow Diagram for Inspection and Maintenance of Reactor and RCU
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ABSTRACT

The use of heavy water as a reflector in HANARO results in the continuous

exposure of deuterium oxide to neutron flux. Substantial quantities of tritium are

generated by neutron activation of deuterium in the reflector. Airborne emissions and

staff internal radiation doses could be caused by tritiated heavy water escaping from

the system. A detritiation facility is thought to be effective in reducing the overall

radiological impact. The detritiation process may consist of a catalytic exchange in the

front-end and a cryogenic deuterium distillation section. In this paper, the catalyst

manufacturing and its performance evaluation technology was presented. The

waterproof polymer catalyst has a specific surface area larger than 400m 2/g. It showed

a high reaction rate in the hydrogen isotope exchange reaction.

1. INTRODUCTION

Korean experience with large volumes of heavy water in nuclear reactor systems

commenced in 1983 with the operation of the Wolsong Nuclear Power Plant in which

453.6 Megagrams of heavy water was used. The HANARO which came into

operation in 1995 has 4900 liters of heavy water in the reflector system. The use of

heavy water as a reflector in HANARO results in the continuous exposure of

deuterium oxide to neutron flux. Substantial quantities of tritium are generated by

neutron activation of deuterium in the reflector. Airborne emissions and staff internal

radiation doses could be caused by tritiated heavy water escaping from the system.

Ameliorating the leakfightness of the system must be effective in reducing emissions

and internal dose but is not a long-term solution. A detritiation facility is thought to

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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be effective in reducing the overall radiological impact. The detritiation process may

consist of a catalytic exchange front-end and a cryogenic deuterium distillation

section. In this paper, the catalyst manufacturing and its performance evaluation

technology is presented.

2. TRITIUM BUILDUP IN HANARO

2.1. Reflector system

The reflector system consists of the reflector cooling system, reflector cover gas

system, and D20 leakage monitoring and collection system. The reflector cooling

system is designed to remove 25 MWt heat from the reflector system and to

maintain the quality of heavy water (conductivity below 0.5 mS/m, minimum

isotope purity above 99.85 wt.%). During normal operation, the heavy water of 45

I/sec is continuously pumped from the top of the reflector tank through the heat

exchanger and returned to the bottom of the reflector tank to dissipate up to 25

MWt of heat through the heat exchanger. A by-pass flow of 0.15 I/sec goes

through the ion exchange columns for clean-up purposes. The reflector cover gas

system consists of an expansion tank, sampling connection, a pressure relief valve,

and all necessary interconnecting piping, valves, and instrumentation. This system is

designed to cover heavy water expansion due to the temperature increase from the

minimum temperature to the maximum design temperature for the reflector system

(71C to 120'C). The main component is the expansion tank which can accomodate

the maximum volumetric increase of 350 liters of heavy water. The D20 leakage

monitoring and collection system consists of a collection tank, collection lines

provided with sight glasses, and moisture elements. Leaking heavy water is

collected to a collection tank by gravity and transferred to an expansion tank of

the reflector cover gas system by compressed air.

2.2. Tritium buildup

The reflector tank 2 m diameter and 12 rn height) containing heavy water

surrounds the hexagonal reactor core and accommodates various experimental holes.

The total inventory of heavy water in the reflector system is about 4900 liters, and

the volume of heavy water in the reflector tank is about 3000 liters. The buildup

of trifium. in the heavy water reactors caused by the (n, r ) reaction on deuterium

is well known. This tium nucleus disintegrates by emission of rays to form

3He, the half life amounting to 12.26 years. The rate of tritium buildup is usually
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assumed to follow simple exponential kinetics, determined by the effective neutron

flux and the rate constant for decay of tritium to 3He. The concentration then

approaches an equilibrium value set by equality of the production and decay rates.

The rate of tritium buildup depends on the neutron flux in the reflector region.

The average neutron flux in the reflector region of HANARO is about 8.51x1O"

n/cid sec. The increase of tritium activity is not linear with time, but eventually

achieves the equilibrium value. The specific activity of tritium after t years of the

reactor operation is estimated by

A = A[]-exp(-At)j

where, A. is a saturation concentration in reflector 33.9 Ci/kg D20) A is a decay

constant of tritium (0.056/yr). The tritium concentration in HANARO increased up

to 049 Ci/kg D20 recently. The specific activity of tritium after t years of reactor

operation is shown in Fig 1. It is estimated that the tritium concentration would

become about 28 Ci/kg D20 in the full power operation of 30 years.

2.3. Tritium Removal

A number of hydrogen isotope separation processes have been developed for the

production of heavy water[l]. In general, these can be applied to tritium separation.

These processes include diffusion and membrane process, laser exitation, adsorption,

water distillation, hydrogen distillation, electrolysis, and chemical exchange of

30--
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Fig.l. Tritium Accumulation Fig.2. Polymerization Reactor
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hydrogen isotopes between hydrogen and water. The power consumption of the

processes is extremely high. The first three processes are suitable for small scale,

whereas the last four processes are acceptable comparably with respect to commercial

use. The combination of pertinent processes is also available to enhance the process

effeciency, for instance, combined electrolysis-catalytic exchange(CECE) process. The

other combinations are also likely. The combined LPCE(liquid phase catalytic

exchange)-CD(cryogenic distillation) has been of interest recently, since LPCE

reduces the energy consumed for the catalytic exchange process by employing an

appropriate catalyst that is prosperously active even at room temperature.

The LPCE process employs hydrophobic catalyst to expel the water from the

catalyst surface[2]. If the hydrophilic catalyst is used, then the water condensates in

the pore. This hinders gas and liquid from transferring into the pore on which

surface a large extent of catalytic activity is available. One of the methods enabling

the catalyst to be hydrophobic is coating the supporting material with teflon for the

repulsion of water. For practical purpose, the hydrophilic layer is combined with a

hydrophobic catalyst layer to enhance the mass transfer between gas and liquid

phase[3]. Another method is allowing the catalytic support to be made of polymer

which is inherently hydrophobic as in this study. The polymer support should be

characterized by high specific surface area, thermal and mechanical stabilities,

suitablity for metal loading, etc. One of the likely candidates of polymer materials

suitable for practical use is the styrene-divinyl benzene copolymer. This can be

synthesized readily by suspension copolymerization[4]. The influencing parameters

on the polymer properties are solvents, ratio amount of monomer to solvent, and

crosslinkage that is defined as the ratio of divinyl benzene to total weight of

monomer.

3. SYNTHESIS OF A POLYMER CATALYST

Macroporous styrene-divinylbenzene(DVB) copolymer was synthesized. The proper

pore size distribution was obtained by using a mixture of two or more diluents In

principal, good solvents produce small pores, while poor solvents result in large

pores[5]. Inhibitor in the styrene and DVB monomer was removed by an aqueous

solution of 10% NaOH. Then the monomers were washed three times with

dernineralized water. Solvents such as toluene, 2-pentanol, dimethyltetrahydrofuran, and

isobutyl. phathalate with an initiator were used in the suspension polymerization.

Styrene, divinylbenzene, benzoyl peroxide and various diluents were poured into the
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flask in which an aqueous solution of 0.1% gelatin, 0.5% sodium dodecyl sulfate, and

1.0% NaC1 was contained. The polymerization apparatus is shown in Fig. 2 The

polymerization reaction was performed at 80'C for about 15 h in a thermostated

water bath. Then the beads were washed with ethyl alcohol and acetone

alternatively. The rest of solvents inside of pores were removed with N2 gas at 2301C

for about 15 h. The polymer samples were characterized by the BET and BH

technique[6]. The polymer beads were impregnated with Pt alcoholic solution in a

rotavapor. Then H2 reduction was performed at 230'C for about 19 h. Synthetic

condition and characteristics of the catalysts K and K2 are shown on Table I and

2, respectively. The pore size distributions of the catalysts are shown in Fig. 3.

Increasing the crosslinkage provides the styrene backbone with the dense link of

divinyl benzene, yielding more small pores. This explains the increase of surface area

with the crosslinkage.

Table 1. Synthetic conditions of the catalyst supports

sample cross- ratio of ratio of
linkageW monomer to solvent good solv. to poor solv.

K1 55 1/2 1/2.5

K2 33 1/2 1 1/1.25

Table 2 Characteristics of KI and K2

K1 K2

BET surface area(m/g) 403 335

micropore areaW/g) 161 69

mesopore area(m/g) 242 266

principal pore radius(A) 17.1 19.0, 163.8

apparent density(g/rW 0.17 0.27

Pt loading(wt.%) 0.80 0.80

4. HYDROGEN ISOTOPE EXCHANGE REACTION

4.1. Theoretical

The isotopic exchange reaction between hydrogen and liquid water,

HD(g) + H20(l) ;�� H2(g) HDO(l)
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can be considered in terms of two transfer steps.

HD(g) H20(V) H2(g) HDO(V)

I-I]DO(v) H20(l) H20(V) + HDO(l)

The first step corresponds to the deuterium exchange reaction between hydrogen and

water vapor over the metal active sites. The second step corresponds to the transfer

of deuterium from deuterated water vapor to liquid water at the gas-liquid interface. It

is important to know the catalytic activity of the catalyst in the vapor phase reaction

in developing efficient catalysts for the hydrogen isotope exchange reaction. The

catalytic activity was characterized by a transfer coefficient kr, as the moles of HD

transferred per second per gram of catalyst. As the total deuterium content of the

volume element is conserved,

FH2 dn + FH20 - dN =0 (4-1)

where FH2o is the molar flowrate of water vapor and dN is the corresponding

change in the mole fraction of HDO. The ratio of the partial pressure of water to

hydrogen stream is 7, hence FH20 = FH2. Eq. 41) can be integrated to give

N = No - n-no)/ z (4-2)

where no, No and n, N are the mole fractions of HD and HDO in the hydrogen and

water vapor streams which enter and leave the differential element in the catalyst bed.

So,

FH - dn/dW = kr (N a R - n) (4-3)

where kr is the transfer coefficient denoting the rate of isotope transfer per gram of

catalyst, a R is the equilibrium constant of the exchange reaction. Substitution of Eq.

(4-2) into Eq. 43) and integrating over the catalyst mass leads to

(NID + no no(aR + I 
In X = R + 1 kr W (4-4)

(NID + no )-n(aR+ 1 ) X FH2
X X

Eq. 44) can be simplified by using

(I-ne) Ne = a R (I Ne) ne (4-5)

Integration of Eq. 41) yields

ne = no - (Ne-No) (4-6)

As ne<< I and Ne<< 1, Ne = R ne.

Eq. 45) can be written as

(No + no/z = ne (aR + /X) (4-7)

Substitution of Eq. 47) into Eq. 44) results in the following expression.

kr= ( I ) H2 In( ne-no (4-8)
aR+ 1 W ne - n

K
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4.2. Experimental

Hydrogen adsorption isotherms for the catalyst at 231C were determined in a

conventional volumetric gas adsorption apparatus after the pre-adsorbed hydrogen were

desorbed at 230'C and x5 Torr for 2 hours. Then hydrogen adsorption isotherm

was obtained in the pressure range of 30-250 Torr. After this experiment, the catalyst

was loaded in a U-tube type reactor(Fig 4 A gas mixture containing deuterium (D2)

and hydrogen (H2) was allowed to pass through a bed of platinum on carbon. D2

was converted into I-ED by the reaction H, + D2 ;� 2HD. Subsequently, the gas

mixture was bubbled into the first saturator column containing distilled water which

was kept at reactor temperature, followed by the second saturator column which was

kept at a lower temperature than in the first column. The partial pressure of water

vapor was thus adjusted to desired value by varying the temperature of the second

saturator column. The humidified gas mixture was then allowed to flow downward

through the catalyst bed. The deuterium content in the inlet and outlet gas stream

was measured by gas chromatography using a stainless-steel column (3mm in diameter

and 2m long) in which molecular sieve 5A 60/80 mesh) was contained

4.3. Experimental results

Hydrogen adsorption isotherms for KI and K2 catalysts at 23-C are shown in Fig.

5. Extrapolation of this adsorption isotherm at zero pressure gives total hydrogen

chemisorption value. Metal dispersion was calculated on the assumption that one

hydrogen atom should adsorb on the surface of one metal atom. Platinum dispersions

for the catalysts are 1.1 and 062, respectively.
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0.008 - K2

0.006.

O.OG4

ice trap
0.002

0.000
10 100 IODO
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Fig.3. Pore Size Distribution Fig.4. Adsorption Experiment
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The transfer coefficients are shown in Fig. 6 The reaction temperature was 60 -C,

and the saturator temperature was 55C. corresponding to the 80% of saturation

humidity. Hydrogen flowrate was l4cc/s and the feed contained about I mole% D

in hydrogen stream. The initial transfer coefficients for K and K2 are 24 and 5.0

moles HD/g s, respectively. The transfer coefficients slightly decrease with reaction

time. It is thus proved from this result that the catalytic activity of KI is a little

higher than that of K2. Further study on the effect of platinum cluster position in

polymeric support on the catalytic activity and the cause of deactivation phenomena

will be required for the development of more efficient catalyst.

5. CONCLUSION

The use of heavy water as a reflector in HANARO results in the continuous

exposure of deuterium oxide to neutron flux. Substantial quantities of tritium are

generated by neutron activation of deuterium in the reflector. A detritiation facility is

thought to be effective in reducing the overall radiological impact. The detritiation

process may consist of a catalytic exchange in the front-end and a cryogenic

deuterium distillation section. In this study, the catalyst manufacturing and its

performance evaluation technology was studied. The following are major conclusions.

- It is estimated that the tritium concentration would become about 28 Ci/kg D20 in

thirty years.

- The combined LPCE and CD process is considered to be appropriate in

HANARO detritiation. The LPCE process is simple and safe.
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- The waterproof polymer catalyst for the LPCE process was prepared by the

suspension copolymerization of styrene and divinyl benzene.

- The catalyst has a specific surface area larger than 400m 2/g , and it showed a

high reaction rate in the hydrogen isotope exchange reaction.

- Preliminary experimental results show the possibility of the application of the

catalyst to HANARO detritiation.
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ABSMCT

This paper discusses engineering activities for improving the linearity characteristics of the Log
Power signal from the neutron measurement system for HANARO. This neutron measurement
system uses a fission chamber based detector which covers 10.3 decadewide range from 10"O/o fll
power(FP) up to 200%FP, The Log Power signal is designed to control the reactor at low power
levels where most of the reactor physics tests are carried out. Therefore, the linearity characteristics
of the Log Power signal is the major factor for acurate reactor power control.

During the commissioning of the neutron measurement system, it was found that the linearity
characteristics of the Log Power signal, especially near 1"/oFP, were not accurate enough for
controlling the reactor during physics testing. Analysis of the system linearity data directly measured
with reactor operating detennined that the system was not operating per the design characteristics
established from previous installations. The linearity data, which were taken as the reactor was
increased in power, were sent to manufacturer's engineering group and a follow-up measures based
on the analysis were then fed back to the field. Through step by step trouble-shooting activities,
which included inor circuit modifications and alignment procedure changes, the linearity
characteristics have been successfully iproved and now exceed minimum performance
requirements. This paper discusses the trouble-shooting techniques applied, the changes in the
linearity characteristics, special circumstances in the HANARO application and the final resolution.

1. B141RODUCTION

The HANARO is a OMW open-tank-in-pool type reactor with the capabilities of testing nuclear
fuels, producing key radioisotopes, and performing neutron aivation analysis and other nuclear
physics researches. The first criticality has been achieved on February 1995 and now the reactor
reached MW which is about 70% of its full rated power.

The neutron flux as the measure of reactor power is continuously monitored by six(6) fission
chambers mounted on the outside wall of the reactor tank in the pool. Three(3) of the fission
chambers are used for reactor power control, while the other three(3) neutron detectors are used for
tripping the reactor in case of reactivity accident. Unlike other reactors, only the fission chamber
system is employed for neutron power measurement at HANARO, since it is designed to measure
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the 10-decade neutron flux level fi-om source range(shutdown) to 100% of full power operation.
7his is why it is alled "Wide Rwige(WR) neulmnflux monitor ". There are three Neutron Detector
Housings located symmetrically around the reactor core, to accommodate the fission chambers.
Each detector housing attached to the reactor vessel contains two sets of the fission chambers for
power control and reactor trip respectively. As shown in Figures I 4 and 12, the cylindrical basket
holding the fission chamber is designed to move 200mm inward or outward fi7om the reactor core for
coarse calibration.

2. OPERATING PRINCIPLES OF WR NEUTRON FLUX MONITORING SYSTEM

The WR neutron flux monitoring system, supplied by GANUVIA-METRICS for HANARO consists
of a detector assembly, amplifier assembly and rack-mount signal processor. The detector assembly
consists of a guarded fission chamber, connectors and cable assemblies. The cables from the detector
to the amplifier are divided into two parts. One is mineral insulated cables passing through an
aluminum conduit in the pool, the other is solid copper-sheathed coaxial cables, which runs through
a stainless steel, flexible metal hose to the amplifier. The amplifier assembly houses the power
supplies and the electronics that condition the detector signal for transmission to the signal processor.
The electronics provide amplification of detector signals, discrimination and band pass filtering
against alpha, gamma and electronic noise. The signal processors convert the signals from the
amplifiers into signals that represent the percent of reactor power level on a inear scale, percent of
reactor power level on a log scale, and the rate of change of the log power level in percent per
second.

The neutron flux monitoring system measures the number of pulses per unit time from the detector
over the range fi-om source level to the level where the error fi-om countrate loss due to coincident
pulses becomes unacceptable. The lower range of the wide range logarithmic level signal is called
COUNT mode and it provides an output that is proportional to the logarithm of the average
countrate of pulses of the ide range signal over the range of about 10-'0/oFP to 10-1/oFP. From
around the upper end of the COUNT mode to full power, the system masures the Mean Square
Value(MSV) of the time variant signal from the detector. The upper range of the logarithmicwide
range level signal is called MSV mode, which provides an output that is proportional to the
logarithm of the mean square variation of the wide range signal over the range of about five decades,
from 10-'O/oFP to 2000/oFP. The signal fi7om the COUNT mode is processed by the Log Count and
Rate(LCR) board, while the signal fi7om the MSV mode is processed by the Log Amplifier board.
These two signals are combined by an auctioneer circuit to provide one continuous output over the
range of 1-1oFP to 2001/oFP, which corresponds to to 10.3 V DC output. For a typical neutron
flux monitoring system, the switch over from the COUNT mode to MSV mode occurs at 56 V
which is equivalent to 3xl0-'0/oFP(about .W). To avoid an unnecessary power fluctuation
around this switch over region, there should be at least one decade, and preferably two decades, of
range overlap on the output signal as shown in Figure 2-1.

3. TROUBLE-SHOOTING AND RESULTS

3. 1 Original System Performance

It was found, on Sep. 13, 1996 that the neutron power was aruptly changed down at the level of the
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signal transfer fi7orn the COUNT to MSV This observation was the decisive moment for performing
linearity study on the HANARO neutron flux monitoring system. To clear up the cause of this
behavior, the actual output voltages fi-om the COUNT mode and the MSV mode were measured
from the dedicated test points on the respective circuit boards, as reactor power level was increased
step by step. At the same time, the current from two sets of Compensated Ionization Chambers(CIC),
which were temporarily installed during commissioning, also were recorded for the use as a
reference signal. Figure 31 shows the linearity behaviors fi-om 7W to KW for the original
system. The RPS Ch.A was initially selected, among six channels, for the subject of this study. As
shown in Figure 31, there are two major problems in the linearity. One is that the voltage deviation
at the crossover(5.6 Vdc) between the COUNT and the MSV is about 170mV causing the power
discontinuity. The other is that the changing slope of the COUNT output compared with the CIC
cuffent is much different fi-orn that of the MSV output. Notice that both outputs have a tendency
toward an increasing slope as the reactor power decreases. This may produce a faulty indication of
reactor power at low power levels. Compared with a standard curve in Figure 2- 1, the differences in
shapes are readily apparent. The following sections of tis paper describe in detail the Ends of
activities that have been applied to the ament neutron flux monitoring systems and how the system
performances have been improved.

3.2 Adjustments on WR Log Amp Gain

Considering that the MSV output was 170mV lower in voltage compared with the COUNT output,
the Gain of the MSV circuit was changed from I OV to 10 17V as a technical clarification in the
Instruction Manual. This change in the alignment of the system was not specific to the HANARO
installation.

During a startup early in the investigation, the reactor was brought from W up to 30OKW The
Figure 32 indicates that the applied adjustments brought the MSV outputs much closer to the
COUNT outputs tan before the gain adjustment. Two outputs still show a difference in their slopes,
especially at the low power range.

3.3 Lineafity Test Data With Fresh Fuels

Previously, it's not possible to get the lineafity data for power level below 10-'0/oFP, due to the
residual neutron flux from the irradiated fuel in the core. In March of 1997, fortunately we had a
chance to start the reactor with fresh fuel newly loaded in the core. In addition, two sets of new CICs
were installed around the core, instead of the old ones, to provide a more accurate reference. he
Figure 33 shows the linearity behavior for the whole range, from zero power to 13MW It is clearly
indicated that the lower end of the MSV curve seems negatively saturated, even though it should
approach to 2.OV The notable observation is a noticeable difference between the slopes of the linear
portions ofthe COUNT and MSV curves. Ifthe straight line of the MSV is extended downward, it is
not duplicated onto the ine of the COUNT curve. We also concluded that the saturation voltage of
the COUNT signal seemed too low, which is not desirable, considering the crossover point is too
close to the satumfion level.

3.4 LCR Board Upgrade(l)
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The range of pulse counters to measure reactor power is limited by the instruments ability to discern
and count individual neutron pulses from the fission chamber. Considering the output pulse width
from the fission chamber is about 0nsec and the eectronic circuits use pulse widths up to 7Onsec,
the maximum uniform pulse train frequency would be about 700 thousand counts per second Kcps).
With the random nature reactor neutron pulses, pulse pile-up effects can generate significant errors
beginning at 10OKcps. The pulse pile-up effects up to about 40OKcps are both predictable and
repeatable and thus can be compensated for by the Log Count circuitry. Above 40OKcps the use of
pulse counters to measure reactor power is no longer viable and the instrument must use another
method, in this case the MSV method.

Comparing the results in Figure 33 with those from previous installations showed the LCR output
began to roll oTtoo soon and saturate too early as reactor power level was increased. An analysis of
the CR board oginally installed for HANARO showed the response above 0Kcps did not
match the desired response typical of other GAMSAA-METRICS installations. In particula,
adequate compensation necessary to counter the pulse pile-up effects between 10OKcps and
40OKcps was missing. Based on this analysis, it was proposed to alter the values of R21, R23, and
R31 on the LCR board in order to match the response characteristics in previous installations

We have been very encouraged by the result. While it may appear in Figure 34 that the problem was
not solved or even may be worse, we were approaching the final solution. As expected, the
saturation voltage of the COUNT output was increased from about 5.9V to 6.25V and the slope of
the COUNT signal now looked parallel with the MSV output line. These behaviors are desirable.
The lower part of the MSV signal is still deflected downward.

3.5 Readjustment on Band Pass Filter Offset

The MSV (mean square voltage) circuits are used to measure reactor power fi-orn about 10-1/o to
2001/o power and are based on Campbell's theorem relating the variations in a signal to the number
of pulses in the signal. The circuit path for the MSV signal uses a bandpass filter/amplifier, a true
root mean square (RMS) rectifier, a log amplifier, and gain/offset amplifiers. The rectifier circuit has
an offset adjustment to correct for component variations and compensate for circuit noise. Note that
because the offset adjustment is located on the bandpass Filter board it is called the bandpass filter
offset adjustment. The output ofthe rectifier circuit is the input to the log aplifier circuit. Given that
for proper operation of the log amplifier circuit its input must always be a positive and non-zero
voltage, to avoid attempting to take the log of zero or a negative number, the output of the rectifier
circuit must always be a positive and non-zero voltage. This is compatible ith reactor power
(neutron flux) which is always positive and non-zero. For Ns reason the rectifier offset is set to a
minimum value of I mV From years of experience it was determined that offset adjustment should
be made with reactor power not more than 107'% reactor power. This prevents the adjustment from
offsetting any actual reactor power signal. By calculation, we can show that adjusting the offset for
I mV at 101/6 power will produce a 501/o error in indicated power.

Comparing the results in Figure 33 with those from previous measurements showed that the MSV
output was lower than expected below 10`0/6 power and even approach zero volts. Given a
minimum rectifier value of m, the minimum MSV would be 2.OV An extrapolation analysis of
the MSV output for tis start-up showed the rectifier offset would be much less than I mV at I 1/6
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power Starting from the MSV output voltages the rectifier output voltage was calculated and then
adjusted to produce a calculated MSV output that matched the desired response based on other
installations. The additional adjustment necessary was deten-nined to be 4mV Therefore, during the
last reactor shutdown the bandpass filter offset (rectifier offset) should have been adjusted to 5m to
compensate for the actual neutron flux level at shutdown at the detector as istalled in the HANARO
reactor

The results of increased bandpass filter offset voltage appear in Figure 35. Now, instead ofthe MSV
and CR outputs below 5V having different slopes, the outputs are parallel. Figure 35 also showed
the difference in final offset voltage between the LCR and MSV outputs sll remained.

It has been reviewed that the cause of the non-linear trend of the MSV signal at lower power comes
from the setpoint value for the band pass filter offset voltage. This offset voltage is set to .OmV for
the typical neutron flux monitor. The flux level at the detector for HANARO is typically too high for
adjusting the band pass filter offset voltage to I. OmV The engineering review has concluded that the
band pass filter offset voltage should be raised to 5.OmV to ensure the correct output.

3.6 Adjustments on LCR Gain and Zero

The alignment of the MSV and CR circuits is based on producing the desired output indication
from the fission chamber output. In this case, the desired output was O-IOVDC corresponding to
I 01/o to I 0% power with a change of one volt per decade change in power. The basic MSV circuit
design uses a I OV output from the band-pass filter and rectifier circuit to correspond to I 01/6 power
with the log amplifier gain and offset adjusted for I OV at 100% and a one volt per decade change in
power. The pulse counting circuit design first establishes a pulse height discriminator threshold to
eliminate small pulses due to gamma, interactions and circuit noise. The remaining pulses, due to
neutrons, are converted to a DC voltage by log diode pump circuits. The gain of the LCR circuit is
set for a one volt per decade change in counts, correspond with a decade change in power. The offset
of the CR circuit is set such that both the MSV and CR circuits produce the same output when
both circuits are in a valid operating range. The range when both the CR and MSV circuit outputs
are considered for use as a valid operating range is called the overlap range. This range is typically
from I 'O/o to 1071/o power or V to 6V This instrument uses an auctioneer circuit to switch the Log
Power output signal between LCR and MSV at about 3xlO7-'O/o power or 5.5V

Assuming the MSV output is fixed, the necessary CR offset voltage to match the MSV signal is a
function of two sets of factors. The first set can be considered to be electronic-circuit-related factors
and are a function of the types of circuits used to achieve the desired results. The second set can be
considered to be fission-chamber-related factors. The construction of the fission chamber
determines the pulse height and shape, and the number of pulses at a given flux level. The
construction of the fission chamber also determines the shape of the varying (AC) signal used for the
MSV output and the magnitude of the signal at a given flux level. Given that a single fission
chamber is producing one signal which is read by both the CR and MSV circuit once the
necessary offset is determined it can be applied to all instruments with the same fission chamber
style and the same electronic circuits. This was the case for previous installations using the standard
GAMMA-METRICS detector and electronics.
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At this point it was theorized that the difference in construction between the detector (guarded fission
chamber) used at HANARO and that used in a typical GAMMA-NIETRICS installation had
produced a different offset voltage requirement. The most common detector used in a GAMNIA-
METRICS power plant installation is an unguarded fission chamber with a 44" sensitive length and
a U235 coating thickness of 12 mg/cm2. The fission chamber used at HANARO is a guarded
chamber with a 925" sensitive length and a U235 coating thickness of 06 mg/cm2. All other
factors for the two fission chambers are identical. Tests comparing an unguarded chamber to a
guarded chamber of similar sensitive length and coating thickness showed no effect on the LCR and
MSV signal and thus no effect on the offset voltage requirement. CurTently several installations use
guarded fission chambers with equal offset voltage requirements to the istallations with unguarded
chambers. When considering a reduction in sensitive length, it would seem logical that only the
number of pulses per unit neutron flux would change and the change would be proportional to the
change in sensitive length. onsidering the varying signal used for the MSV output is a summation
of pulses, it is expected that the magnitude of the MSV input signal would change exactly the same
as the pulse countrate. One possible factor that could effect the MSV and pse signal differently
with a change in sensitive length is te change in chamber capacitance. The frequency content of the
pulse signal is mostly greater than NH-Iz while the frequencies in the MSV signal are mostly less
than I OOKHz. Thus a reduction in the chamber capacitance may allow a larger pulse signal and have
minimal effect on the MSV signal. The effect of a change in coating tNckness on the pulse and MSV
signal has yet to be determined. While it is known that a thicker coating can produce a self shielding
effect, it is not known if this produces a change in the signals, or more importantly, a difference in the
change in the signals.

Using the results in Figure 35 a new desired LCR offset was calculated to produce an oput that
matched the MSV circuit response near 10- /o power or 5V This changed CR oput at lOOKJIz
from 5.38V to 5.25V The results of this alignment change appear in Figure 36. Now, the MSV and
LCR outputs match at and below 5V At this point the instniment met the specification accuracy
requirements but did appear to have a deviation between 5V and 6V which is not seen in typical
installations.

3.7 LCR Board Upgrade(II)

To improve CR linearity between 5V and 6V the LCR board output was compared to both the
MSV output (Figure 36) and results from previous installations. An analysis showed that about half
of the linearity problem was due to the CR board sl showing a small deviation from previous
installations and the other half was specific to tis installation. Using the results in Figure 36 it was
determined that atering the value of R32 would reshape the response of the LCR board optimally
forHANARO.

The results of this change appear in Figure 37. Now, the MSV and LCR outputs match within
specification from less than 4V to more than 6V Within a range of 4AV to 57V the instrument
exceeds the specification accuracy requirements by a actor of 3 Further analysis of Figure 37
showed that the change of R32 produced a minor change in the LCR offset voltage required to best
match the MSV output. This was expected considering how the CR circuits operate but data
necessary to predict and compensate was not available prior to the first reactor start-up after the new
value of R32 was installed.
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4.0 FINAL RESULTS

Using the results in Figure 37 a new desired LCR offset was calculated to produce an output that

matched the MSV circuit response near 10-3% power or 5V This changed CR output at IOOKHz
from the last value used of 5.25V to 5.27V The results of this alignment change appear in Figure 38.
Now, the MSV and CR outputs match within the specification accuracy requirements from less
than 4V to just over 6V - over two decades. Over a one decade range from 4.75V to 5.75V the
instrument exceeded the specification accuracy requirements by a factor of IO.

On previous installations, the MSV and LCR outputs best matched over a range from 5V to 6V and
the circuitry was adjusted to sitch the Log Power signal from CR to MSV at about 5.6V on

increasing power and from MSV to LCR at about 5.5V on decreasing power. For HANARD it
appears that the best switching points are 53V on increasing power and 5.2V on decreasing power.
The hysteresis of the switching circuit is actually fixed, oly the increasing power sitch point is
adjusted and the decreasing setpoint follows.

The changes made to the system can be summarized as follows:

1) ThebandpassfilteroffsetalignmentprocedurewaschangedfromlmVto5mVtocompensate
for the higher flux levels at the detector when the HANARD reactor is shutdown.

2) Four resistors on the CR board were changed to alter the shape of the circuit response above
I OOKcps to restore the necessary pulse pile-up compensation.

3) The CR alignment procedure was changed from 5.38V to 5.27V at IOOKHz (and from

1.47V to 1.36V at 12.2Hz) based on achieving the best performance from the fission chamber
used in this HANARO installation.

4) The auctioneer circuitry alignment procedure was changed to switch the Log Power signal
from COUNT to MSV at 53V on increasing power based on achieving the best performance
for this installation.

5.0 CONCLUSION

The study on the linearity improvement of the Log power, carried o together with GANEVIA-

NIETRICS engineering, has been successfully completed. The results show that the MSV and
COUNT outputs now exceed the specification auracy requirements over two decades. The

neutron measurement system for HANARO provides stable switching at the crossover point
without any power discontinuity wich wl contribute to more acurate reactor control at low power
levels.
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1. Introduction.

DR 3 is a IO MW heavy water cooled and moderated research reactor of a design similar to the British
"PLUTO" type. DR 3 has been operating since 1960 and in 1988 the conversion to LEU (UIS'2/Al)
started. Since December 1990 DR 3 has run on a full LEU core.

DR 3 is originally built as a Materials Testing Reactor, but today it is used as a Multipurpose Research
Reactor. With a cold neutron source, six three-axis spectrometers and a small angle neutron scatter
instrument DR 3 is appointed as a Large European Beam Facility and these neutron beam instruments
are intensively used by researchers from Riso and from the other EEC-countries.

The main production activities are Neutron Transmutation Doping of Silicon (NTD), isotope
production and activation analysis. At the moment DR 3 has seven facilities for NTD, which are
specified in table :
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Saab
4VGR3 1977/1978 371 Air Vertical Manual 3.0 E12

MM I WME asomammm 111M = INNORM

7VI 1986 5 15 H20 Vertical Manual 25 E12

RIAWOMOMMM Bonn=
7V4 1983 415 D20 Vertical Manual 30 E12

IME'A minim am= IRUNN NIMENSEEM
7T4 1990 555 H20 Horizontal Computer 17 E12

Table 1. Overview ofSilicon irradiationfacilities at DR 3.

Figure I below shows a horizontal cross section of the reactor with the through-going experimental
tubes as well as the vertical experimental positions. The shaded tube is where the newest facility for
Silicon irradiation is installed.
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Figure 1: Horizontal cross section ofDR 3.
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2. Mechanical description of the new horizontal facility in 7T2
This facility is installed in one of the 7 through-going experimental tubes and consists of the
following components:

• A lift - to load and unload Aluminium. cans with Silicon crystals inside
• A larae durn - containing the loading storage with 12 positions in the inner circle and the

unloading storage with 24 positions in the outer circle.
• A small drum - inside a water tank, which is the irradiation storage.
• An irradiation tube - with a guide rod.

A schematic drawing of the facility is shown in figure 2.

The in-pile part

The in-pile part of the facility consists of an irradiation tube filled with water. Between this tube and
the reactor liner is a 13 im. gab filled with C2' In this gab five P-emitters to control the irradiation
process are placed. Inside the irradiation tube is a guide rod, which provides rotation during
irradiation and the longitudinal movement through the reactor.

The water circuit

The water circuit consists of a hold-up tank placed in a loop below the reactor, pumps, heat
exchanger, ion exchanger and a tank containing the small storage drum. There are two independent
water systems:

1. The primM system functions as hydraulic transport for the cans during irradiation. The flow
pushes the can against the end of the guide rod. It is possible to reverse the direction of the flow.

2. The secondM system provides flow through a nozzle situated close to a catch at the end of the
guide rod. Increase of the pressure indicates engagement with the guide rod.

The water also functions as coolant for the irradiation tube as well as for the cans.

Automatic storage

The storage facilities consist of two corresponding drums and are shown in figure 3:

1. The irradiation storage is placed inside a water tank which is shielded with Lead. The drum has
12 positions in which the irradiated cans are stored for two days before transfer to the large drum.
In two dfferent positions the irradiation storage connects to the irradiation tube and to the large
drum respectively. The upper positions are above the water level.

2. The larize drum contains two storage: The loading storage with 12 positions in the inner circle
and the unloading storage vAth 24 positions placed along the outer circle. This drum is dry and
the irradiated cans are stored here for the next four days.

The transfer between the small and the large drum is done automatically in between iradiation.
Exchange of cans is done by means of air cylinders: Locking tabs lock the drums during exchange
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and the small drum is locked as well during irradiation To load and unload the cans a lift
corresponding with the large drum is used.

3 o d s s e e n f r o r-n
From big to small drurn

8 From small to tg drum

7
13

( D2 Irradiation position

Irradiated can to lift

Unirradloted can from I

Figure 3 The corresponding drums.

Irradiation cans
The diameter of the Silicon crystals is 5" 12.7 cm) and the maximum length is 500 mm. The
Aluminium. cans are 600 mm long with a diameter of 132 mm. In each end of the can a 0 mm thick
Graphite disc is placed to avoid flux depression at the ends of the Silicon crystal. Outside the can in
both ends bearings of Graphite are placed for rotation of the can. Inside the can small Cobalt wires
are placed as monitors to enable checking the dose received.

3. The instrumentation

The irradiation process is computer controlled and can be carried out automatically by the
instrumentation based on preinstalled data. During the irradiation the instrumentation collects
characteristic data for documentation.

The instrumentation consists of equipment for surveillance of the security regarding reactor
operation and person- and system security. The system contains sensors for pressure, flow,
temperature, conductivity, position, rotation etc. Furthermore it contains equipment for signal
processing, security surveillance, control of the facility and circuits for reactor trip.
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The position of the guide rod is registered in the computer in two ways: By a signal from a VME
micro processor, which controls the guide rod and by an absolute encoder on the gear shaft of the
motor ("HAUSER"). The positions of the drums are controlled by a resolver and the exact position
relative to the irradiation tube and transfer tube is done by an indication disc with holes, which are
scanned by a light sensor.

CH:IAU S E �R Encoder-

L
-- Ctora�e drums Res

Prin er

emitters

Figure 4 Overview of the controlling components.

The VME microprocessor

To link the PC to the mechanical components the VME micro processor - VME - is used. The
function of the VME is to control the hardware such as pistons, drums, the position of the guide rod
etc. according to the instructions loaded into the PC. The VME is programmable and can be read by
the PC. It also takes care of the storage statistics.

Software

The computer program provides the interface with the operator. There are two modes in this
program:

1. Operation mode in which it is possible to start loading and unloading of cans and start an
irradiation cycle.

2. Service mode from where the system can be operated manually between irradiation or in case of
errors. To enter service mode a key is required.

The most important parameters are shown continuously on the screen as well as all the activities
carried out. Alarms are listed as well. An overview of the three storage is also available.
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4. The irradiation process

Loading
A reactor operator loads a can into the lift. He inserts a diskette containing the irradiation data for
up to four cans. In the computer program he chooses the loading sequence and types the number of
the can. The lift goes up and passes a bar code scanner which checks that the number on the can
corresponds with the number typed by the operator. At the top of the lift a piston pushes the can into
a hole in the inner circle of the large drum.

Start
After loading all the cans in a batch the irradiation process is ready to start. This is done from the
computer by typing the number of the first can. The large drum turns until the can is in the position
where it can be transferred to the small drum by a piston. Then the small drum turns until the can is
in the position connecting to the irradiation tube. During this operation the direction of the flow is
towards the drums. The guide rod is in the cooling position (shown in figure 5). When a micro
switch indicates that the can is in the right position, the guide rod starts to rotate. The direction of
the flow is reversed and the can is pushed into the tube until it reaches the guide rod and raises the
indication pressure.

Irradiation
The guide rod and the can start moving towards the opposite end of the reactor with a maximum
speed of 4.5 mm./s. After reaching the extreme position the guide rod changes direction of
movement and the actual irradiation starts. The speed of the guide rod is computer controlled on
basis of measurements of the neutron flux collected just before irradiation start. The speed of the
guide rod is corrected continuously by the signals from the P-ernitters. After passing the irradiation
zone (shown in figure 5) the speed is increased to 45 mm/s until the can has reached the cooling
position. The can stays in this position for 30 minutes whereupon it is transferred back to the small
drum by reversal of the flow.

Unloading
When the activity of the can has decayed for a total of six days the operator is able to unload the can
by choosing the unloading procedure in the computer program and typing the number. The required
can is pushed out into the lift after a y-monitor inside the large drum has measured the radiation
level. A health assistant checks the radiation level before the can is lowered, and the operator
removes the can.

5. Flux calculations

Before irradiation
The unperturbed neutron flux inside the tube filled with water is determined on the basis of the
measurements from the P-emitters combined with a precalculated flux distribution. This
determination of the flux serves to calculate how fast a certain crystal needs to move 'L-,.Irough the
tube to achieve the specified irradiation dose.
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Calculation of the average neutronflux

Calculations of the unperturbed neutron flux in the irradiation tube filled with H20 form a basis of
performing the irradiation process. By the computer code, DR3_SIM, which is especially developed
for this reactor, the flux profile through the tube is calculated. These results are then used to
determine the data for the upper- and lower reflector using another computer code based on
diffusion theory.

The values obtained from the five P-emitters are used as input to a spline interpolation for the actual
flux, which is integrated to gain the average flux. These calculations are implemented in the
computer control program.

3.50

3.00 Beta-eniitters DR3 SIM

------ Flux-Fit
2.50

N
E

2.00
C:0 -

O

1.50

LL

1.00 

Facade 4 Facade 2 -
0.5 -

0.00
-125 -100 -75 -50 -25 0 25 50 75 100 1 2

Guide rod Position [cm] Silicon loading

Figure 6 The neutronflux in the tubefilled with H20.

Flax scan

To measure the neutron flux in the irradiation tube five P-emitters are placed in five different
positions along the tube. he signals from these five emitters are used to determine the average
flux as well as the required speed of the can before the start of an irradiation process. During
irradiation these signals are used to correct the speed in case the neutron flux changes.
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Before the facility was fully installed some flux measurements were carried out. A thin tube 6 mm
diameter) was installed inside the irradiation tube. A olythene tube with short pieces of Cobalt
wire embedded was inserted into this special flux scan tube. During flux scan it is not possible to
perform irradiation. Corresponding values of the signals from the P-emitters were read. With reactor
physical data valid for the time of the flux scan a run of the computer code DR3-SIM was done.

The results from the flux scan, readings of signals from the P-emitters and the computer calculations
are shown in figure 7:
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pi q-,!�"+4 05

1E+13 o 0 0+-O-O
0+ + 0

1E+12 +0

+ Flux measurements
1E+11 o Calculations with DR3 SIM

Signals from beta-emitters

1E+10 -

z

1 E+9 Facade 2 Facade 4

1 E+8

Graphite D 0 Reactor core D 0 Graphite2 2
1 E+7- -------

-120 -80 -40 0 40 80 1 2
Silicon loading Distance from core centre line [cm] Guide rod

Figure 7: Thermalflux in 7T2.

6. Influence

7V3: Vertical Silicon irradiation facility

Calculations with the computer code DR3-SIM has not shown any significant influence from
changes in the vertical Silicon facility 7V3. Readings of signals from the P-emitters when a Silicon
crystal is lowered or redrawn from the rig have not shown any influence either.
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Fine Control Rod (FCR)

Movement of the FCR do affect the neutron flux as illustrated in figure 8 A preferred interval for
the position of the FCR has been chosen: 25-35 cm to compensate for this effect.
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.Figure 8: The influence ofthe FCR on the neutronflux in 7T2.

Absorber rigs

To maintain an almost constant angle of the coarse control arms (CCA a moveable absorber rig is
placed inside every fuel element. During the reactor cycle they are withdrawn one by one. Readings
of the signals from the P-emitters when the absorber rigs in the A-row nearest 7T2 have shown no
detectable change of the flux distribution.

Reactor trip

In case of a reactor trip during irradiation the system is able to compensate for the lack of flux. The
speed of the guide rod is lowered according to the flux level.
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7. Safety aspects

Reactivity changes

An Alurninium can filled with Silicon and Graphite placed right in front of the core results in a
reactivity change of 0053 % dk/k. If a can is inserted while the guide rod is in the opposite extreme
position, the can will be transported into the irradiation area with the speed of the water which is
10.8 cm/s. This results in a maximum contribution of reactivity of 00094 dk/k pr. sec. Due to slip
between the water flow and the can during transport the actual speed of the can will be lower.
Therefore these calculations are conservative. The conditions for operating the reactor permit a
maximurn change in reactivity of 0.5 % dk/k pr. see. for experiments with adjustable reactivity
value.

Loss of water

A leak in the system will drain the irradiation tube and there will be no cooling of the can as well as
of the tube itself. y-heat will accumulate in the Aluminium tube and cause a temperature increase of
0.3 'C pr. sec. if the reactor is not shut down. Three level indicators placed in the water tank will
cause a reactor trip in a "two out of three" system, if the water level falls below a specified level.
There will be a preliminary warning before the trip.

Flow stop

In case of low, or no flow at all, the cooling of the can and of the irradiation tube is reduced. Three
pressure transducers cause a reactor trip in case of low flow. The conditions are the same as
mentioned above: A "two out of three" system with a preliminary warning before the trip. To allow
operators to reverse the flow a 3 minute delay between warning and trip has been installed.

Health physic

The radiation level of the can is monitored automatically by a -monitor before transfer from the
large drum to the lift. In case of a higher radiation level than acceptable, the removal sequence in
the program can not be activated and the can remains inside the drum. Additionally a health
assistant checks the level when the can is at the upper position in the lift.

8 Improvements
From the experience gained from the old horizontal facility some improvements of the new have
been made. The two most significant improvements are listed below:

• Five P-emitters placed in five different positions has resulted in a better determination of the
flux distribution.

• The software has been upgraded to a windows-based program which is much more user-
friendly for the operators. Furthermore a lot more information regarding the irradiation is
available on the screen.

• The improved flux calculations have made it possible to dope the Silicon crystals more
accurately. The accuracy of the doping has been improved to ± 
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The contribution makes the aempt to analyse the data base available in the literature

and in Siemens' own projects and to find out potential systematics from the existing

research reactors with beam tubes, separated into reactors with different reflectors

and distinguished for tangential and radial tubes and cold neutron sources, resp.

some generic calculations serve as gauging data.

The contribution is not meant as critics on any design. The results might serve

supporting designers and operators when evaluating the pros and cons of existing or

planned design in terms of the optimum beam tubes. Existing lacks of systematics are

evaluated in view of suitable explanations and constraints, which do not allow optimi-

sation. Examples of such constraints are the different material layers between fuel

zone and reflector zone which have various reasons.

The limited data in the literature plus the numerous lacks of precision of the represen-

tation of those data should be an incentive to improve the performed analysis by

collecting more exact data and re-doing the evaluation before answering the title-

question really.
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Reasons for looking into the issue

• ActualworkforGKSS'FRG-1

• Attempts to use experience from older projects for FRG-1

More general: Is it possible to

• avoid complex calculations by using simple rules 

• get a feeling for potential improvements of existing plants 

• have better answers to customers 

And an overall curiosity on physics phenomenon
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Obstacles Against Simple Answers

• Complexity of Research Reactor Designs

- very different cores

- different reflector materials

- very different boundaries between core and reflector

• Lack of clarification in terms of physics dependencies

• Lack of exact data from the research reactor in terms of

- distances geometries

- core-reflector border structures

- power densities

- moderation ratios

- spectrum's hardness
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Overall Problems and Restriction

in Placement of Tubes

• Change of Core Parameter during Life Time

- Power Enhancement(s) Power Density Change

- Core Size

- Uranium Loading -> Moderation Ratio

- Burn-up Enhancement

- HEU/LEU-Conversions -- > Moderation Ratio

• Lack of Precision of the Codes during Decades Gone

• Optimum Thickness of Reflector Material

• Removable Be-Layers in front of Radial Tubes

• Diameter of Tangential Tubes in Be

• Heat Generation in CNS (Structure LH2/LD2)

• Influence of Neighbouring Beam Tubes Facilities in
Reflector

• Others 
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To get away from the uncertainties and the lacks of data of real

reactors some generic calculations were performed:

• for 2 reflectors

• for 3 U-1oadings per MTR fuel element

• for 3 moderation ratios

• for clear border between core and reflector

in order to get the thermal flux peak in height and position
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ABSTRACT

The computer code ANISN/PC has been applied to calculate the group flux

distribution across different shield layers of a 50 MW light water research reactor. The

code has been run in P3 approximation and S8 discrete ordinates. The calculated group

fluxes multiplied by appropriate flux-to-dose rate conversion factors have been used to

give the dose distribution across the shield layers.

The thickness of the concrete shield has been determined to give the dose rate at

the outer surface of the shield as 0.5 nSv/sec. The same calculation have been also

performed in axial direction to determine the thickness of water needed above the core

to reduce the dose level to 25 nSv/sec.

The result of calculation shows that the contribution of capture gamma rays to the

total dose at the outer surface of the shield is more than 50 percent. This simplifies the

calculations to determine the shield layer thickness, especially in preliminary stages of

the shield design.

KEYWORDS

ANISN, Boltzman transport equation, discrete ordinates method, dose, flux to dose ratio,

gamma rays spectrum, IRAN.LIB cross-section library, neutron spectrum, gamma ray

spectrum.

INTRODUCTION

In this work we have performed shielding calculation for a light water reactor with
Beryllium reflector around the core. The fuel of the reactor is 19.5% enriched Uranium

with 1 0 kg of U-235 isotope. The thickness of Be reflector is 23 cm and the thickness of

water layer between the reflector and the reactor tank is 107 cm and the thickness of

water around the tank is 146 cm 12,31. The thickness of ordinary concrete biological

shield beyond water, have been calculated to reduce the equivalent dose rate to 0.5
nSv/sec. Furthermore, the height of water above the core has been also calculated to

reduce the equivalent dose rate to 25 nSv/sec.
The horizontal cross section dimensions of the parallel-piped shaped core is
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39x54 cm and its height is 75 crn. A simplified vertical cross section of the reactor is
shown in fig. .

APPLICATION OF COMPUTER CODE ANISN/PC

The computer code ANISN/PC solves the Boltzman transport equation in one

dimension (slab, cylindrical or spherical geometry) using discrete ordinates (SN)
method 4 The energy dependence is treated using multigroup method. The code

takes into account the scattering anisotropies by expanding the scattering cross

sections in Legendre's polynomials, so called anisotropic SN method.

The Boltzmen transport equation integrated over energy group g is given
below [5]:

L G 121+1 (1)
Q.V(pg (rQ)+ Ytg pg (rQ)=21=0 zgJ4, d �_ j Yg,.g (r)PI �t) pg, (rQ

2
+ q G (LE 9

, 5, 1 _L) 9, pg,(r)+S ext W g 2,3,..., G
keff 9 4.7r

where (pg(rQ) is the group angular flux for group g defined as:

Eg+1
(pg(rQ)= f Eg (p (r, E, Q) d E (2)

and �og=fQ Vg(rQ)dQ is the group flux in group g. The quantities vYf)gYtg,7(1)g,,g

and X9 are group constants averaged over group g. For example:

Zg(r)= ,Z(rE)�o(rE)dE (3)

(pg(r)

and

(1) fg dE fg, (1) (rE'-->E) f, V(rE',Q) Pj(u) d'dE'Y _g(r) (4)
9 fg' f4l p(rE',Q) PI (u) d'dE'

In solving shield problems in which capture gamma rays (n,)/) play an important

role in the total dose at the shield outer surface, the coupled neutron-gamma cross

sections should be included in the cross section libraries. The library "IRAN.LIB"

includes these coupled cross sections 6 In our calculations, we have used

IRAN3.1-113, which includes 7 groups of neutrons 17) and 18 group of gamma rays

(8-25) in ISOTXS format.

The number densities of different isotopes in the reactor core (ni) have been
calculated using n, N 0 4 VE I where No is the Avogadro's number, V is the volume

of the core and piVi a i are density, volume and atomic mass number of the ith
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isotope, respectively. The number densities of different isotopes in the reactor shield
materials have been calculated using ni= NOW p , where W is the weight fraction of

the ith isotope of the shield material, p is the de6ty of the shield material and N. and Ai

have the same definitions as above. The number densities given to the code should be
in 1/cm-barn. The number densities calculated for different isotopes in the reactor core

and shield are given in tables and 2 7.

We have applied ANISN/PC computer code in P3 approximation and S8 discrete

ordinates to calculate the flux distribution in shield layers in each energy group. We

have used the distributed fixed source option of the code. In order to distinguish

between capture gamma rays and core gamma rays contribution to the total dose, we

have run the program with different input files. In one case we have considered only the

neutron sources that during slowing down and thermalization produce capture gamma
rays. In in the second case, we have considered only the core gamma rays including

prompt and fission product decay gamma rays.

The source density of neutrons has been calculated from Waft spectrum given

below:

g3.13xlO 10 VX P n/cm 3_sec. (5)
n 9

Where v is 245 neutrons per fission and p is the power density in W/cm 3 and ' is
9

calculated by Xg= f X(E)dE where
9

X(E)= 0484 sinh V'2E exp(-E) (6)

Where E is the neutron energy in MeV.

The values of X calculated for 7 energy groups of neutrons are given in

table 3.

The source density of prompt core gamma rays has been calculated as follows:

S g= 313xlO 10 F 9 P V/cM 3_sec (7)
yF F

f-F9 f T'F (E)dE (8)

F F(E)= 694 0.1<E<0.6 MeV y/fiss. -MeV (9)

F F(E)= 20.2 exp(-1.78E); 0.6<E<1.5 MeV y/fiss. -MeV (1 0)

F F(E) = 72 exp(- 1.09E); 1.5<E<10.5 MeV y/fiss. -MeV ( 1)

The source density of fission product decay gamma rays has been calculated as

follows:

S yFP 9= 313xlO 10 r FP9P /cm 3_sec (12)

IF FP 9= f9 IF FP (E)dE (13)
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r FP (E)= 74 exp(-1.1E) )//fiss. - MeV (14)

The values of r F9 and r FP 9 in 13 groups out of 18 gamma energy groups
(group # to group 20) and the rcg=r, F 9+r FP 9 are given in table 4.

The spatial distribution of fission sources inside the reactor core is considered as
cos(,6x) where x is the distance from the center of the core. The value of is

calculated to give

q5max (X)/(T(X)-z::(j.9)1/3=j.24 (15)

where 19 is the omax/�7 over the whole reactor core in 3 dimensions.

RESULT OF CALCULATION

Using the data mentioned in the previous section, the computer code ANISN/PC

has been applied for different concrete shield thicknesses in radial dimension and for

different water heights above the reactor core in axial dimension to give the neutron and

gamma fluxes at the outer surface of the concretes shield and at the surface of water.

To convert the calculaed fluxes to equivalent dose rate the computer program

DOSEFLUX has been developed in FORTRAN 77 language. The flux output of ANISN

called ANISNC4.PUN has been used as input file for DOSEFLUX program. Fux-to-dose

rate conversion factors have been used from references 89 and 10.

The variation of equivalent dose rate at the outer surface of the concrete shield

versus concrete thickness is shown in fig. 2 This curve shows that for the thickness of

270 cm of concrete, the equivalent dose at the outer surface will be 0.5 nSv/sec. The

same curve is drawn versus water height above the core in fig. 5. This figure showes

that 1000 cm of water is needed above the core to reduce the equivalent dose rate to

2.5 nSv/sec. The variation of neutron and gamma ray fluxes accross the shield in radial

direction is shown in fig. 4.

Using the calculated flux distribution as input for DOSEFLUX program, depth

dose distribution accross the shield in radial and axial directions are calculated and
shown in fig. 3 and fig. 6 The neutron dose, capture gamma dose, core gamma dose

and the total dose are drawn in these figures simultaneously.

We found that the contribution of core gamma rays to the total dose at the

surface of the shield is less than 50%. This result concludes that in preliminary design

calculation for determining the thickness of the reactor shield, ignoring core gamma

rays does not affect the results so much.
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Table 1. sotopical Composifion of Homogenized Reactor Core.

Isotope Number Density (1 /cm - bam)

H 1 0.04128
0 le 0.02064
Al 27 0.01792
UM 0.0001702
u 2M 0.0007128

Table 2 Elemental Composition of Ordinary (Portland) Concrete
with Density of 2.35 g/CM3.*

Element Atomic Weight" Wt% Number Density (11cm-baT1

H 1.00797 1.0 0.014035
0 15.9994 52.9 0.046774
Si 28.086 33.7 0.018972
Al 28.9815 3.4 0.001783
Fe 55.847 1.4 0.000355
Ca 0.08 4.4 0.001553
Mg 24.312 0.2 0.000116
C 12.01115 0.1 0.000118
Na 22.9898 1.6 0.000985
K 39.102 1.3 O.OOD470

From Engineering Compendium on Radiation Shielding, Vol. 11, Editor JAEGER, P. 358 1968).
Based on C 12 = 12.00000 a.m.u
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Table 3 Average Number of Prompt Neutron Emftd per Fission
in each Energy Group v=2.45).

Group No. Energy Band No. of Prompt Neutron
per Fission

1 5.221 - 17.33 MeV 0.122
2 1. 003 - 5221 MeV 1.548
3 0.498 - 1003 MeV 0.442
4 0.0980 - 0498 MeV 0.302
5 O.OD91 2 - 00980 MeV 0.0341
6 0.532 - 9120 eV 0.00`104
7 - 0532 eV 4.63E-10

Table 4 Average Number of Gamma - my Photons, Emitted per Fission
in each Energy Group.

Group No. Energy Band Prompt Fission Gamma Decay Gamma Total
(No. Der Fission) (No. per Fisjj Un (No. per Fission

8 8 14 1.008E-3 9.494E-4 0.00196
9 6 8 8.465E-3 8.140E-3 O.M66
10 4 - 7.489E-2 7.348E-2 0.1483
1 1 3 - 4 1.667E-1 1.656E-1 0.3323
12 2.5 - 3 1.821E-1 1.821E-1 0.3642
13 2 - 25 3.140E-1 3.15BE-1 0.6296
14 1. - 2 5.415E-1 5.470E-1 1.0885
15 1 1.5 1.129EO 9.481E-1 2.771
16 0.7 -1 1.352EO 8.762E-1 2.2282
17 0.45 - 07 1.679EO 9.870E-1 2.6W
18 0.3 - 045 1.042EO 7.363E-1 1.7783
19 0.1 - 03 1.042EO 8.648E-1 1,9104
20 0.1 0.15 3.473E-1 3.229E-1 0.6702

21 - 25 - .1 NVIected I Neglected I Selected
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It has been pointed out that three deficiencies exist in conventional

fission neutron irradiation experiments of materials. The first deficiency is

due to the poor temperature control during a high temperature irradiation.

The second one is the lack of flexibility in determining the irradiation time,

which is in most cases determined by the operation cycle of the reactor. The

third one is the difficulty in changing the neutron energy spectrum widely in

the reactor. The installation of a new irradiation facility with improved

control capabilities at the KUR is scheduled in fiscal years 1996 through 1999.

The irradiation temperature can be controlled by using electric heaters and

by changing the helium pressure in the irradiation tube. The neutron

spectrum can be adjusted by changing the irradiation position. The total

irradiation dose can be controlled by moving the specimen capsule (town and up

during irradiation.

1. Introduction

Material irradiation by fission neutrons in nuclear reactors has been most frequently

employed as a typical method to introduce defects in solids and to develop the reliability of

materials used in fission reactors and future fusion reactors. For these purposes, well-controlled

irradiation fields from low temperatures to high temperatures are necessary. It has been pointed

out, however, that there exist three deficiencies in conventional irradiation experiments by

fission neutrons.

One deficiency is due to the poor temperature control during the fission neutron irradiation

at high temperatures. In most irradiation tests in fission reactors, the nclear heating is used

for the heating of specimens. The irradiation temperature deviates from that expected. typically

during the start-up of the reactor where the nuclear heating is insufficient to raise the

temperature up to the expected value. The import-ant fact is that even though the neutron dose
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of this stage is low, the effect on the defect structure evolution is significant. This can be

understood easily when one considers the general nature of the nucleation and growth of point

defect clusters. The nucleation is generally enhanced at medium emperatures, whereas the

growth is faster at higher temperatures.

The second deficiency is the lack of flexibility in determining the irradiation time. It is

mostly determined by the operation cycle of the reactor. To understand irradiation effects, the

fluence dependence of the property changes has to be studied. For this purpose, irradiations

ranging widely from low to high fluences are necessary. The last deficiency is the difficulty in

changing the neutron energy spectrum. It is determined by the irradiation position of the

reactor. Effects of neutron spectrum on the irradiation effects are important, since

understanding of irradiation effects of 14MeV neutrons by using fission neutrons is one of

important subjects for the development of fusion reactor materials.

2. Temperature controlled irradiation

The irradiation experiments without these deficiencies are an urgent requirement for

promotion of the study on material irradiation effects. The simplest method to maintain the

specimen at the desired temperature during the irradiation is to use a heater strong enough to

heat up the specimen to the designed value without any help of nuclear heating. The first time of

such an irradiation with improved temperature control was performed using the JMTR (Japan

Materials Testing Reactor) in the Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute at Oarai in 1988 [1],

and several data which have sufficient accuracy in irradiation temperatures have been obtained

[2]. The irradiations with improved temperature control at JMTR, however, can be performed

only once or twice a year, and they cannot satisfy the requirement of experimenters. Further

reliable short time irradiation data have not been obtained yet in spite of many efforts.

The varying temperature irradiation experiment is scheduled in an RB position of the HFIR

(High Flux Isotope Reactor) in Oak Ridge National Laboratory in 1998 under the framework of

the Japan-USA cooperation program (Jupiter Project) 3 The electric heaters are included in

the capsule to vary the specimen temperature during irradiation.

In these improved temperature controlled irradiation experiments, there exists another

problem. As specimens are maintained at the designed temperature before the irradiation, they

are exposed to low intensity neutrons during the start-up and shut-down of the reactor. The

effect of irradiation intensity on the defect structure evolution is not clarified yet.

The KUR is the only one university-owned reactor which has a MW class power in Japan,

and has various irradiation facilities from low temperature to 360K. The Hydraulic Conveyor is

the irradiation facility which is installed in the core center where the neutron intensity is highest

in the KUR. The temperature controlled irradiation has been performed by using the Hydraulic

Conveyor since 1995. Specimens are sealed in a small specimen holder and a heater is wound

directly on the holder, which is in an aluminum capsule exactly of the same size as the
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tube, the thermal stress in the tube was analyzed with a conservative assumption that the

capsule contacts with the inner wall of the tube. The heat conduction and the thermal stress in

the irradiation tube were calculated by finite element calculations. Figure shows the

temperature profiles in the irradiation tube at .1see (a) and at 7sec (b) after the contact. The

linear densitv of heat generation in the capsule was assumed to be 10OW/cm. The thermal stress

at 7sec is also shown in (c) of the figure, which indicates that the stress exceeds the maximum

allowable stress of A5052, 4.3kg/MM2, near the inner wall surface. The intact region is,

however, more than 15mm in thickness, which is sufficiently larger than the required wall

thickness. Accordingly no failure of the irradiation tube is expected.

The seismic design was carried out according to JEAG 4601 4 the recommended design

guideline for the nuclear reactor facilities. In order to avoid the resonance with the reactor vessel,

the irradiation tube was designed to have a rigid structure 2OHz < natural frequency). Static

horizontal load of 0. 72 X W and vertical load of 0. 36 W were resultantly considered as seismic

forces. Here, W is a weight of the irradiation tube. The natural frequency and the maximum

stress were calculated by using the finite element method. The results are shown in Tables and

2, which meet the above guideline.

The irradiation tube consists of a cylindrical aluminum pipe filled with the helium gas and

has 4 bending sections to avoid a significant rise in radiation dose due to the streaming of neutrons

and gamma-rays through the tube. The bottom part of this irradiation tube is located at the

core-reflector boundary, while the top part is located at the top shield of the reactor tank

approximately 7m above the core center. The radiation dose rate at the top shield was calculated

by using a continuous energy Monte Carlo code, MCNP-4A, on the basis of the JENDL-3.2

nuclear data library. Since the purpose of this evaluation was to confirm that the dose rate was

suppressed in a sufficiently low level, it was assumed that fission neutrons and fission gamma-

rays corresponding to 5MW operation of the KUR were homogeneously generated in the annular

cylinder of cm in inner diameter, m in outer diameter and 60cm in height. which surrounded

the bottom part of the irradiation tube. Note here that the secondary gamma-rays due to neutron

reactions and the delayed gamma-rays from the fission products were taken into account in the

present calculation. As a result, the dose equivalent rate at the top shield was estimated to be 13

g Sv/h and it was found that the contribution of gamma-rays overwhelmed that of neutrons.

For the installation of the present irradiation facility, it was necessary to conduct two

successive licensing procedures in accordance with the regulation of nuclear installations by the

Science and Technology Agency (STA) of Japanese Government. The first procedure was for

the modification of basic design of the KUR and the second was for the methods of design and

construction of the irradiation facility. The licensing procedures started in June, 1994 including

the pre-hearing of the STA. The licenses for the first and the second procedures were approved

in December, 1995 and in October, 1996, respectively.
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conventional capsule for the Hydraulic conveyor. The temperature of the specimen capsule is

measured directly by a thermocouple. As the specimen capsule inserted i the core dur'ing

full power operation, the irradiation intensity is essentially constant. Various kinds of

specimens have been irradiated up to the fluence of 3xlO'8n/cM2 and the most reliable short time

irradiation data are obtained.

The Slant Exposure Tube has a low intensity and a soft energy-spectrum neutron irradiation

field. The irradiation with temperature control in the Tube has been also performed since 1996.

The neutron intensity of the Slant Exposure Tube is two order of magnitude lower than that of the

Hydraulic Conveyor. They are expected to be used for the study of neutron intensity dependence

of irradiation effects in materials.

3. New material irradiation facility

To install a facility for the exclusive use of controlled irradiation in the KUR is an urgent

task to be accomplished in this research area. The installation of the irradiation facility, the

Material Controlled Irradiation Facility, which has improved control capabilities of irradiation

conditions, is scheduled in the KUR during fiscal years 1996 through 1999. Figure I shows the

schematic drawing of the facility. It consists of three parts, i.e., the irradiation tube. the

specimen loading chamber and the system control unit. The irradiation tube is a pipe of

aluminum alloy, A5052, of 8m in length, 8cm in diameter and 2cm in thickness. The specimen

loading chamber is mounted on the top shield of reactor tank. Specimen are inserted from the

chamber. The system control unit measures and controls the irradiation conditions. The

position of the facility in the reactor is shown in Fig. 2 for the schematic vertical view of the

reactor tank and in Fig. 3 for an example of the core configuration. The irradiation tube is

possible to insert in 1-7, 'b-8' or 'b-9' in the core.

The neutron-temperature history is controlled by using an electric heater in the irradiation

capsule and by changing the helium pressure in the irradiation tube. An example of the

irradiation capsule is shown in Fig. 4 The neutron spectrum is adjusted by changing the

irradiation position and further by changing the combination of fuel and reflector elements. Any

irradiation dose can be chosen by moving the specimen capsule down and up during the

irradiation.

4. Safety aspects

To maintain the integrity of the irradiation tube, the following design criteria were

adopted: 1) the temperature of the specimen capsule should be below 500C, 2 the heated

specimen capsule should not cause excessive thermal stress in the irradiation tube, 3 an

appropriate seismic design should be applied to the irradiation tube, 4 the irradiation tube

should not increase the radiation dose rate at the top shield.

Although the specimen capsule is supported by a spacer to isolate it from the irradiation
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5. Future plans

The irradiation tube was successfully installed in March, 1998. Although it will take

another two years to attach other auxiliary equipments for bringing the present irradiation

facility to completion, preliminary irradiation experiments will start within calendar year 1998.

Data acquisition by using the irradiation facility makes it possible to examine whether the

previous irradiation data were reliable or not. If we can succeed to observe the effect of neutron

spectrum on the radiation effects, it would become possible to compare correctly the irradiation

data obtained in different reactors with each other. These studies will contribute to thorough

understanding of the irradiation effects caused by fission neutrons.
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Table I

Natural period and natural frequency

Model b-7 b-8

Natural Period Natural Frequency Natural Period Natural Frequency

MO (see) (Hz) (see) (Hz)

1 0.044 22.9 0.042 24.1

2 0.039 25.7 0.039 26.0

3 0.032 31.1 0.032 31.6

Table 2

Evaluation of stress

Model b-7 b-8

Maximum Stress Maximum Stress

(kg/mM2) (kg/MM2)

Internal Pressure 0.1 0.1

Weight 0.2 0.2

Earthquake 0.3 0.3

Total 0.6 0.6

Maximum allowable 5.6 5.6

Stress
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the contact of specimen capsule with the tube.
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ABSTRACT

JRR-3M (Japan Research Reactor No.3), which is equipped with a cold neutron
source and five neutron guides, has provided researchers of fundamental and
applied research with an intense and high quality neutron beam. The total
number of instruments installed in a reactor hall and a guide hall is 25, and some
instruments are being developed. The number of users increases drastically.
Especially the total number of neutron beam users, who worked mainly in the
field of neutron scattering has reached 17,000 person-day, and requested beam
time has reached twice of available beam time in 1997. New instruments such as
neutron Laue diffractometer are being developed for providing experimenters
With various research opportunities. Replacement of a CNS moderator cell is
planned this year in consideration of neutron exposure. Furthermore, in order to
meet the demand for more intensity and beam time, replacement of existing nickel
guide tubes with supermirrors is also planned for increase of the thermal neutron
flux at least by a factor of five at the neutron guide end.

1. Introduction

JRR-3M, which is a pool type research reactor of 2MW, was constructed at
just the same place where the old reactor was removed from, by a unique method
named "one piece reactor removal method". Its first criticality was achieved on
March 22, 1990. JRR-3M is operated with seven or eight operation cycles in each
year. Its operation cycle is basically consist of four weeks of full power operation
and one week of shut down for refueling, irradiation capsule handling and
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maintenance works. The integrated thermal power of 24700 MWday was

attained at the end of fiscal year 1997.

Fuel conversion program from UAlx dispersed MTR type fuels with a U-

density 22 g/CM3 t U3Si2-Al dispersed MTR type fuel with a U-density of 48

g/CM3 and a burnable poison of Cd wire is progressing. By this conversion, the

number of spent fuels can be reduced, and it will supply stable neutron beam to

many users.

The JRR-3M is the first neutron source which is equipped with a large scaled

cold neutron source and neutron guide tubes with a total length of more than two

hundred meters in Japan. This remarkable feature makes it possible to open up

new research fields such as soft material science, and also makes it possible to

install many instruments along the guide tubes.

In this report, we describe a situation that the number of users of JRR-3M has

been remarkably increasing in various advanced research fields, and the

development of new scientific instruments and the replacement program of

existing nickel guide tubes With supermirror guide to meet the demand for more

intensity and beam time. Furthermore, replacement of a CNS moderator cell

which is planned this year is reported.

2. Current Status of Utilization

Figure shows the trend for the total number of users who worked in the field

of beam experiment (man-day) categorized by affiliation. In 1997 the number of

users inside JAERI was sghtly bigger than that outside JAERL The number of

outside users was increasing year by year and increased by 55% in 1997 in

comparison with 1994's. Users outside JAERI n 1997, most of whom are

researchers from universities, occupied 61 %; users inside JAERI occupied 39 in

1997.

Status of utilization fields in 1997 is shown in Fig. 2 Neutron scattering

experiments occupied 63% of the total use of JRR-3M. In neutron scattering

experiment, solid state physics is a major field and soft material such as polymer

and biology account for about a quarter, chemistry, neutron optics and

fundamental physics are minor fields. As for the other neutron beam

experiments, neutron radiography, prompt gamma ray analysis and development

ofsupermirrorsarehstedwithl2%occupation. Therestonethirdisoccupiedby

the irradiations. Especially the total number of neutron beam users, who worked

mainly in the field of neutron scattering has reached 17,000 person-day, and

requested beam time has reached twice of available beam time in 1997.
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A31 proposals are reviewed once a year by JAERI and University-Group

independently, and are determined weather each should receive beam time and

how much time is to be allocated

3. Current Status of Neutron Beam Facilities

Arrangement of the experimental holes and tubes at JRR-3M is shown in Fig.

3. Horizontal beam tubes are arranged in the heavy water tank for neutron beam

experiments, nine horizontal beam tubes (IG through 6G, 7R, 8T and 9C) are

arranged tangentially to the core, in order to reduce fast neutrons and gamma

rays in the neutron beam. Seven out of the nine tubes, IG through 6G and 7R,

supply thermal neutron beam for experiments in the reactor room. The 8T beam

tube transmits thermal neutrons into the beam hall through two thermal neutron

guide tubes. The 9C beam tube transmits cold neutrons from CNS into the beam

hall through three cold neutron guide tubes. It has become possible to install a

lot of beam experimental instruments along these neutron guide tubes.

Five neutron guide tubes, T1 and T2 for thermal neutrons and C1, C2 and 3

for cold neutrons, are installed to extract neutron beams efficiently from the heavy

water reflector and the liquid hydrogen moderator in the heavy water tank

through the horizontal beam tube 8T and 9C respectively to the beam hall.

Seventeen neutron beam ports of which eight are set on the thermal neutron

guide tubes and another nine on the cold neutron guide tubes, are available in the

beam hall, 30m wide x 50m long, which is located next to the reactor building. The

characteristic wavelength of Tl and T2 is 2A and their radius of curvature is

3340m. The length is about 60m. Cl and C2 with a radius of curvature of 834m

haveacharacteristicwavelengthof4A. Theirtotallengthisabout3lmand5lm

respectively. C3 with a radius of curvature of 370m has a characteristic

wavelength of 6A, and is 31 in long.

The CNS facility of JRR-3M is a vertical thermosyphone type using liquid

hydrogen at 20K as a moderator. A schematic diagram of the CNS facility is

shown in Fig. 4 and its design parameters and operational features are shown in

Table 1. The CNS gain at wavelength of 5A is 15. This facility is operated all

during the reactor operation.

The layout of neutron beam experimental instruments at JRR-3M is shown in

Fig. 5. Their categories by instrumental type are listed in Table 2 The total

number of instruments installed in a reactor hall and a guide hall is 25, and some

instruments are being developed.
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4. Replacement of a CNS Moderator Cell

The cold neutron source (CNS) facilities of the JR-3M have been operating

without exchanging a moderator cell for seven years since a start-up the reactor in

1990. The moderator cell of CNS is thin wall container of the 0.8min thickness

made of austenitic stainless steel. The fast neutron fluence of moderator cel is

estimated to reach 20 x 1020 nm2 by the latter half in this fiscal year, and the

cell will be replaced by the new one (Fig. 6 with the same specification in

cons'deration of embrittlement by neutron irradiation.

The replacement will be carried out from this October to January.

5. Upgrading of Thermal Neutron Guide Tubes

Use of a supermirror guide tube instead of a natural nickel guide can increase

neuron flux and transmits shorter wavelength neutrons through the guide. This

performance promise to open up new possibilities for the experimenters for

neutron scattering and other absorption experiments. In recent years, the

constructions of supermirror guide have progressed at ORPHEE reactor and so on.

At JRR-3M, replacing program is progressing to obtain higher neutron flux and

shorter wavelength neutrons. Replacing the thermal neutron guide tube (T-2 is

the first project. Figure shows a horizontal view of the guide hall. The total

length of T-2 guide is 57 n including curved section with a length of 36 in. The

radius of curvature is 3340 in, and its characteristic wavelength is 2 A.

It is planned that a elements of the thermal guide tube (T-2) is replaced by a

supermirror with an effective critical angle as same as tice of natural nickel

(20N). Other design parameters of the guide tube such as the radius of curvature

and the cross section of the guide tube are not changed not to change the layout of

the esting nstruments. Neutron transmission analyses have been conducted

for design of the supermirror guide tube. Neutron trajectories were calculated

using NEUGT code based on ray trace method which was developed to assess the

design of the neutron guide tubes of JRR-3M. This code can not only calculate a

neutron transmission and neutron spectra asumming the maxwellian spectra at a

entrance of a guide tube, but also analysis the effect of abutment errors.

Figure 7 shows calculated spectrum at the exit of T-2 guide tube as a function

of reflectivity assuming the maxwellian spectra with 293 K at the entrance of

guide tube. Total intensity at the end exit in the case with a reflectivity of 095 is

5.6 tmes of the exiting nickel guide tube. Especially, intensity at 12 A is 0

times of the exiting one.
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6. Development of New Instruments

(1) Neutron Laue-Diffractometer for Crystallography in Biology

A diffractometer using nIP (neutron Imaging Plate) as a neutron detector has

been designed and is now under constructing, as shown schematically in Fig. .

An available neutrons are quasi-monochromated with a neutron velocity selector.

The Laue diffraction patterns are recorded with nIPs. Combination technique of

Laue method and nIP becomes possible to collect enough reflections to analyze

structure of biological macromolecules precisely. Moreover the technique allows

to reduce data recording times as against that of a conventional diffractometer

with a gas-filled area detector.

(2) Reflectometer

Great interests have been given during recent years to the progress of neutron

reflectivity experiments for the study of surface and interfacial phenomena.

Because the neutron reflectivity profile at the gancing critical angle is sensitive to

the depth profile of the neutron refractive index, the density profiles of surfaces

and interfaces can be determined with a depth resolution of a few Angstrom.

Neutron reflectivity has become a unique and strong tool for the study of surface

and nterfacial phenomena, and these scientific instruments have obtained great

success.

A neutron reflectometer, which covers a wide Q-values ; up to 04 A-' and has

an intense neutron beam with an intensity of 2 1 x 104 n/s at a wavelength of 34 A

and an angular divergence of 004', was installed at the cold neutron triple-axis

spectrometer (LTAS) at the C2-1 beam station. The available wavelengths are 3

and 6 A, which is dose to the maximum intensity of the wavelength distribution n

this guide tube. A reflectivity profile is obtained within several hours and

reflectivities can be measured in the range of 10-6.

The reflectometer has been arranged to correspond to state of the sample. Sohd

samples which are formed on a flat substrate, are measured in a vertical geometry.

A liquid sample can be measured in a horizontal geometry. The angle of the

incident beam is controlled by changing the height of the sample table, and

changing the tilt of the PG monochromator which is set in the neutron guide tube.

(3) Four-Circle Diffractometer

A single crystal diffractometer is being installed at T2-2 beam port by

university group. This instrument works in the wave length of about to
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investigate the structure phase transition, structural disorder, hydrogen bonding

in the field of condensed matter physics and so on.

(4) Multiple Extreme Conditions System
Elastic and inelastic neutron scattering have provided useful information for

the investigation of the condensed matters. The parameters of temperature
(especially low temperature), magnetic field and pressure has generally been used

as a physical variables for samples in such studies. However, so far only single or
double of these parameters have been controled in neutron scattering experiments
because of various technological difficulties.

An unique system was developed for controlling sample circumstances during

the neutron scattering experiments. The system is able to generate
simultaneously triple-extreme conditions of low temperature, high magnetic field
and high pressure. Figure 9 shows a cut-away view of the system a
conventional liquid-He cryostat With a superconducting magnet having an

antisymmetric spht-coils geometry for polarized-beam experiments and provides a
vertical field up to 5T. The sample temperature range is about 1.7K to 200K A
high pressure cell was designed as a piston-cylinder type with the aim of
generating pressure up to 2.5GPa. AR the cell parts were made of nonmagnetic
materials (Al alloy, sintered-Alumina, etc.) with sufficient mechanical properties
at low temperature.

7. Concluding Remarks

At JAERI, replacement of a CNS moderator ell will be carried out this year to

keep safe operation. Upgrading of existing nickel guide tubes with supermirror
'de is also planned to the neutron ntensity and open up new

experimental opportunities.
Furthermore, new instruments are being developed to meet the current

demand for neutron beam experiments.
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Table JRR-3 CNS facility

(Design parameters)
Type Vertical thermosyphne type
Moderator Liquid hydrogen, 20K
Coolant Helium gas
Moderator cell Flask shape, 200mmH x 130mmW x 50mmT

0.8 litter, Stainless steel, 0.8 mmt
Vacuum chamber 054mm, 8mrnt, Stainless steel

(Operational feature)
Pressure of hydrogen 1 2 ata
Volume of liquid hydrogen 1.5 litter
Nuclear heat 400 W
Thermal radiation heat 150 W
Cold neutron gain 1 0

(at the wave length of 5 nm)



Table 2 Neutron instruments at the JRR-3M

Type Instrument Name Beam port Affiliation*

Powder diffractometer HRPD 1G JAERI

KPD T1-3 Tohoku

Double-axis diffractorneter KSD TI-2 Tohoku

RESA T2-1 JAERI

Small angle scattering SANSJ C3-2 JAERI

SANS-U C1-2 ISSP

Elastic PNO 3G JAERI

scattering ULS C1-3 ISSP
Diffraction camera NDC Tl-4-2 ISSP

PNO 3G JAERI

Interferometer PNO 3G JAERI

ULS C1-3 ISSP

MINE C3-1-2 Kyoto

Diffractometer for biology BIX-1 IG-A JAERI

BIX-11 T2-3 JAERI

Triple-axis spectrometer TAS-1 2G JAERI

GPTAS 4G ISSP

PONTA 5G ISSP

TOPAN 6G Tohoku

In-elastic HER CIA ISSP

scattering LTAS C2-1 JAERI
HQR T1-1 ISSP

TAS-2 T2-4 JAERI

Special type spectrometer NSE C2-2 ISSP

NSM C2-2 ISSP

AGNES C3-1-1 ISSP

Prompt y-ray analysis PGA Tl-4-1(C2-3-2) JAERI

Others Neutron radiography TNRF Tl-4-1(C2-3-2) JAERI

CNRF Tl-4-1(C2-3-2) JAERI

Tohoku Tohoku University

ISSP Institute for Solid State Physics in Tokyo University

Kyoto Kyoto University
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Abstract

The paper describes the design development with high pressure Fuel Test
Loop for both of PWR and CANDU type fuel testing under simulated power
reactor conditions in the HANARO reactor. The Fuel Test Loop consists of
In-pile Test Section(IPS) and Out-Pile System(OPS). The PS is connected to
the OPS by means of which the system pressure, the system temperature and
the water uality are controlled and regulated. Power reactor requirements are
generally applicable to the Fuel Test Loop and have been applied judiciously. In
many respects the Fuel Test Loop is analogous to a direct cycle power reactor.
As such it is appropriate to place the normal heat sink outside the the reactor
coolant pressure boundary. The design of the Fuel Test Loop is completed
except some parts of the FFL and the euipments of the OPS are under
fabrication. Also the safety analysis report was submitted to the Korea Institute
of Nuclear Safety(KINS) to get the license of installation and operation of the
Fuel Test Loop.

1. Introduction

The HANARO Fuel Test Loop(FTL) is a

self-contained circuit that supports nuclear 'Di
reactor fuel experiments. One of two was 0 '4R

Of rea ctor fuel is placed within the

HANARO Large Hole(LH) experimental hole

as shown in fig. and irradiated in a 14 11

mariner that supports the experiment's

objectives.

JVD3

Fig.1 HANARO core conftmation
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The test fel is of the Pressurized Light Water Reactor (PWR) type or of

the Pressurized Heavy Water Reactor(CANDU) type. The FTL accommodates

normal process conditions for temperature, pressure, flow and water chemistry

found on each reactor's primary system. (refer to table )

Table. I Design and Operation Parameters of Fuel Test Loop

Parameters CANDU PWR

PS & OPS Temparature 354.51C 354.51C

OPS 17.24 MPa 17.24 MPa

Design Pressure

PS 11.03 MPa 17.24 MPa

Genarated 800 kW 690 kW
Heat

Inlet 2811C 3161C
Temparature

PS Max. Outlet
Operation Conditions Temparature 2901C 3281C

Outlet 10 MPa 15.5 MPa
Temparature

Flow Rate 17.21 kg/ s 10.25 kg/s

99.7 mm 79.1 79.1 mm
Fuel Bundle, 0. D. (37 rods excluding (6 X 6, 32 rods)

fin length)

IPS Flow Tube 1. D. 103.4 mm 80.62 X 80.62 mm
89.76 X 89.76 nun

Typical Values of the major nuclear conditions for HANARO FIL in normal

operation are given below.

HANARO reactor characteristics for the HANARO TL channels

LH hole Diammeter : 150mm

Fast Neutron > 082 Mev) : 662 X 1011 n/crr?.sec.

Thermal Neutron < 0625 ev) 9.77 X 1013 n/CMI.SeC
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2. The In-pile Section CUPS)

The PS provides a pressure boundary enclousre to be
utilized for insertion and removal of fuel test bundles into
the HANRO reactor H tube structure. There are two IPS
designs one for PVTR fuel testing and the other for CANDU
fuel testing. The IPS must be designed to provide the
capability to test PWR and CANDU fuel at normal operating
conditions. Both pressure tube assemblies (PWR and
CANDU) are to fit into one spool piece weldment, which is
mechanically bolted to the H tube structure. The piping
from the OPS (Out-pile System) support system is
connected directly to the HANARO IPS at the spool piece
inlet and outlet. Coolant from the OPS passes through the
connecting pipe through the HANARO pool, enters the EPS
through the inlet nozzle, then enters the region inside the
pressure tube through annulur solts, passing downward
within in annulus between pressure tube and the flow tube
to the bottom of the flow tube. There it makes a 80'
turn, entering the flow tube, flowing vertically upward past
a fuel bundle, and exiting the flow tube through annulur
solts. The spool piece collects this flow and guides it to R
the outlet nozzle, where it exits the spool piece retuning to
the OPS through a connecting pipe through the HANARO
pool. The closure head and fuel bundle assembly for the
EPS must provide closure and a pressure boundary for both
the PWR and CANDU pressure tube assembly (fig. 2 The
IPS assembly then forms a portion of the pressure boundary
for the Fuel Test Loop, and must be designed to meet the
intent of sections III, Devision 1 of the ASME B & PV Fig. 2 IPS Assembly
code.

The EPS assembly consits of six majer subassemblies the spool piece, pressure
tube (PWR or CANDO, flow tube (PWR or CANDU), fuel bundle head, closure
head and support structure. The pressure tube, flow tube and the closure head
assembly fit together in a concentric axial assembly, with the components being
held together with dual pins. This closure head secures the entire assembly
within the spool piece. The pressure boundary is also established by an upper
and lower mechanical seal, the upper seal between the spool piece and fuel
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bundle head, and the lower seal between the spoolpiece and pressure tube.

The closure head maintains the pressure boundary by clamping the fuel bundle

assembly within the spool piece by direct contact, thus maintaining closure of

the upper seal and by fuel bundle head transmitting closure head force required

to clamp the lower seal to the pressure tube and spool piece, isolating the Fuel

Test Loop system from the HANARO pool.

For instrumentation, provision for a total of 22 hard lines has been designed into

the IPS. The fuel experimenter can incorporate neutron and other pressure and
temperature sensors up to the limit of 22 total sensors.

3. The Out-pile System (OPS)

The OPS of HANARO TL was designed to meet the operation conditions

for CANDU and PWR. The OPS's functional requirements are as follows 

it provides the correct experimental conditons for testing with respect to

pressure, thermo-hydraulics, nuetronics and water chemistry.

it provides safety function i.e emergency cooling water supply,

component cooling water supply, waste disposal system, isolation valve

of main cooling system, and for safety instrumentation, automatic safety

action on loop etc. ...

The TL piping and Instrumentation Diagrwn (P&ID) is as shownfig 3.

3.1 Main Cooling Water (MCW) System

The MCW circuit start at IPS outlet, through the pool penetration, through

redundant fast-closing outlet isolation valves, through a cooler to remove heat

generated in the test section, through a circulation pump, through a heater to

maintain test section temperature, through redundant fast-closing inlet isolation

valves, and into the IPS inlet.

The MCW shall perform the following functions

Establish and maintain the design process condition to the IPS during

normal test reactor modes of operation

Provide automatic isolation to isolate the IS from the non-nuclear

safety portion of the MCW on loss of normal forced cooling or pipe

rupture events.
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Provide signal to the HANARO reactor protection system to trip

HANARO on low flow, low pressure, or low temperature in the IPS

or MCW.

3.2 Emergency Cooling Water (ECW) System

The ECW circuit consist of redundant emergency cooling water

accumulators, redundant emergency cooling water pumps, redumdant cooling heat

exchangers, and associated piping, valve, and instrumentation.

The ECW shall perform the following functions 

provide reactor coolant pressure boundary inventory control to

preclude accidents with significant offsite dose consequences.

provide emergency cooling water to the IIPS subsequent to Anticipated

Operational Occurrences (AOO) or Design Basis Events (DBE)

Remove IPS decay heat when normal forced cooling is unavailable.

3.3 Component Cooling Water (CCW) System

The CCW circuit consists of redundant component cooling water pumps,

and associated piping, valve, and instrumentation.

The CCW shall perform the following functions

transfer heat from pool and FTL Room concrete penetration to the

ELANARO pool.

transfer decay and sensible heat from the ECW` system, via the ECW

coolers and ECW pump coolers, whenever normal forced cooling is

unavailable.

3.4 Letdown, Makeup and Purification (LMP) System

The LMP controls the volume, water purity and chemical characteristics of

the MCW. The LMP cools and processes a portion of the MCW flow and

returns ts flow to the MCW or to the waste disposal tank. The LMP

system must accommodate the requirements of both CANDU and PVV`R cycle.
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The MP shall perform the following functions 

maintain the MCW system inventory by providing redundant and

diverse makeup for both cycles.

purify the MCW to Technical Specification values and maintain

activity levels by removing ionized contan-dnated material and

particles.

provide chemical additon capability to maintain the MCW fluid

conditons.

3.5 The others

The others OPS consists of

Waste Disposal and Transfer(WST) System

Intermediate Cooling Water(ICL) System

Test Loop Sampling (TLS) System

Radiation Monitoring (RMS) System

Associated instrumentation and controls

3E

LO

Fig. 3 HANARO FUEL TEST LOOP OUT OF PILE SYSTEM
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4. Safety Analysis

4.1 Objective

The FTL safety analysis reviews the thermal and hydraulic responses to
establish acceptable design and operation limits that ensure safety. It is intended
to use the USNRC Standard Review Plan, to evaluate the TL performance.
The main and emergency cooling systems for two sample fuel bundle are
evaluated and proved. These two sample fuels are a 37 pin CANDU and a
modified 32 pin PWR bundle.

4.2 Method

The safety performance requirements for the FTL are to be based on the
Standard Review Plan used for US commercial power plants where applicable to
the FTL. In particular, those accident event identified in chapter 15 of the SRP
are to be analyzed. A review of the SRP chapter 15 was made, first to identify
the applicable analyses, and second, to rioritize the events so that certain

analyses could be considered bounded and removed from further consideration.
The RELAP5/MOD 3 computer code is used to perform the thenrial and

hydraulic analysis of the FTL. The calculation performed for the evaluation are
defined from a review of chapter 15 of the SRP.
Two safety parameter were used for the safety accident analyses. For the
Anticipated Operational Occurrence (AOO) accidents, it is required that the
actual heat flux should not exceed the critical heat flux. For the Loss of Coolant
Accidents(LOCA), the peak clad temperature of fuel rod should not exceed the
allowable temperature.

4.3 Results

The calculation are based on the applicable SRP analyses for the TL. The
following limiting cases are derived from these calculations.

Loss of flow - Isolation valve fail closure
Inadvertent safety relief valve lift
Failure of main cooling pump
Large Break LOCA - Room cold leg
Small Break LOCA - Inpool cold leg
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For the cases of AOO accident GSV failure accident, stuck open SRV and

Failure of MCW pump), the actual heat flux did not exeed the critical heat flux.

The removal of the fuel decay heat was mainly depended by the flow of the

emergency cooling pump. For the LOCA, the PCTs were lower than the

analysis limit of 1310K. In the CANDU mode, the Room I LBLOCA was a

limiting case. The PCT for the case mentioned above was 1291K. In the PWR

mode, the PCT for the In-pool SBLOCA which was a limiting case for that

mode was 1266K.

5. Present Status of ELANARO TL Construction

At present, the design of TL were completed except the equipment vendor

design document review and incorporation in detail design. The manufacturing

of equipments such as vessels, coolers, pumps, valves and pipes is in progress.

The construction and operaton pemits; for HANARO TL is underway by

Korea Institute of Nuclear Safety (KINS).

6. Summary

The report describes the design, safety analysis and present status of the

Fuel Test Loop at HANARO reserch reactor.

Installation of the Fuel Test Loop will be completed by 2001 and commission

test w be carried out during 2002. This Fuel Test Loop win be useful for a

wide range of irradiation experiments in relation to our power reactor fuel

development program such as DUPIC (Direct use of spent PWR fuel in

CANDU), CANFLEX (CANDU Flexibel fueling) and advenced PWR fuel.
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Abstract

The facilities of neutron activation analysis within a muti-purpose research reactor
(HANARO) are described and the main applications of NAA in Korea are reviewed. The
sample irradiation tube, automatic and manual pneumatic transfer system, are installed at
three irradiation holes. One irradiation hole is lined with a cadmium tube for epithen-nal
NAA. The performance of the NAA facility was examined to identify the characteristics of
tube transfer system, irradiation sites and polyethylene irradiation capsule. The available
thermal neutron flux with each irradiation site are in the range of 39 x 10" - 16 x 10"
n/CM2. s and cadmium ratios are 15-250. Neutron activation analysis has been applied in the
trace component analysis of nuclear, geological, biological, environmental and high purity
materials and various polymers for research and development. Analytical services and the
latest analytical results are summarized.

L Facilities for Neutron Activation Analysis.

1. Irradiation Facilities.
There are several types of irradiation facilities such as P, PTS, HTS, OR, IR and beam

tubes in HANARO research reactor. The pneumatic transfer system(PTS) had been mainly
used for neutron activation analysis and a neutron beam will be applied for prompt gamma
neutron activation analysis in the near future. Figure I shows the locations of these
irradiation thimbles. PTS is installed at three NAA holes including one Cd lined, and used
for neutron activation analysis with low heat generation (no more than 75 W) and lighter
rabbit (no more than 50g) irradiated in a short time period 130 inutes). Clean dry air and
pressure (no more than I bar) is used to transfer the irradiation capsule. The available
neutron flux with each irradiation site and general characteristics of pneumatic transfer
system are presented in Table 1. PTS consists of manual(PTS #1) and automatic(PTS 2)
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types and has been operated since the end of 1996 A 42 cc irradiation capsule is available

for manual PTS. Up to one hundred 27 cc irradiation capsules can be loaded for automatic

PTS at a time. The photograph of PTS laboratory is presented in Figure 2 and the process

flow diagram of automatic PTS is presented in Figure 3 PTS#1 is designed for the

production of short, medium and long-lived isotopes as well as neutron activation analysis. It

is a simple shuttle system which delivers a capsule to the reactor core for a preset

irradiation time under bar of air pressure. At the time-out, the capsule is returned to the

shielded loader/receiver for retrieval by the operator manually and automatically. PTS#2 is

designed only for neutron activation analysis of short and medium-lived isotopes. It is a

somewhat complicated shuttle system which delivers a capsule according to given paths by a

computer control program start from sample loader via automatic sample loader, deverter,

two reactor core, radiation detector, delay stacker, two counters with and without window,

finish to discharged receiver under 06 bar of air pressure. The control program is written in

Microsoft's Visual Basic for Windows which is an extension of Quick Basic that employs

many of the structured features of C and other high level languages. Visual Basic allows

superior implementation of the graphical user interface which is one of the key features of

this capsule transfer program. The graphical user interface allows the operator to easily

determine the exact status of the system at any time by glancing at the computer screen.

The operation of the program starts from main menu of Windows screen disply.

2. Examination of Irradiation.

A new NAA facility is examined to identify the characterization of tube transfer system,

irradiation sites and polyethylene irradiation capsule. The constituent of gamma-ray counting

system for the measurement of radioactivity is presented in Table 2 The temperature of

three irradiation sites were measured with irradiating time using Then-no-Label. In the case

of PTS#1, the internal temperature of PE capsule was no more than 60 IC within hour and

the dose rate was about 3500 rads/sec. in 15MW. The variation of neutron flux in short and

long irradiation intervals were measured in 17MW continuously and were plotted in Figure 4.

Average neutron flux during the period of irradiation was 150±0.02 x 10" n/cm - s. and the

deviation was < .5%. The neutron flux was stable relatively. Thermal, epithenrial and fast

neutron flux of NAA irradiation holes and cadimium ratios were measured in 22MW and

presented in Table 3 To make a suitable polyethylene irradiation capsule, heat resistance

test and physical properties test such as melting index(20.7), density(O.95), melting point(131.

61C), and a measurement of impurities(< 1-100 pm) were carried out and the best materials

were chosen. The analytical results of trace elements in polyethylene rabbit and various

polyethylene materials by INAA and ICP were presented in Table 4.

11. Application of Neutron Activation Analysis in Korea.

Since 1960s, neutron activation analysis (NAA) has been widely used in industry,
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agriculture, geology, environmental pollution, biology, archaeology, forensic science and many

other fields in Korea. There are two NAA groups Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute

(KAERD and Korea Institute of Geology, Mining and Materials (KIGAM) and many users of

universities and other organizations in Korea. In the future, an applied field of NAA will be

extended and users will be increased. The examples of applications of NAA from 1970s are

as follows 

*Nuclear Science Trace impurities in nuclear fuel and materials such as uranium oxide,

graphite, reactor coolant and alloy metals were deten-nined using radiochernical NAA

mainly. For the analysis of boron, prompt gamma counting technique was also studied in

1980s. To improve analytical accuracy, spectral and isotope interference occuring from

uranium fission product were studied and interference calibration program was developed

and anticoincidence counting method was studied.

eEnuironrnental Science For a long-term study of the environmental pollution monitoring,

trace and toxic elements in enviromental samples such as air dust, coal and fly-ash, soil,

sediment, plants and sea and river water, rain- and snow fall samples were analyzed.

Recently, XAERI is participating in international cooperative research which is organized

by 1AEA (sub-project on air pollution, UNDP/RCA/IAEA Project). NAA was applied for

the analysis of environmental samples and the migration of trace elements were studied

using tracer method.

*Biological and Medical Science Analysis of a number of animal and plant tissues, ser-um

and blood, fishery, etc. are carried out. Analysis of trace elements in cancer tissues was

performed together with the Korea Cancer Center Hospital.

*Industrial Science Analysis of the composition of high purity materials, noble metals, rare

earth elements and inorganic compounds are carried out. Analytical quality service for QA/

QC in industries are supported. Trace element analysis of igh purity metals and a study

on improvement of accuracy were performed an analytical method of high purity silicon

semiconductor was developed by INAA and analytical methods of high purity Mo, Ni, Ta

and W were also developed by NAA.

Geological Science To improve the analytical sensitivity, a nuclear and a spectral

interferences related to spectrum analysis and irradiation methods were studied. The
composition of trace elements in soils, rocks, minerals, etc. were determined using thermal

and epithermal neutron activation analysis. Analysis of rare earth elements in cosmic

materials such as meteorites were carried out as the Apollo project. The isotopes from the

reactions of fast neutron were studied and the interference was also corrected and 40

elements in geological samples were determined.

*Life Science For clinical, nutritional and contamination research, the concentration level of

essential, toxic elements and heavy metal in biological samples such as foodstuff, rice,

human milk, human hair, tabacco and smoke, Korean Ginseng, etc. were analyzed by INAA

and RNAA. Iodine analysis of the colostrurn and mature milk of Korean lactating mothers

related to diseases and metabolism of infants were performed.
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eArchaeology, Forensic Science The origin and classification of Korean antiques was

investigated using chemometrics and multivariate analysis of multi-elements composition in

the pottery and coinages in the laboratory of a university. To study individual identification

for a minal investigation, several kinds of human hair samples were analyzed by INAA,

*Certification of Reference Materials Using NAA technique, cross-checking and

identification of standards has been performed and obtained a good scores in international

and domestic intercomparison and certification of reference materials. Our laboratory is also

carrying out the IAEA's data intercomparison study.

lH. Summary of Applied Research using Neutron Activation Analysis.

1. Study on Air Pollution Monitoring in Korea using High and Low Volume Air

Sampler by Instrumental Neutron Activation Analysis[1-6 : The aim of this research is

to enhance the use of nuclear analytical techniques for air pollution studies and to study the

feasibility of the use of instrumental neutron activation analysis as a routine monitoring tool

to find out environmental pollution sources. Trace elements in samples collected at two

suburban residential sites, Taejon and Wonju city in the Republic of Korea, were analyzed

by INAA. For the verification of the analytical method, NIST SRM-1648 and NIES CRM No.

8 were chosen to be analyzed among the environmental standard reference materials. The

accuracy and precision of the analysis of 43 and 22 trace elements in the samples were

compared with the certified and reported values respectively. The analytical method was

found to be reliable enough when the NEES sample analytical data were compared with the

data from different countries. In the analytical result of SRM, relative standard deviation was

within the 15% except the few elements and the relative error was within the 10%. First, 33

trace elements in airborne particulate matter collected, with the high volume air sampler(PM

10), and silica filters were analyzed. Enrichment factors were calculated using Taylor's

crustal concentration data to investigate the source apportionment. Second, the Gent stacked

filter unit low volume sampler and Nucleopore membrane filters were employed. Variations of

the elemental concentrations were measured monthly and the enrichment factors were

calculated for the fine (PM 25) and coarse size (PM 25-10) fractions, respectively. Total

suspended particulate matter and elemental concentrations in samples collected in the urban

area are measured. The analytical data were treated statistically to estimate the relationship

between two variables, the concentrations of elements and total suspended particulate matter.

The results were used to describe the emission source and their correlation and also

confirmed the possibility to use this method as a routine monitoring tool to find out

environmental pollution sources.

2. Intercomparison and Determination of Trace Elements in Sediments by Instrumental

Neutron Activation Analysis[7 : For the application of study on pollution and conservation

of environment, determination of elemental concentrations in different sediment samples (river,
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estuarine and marine sediment) were carried out using INAA. For verification and evaluation

of the analytical method, three standard reference materials (two NIST SRM and one NRCC

CRM) were chosen and the accuracy and precision of the analytical procedure were estimated

by comparison to the certified values. In addition, two IAEA's sediment samples which were

performed as the IAEA's ACS Programme were analyzed according to the pre-established

analytical method, the analytical results of elements such as Ag, Al, As, Cd, Cr, Cu, Fe, Hg,

Ni, Pb, Sb, Sn and Zn wereintercompared with those of other laboratories.

3. Determination of Toxic and Trace Elements in Algae by Instrumental Neutron

Activation Analysis : Instrurnental neutron activation analysis has been applied in the

determination of toxic and other trace elements in a set of three algae materials provided by

the Intemational Atomic Energy Agency, with the aim of environmental preservation

through enhanced applications of nuclear analytical techniques. The quality of the analysis

method has been evaluated by analyzing a number of biological standard reference materials.

By adding mineral nutrients, the cultivation of algae for metals is enhanced, in particular,

selected toxic heavy metals such as As, Cd, Cr, Hg, Ni and Pb. It is believed that the level

of elemental concentration in algae samples are dependent on environmental conditions due to

its biochemical properties. Algae materials may be useful as an indicator or controller of

environmental water pollution.

4. Determination of Trace Elements in High Purity Copper by INAA, GFAAS and

ICP/AES[8 : Trace elements in high purity copper metal were analyzed by INAA and

analytical results are compared with those of other analytical methods. To identify the

accuracy and precison of analytical procedure, analyses of the standard reference materials

(NIST SRM 398) were carried out. The homogeneity of samples were assessed by means of

the elements such as Ag, As, Co, Sb, Se and Zn. The uncertainties and the concentration of

consitituent elements were determined and also showed the possibility of use for analytical

quality control.

IV. Future Plans for Research and Development

We will car-ry out the analysis of airborne particulate matter as well as other

environmental and biological samples for air and marine environmental pollution studies.

This workscope is also involved as a part of our long term project related to a intensive

study on application of NAA. Particularly, we are interested in analytical quality assurance

of NAA. In addition, to improve the analytical accuracy and detection limit, to increase the

number of available elements, we are making plans for the development of various

irradiation facilities and eipment and the research of analytical techniques using chmical

analysis. However, to make the above project a success application of international standards

are essential, i.e., standardization and harmonization of analytical techniques in sampling and
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sample preparation, analytical procedures and data evaluation, including K. method as well

as chemornetrics. Collaboration with RCA member states, IAEA and other nations will be

promoted.
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Table 1. Characteristics and Available Maximum Neutron Flux(30MW) with

Irradiation Sites of Pneumatic Transfer System for Neutron Activation Analysis.

N60006+lox
lrfadigi6h

PJMion Specification
Y NA Jhoenal

C4.82 MOV) 0A625 W
- Manual System: AutoAland Control, Loader

System 1 - For Production and 2 Receivers, Air Cushion
(NAA 1) 2.4 x 1 0"' 3.9 x 0'3 of RI and NAA PE Capsule: 42cc, D28mm, L80mm

Air Pressure: 1.0 bar
Simple shutter: Shielded loader and Receiver
Automatic System: Auto PC Emergency

System 2 - For NAA only Control, Air Cushion, 100 Sample Loader,
(NAA 2 2.5 x 1 0" 9.4 x 1013 (ENAA, DNAA) 11 Diverters and Delay Stacker

PE Capsule 27cc, D25mm, L62mm

(NAA 3 1.3 x 1012 1.6 x 10" Air Pessure 0.6 bar
Preset Ti, Td, Tc
Two Count End

Tab le 2 Gamma-Ray Counting System of NAA Laboratory.

• HP Ge Semiconductor Detector, EG&G ORTEC.
GMX Series 3 keV-10 MeV) and GEM Series (50 keV-10 MeV) 25 Relative
Efficiency, 19 keV Resolution at 1332 KeV of 6OCo, Peak to Compton Ratio 45:1

• FIP Ge Semiconductor Detector, Oxford/TENNELEC.
CP Series 40 keV-10 MeV) 25 Relative Efficiency, 1.85 keV Resolution at 1332

KeV of Co, Peak to Compton Ratio 57:1
• LEPS Si(Li) Detector, G&G ORTEC.; SLP Series keV-60 keV)
• Low Background P Shield for Ge Detector, EG&G ORTEC.

47r-10 cm thick Low Background Virgin Lead, Graded Cu & Cd Liner 28 x 41 cm
Cavity Pb Shielding Box 35 x 40 cm, 40 x 45 cm Cavity, Cu & Cd Lined)

• Multichannel Analyser, EG&G ORTEC.
918A MCB; 8K Channel ADC(10,us), 8K C Data Memory, Counting Loss Correction
919A MCB; 16K Channel ADCUus), 64K C Data Memory, Digital Stabilizer, MASTRO-11
Emulation Software(ADCAM 100)

• Multichannel Analyser, Oxford
Assayer S/W and 0xfordWN-MCA S/W including Auto Sample Changer Program.

• Application Software Program for NAA Gamma-Ray Spectrum Analysis Software
KNAA/UNICAL(KAERI), GANAAS(IAEA), GLIGAM/OMNIGAM(EG&G ORTEC)
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Table 3 Measured Thermal, Epithermal and Fast Neutron Flux of NAA Irradiation

Holes and Cadimium Ratios at 22MW Thermal Power.

Irradiation Neutron flpx� 6&m sec. cadirnium

Hole Thermal, Ot EpithermaL.C Fast Of RAWAW�

NAA 1 1.75±0.02 x 10'3 3.62+2.13 x 101U 3.25±0.14 x 10"' 250

NAA 2 5.78+0.56 X loll 3.40±0.41 x 10"' 3.85±0.31 x 109 35
(Cd lined)

NAA 3 7.60+0.06 x 10" 4.35±1.85 x 10" 6.80+0.70 x 10" 13
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Table 4 Analytical Results of Trace Elements in Polyethylene Rabbit and

Various Polyethylene Samples by INAA and ICP. Concentration in ppb.

Element Rabbit HN1 HN2 TR1 TR2 TR3 LG1 LG2

Ca(ppm) - 150 160 270 <3.7 <23 230 300
Mg(ppm) 140 110 110 3.6 150 0.28 23 26
AI(ppm) 74 76 52 8.7 57 0.20 13 23
CI(ppm) 38 100 79 19 53 0.19 140 140
Ti(ppm) 6.1 4.1 5.2 1.4 4.1 0.17 9.4 13
CU - <280 <240 <130 680 54 <170 <240
v 20 <4 <3 <2 440 1.5 <2 <2
Mn 170 <6 <6 6.78 <19 4.4 8.8 10
Na(ppm) 1.3 0.26 0.43 <0.02 0.20 1.0 0.65 0.92
Fe(ppm) 2.3 1.5 <0.75 <0.84 <0.46 <0.55 0.52 0.81
MO 280 - - - <1100 <1600 <260 <260
As 0.51 <0.71 0.66 <.1.3 1.2 <1.2 <0.35 <0.43
Br 90 <2.4 3.0 5.0 4.6 5.4 8.00 51
Sb 3.1 <1.1 2.9 2.3 <1.8 <2.4 4.4 55
La 10 <0.16 <0.14 <0.18 1.1 9.9 1.3 0.72
Au 0.44 0.028 <0.015 <0.01 0.059 0.067 <0.009 <0.019
Cd 30 <24 <28 <12 <32 <51 <6.7 <15
Cr 310 21 20 37 <7.5 18000 5.2 12
Ga 2.9 <38 <42 <26 <25 <6.2 < 13 < 1.5
Hf 0.66 <0.72 <0.69 <0.71 <0.64 2.5 <0.4 <0.75
Hg 1.7 <2.9 <2.8 <2.1 <2.2 <3.0 <1.1 < 16
Co 4.3 9.2 8.6 3.8 5.5 6.3 2.8 3.4
Zn 60 <74 110 <70 160 74 <30 55
Cs 1.3 <3.1 7.1 <2.5 <1.2 <1.4 <0.71 <2.6
Eu - <2.0 1.7 1.1 <1.1 <1.3 <0.86 <0.34
Ba 0.18 0.11 840 <860 <270 <310 <190 <210
SC - <0.06 0.23 0.20 <0.044 <0.061 0.076 0.057
K 250 <2600 <5500 <1060 <3300 <530 <820 <240
Zr - <660 800 <760 <210 <260 <280 <300
Ce 50 9.5 <5.9 17 <4.5 <9.5 <2.8 <2.8
SM 0.07 0.23 <0.1 <0.13 0.10 0.27 0.13 0.060
Rb - <24 <47 57 <21 100 <17 <20
Th 1.4 <1.2 <1.1 <0.84 <0.59 <0.90 <0.31 <0.48
w 1.1 <4.3 <4.0 <3.4 <2.9 <5.0 <0.85 < 14
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Figure 2. The photograph of PTS laboratory.
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ABSTRACT

Based on the feasibility study of the BNCT at HANARO, it was confirmed

that only thermal BNCT is possible at the IR beam tube if appropriate filtering

system be installed. Medical doctors in Korea Cancer Center Hospital agreed
that the thermal BNCT facility would be worthwhile for the BNCT technology

development in Korea as well as superficial cancer treatment.
For the thermal BNCT to be effective, the thermal neutron flux should be

high enough for patient treatment during relatively short time and also the fast

neutron and gamma-ray fluxes should be as low as possible. In this point of

view, the following design requirements are set up- 1) thermal neutron flux at
2the irradiation position should be higher than 3x109 n/cM_sec 2 ratio of the

fast neutrons and gamma-rays to the thermal neutrons should be minimized, and

3) patient treatment should be possible without interrupt to the reactor operation.
To minimize the fast neutrons and gamma-rays with the required thermal

neutrons at the irradiation position, a radiation filter consisting of single crystals
of silicon and bismuth at liquid nitrogen temperature is designed. For the

shielding purpose around the irradiation position, polyethylene, lead, LiF, etc., are

appropriately arranged around the radiation filter. A water shutter in front of
the radiation filter is adopted so as to avoid interrupt to the reactor operation.

At present, detail design of the radiation filter is ongoing. Cooling

capabilities of the filter will be tested through a mockup experiment. Dose rate

distributions around the radiation filter and a prompt gamma-ray activation

analysis system for the analyses of boron content in the biological samples are

under design.
The construction of this facility will be started from next year if it is

permitted from the regulatory body this year. Some other future works exist
and ar e described in the paper.
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1. Introduction

Boron neutron capture therapy (BNCT) is one of treatment methods to kill

cancer cells - especially brain cancer cell - using a very high neutron absorption

cross section of 'B and a very short range of 'B(n, a)7 Li reaction products

comparable to cell radius. BNCT was first tried in 1950s but it failed because

of low quality of boron compound and low level of irradiation technique.

However, there was some success in Japan and the survival probability was

reported to be much increased compared with that of other conventional method.

With the success in Japan and improvement of effective boron compound and

irradiation technique, BNCT was revived in USA and Europe in 1990s and use

of epithermal neutron is studing because of the possibility of deep seated cancer

treatment and no surgical operation.

Originally, BNCT was not included one of utilization area at HANARO.

Through feasibility study for the possibility of BNCT and choice of beam

tube[1,2], it was confirmed that only thermal BNCT is possible at the beam

tube, called IR, reserved for low temperature material irradiation test if

appropriate filtering system is installed.

In this paper, current design features for the thermal BNCT are described.

Some future works are also given.

2. Design Criteria

To make the thermal BNCT effective, the thermal neutron flux, of course,

should be high and noise of fast neutron and gamma-ray should be minimized

as possible. Based on beam criteria of other BNCT facilities, design criteria at

the irradiation position for the thermal BNCT at HANARO was set up as

follows.

1) Thermal neutron flux, Oth > 3 x 10 9 n/CM2 -sec

2) Dose due to fast and gamma-ray, Df+D, < 2 x 10-" RBE-cGy/(thermal
n/cM2)

3) Patient irradiation time < 2 hours

4) No interruption to reactor operation
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3. Proposed BNCT Facility

3.1 Radiation filter

First of all, materials for attenuating fast neutrons and gamma-rays were

searched to minimize those without much loss of thermal neutrons. With the

calculated spectrum at the nose from core calculation and parallel beam,

attenuation effects for candidate materials were examined using Monte Carlo

code MCNP4A[3]. Aluminium and silicon were considered for attenuating fast

neutrons and bismuth for attenuating gamma-rays. After a couple of sensitivity

calculations, 40cm. long Si plus 15cm long Bi was chosen as a radiation filter.

Expecially, Si and Bi were decided to be not only used in single crystal form

but also maintained at liquid nitrogen temperatures (77K). This is because much

more thermal neutrons penetrate the filter in single crystal at 77K compared to

that in polycrystal at 300K due to low thermal neutron absorption cross

section[4]. Cross section data of single crystals of Si and Bi for MCNP

calculation were prepared by the nuclear data group at KAERI[5].

3.2 Water shutter and others

Water shutter of about 135cm length was positioned in front of the radiation

filter for the purpose of shielding during reactor operation. While the shutter is

filled in water during on-power, the radiation level in the irradiation room is

sufficiently low for the preparation work for patient irradiation including

temporary surgery. But the water in the shutter is drained during patient

irradiation. Thus, the BNCT treatment does not interfere with the reactor

operation.

Auxiliary shield was placed around the radiation filter to protect radiations

scattered in the filter while the water shutter is open. Selected materials were

ployethylene, borated polyethylene, LiF, Cd for thermal and fast neutrons and

lead for gamma-rays. The proposed BNCT facility including radiation filter was

drawn in Figure 
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Figure 1. Proposed BNCT facility at IR beam tube in te HANARO

Boron concentration at biological samples can be determined by the prompt

gamma-ray activation analysis (PGAA) detecting 478 keV gamma-rays emitted

from B11(n, a)Li7. Its determination is important to determine the absorbed dose

at cancer and normal cells and irradiation time. A diffracted neutron beam is

under consideration for this purpose to minimize background radiation level.

4. Calculated Radiation Levels at IR Tube Exit

The flux and absorbed dose of neutrons and gamma-rays for the proposed

radiation filter in Fig. I were calculated using Monte Carlo code MCNP4B[6].

Even though long beam tube is not easy to be analyzed by a Monte Carlo

calculation, whole beam tube was included in the MCNP model to track

particles inside the tube as accurate as possible. It is assumed an isotropic

source distribution at the beam tube nose. Geometry splitting with Russian
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roulette was employed to reduce variances of the results. The calculations were

performed for two separate sources, that is, neutron plus secondary gamma-ray

and prompt gamma-ray.

Since the MCNP gives the results per one source particle, an appropriate

normalization factor should be used to get the absolute values. As a

normalization factor in this calculation, the fluxes at the beam tube nose from

the core calculation were used, which were calculated by assuming 20OMeV and

2.442 neutrons released in each fission event and reactor power 30MW. As

shown in Table 1, thermal neutron flux at the filter exit with phantom model is
2calculated to 7.2xI09 n/cM _sec, and dose of fast neutrons and gamma-rays per

unit thermal neutron is 8.3xl0_11 RBE-cGy/(thermal neutronS/CM2 ) by assuming

RBE (Relative Biological Effectiveness) values for fast neutron and I for

gamma-ray. Thus, design targets given in Section 2 are proved to be satisfied.

Table 1. Calculated fluxes and absorbed doses at phantom surface for radiation

filter consisting of 77K silicon and bismuth single crystals

Beam tube exit condition Air Brain phantom RBE

Thermal neutron flux 2.76 x 10V 7.20 x 16'
(E<10 keV) (#/crn�-sec)

Fa t neutron 6.96 34.2 5
Dose (cGy/hr)

Gamma-ray 82.0 1984 1

Ratio (RBE-cGy/(thennal nkrn.2))a 1.2 x 10-" 8.3 x 10-"

(Dose due to fast neutrons and gamma-rays)/(thermal neutron flux)

5. Future Plan

Ongoing works and future plan are as follows

- Cooling capability using liquid nitrogen system under vacuum condition will

be tested after making mockup of radiation filter of Si and Bi single

crystals.

- Detail design of the water shutter and test

- Detail design of the prompt gamma-ray activation analysis system
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- Detail design of the irradiation room based on the dose rate distribution in

the irradiation room

- Measurement of the neutron and gamma-ray distribution at the IR tube exit

- Detail dosimetry analysis for effective patient treatment

The construction of this BNCT facility will be started from next year if it is

permitted from the regulatory body this year. In completion of the BNCT

facility, in-virto and in-vivo irradiation test will be started by medical doctors.

It is anticipated that the patient treatment will be started from 2001.
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Abstract:

In 1992, the Australian Government commissioned a review into the need for a
replacement research reactor. That review concluded that in about years, if certain
conditions were met, the Government could make a decision in favour of a replacement
reactor.

A major milestone was achieved when, on 3 September 1997, the Australian Government
announced the construction of a replacement research reactor at the site of Australia's
existing research reactor HIFAR, subject to the satisfactory outcome of an environmental
assessment process.

The reac tor will be have the dual purpose of providing a first class facility for neutron
beam research as well as providing irradiation facilities for both medical isotope
production and commercial irradiations.

The project is scheduled for completion before the end of 2005.
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REPLACEMENT RESEARCH REACTOR FOR AUSTRALIA

The Australian Nuclear Science Technology Organisation (ANSTO) a Commonwealth
Statutory Authority is located, on land owned by the Organisation, at Lucas Heights.
ANSTO owns and operates national nuclear facilities which are used for nuclear related
research and the provision of nuclear based products and services for its own use and the
benefit of the Australian community.

A major component of ANSTO's nuclear infrastructure is the research reactor, HIFAR
which began operation in 1958. HIFAR is aging and, hence on 3 September 1997, the
Government announced that subject to a satisfactory environmental assessment process,
ANSTO would be funded to replace HIFAR with a state-of-the-art research reactor
facility at its Lucas Heights site.

Three major reviews have provided consistent advice to the Australian Government that it
is appropriate to construct a replacement research reactor. These were the Australian
Science and Technology Council's (ASTEC) Review of major National Research
Facilities in 1992, the Research Reactor Review in 1993, and the ANSTO Strategic
Review in 1994.

The ASTEC Review identified a high flux research reactor as one of seven new, major
items of national scientific research infrastructure for which it recommended that
government funding be provided.

The Research Reactor Review (RRR) was a wide-ranging public inquiry that addressed
the question of whether Australia needed a replacement reactor. It concluded that a
positive decision on a replacement reactor would be appropriate after a period of about
five years if certain conditions were met.

The ANSTO Strategic Review examined the four options of closing HIFAR, Upgrading
HIFAR, building a replacement reactor, or building a spallation neutron source. It
identified construction of a replacement, multi-purpose research reactor as the preferred
option on the basis of its suitability to satisfy the wide range of Australian requirements.

In addition, the Nuclear Safety Bureau, which has regulatory responsibilities over
ANSTO's nuclear plant, made it clear in its annual report to Parliament for 1994-95 that
HIFAR's safety systems would need upgrading by about 2003 if it were to be operated
significantly beyond that date. This upgrading would be at substantial cost, and would
necessitate HIFAR being out of service for an extended period.

It was against this background that the Government announced that it had decided to
construct another nuclear research reactor as a replacement for HIFAR, and to construct
this replacement reactor at Lucas Heights.

The proposed facility is intended to serve Australia's nuclear science and technology
needs well into the next century. Specific objectives of the proposal are:
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• to maintain and enhance Australia's nuclear technical expertise in order to provide
sound advice to Government in support of nuclear policy issues of strategic national
interest,

• to maintain and enhance the health care benefits provided to the community through
the local production of the quantities and the comprehensive range of diagnostic and
therapeutic radiophan-naceuticals needed to satisfy Australia's requirements in the
coming decades,

• to provide a neutron beam research facility which is a regional centre of excellence in
this unique technique which has broad applications in the biological, chemical,
environmental and materials sciences,

• to provide industrial isotopes and facilities for neutron activation analysis, irradiation
of materials, and neutron radiography to service the needs of agriculture and industry,
particularly the electronics, minerals, and environmental industries.

• to provide facilities and programs to enhance the educational opportunities available
to Australia's scientists and engineers, and

• to achieve the construction and operation of the facility in a manner that meets all
health, safety, envirom-nental and quality standards.

In order to achieve these objectives it is anticipated that the replacement reactor will have
the features listed in Table .

Table 1: Features of Replacement Reactor

Requirement Specification Comparison with HIFAR
Flux (n CM-2 see-') 3xl 014 lo14

Compact core
Cold Source HIFAR has neither cold nor hot
(Hot source, possibly) sources.

Beam Facilities 17 experimental positions. 9 experimental positions.
Guide hall. No guide hall; cramped experimental

space prevents some activities.
Tangential beam ports. Radial beams - inferior quality.

Irradiation Bulk isotope production Four times that of HIFAR for Mo-99
Facilities facilities. production

Higher flux for r- 1 92 production
Pneumatic conveyor Same number of irradiation positions, but
irradiation facilities superior flux.
Silicon doping 1.5 times that of HIFAR.

[-Fuel- Low enriched uranium. I High enriched uranium.
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It is proposed to acquire the reactor facility by use of a performance specification and
through a turnkey contract. This contract will include all parts of the facility except for
the neutron scattering instruments. These instruments are within the budget allocation
but will be acquired separately. It is envisioned that the successful bidder for the turnkey
contract will have significant demonstrated capability at the design and construction of
research reactors, and will be able to demonstrate the ability to deliver a high quality and
quantity of Australian industry involvement.

The tender process is planned to be undertaken in two stages. In the first stage it is
intended to pre-qualify reactor vendors. Worldwide advertisements will seek
registrations of interest from those organisations seeking to be pre-qualified. Those that
seek to be pre-qualified will be issued with a well-developed draft set of tender
documents against which they will need to make the case that they are able to deliver a
facility within our budget constraints, that will meet the performance requirements, and
will involve an acceptable level of project risk; prior experience and use of proven
designs being examples of factors that tend to reduce the level of project risk.

Out of the pre-qualification stage will come a shortlist of reactor vendors who will be
invited to bid in the second stage of the tender process.

Prior to commencement of the second stage of the tender process there are two processes
that ANSTO must successfully complete; an environmental assessment, and a
Parliamentary Public Works Committee review.

The environmental assessment, which will involve the preparation of a full
Environmental Impact Statement, is scheduled for completion at the end of 1998. The
Parliamentary Public Works Committee process cannot commence until the decision on
the EIS has been made but must be completed prior to the commencement of stage two of
the tendering process.

Advertisements seeking registrations of interest will be issued shortly, with pre-
qualification taking place prior to the end of 1998. The second stage of tendering is
planned to commence during the first half of 1999.

The Nuclear Safety Bureau's requirement associated with continued operation of HIFAR
beyond about 2003 has, given the commitment to replace the reactor, been converted to
the need to cease operation not later than the end of 2005. It is therefore necessary to
commission the replacement reactor, including its isotope production and the initial suite
of beam facilities, before the end of 2005.
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Abstract

AECL has embarked on a validation program for the suite of computer codes that it uses
in performing the safety analyses for its research reactors. Current focus is on codes used
for the analysis of the two MAPLE reactors under construction at Chalk River but the
program will be extended to include additional codes that will be used for the Irradiation
Research Facility. The program structure is similar to that used for the validation of codes
used in the safety analyses for CANDUO power reactors.

1 Introduction

There is a continuing trend towards the application of increasingly sophisticated computer
codes to the safety analysis of nuclear reactors. The reasons are three fold; the industry
need to use more realistic assumptions in establishing the consequences of postulated
accidents and thereby demonstrate overall lower risk; the regulator's requirement for the
analyses of increasingly lower frequency events that tend to involve phenomena that are
difficult to model and for which little experimental data is available; and the availability
of increasingly powerful computers. Regulators in the nuclear power industry have in
recent years placed increasing emphasis on the validation of the computer codes used in
the mechanistic analysis of accident sequences leading to public dose consequences. This
has resulted in multi-million dollar expenditures for the industry. In Canada, the Atomic
Energy Control Board, the AECB, has now turned its attention to the validation of
analysis codes used in the safety analysis of research reactors, requiring the license
applicant to have completed an approved validation program prior to the start of nuclear
commissioning of the reactor and experimental facilities. AECL has initiated a formal
validation program for its MAPLE reactors: the two MAPLE reactors being constructed
for MDS Nordion Inc., the worlds lar est supplier of medical isotopes and the proposed
Irradiation Research Facility or IRF that will be the successor to the NRU reactor. The
validation program for the MDS Nordion reactors is underway and that for IRF will be
complete by 2001, coinciding with completion of the program for CANDU power
reactors.

2. The Goal of Validation

There are currently a number of codes, standards and guides dealing with "verification"
and "validation" that attempt to define these two English language words, usually in the
context of some regulatory obligation. So as not to be pre-occupied with precise and
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explicit definitions yet again, the focus of the following will be on concepts as understood
by the analysis practitioner.

Nuclear engineering is very much characterized by the mathematical representation of
phenomena and the performance of tests to establish their representation (correlations) or
to show that the representation captures reality under anticipated circumstances, albeit
with some degree of uncertainty. Safety analysis attempts to predict the consequences of
events in which the phenomena participate, using these correlations or models simply
because, in most cases, the real events cannot be created because of their potential hazard
(there have been some exciting representative tests in the past, related to rapid reactivity
additions, in which special provisions have been made to minimize the hazard). The
process that is referred to as validation provides a quantification of the uncertainty in the
output of the analysis. When computer codes are used to perform the analysis, the
programming of the correlations, their inputs, and outputs in computer language must be
checked for correctness or verified.

Computer codes used in safety analysis generally model components and systems by the
phenomena that characterize their behavior. For example, a thermalhydraulics code will
represent the phenomena of resistance of flow through a pipe with an equation or a
collection of empirical data derived from experimental data. The parameter that
mathematically represents the phenomena is referred to as a resistance coefficient V
which defines the relationship between flow and pressure drop. A more complex example
is the mathematical representation of the phenomena of heat transfer from reactor fuel to
the coolant. The heat transfer model typically incorporates a large group of parameters
from fuel geometry to inlet coolant conditions. The model might consist of a
mathematical equation for a certain range of parameters and empirical, look up tables for
another range. Quite often the heat transfer model of the fuel is coupled to a model of the
coolant so that the phenomena of reactivity changes due to coolant/moderator density r
temperature changes can be modeled. A single computer code might be designed to
model a single phenomena or a host of interconnected modules each representing a
phenomenon. Consequently when one refers to "code validation", validation of a single
phenomenon or a group of phenomena is intended.

In carrying out a safety analysis, a code or suite of codes is used to track the sequence of
events that result from an initiating event in order to demonstrate that the design of the
reactor and its systems either prevents or sufficiently limits the radiation exposure of on-
site personnel or the general public. To do so within an acceptable level of uncertainty it
is necessary to demonstrate that the model of the phenomena is representative for the
range of parameters that occur during the event. Returning to the simple example of the
pipe model, it is necessary to show that the equation used to calculate the parameter is
valid for the range of flows experienced during the event, from forced circulation to
thermosyphoning, and that it is valid for the actual piping material to be used with its
characteristic surface roughness, ovality, etc. The first step in validation is to examine the
experimental basis for the model to ensure that the range of parameters are included. If
not it would then be necessary to obtain additional experimental data that could be used to
test the model or alternately used to generate a new model. Regardless of the outcome,
the validity will be demonstrated but within a range of uncertainty arising from errors in
the experimental data and/or the agreement between the calculated and measured value.
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The ultimate aim of the validation process is to quantify the uncertainty so that it can be
taken into account in the sequence of events and its outcome. Typically the more
important the phenomena, the smaller the range of uncertainty that is acceptable and the
greater the need to demonstrate the validity of the representation. The tendency is to
compensate for deficiencies in the representation of the phenomena by assigning a
conservative uncertainty that makes the outcome worse and in many instances
misrepresents real risk. The importance of the phenomena can change during the
sequence of events. For example, pipe resistance can be a governing phenomena during
an event in which thermosyphoning through a piping system prevents fuel failure during
decay heating but of lower importance during forced circulation.

The scope of validation can be expected to expand as conservative assumptions are
replaced by mechanistic analysis to reduce uncertainty and to better quantify and not
overstate the risk of an event.

3. The Application of Codes to the Safety Analysis of MAPLE Reactors

The MDS Nordion reactors are dedicated to isotope production and consequently are the
simplest MAPLE reactor configuration with a compact core surrounded by a volume of
heavy water which acts as both a reflector and a moderator for irradiation facilities outside
of the core. The core consists of an arrangement of 19 vertical fueled flow tubes that are
supplied with light water coolant from a plenum located beneath the core. The reactor
structure is located at the bottom of a light water filled pool. The fuel consists of bundles
of elements containing U3Si dispersed in an aluminum matrix that is surrounded by a co-
extruded aluminum sheath. Reactor control is achieved by the insertion of hafnium tubes
into the core. Shutdown is achieved by dropping similar tubes into the core or by partially
removing the heavy water surrounding the core. The reactor pool is located in a reactor
hall which is vented to a filtration system and a tall remote stack, all of which constitute a
confinement boundary. The reactors are under construction at the Chalk River
Laboratories where the outer security gate that defines the exclusion boundary is about 
kilometers from the reactors.

The primary code used in accident analysis is a thermalhydraulics code, CATHENA,
which incorporates a point kinetics model for the core. Reactivity effects arising from
control and shutoff rod motion, heavy water dump, moderator density and temperature
changes, for example, are modeled using input data generated by other codes such as
WIMS-AECL/3DDT and MCNP. The heat transfer model is based on correlations
developed from electrically heated fuel element simulators. The parallel fueled channels
are grouped according to fuel bundle power and the bundle and element with the highest
linear power rating is identified. The focus of the analysis of a particular event is the
critical heat flux ratio experienced as critical heat flux is the primary criteria chosen for
fuel failure. The most severe group of accidents analyzed is the rapid interruption of flow
to the reactor fuel caused by pump seizure, rapid isolating valve closure or guillotine
failure of the primary cooling piping. The reactor has a single primary cooling circuit
that is supplemented by a pressurized accumulator which supplies cooling water during
the transition to thermosyphoning flow.

The Irradiation Research Facility reactor is the most complex MAPLE reactor
configuration as high pressure and temperature test facilities, beam tubes and a liquid
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hydrogen cold source are incorporated. Not only do these individually add their own
contribution to the suite of accidents analyzed, but the distributed and separated core
configuration leads to potential loss of regulation accidents arising from non-symmetric
control rod movements. CATHENA is again the primary transient analysis code and is
well developed to analyze events associated with the test facilities that operate at
CANDUO conditions. The model integrates the reactor and its systems with those of the
experimental facilities so that any impact of a failure in a test loop on the core reactivity
or other system, e.g., the primary cooling system, is correctly captured. In addition, the
point kinetics model of the core is replaced by a dynamic multidimensional physics code
which is capable of analyzing flux and power distribution with time. This code, which is
still in a developmental phase, is interfaced with CATHENA thus providing the capability
to analyze events where non-symmetric flux effects occur. As the IRF will be used to
develop CANDUO fuel, two types of fuel must be modeled for fission product inventory,
and different failure criteria applied in the analysis. Also whereas fission products from
the reactor fuel are released to the pool water, those from test fuel are released to the test
coolant loop and in the event of a failure of the coolant boundary, to the loop room.
Consequently two models are required for fission product release and transport.

Blockage of a single fuel channel can be postulated to occur in both the MAPLE and the
IRF reactors. This accident is analyzed using CATHENA to determine the minimum size
of the blockage with other methods used to analyze fission product release. Since dose
consequences are the major concern, the codes used to analyze the event focus on fission
product retention, dispersion and dose consequences.

TABLE I provides a summary listing of the codes used in the safety analysis of MAPLE
reactors.

4. Code Validation for MAPLE Reactors

For its research reactors, AECL has chosen to adopt to the extent practical, the code
validation methodology that it and the Canadian nuclear power industry is applying to the
safety analysis of the CANDUO power reactor. The method involves five steps.

Preparation of a Technical Basis Document

The Technical Basis Document or TBD identifies the phenomena which govern the
sequence of events that occur in the various accidents that are to be analyzed. Firstly, the
safety concerns arising from accidents are identified. These typically would be the release
of fission products from fuel to the environment with dose consequences. Where heavy
water is utilized in the reactor, the release of tritium is also a concern. Working with a
selection of bounding events established from a systematic review of components and
systems and their operation, the sequence of events through the stages of the accident are
examined to identify the phenomena that govern their outcome. The parameters that
define the phenomena are also identified along with their range. It is helpful to associate
the phenomena with a particular discipline to assist in the preparation of the subsequent
Validation Matrix and Validation Plan and as a cross check for completeness by
comparison with phenomena identified for other facilities. A table is prepared listing the
events and the phenomena. As an example of the methodology, for a primary cooling
pump seizure, the safety concern is melting of the fuel and consequent fission product
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release' The governing therma1hydraulics phenomena is heat transfer to the coolant as the
flow regime transfers from forced to thermosyhoning. The parameters are the power in
the elements and the surface heat flux, the coolant flow, pressure, and inlet temperature.
The governing physics phenomena are coolant reactivity feedback and the negative
reactivity effects from the movement of the shutoff rods. The parameters are coolant
density and temperature, the reactivity worth of these for a given core configuration, and
the position of the shutoff rod at a point in time and the reactivity worth of the rods as a
function of position, again for a given core configuration.

TABLE 1: List of Codes Used in Safety Analyses for the MAPLE Reactors

Discipline Code Application
Physics VvqMS-AECL 2-D neutron transport code for preparing multi-

group macroscopic cross sections and diffusion
parameters

3DDT 3-D neutron diffusion code for calculating core
power distributions, reactivity worths of
assemblies, reactivity changes as functions of
fuel bum up, control rod position, coolant
temperature, coolant void and fuel temperature

MCNP 3-D neutron Monte Carlo code for calculating
element powers, core power distributions,
reactivity worths of assemblies, neutron flux
distributions and gamma dose rates

TANK 2-D neutron kinetics code for simulating
asymmetric reactivity transients

DONJON A dynamic 3-D neutron diffusion code that can
be coupled with thermalhydraulic analysis code
to provide physics parameters on a time step
basis.

ORIGEN-S fuel depletion and fission product inventory code

Thermalhydraulics CATHENA I-D thermalhydraulics code for steady-state and
transient thermalhydraulic behaviour, includes
point kinetics model for neutron feedback

Dose Dispersion PEAR Fission product dispersion and dose calculation

Preparation of Validation Matrix

The Validation Matrix is a two dimensional matrix of primary phenomena and
experimental data against which the mathematical model is to be validated. Where a
particular phenomena could occur within different ranges of parameters, multiple entries
are made. Several diverse sets of data for each phenomena are advisable. Identifying
appropriate data is extremely important and key to efficient completion of validation
exercises. As an example of a matrix entry, the fuel heat transfer model used in
CATHENA for establishing critical heat flux conditions will be validated against a series
of heat transfer experiments.
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Preparation of Validation Plan

An important step in establishing budget and schedule, the Validation Plan identifies the
validation exercises that will be carried out using existing data or the experimental
programs needed to create the data.

Validation Exercises

Validation exercises involve the modeling of the experiments and the comparison of
predicted and experimental results in order to quantify the uncertainty to be applied in a
specific application of the code. Although this might appear to be straightforward, in
practice the interpretation of the differences in results can be quite complex. The
uncertainty in the data, random and systematic errors, must be quantified using statistical
techniques that are appropriate for the quantity of available data. Although the model
might be tuned slightly to provide better agreement between measured and predicted
results, the underlying assumptions in the model must be examined carefully to ensure
that they are valid. For example the assumption that heat transfer correlations based on
local conditions at a fuel element predict bundle behavior could indeed be invalid should
the predicted and measured results disagree significantly after all experimental
uncertainties have been accounted for. The deliverable of the exercise is a report that
quantifies the uncertainty to be applied to analysis results.

Validation Summary

The validation summary provides a guide to the analyst for the uncertainty that should be
applied to the results of the analysis of a particular scenario or sequence of events. The
summary will also include a sensitivity analysis that shows the variation of key output
parameters to variations in key input parameters. The summary document will identify
the computer program or code that was validated and refer to the Technical Basis
Document, the Validation Matrix, Plan and Exercises. It will identify the scenarios for
which the code was validated and the range of parameters for each scenario. It will also
tabulate the simulation error for each key output parameter, both a best estimate and a
95% confidence level. Any unusual behaviors or constraint on code usage will also be
noted.

5. Validation Activities for MAPLE Reactors

The Technical Basis Document, Validation Plan for the codes used in the analysis of the
MDS Nordion MAPLE reactors have been completed and validation exercises are
underway. Preparation of the TBD for the IRF reactor has begun and will proceed in
concert with that being prepared for CANDU facilities.

The validation exercises for the static physics codes that are used to provide fuel power
and reactivity coefficients will use experimental data derived for validation by other users
of the codes in the nuclear industry. The most important data comes from the suite of
static and dynamic commissioning tests performed for the HANARO reactor. It is
proposed to use a dynamic physics code for the IRF reactor because the core and
reactivity mechanism geometry can result in dynamic and non-symmetric changes in flux
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during some events. The selection of the code and the requirements for validation are
currently Under review.

The heat transfer correlations used in CATHENA to predict temperature and void
reactivity feedback and fuel temperature, determine the sequence of events for all loss of
cooling and loss of regulation accidents. The most important of these, predicting local
conditions at fuel element, have been derived from experiments conducted with single
electrically heated fuel element simulators. To provide data for the validation of these
correlations when applied to a bundle geometry, AECL has conducted a series of tests in
which critical heat flux (CHF) is reached in an electrically heated bundle assembly.
Validation exercises using this data are underway.

The blockage of flow to a fuel channel in the MAPLE core can result in the release of
fission products from the aluminum fuel. Confinement or containment has been
incorporated into the facility design to mitigate against this event. To provide realistic
predictions of dose consequences, the transport of fission products from the fuel, from the
pool water and ultimately to the environment, is tracked using various correlations and
calculational methods. Validation exercises for these are underway.

As noted earlier the IRF incorporates test facilities that replicate CANDUO fuel channels
with appropriately scaled heat transport systems. Consequently many of the event
sequences analyzed for CANDUO reactors apply to these systems and the associated
phenomena and their identifiers have been incorporated into the TBD for the IRF. The
sequences can be more complex because of the strong reactivity coupling of the
experimental channels and the reactor core. The suite of codes used in the analysis of
events therefore includes a combination of those used for the MDS Nordion MAPLE and
CANDU 0 reactors and the IRF validation plan incorporates the validation exercises for
both and will benefit from the exercises currently underway.

6. Conclusion

The validation of computer codes used in the safety analysis of research reactors is
coming under increasing scrutiny by the Canadian regulator. To support the licensing
case for the MIDS Nordion MAPLE reactors and the proposed hTadiation Research
Facility, AECL has established a validation program for the suite of physics,
thermalhydraulic and fission product transport codes that it uses. The IRF reactor
incorporates experimental CANDU2fuel channels and the validation of the codes used to
analyze related accidents has been incorporated into the Canadian industry wide
validation program. The program for the MDS Nordion MAPLE reactors is underway
and the completion of the program for the more complex IRF reactor will coincide with
that for CANDUO power reactors in 200 .
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ABSTRACT

The Egyptian Second Research Reactor, ETRR-2, is a Multi-Purpose Reactorfor
material tests, radioisotopes production, neutron physics research, etc.. The reactor is an
open pool type of 22 AfWh light water cooled and moderated, with an average flux of2 x
1014 n1cM2. S. Various experimental facilities are installed in the reactor to meet the
requirements of the utilization group. Description of the reactor Performance and
proposed utilization plan is presented.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Egyptian Atomic Energy neutron experimental technique there
Authority of Egypt has since its was a decision to have a new reactor
establishment 40 years ago developed ETRR-2 with better technical facilities.
into holding the national leading role in
the nuclear research and development. The ETRR-2 project started in
The first research reactor ETRR-1 1992, the reactor went critical for the
commissioned in 196 1, is one of the first first time on Nov. 1997 and reached its
reactors in the African content. The designed maximum power in Mar. 1998.
ETRR I is a 2 MWt11 WWRS Russian The reactor now is under the stage of
type with maximum thermal flux in core experimental facilities commissioning
of 2 x 1013 n/cM2 s. The reactor was used which scheduled to be finished by the
for solid state, nuclear and reactor end of 1998.
physics, studies for chemical research,
for isotopes production and for The ETRR-2 design objectives
biological irradiation. Although the are oriented to meet the basic nuclear
reactor operation stopped for many times requirements taking into account the
due to different reasons hundreds of utilization group requirements. Design
papers and reports concerned works objectives of the ETRR-2 are:-
connected directly with the reactor were
published. Due to the request of the e Maximum unperturbed thermal flux
Egyptian scientists in different fields and at neutron trap should be at least 2 x
to meet the increasing demands of 1014 n/CM2 Sec.
neutron users in addition to the e Reactor Should be continuously
continued development of the different operable at least for two weeks

without refueling with about 2500
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pem excess reactivity for reactor with 30 squared lodging and two
control and for experiment. longitudinal slots which allow the

• Power feed back reactivity assembly of the fuel elements and
coefficient should be negative. Control Plates (CP) guide box to

• The average discharge bum up should configure the reactor core. Core grid is
be at least 50 of the initial fissile bolted to the core support structure
material. which consists of two parts: a removable

• Various experimental facilities and central part, and another part in contact
devices should be available. with tank shell. Core is placed inside a

square chimney which consists of two
The above mentioned design parts. Lower chimney is made of Zry-4

objectives were adapted by the Atomic and bolted to the core supporting
Energy Authority (AEA) of Egypt in structure. On the other hand the upper
order to use the reactor for radioisotope chimney which is made of St. St. is
production for medical and industrial connected to the lowerone byabolted
purposes, basic and appliedresearchin joint and placed over the upper level of
different disciplines (reactor and neutron the fuel elements.
physics, nuclear solid state, condensed
matter, nuclear engineering, material Cooling systems
fuel tests and activation analysis) and
for training the scientific and technical Reactor core is cooled by upward
personnel. forced circulation of light water. Outside

the MP, the Core Cooling System (CCS)
2. REACTOR GENERAL splits into two branches of 50% capacity

DESCRIPTION each. Two flapper valves are installed at
the highest points of the returning pipes

The reactor Main Pool (MP) is a of the CCS, one valve for each branch, to
cylindrical St. St. tank of 45 m establish natural circulation circuit in
diameter and 13.2 m height. A case of absence of the forced circulation.
transference channel is connecting the The in-pool devices, reflectors, thermal
MP with another Auxiliary Pool (AP) for column, and irradiation tubes are
the purpose of spent fuel elements cooled by downwards forced flow
storage and radioactive material through the Pool Cooling System (PCS).
handling. MP houses the core grid and In the case of absence of the forced
its supporting structure, irradiation grid, circulation, provisions have beentaken
cooling systems inlet and outlet pipes, for natural circulation. There is a decay
neutron beam tubes, thermal column and tank at the PCS circuit which allow the

1 6
core instrumentation. Figures and 2 decay of N
show reactor vertical and plan view
respectively. Reactivity Control Systems

Core grid and its supporting structure ETRR-2 has two diverse
independent reactivity control systems,

Core grid is a prismatic First Shutdown System (FSS) and
aluminum part, of 540*438*190 mm, Second Shutdown System (SSS). The
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core control is accomplished through 6 the FE in the core grid. A handling pin
Ag-In-Cd alloy absorbing plates with St. connects the two side plates at the top
St. cladding. Absorbing plates position of the FE and it is fixed in stiff
dimensions are 144 nun width, 820 mm way by TIG welding.
height and 36 mm thickness, and total
thickness of 043 cm (with St. St. FP meat is made by a fine and
cladding). These plates movevertically homogeneous dispersion Of U308

inside guide boxes which are located particles with an enrichment of 19.75 
parallel to the chimney. There are two in weight of U235, in a continues matrix
guide boxes each one houses 3 CPs. of pure commercially aluminum. FP
Plates fully withdrawal position is at active zone dimensions are 80 mm
core's top. Movement of the six CPs to height, 640 mm width and 1.5 nun
control the reactorpowerisachievedby thickness. Cladding materialismadeof
6 independent step motors attached to Al 6061 with thickness of 0.4 mm. Total
the hydraulic driving mechanisms mass of U235 in the standard FE is 404.7
located in a premise below the reactor g. Three types of FEs were used for the
pool. Fast shutdown is carried out by first core, Standard, Reduced I and
means of compressed air, injected from 6 Reduced 2 The three types of the FEs
independent tanks. If the FSS failed to have the same specifications and the
the shutdown the reactor a gadolinium only difference between them is the
nitrate solution is injected to 4 contents of U235 . ETRR-2 first core FEs
independent chambers surrounded the have been loaded as following:
core forming the lower chimney. The a 7 FE of Standard type, 404.7 g.
gadolinium nitrate solution is stored in 4 of u235.

tanks under pressure of 7 bars and the 0 8 FE of Reduced I type, 148.2 g of
chambers operates under 25 bars. U .

0 17 FE of Reduced 2 type, 209 g of
Fuel U235

Standard Fuel Element (FE) of 3. NUCLEAR PERFORMANCE
the ETRR 2 is MTR type of a square DESIGN
section 80*80 mm. Each FE has 19 Fuel
Plates (FP), 17 inner plates and 2 outer MTR PC2.6 /l/ system modules
plates. FP are separated from each other were used for cell and core calculations.
by 27 mm coolant channel. The 19 FPs WIMS was used in a slab geometrical
are mechanically fixed to 2 side plates by model for ETRR-2 cell calculations.
a roll of swaging technique. The 2 side WIMS calculations were processed in
plates and the outer FPs are fixed to an different ways for obtaining the core
end box by means of screws. The end constants for deferent materials and
box is a squared section piece with an various distinct reactor segments 2.
internal centered hole of circular section HXS4.1 , macroscopic XS library
to allow flow of coolant. In its lower manager, was used for the interface
end, it has 4 slotted parts, located over between cell and core calculations. Core
each of the comers to allow the insertion calculations was performed using
and griping of the FE clamp that holds CITVAP 31 difftision code, in x-y and
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x-y-z with an energy discretization of Table 1) ETRR-2 Equilibrium Core
three groups. CITVAP 3.1 is a new Nuclear Performance.
version of CITATION II program.
Calculation systems was validated Power (MW1d 22

ding (Kg F15)against measurements taken from Fuel Loa 11.74
different reactors: RA-2 and RA-6 at Core Cycle Length (FPds) 19
ARG. and NUR at Algeria. Additional Power Coefficient (pcm /mug -5
validation against IAEA benchmark Excess Reactivity pcm)
(lAEA TECDOC 233) have been, also, # Cold w1o Xe 8250
done. # Hot with Xe 4430

The fuel management strategy # EOC hot with Xe 2510
that fulfills the requested conditions on Shutdown System Capabilities
power shape, excess of reactivity, and (Pcm)
fuel bum up was obtained. First core has v All CPs 13350
been chosen to be neutronically similar v (5 out of 6) CPs 9920
to the equilibrium core, reactivity feed * 4 out of 6) CPs 9790
back, prompt neutron life time, and 0 SSS 6600
effective delayed neutron fraction is not * SSS (3out of 4) 4470
differ very much of the values forthe
equilibrium core 3/.

Shutdown Margin (SM)
Table (1) presents the nuclear * FSS 5100

performance of the ETRR-2 equilibrium * FSS (5 out of 6) 1620
core. Power reactivity feed back 0 SSS 2810
coefficient is negative. Cycle length, * SSS 3 out of 4) 650
average discharged burnup, and excess
of reactivity are at the design basis. Average Discharge burnup (016) 62.22
Poisons and power effects on excess of prompt Neutron Lifetime (u See) 75
reactivity can be found. The Table shows Effective# (pem) 720
the capabilities of the reactivity control
systems. The reactor is still subcritical
even if the most worth two control plates 4. UTILIZATION PLAN
are fully extracted The worth of the
FSS is enough to shutdown the reactor (i) Fuel and Material Test
and to suppress the reactivity increase
due to temperature feed back and There are 26 irradiation positions
poisons decay, with enough Shutdown at the ETRR-2 irradiation grid. Here, the
Margin (SM) , even in case of single neutron flux is suitable to thernaterial
failure. If the FSS failed, the SSS will be and fuel irradiation for R&D. Six
capable to shutdown the reactor even in positions out of those 26 are core
case of single failure, with the CPs adjacent. One of those 6 positions is
compensating the excess of reactivity. dedicated for a high pressure and

temperature test rig of 20 KWatt power.
Another high pressure and temperature
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test loop of 500 KWth power which can sample holding cart and is equipped with
be moved by a dedicated mechanism far material testing devices so that impact,
or close to the reactor core will be elongation and compact tension, creep
installed. The loop is capable of analyses, and microhardening tests on
producing chemical and irradiated samples can be conducted.
thennalhydraulic envirom-nent identical
to those expected in power reactors. (ii) Radioisotope Production
Slightly enriched CANDU fuel bundle
can be irradiated at this loop. Loop inner Radioisotopes have a wide range
diameter is 10.3 cm and its active height of applications in medical and industrial
is 50 cm. At the rig a CANDU fuel rod fields. In Egypt, short-lived isotopes will
can be irradiated. Rig inner diameter is be produced by a 25 Mev Cyclotron
1.3 cm and its active height is 40 cm. which is still under construction. In
The loop and the rig will be available ETRR-2, the core central position is
before the end of 1998. The following dedicated to Co 60 production, 50 KCi
experiments and tests can be conducted can be produced annually. Co 60 sources

are processed and calibrated at a
• Engineering tests on full or partial concrete Cobalt hot Cell located at the

size fuel bundle. reactor building. The Cobalt Cell is
• Technological investigation in capable for manipulating and processing

coolant chemical and up to IO KCi sources. At the irradiation
therma1hydrulics conditions: fuel grid positions, several radioisotopes can
cladding waterside corrosion, heat be produced such asIr 192 and Tc99 In
transfer mechanisms study. addition to those radioisotopes that will

• Studies on defective fuel behavior be produced at the Cyclotron, those
and safety related experiments. irradiation grid positions can be
Measurements of dimensional conducted to produce several
changes and centerline temperature radioisotopes such as I121 i131, c4 , 32

in pellet. , Cr" , FeI4 and W99. Samples for
• Analyses of the fission product radioisotopes production will be

releases. irradiated in a specialty designed
• Study of pellet-cladding interaction. Irradiation Boxes (113) made of
• Investigations on the effect of high aluminum. The radiation-induced heat in

burnup on Uranium oxide fuel the Ms is removed by PCS.

thermal conductivity. A Transference Cell is located at

In addition, material test to the MP edge, the movement of irradiated
investigate mechanical properties can, samples, as well as samples to be
also, be conducted at the ETRR-2. irradiated is conducted. Irradiation
ETRR-2 is equipped with a concrete hot capsules are conducted from the
Testing Cell, which is helpful in carrying transference cell to a lead shielded
out destructive and non-destructive tests universal or loading cell, as appropriate.
on materials and on highly burned spent transference cell is connected to the MP
fuel. Testing cell is connected to the AP by means of a conduct which has been
by means of conduct provided with a provided with a sample holding cart. At
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the universal cell the irradiated capsules facility. Flux variation at the two holes
are received, opened, and their contents region during the operation is relatively
are fractioned. Chemical process with small and fast to thermal flux ratio is
radioactive material are also developed lower than 0. 1. Initial resistivity of Si is
at the universal cell. At the loading cell about I 00 Ohm.cm However, the final
the irradiated capsules are received and resistively is about 3 0 Ohm. cm.
shielded for their manipulation and Maximum acceptable deviation of the
transportation. fluence through the sample is 5% Si

processing lab. located at the reactor
(iii) Boron Neutron Capture Therapy building. Rig diameter is 12 cm and with
(BNCT) length of 28 cm so that approximately

4.3 Tons of semiconductor can be
One of the promising features of produced annually.

ETRR-2 facilities is the BNCT facility.
The facility will be the first in Africa and (y) Neutron Activation Analyses
will cover a population of 600 million
people. A radial beam tube starting at the Many irradiation positions at the
thermal column middle position and irradiation grid will be used for NAA.
tumor irradiation room located aligned The third hole at the thermal column will
with it are dedicated to serve this be used too. There are two pneumatic
purpose. It is planned to use epithen-nal transport systems enabling fast and safe
neutron beam. The goal of which is to transference of the capsules between the
generate a neutron beam with enough NAA holes and the end station at a
intensity to provide therapy while chemical hoods at a hot lab. Irradiation
minimizing patient risk and discomfort. capsules can be transferred manually
The beam should have minimal through the Transference Cell cartage to
contamination from fast neutrons, the MP and then to the NAA holes at the
gamma, and thermal neutron irradiation grid. Irradiation capsules are
components. The fulfillment of these sent to NAA lab to be analyzed.
requirements need the design of many Environmental analyses, geological ores,
different devices cavities, neutron biomedical and criminal studies will be
converters, attenuators, filters, and carried out at the NAA lab.
collimators) for the fine tuning of the
resulting spectra. The above mentioned (vi) Neutron Beam Experiments
devices are under design stage. However,
the facility will be made available before In addition to the radial beam
the mid of 1999. tube used for BNCT, the ETRR-2 is

equipped with 4 beam tubes: 2 radial
(iv) Semiconductor Production tubes, one tangential tube with two

ports, and an under water radial tube
ETRR-2 thermal column is housed in the reactor tank. A neutron

provided with three large holes, two of radiography room equipped with neutron
them will be used for semiconductor radiography facility is located at the end
production by NTD. No interface with of one of the radial beam tubes. While
BNCT facility is produced by the NTD the under water radial tube will be used
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for under water neutron radiography for Various experimental devices and
highly activated samples. irradiation facilities are provided and

high thermal flux is available so that
On the other hand a neutron meaningful results during

tomography scanner system is installed experiments can be obtained.
in front of the second radial tube. Five e Nuclear design performance and
neutron scattering instruments are commissioning test results showed
recommended to be installed, which are that the reactor can be safely
considered most useful for present operated.
prospective research fields as well as * Reactor can be continuously operated
appropriate to the MPR characteristics. at full power for 19 days without
One instrument, the High Resolution refueling with 25 0 pcm. excess of
Powder Diffractometer (HPRD) will be reactivity,
installed in the reactor hall in frontof * The reactor will play an important
one port of the tangential tube and role in R&D program in Egypt as
looking at a then-nal beryllium source. A soon as its experimental facilities is
cold neutron guide hall is also built and commissioned.
decision has been already taken to install
a cold neutron source on the opposite 6. REFERENCES
opening of the through tangential tube,
based on liquid hydrogen, on account of /l/ INVAP SE, MTR -PC2.6 User's
its great capability supply a copious flux Manual. ARG., 1995.
of long wave length neutron. The other
four instruments will be installed in the /2/ Sandra Matzekin, Update of Data for
neutron house, using the cold neutron Neutronic Calculation Line. 0767 0740
beams transported by the guides are :- 3TANU 132 2B. INVAP SE, 1997.

• Small Angel Neutron
Spectrometer (SANS) /3/ INVAP SE, Safety Analysis Report

• Triple Axes Spectrometer (TAS) of the MPR Reactor. 0767 5325 31BLI
with polarization analysis. 001 10. ARG., 1997.

• Reflectometer for liquid and solid
state samples.

• Prompt Gamma Analysis (PGA)

5. CONCLUSIONS

ETRR-2 can be utilized for
filel/material tests, radioisotope and
semiconductors production, BNCT,
NAA, neutron radiography, and
neutron beam experiments.
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ABSTRACT

The "REACTEUR JULES HOROWITZ" (RJH) is a new research reactor dedicated to material and
nuclear fuel testing. This reactor, which will be erected in the CEA Cadarache nuclear research
Center is now at a feasibility study stage.

At the beginning of the next century, at a time when most of existing material testing reactors will
have to be shutdown or will be at the end of their lifetime, le RJH will offer outstanding neutron flux
levels (twice those of existing french reactors).

This paper deals with the following topics

- functional specifications of the project,
- safety approach,
- design and construction codes,
- alternative designs under consideration at the feasibility stage.

1. FUNCTIONAL SPECIFICATIONS

The concept of the reactor will have to fulfil the thermal neutron irradiation requirements as well as
the fast neutron experimental needs, with a potential versatility for any new irradiation programs.

The reference concept under consideration is a 100 MW light water moderated core located in an
open pool. A central loop will allow irradiations of fuels up to severe limits for the purpose of
qualification.

2. SAFETY APPROACH

This reactor will satisfy the highest level of safety in full accordance with international safety
recommendations and french safety approach for this kind of nuclear facility, thus giving an added
safety margin keeping in mind the versatility of research reactors.

3. DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION CODES

Design and construction specifications exist in France for application to research reactors and have
been used for the erection or the refurbishment of research reactors. The RJH project gives the
opportunity for the issue of an updated version of these rules, taking advantage of the "R.C.C"
approach already set up for the nuclear power reactors.

4. ALTERNATIVE DESIGNS UNDER CONSEI)ERATION

Within the here above concept, the feasibility studies have been focused on the main following
items 

- neutronic and thermalhydraulic studies on alternative core designs, with or without added
pressurization,

- assessment of different core surrounding structures in connection with the core studies,
- overall layout of the reactor/auxiliary pools and reactor building.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The "REACTEUR JULES HOROWITZ" (RJH) is a new research reactor dedicated to material and
nuclear fuel testing. This reactor will be erected in the CEA Cadarache nuclear research centre.

At the beginning of the next century, at a time when most of existing material testing reactors will
have to be shutdown or will be at the end of their lifetime, the RJH will offer outstanding neutron
flux levels.

CEA and TECHNICATOME are now performing jointly the feasibility studies.

The present paper deals with

- the functional specifications of the Project,

- the safety approach which is being discussed,

- the design and construction codes to be issued for the project,

- the aternative designs under consideration at this feasibility stage.

2 FONCTIONAL SPECIFICATION OF THE PROJECT

The RJH Project is aiming at satisfying irradiation needs under representative conditions in the frame
of R and D programs related to different types of nuclear power plants considered in France.

The required possibilities cover basic research on fuel and materials up to qualification of fuel
elements of any type, including testing under severe conditions with possible partial fuel melting.

For this purpose a removable loop will be located at the centre of the core of the reactor. Depending
on the supported programs, the reactor will have to be able to host different types of loops such as
gas or pressurized or liquid metal cooled test rigs.

Tables I and 2 give information on the foreseen irradiation programs.
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Having in mind a foreseen lifetime of 40-50 years for the reactor the designer has to select design
options leading to high neutron flux levels for a wide range of energy, and allowing flexibility and
evolutivity of the facility:

- up to now the basic requirements have been to obtain twice the level of neutron flux existing in
OSHUS, typically:

• thermal flux > x 1014 ri/cm2. s,

• damage due to fast flux > IO dpa/year,

- as a consequence of the recent decision to shutdown SUPERPHENIX the need for ongoing R
and D programs for fast flux reactors leads to take into account fast flux requirements of an order
of magnitude above those existing in OSIIUS, typically 40 to 50 dpa/year and fast flux >
105n/cM2.S.

At the end of 1995 a decision was made to select a water cooled pool type reactor.

A first step of studies has been dedicated to the optimization of an open core concept (see Table 3.
LEU fuel is considered in any case.

A power density of 600 KWA (twice those of OSHUS) can be reached in such a concept, matching
the initial flux requirements however with, as a consequence, a necessary coolant flow rate velocity
of 15 ni/s and some concerns for the fuel element design. New fast reactor R and D requirements
could not be met (Table 4.

The pressurization of the core in a closed vessel 20 to 50 bars) would allow an increase of the
power density up to I 00 KWA with a possible flow rate reduction down to 9 M/s.

To fulfil with the same core the fast reactor R and D requirements, higher power densities are
necessary (1000 to 2000 KWA), however 40 to 50 dpa/year figures could be obtained only for the
highest power density (Table 4 In order to enhance the fast flux performances some concepts of
irradiation central loops equiped with a neutronic conversion device (such as a belt of U5 pins) have
been also investigated though the positive effect of the conversion on the fast flux (conversion gain
factor of - 12 a power density significantly higher than 1000 KWA would still be necessary in that
case.

As a conclusion these analysises demonstrate that the design of a unique core giving the required
level of flux for both thermal and fast neutron irradiations appears to be a difficult issue.
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The existence of too high gamma an thermal neutron fluxes for high quality PWR representative
irradiation in a small high power density core (which means also a lack of space for the experiments)
on one hand and the necessity to lower the thermal flux in the fast flux experiments on the other hand
lead us to choose a nuclear facility concept which could potentially host two separate cores

- one dedicated to thermal neutron irradiations,

the open core concept seems to be a good choice for this, however a more detailed comparison
with a pressurized solution has to be performed before making a decision, having in ind the
wanted versatility of the facility,

- one dedicated to fast neutron needs,

further analysises are necessary to orientate the design options for this eventual second core.

3 DESIGN AND SAFETY APPROACH

3.1 OVERALL APPROACH

Existing research reactors in France and in Europe are at least 20 years old. The safety approach has
progressed a lot during this period. In addition, a large operating experience has been accumulated in
the CEA research reactors. With a new concept, the RH Project is wished to adopt a safety
approach as close as possible to the one considered for the reactors of the future.

Safety objectives have been defined and safety options are under considerations, they will be issued
within the beginning of 1999.

The safety objectives are aiming at defining the radiation hazards for the environment and the public.
In addition similar objectives are identified for the reactor workers.

These objectives take into account, on the basis of the french regulation, the ICRP
recommendations.

We take advantage of the research reactor available operating experience when writing the initiating
events to be considered. The existence of experimental devices, when having a potential additional
effect on the safety, is also taken into account when determining the possible initiating events to be
considered and their consequences.

The European utilities requirements (EUR) are not considered as an objective but will be considered
as far as possible in the design.
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Risks for environment and people will be as low as possible during normal operating conditions and
eventual accidental events.

Radiological doses will be as low as possible for reactor workers in full accordance with ICRP and
ALARA principle.

When designing the reactor the "defence in depth" principles will be followed, according to the
IAEA recommendations Cf. reference <2> and <3>) leading to 

- multiple levels of protection against the release of radioactive material,

- a coherent and homogeneous combination of inherent safety features, safety systems and
engineered safety features achieving a progressivity in the protection, thus avoiding any sudden
increase of potential consequences in case of the failure of one "defence line".

3.2 SAFETY ANALYSIS FOR THE DESIGN

- Classification of initiating events

We are investigating the solution consisting in following a way similar to the one already adopted
for the nuclear power plants and hereafter summarized the combination of a list of selected
initiating events with the possible initial situations of the reactor leads to a list of operating
conditions to be considered for the design.

The initiating internal and external events are divided into five categories, in a deterministic way
categories I to 4 for the design (f > I 0-6/year) plus an highly hypothetic event category
(f< 10-6/year).

These events are selected according to IAEA recommendations and the french research reactors
operating experience.

In the same way the resulting operating conditions are divided into five categories, taking into
account the frequency of the initial situation considered categories I to 4 for the design events
plus a beyond design basis accident category (f < I 0-6/year).

- Risk definition

Table gives an indication of considered irradiation limits for normal operation and incidental
events, and for accidental events. One objective is that there would be no need for population
evacuation for any of the above mentioned events.

In addition significally lower objective values are fixed in accordance with ALARA principle
having in mind the EUR.
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- BUond desigLi basis events

The objectives are to achieve a design for which, in case of identified potential severe events (for
instance core melting at low pressure, major criticality event), the consequences for the public and
the environment would be limited and would need only protection measures limited in terms of
location and duration. ICRP63 will be taken into account.

One objective is to avoid any need for the population evacuation within 24 hours and for long
term restrictions or living conditions.

In addition situations with a probability of occurrence very close to the design limits are
considered under realistic conditions with the limits mentioned here above for the 4hcategory.

This will result in an added safety margin having in mind the wanted versatility of RJH reactor.

All the above mentioned objectives will probably lead to separate the reactor operation activities
from the others activities (searchers, experimentators) and to locate these two kind of activities in
separate dedicated areas.

4 DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION CODES

A hudge experience of research reactor construction exists in France in the CEA in
TECHNICATOME the french dedicated company for research reactor engineering and in the
component manufacturers.

This led to the writing of numerous construction specifications and rules, namely in
TECENICATOME.

Till recently this documentation has been used for refurbishment actions in SILOE, OSIRIS, RF
and ORPHEE reactors.

In connection with the here above mentioned progress on the safety approach, the nuclear power
plant (NPP) realisation program created a need for a french coherent system of design and
construction codes, with as a result the issue of the french "RCC" (Recueil de Conception et de
Construction - ie : design and construction code) for the PWR and then the RCCNIR for the BR.

Recent experiences in refurbishing or designing experimental in pile loops shown that a similar
coherent system would be of a great help for the research reactor projects and for any new
experimental device to be installed in a research reactor.
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For these reasons the CEA made the decision to develop a RCC-X" design and construction code
adapted to the research reactor field. This code will benefit from

- the existing design and construction experience in research reactors and experimental loops,

- the experience in writing and in using the RCC rules for NPP.

It was decided firstly to start the RCC part related to the mechanical components of research
reactors and called RCCN4X.

An associated RCCPX (process volume) will have to be written in order to give the key access to the
RCCMX in which mechanical components are selected into 4 quality classes.

The particularities of research reactors (ie often no significant pressure and temperature, use of
aluminium aoys,...) will be of a great influence when refering to the RCC existing rules.

The RCCMX writing activity has started under the leadership of the CEA/DRN/DER department in
Saclay, associating TECENICATOME as engineering company in charge of the Project and
FRAMATOME bringing its own experience on the RCCM (PWR) and RCCMR (FBR).

5 ALTERNATIVE DESIGNS UNDER CONSIEDERATION

The RH feasibility studies started at the iddle of 1996. TECHNICATOMM has been associated
since 1997 to these studies. They are foreseen to be completed within the middle of 1999.

In addition to the work performed on the functional specifications (see chapter 2 the studies have
been focused up to now on an overall survey of a wide scope of possible solutions in order to select
the concepts worth of further detailed analysises during the second phase of the feasibility studies.

We present hereafter the current status of the ongoing studies on

- the fuel and core design,

- the core surrounding structures,

- the reactor and auxiliary pools and reactor building.
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5.1 FUEL AND CORE DESIGN

Having in mind the required level of performances, twice those existing in an irradiation reactor like
0SIM, the RJH core will have to reach a specific power density of 600 KWA at least, with a power
of 100 MW.

At this level of performance an upward flow rate is necessary. A core shroud and a chimney need
also to be installed to collect the primary coolant flow.

A plate type fuel element has been selected on the basis of the large amount of fabrication and
operating experience with LEU (U3 Si2) aluminiurn type fuel lel density: 5,8 gCM3).

Depending on the level of pressure in the core when operating the reactor, the design may either
select a high velocity flow rate, typically 15 m/s or adopt a significant pressurization (some tens bars)
needing pressurized vessel and primary loop.

In the first case (open core) standard MTR plate type fuel is not acceptable due to vibration hazards.

Thus, a circular plate concept was selected for the fuel elements as a reference concept for the
Project (see figure 1) with six tubular plates in an hexagonal Al-Bore tube (on the basis of the
experience on BR2 with similar fuel elements manufactured by CERCA). It was decided to keep free
of fuel the centre of each element, thus giving in the core a lot of available locations for irradiation or
control rods.

In the second case (pressurization), a lower velocity would allow the use of TR type plate fuel
element.

In conclusion, the following aternative designs are mainly considered at this stage for the fael
elements, having in mind the fabrication and operating costs 

- hexagonal fbel element with circular shaped fuel plates (figure 1),

- "MTR type" smaller plate bundle (5,01 cm) associated by three or four in a fuel assembly
(figure 2.

Depending on the fuel element design the core configuration adopts overall common features (see
figure I and 2 for the two selected concepts) 

- several layers of beryllium reflector elements 3 to 4,

- a grid plate allowing outside core free irradiation locations,

- irradiation locations in the core and in the reflector,
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- up to four displacement irradiation boxes (fuel ramp test simulation),

- in core compensation and security absorbers,

- four outer core rotating absorbers for bum-up compensation and regulation (concept selected to
avoid axial flux perturbations) or control rods in the first Be layer,

- a possible location in the core of a central penetrating irradiation fuel loop cooled by different
possible coolants (gas, water, liquid metal),

- a neutronography equipment.

Further studies need to be performed in connection with the new fast neutron irradiation demand
before selecting a core concept, including studies on higher power densities and on a pressurized
solution.

5.2 CORE SURROUNDING STRUCTURES

The feasibility studies are under progress. They are aiming at identifying all the constraints related
to 

- different core concepts and related required operating pressures (open core or pressurized vessel),

- the size of the core shroud or vessel (immediately around the core or outside the reflector),

- the concept of a central irradiation loop with different possible designs (one-through or "U" type
introduced downwards or upwards into the core),

- the location of control rod drive mechanisms.

A decision was made to compare the most representative combinations of options through the
studies of a small number of selected sets of options.

Figures 3 to show some of the studied configurations

- Figure 3 small vessel concept, with a U type downward central loop. Practically this solution is
limited to a first step of pressurized solutions (some bars) due to the core vessel shape at the core
level and the necessity to limit the wall thickness (heating of the structure and limitation of the
flux perturbation outside the core).

- Figure 4 large vessel concept including all irradiation devices and reflector with a U type upward
central loop.
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- Figure 5 : open core, large core shroud with a once through type central loop associated with
control rod mechanisms located below the pool (as in SHUS). This shows the contraints
generated on the building design and on the handling of the central loop, should this combination
of options be selected for the reactor.

The aim of the studies within the few next months will be to go further in detail in the analysises,
comparing open core and pressurized solutions in order to select a reference design for the second
phase of the feasibility studies (June 1998 to May 1999).

An important choice will be the one related to the level of temperature in the primary loop should
an average hot leg temperature be chosen above the bulk saturation value under the pool static
pressure, th�s would have a high impact on the safety design and related safety systems and features.

5.3 REACTOR AND AUXILIARY POOLS AND REACTOR BUILDING

As for the design of the core surrounding structures of the reactor, a systematic approach has been
used for the design of the buildings and pools, in order to study a maximum of possible options. This
approach consists in the following work 

- writing firstly, with the future "operator", the functional specifications for the main systems
(buildings and pools), in order to characterise the needs, and to make some basic choices such as 
• Safety features, for example the choice of taking into account a criticality "BORAX" type

event,
• Capacities of the pools and buildings (areas devoted to experimental loops),
• Different work areas (work on the loops, storage of irradiated experimental materials, storage

of irradiated fuel) assigned to separate pools. This feature was chosen on the basis of the CEA
operational experience,

- determining a list of alternative options to study, when designing each of the main systems,

- selecting the combinations of alternative options in the different drawings, in such a way that
every individual choice will been studied, in one or two investigated combinations,

- analysing the resulting drawings, in accordance to technical and economical criteria. Following
criteria are taken into account
• Easy reactor operation,
• Easy operation of experimental loops. (including handling operations),
• Easy operation in the experimental facilities (hot cells, pools),
• Risks limitation handling, mutual aggressions ... ,
• Radiological risk limitation during normal operation (ALARA),
• Realisation costs,
• Operating costs,
• Versatility of the plant,
• Dismantling feasibility.
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In existing irradiation research reactors many operations are performed in the reactor building

- reactor operation,

- fuel handling,

- ffiel storage,

- irradiation devices and samples preparation, loading and downloading,

- operations in hot cells and laboratories.

The safety objectives and constraints as well as the ALARA principle may lead to a separation of the
operations (and associated workers access) in dedicated areas.

Thus, in an alternative option, it was decided to study a design with a part of the pools and the hot
cells and laboratories located outside the reactor building and leading to 

- a medium size reactor building dedicated to the reactor and excluding any permanent scientist or
experimentator activities,

- an auxiliary building including fuel storage pool, transport and auxiliary channels, hot cells and
laboratories.

This design appeared to have a lot of advantages, as well as for reactor operation as for the
experimental facilities, in spite of adding a lock for the irradiated material. After this work it was
decided that there would be two separate buildings as described.

The second phase of studies will be focused on a detailed review of this concept.

We are also studying now others alternative choices, for example:

- the general shape of the containment, and technical ways for its realisation,

- the impact of different ways of loading and unloading the central loop in the core (upwards or
downwards).
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TABLE 1

FORESEEN IRRADIATION PROGRAMS - PWR NEEDS

PWR irradiation needs

Item Programs

Fuel - burnable poisons - - irradiation in loops or capsules of fresh or irradiated samples
Control rods (up to 60000 MWd/t and for load following improvement

and safety)

- qualification of U02 and MOX fiiel,

- new cladding materials (Zr, ceramics),

- fuel with new burnable poisons,

- control rods with absorbing cladding.

Materials - the plant lifetime extension requires important irradiation
program on existing or new materials with a dose rate higher
than 10 dpa/year.
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TABLE2

FORESEEN IRRADIATION PROGRAMS

FAST NEUTRON REACTORS AND OTHER NEEDS

Fast neutron reactors and other irradiation needs

Item Programs

Fast neutron reactor needs - structures and cladding material irradiation in chemical and
thermalhydraulic representative conditions,

- selection of fuel for fast reactors,

- qualifying the next coming fast reactor fuel with ramp test
possibilities.

Other needs - material qualification for fusion programs,
(non exhaustive)

- activation analysis,

- radioisotope production,

- neutronography.
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TABLE3
RJH REFERENCE DESIGN - 600 KWA

core type light w ter pool
core structure open core
max thermal power 100 W
max fissile length 0,80 M
eq diameter 0,51 rn
volume 166 dm'
Sp cific power 600 kW/dm3 core
nb of fuel elements 37
type of fuel elements STID - CNT - EXP
reflector H20 - Be
coolant flow direction upwards
primary flowrate 1,2 M3 _l

average speed 15,8 m.s-I
max speed 16,3 m.s-1
outlet core pressure 0,2 N2a
inlet core temperature 300C
core AT 260C
core AP 0,63 NWa
average thermal flux 154 W. cm-2

Fuel composition plates U3Si2A - Al
U density 4,8 - 6
enrichment 19,75 in mass
external structure hexagonal tube Al

(Al-B)
hexagonal size 4,65 cm
coolant channel 1,84 nun
plate thickness 1,27 mm
meat thickness 0,51 mm
cladding thickness 0,38 TM

Reactor operation cycle length (reference) 28 efpd
cycle length mode "B" 21 efpd
nb of cycles per year 9
annual availability 252 efpd
refueling (reference) 1/3
refueling mode B" 1/1

Irradiation nb of simultaneous irradiations 20
(performances) max thermal flux > E14 cm-2.s-I

max fast flux (in core) > 7 E14 cm-2.s-I
damage build up on materials > 13 dpa.year-I
available irradiation length with flux > 80 % max flux 0,50 rn
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TABLE4

IRRADIATION NEEDS AND PERFORMANCES
IN ALTERNATIVE RJH CONCEPTS

fast flux perforniance OSIRIS* RJH open or RJH RJH pressurized PHENIX** SPX**
SILOE* pressurized* pressurized*

average core IOOMW-1661 IOOMW-1001 100 MW - 01
initial version 200 MW - 2001 200 MW - 0 I

specific power kW/1) - 300 600 1000 2000 400 280

�I (EI4 cm-2.S-1) 1,7 to 21 3,4 to 39 5,5 to 65 11 to 13 6,6 5,5
(> 0907 MeV)

�2 (E14 cm-2.S-1) 2,2 to 26 516 to 64 9 to II 18 to 21 35,2 34
(5keV to 0907 MeV)

1+2(E 14 cm-2. S- 1) 3,9 to 47 9 to 10,3 14,5 to 17,5 31 to 34 41,8 39,5
(> 5 keV)

�tot (E14 cm-2.S-1) 8 16 27 56 44,2 41,7

1
dpa/year 1 4 to Ito 15 18 to 25 36 to 50 35 to 50 30 to 45

perturbed fluxes in an irradiation device in the core
non perturbed value in the fuel
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TABLE5

RJH - IRRADIATION DOSE LIMITS AND OBJECTIVES

Dose limits ALARA objectives per year

Conditions Workers Others and public Workers Others and public

Normal operation < 20 mSv < I msv < mSv < 25 Sv
and incidental mean value for
events five years

< 50 mSv max
Accidental events < 30 mSv Other personals
of moderate < msv
frequency Public

< I msv
Accidental events < 100 msv Other personals
of low frequency < mSv

Public
< I msv

eventualy higher for some workers
defined in terms of release rate per radioelement
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SIEM ENS XA04C1730

IGORR6

6th Meeting of the International Group on Research Reactors
April 29 - May 1, 1998
Taejon, The Republic of Korea

The High Flux Neutron Source, FRM-11 at Garching

Hans-J(irgen Didier
Siemens AG, Power Generation (KWU) D91058 Erlangen

The FRM-11 project is totally in accordance to the schedule. The technical, financial
and licensing basis allows the erection of the plant without major influences from
outside. The Technical University of Munich JUM) as the overall manager of the
FRM-1I and Siemens being the General supplier of the reactor plant are cooperating
closely together.

The detailed design work at Siemens and TUM has been finalised to such an extend,
that the first (April 1996) and the second partial license (October 1997) for the erection
of the complete facility can be executed. To do so TUM and Siemens have contracted
subsuppliers, for producing and mounting the systems and components of the plant.

The reactor building including the pool liners and the hot cell is under construction and
will be finished late Summer 1998.

Progress has been made for example in improving the reinforcement methods and in
the field of pool liner cladding technique in increasing the quality of the facility in
combination with reduced costs.

Outlooking to further steps in the project main installation works will be performed
between autumn 1998 to spring 2000. The third partial license mainly nuclear
commissioning and routine operation is expected September 2000.

KWU/NLFM
April 1998

IGORR6.doc
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SIEMENS

Overhead

No.
1 FRM-11 Project Basis

• First and second partial license released

• Project budget 2

For the years 1998 and 1999 the Bavarian "state-budget"

includes the necessary project means. This biennial budget

has been accepted by the Bavarian Parliament.

The budget for the following two years period 2000/2001 up

to the finalisation of the project has been principally accepted

by the Parliament in a certificate named "Construction Budget

Permit HU-Bau". It solely has to pass the Parliament with

respect to the state-budget 2000/2001.

(D Project design 3

Besides the engineering and planning requested for the

licenses Siemens has completed the detailed design of the

entire plant to such extend that supply contracts with subcon-

tractors could 30 %) and can 70 %) be signed.

Overall time schedule 4

KWU/NLFM
April 1998

IGORR6.doc
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SIEMENS

Overhead
No.

2 Subcontractors Being Involved 5

Over the last two years the project has continuously subcon-

tracted companies mainly for fabrication and erection of

special works. Today it is not easy to find qualified companies

still being used to work in the nuclear field with its special

requirements and rules. That special know-how has some

short-comings, but is still existing. Siemens as the General

Supplier is still in the position to have and to handle this know-

how. Similar models will apply for projects anywhere abroad.

KWUINLFM
April 198

IGORR6.doc
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SIEMENS

Overhead

3 Status of Erection No.

0 Civil construction
• Reactor building incl. heavy concrete, especially in the area 6

of the beam tubes (polygone), interface to the experimental 7
installations

• Protection against air plane crash: reinforced outer walls, 8
1.80 m, decoupling of the pool walls.

0 Liner for pool and auxiliary pool 9
Stainless steel, very complicated because of many and large
beam tubes/holes, pre-fabrication, assembling at site (lower
part: 3 pieces, upper part: 3 pieces).

4 Future View to the Completed FIRM-11-Plant

0 Overall view together with the old FRM 1 0

0 Vertical section, reactor building I 

0 Horizontal section, reactor building 2

KWU/NLFM
April 1998

IGORR6.doc
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SIEMENS

Contents of the Two Released Partial Licenses in Accordance

with 7 Atomic Law of the FRG

First Partial License 1996-04-04) applied for 1993-02)

0 Concept of the entire plant FRM-11 incl. the experimental facilities

like hot source, cold source, silicon doping facilities, converter

plate and rabbit systems

O Erection of the reactor building with all embedded parts like

draining pipes, wall frames, steel frame work for the pools, etc.

Second Partial License 1997-10-09)

0 Erection of all other buildings

O Installation of all remaining equipment, components and systems

(D All steps for non-nuclear commissioning as necessary before

loading the reactor with the fuel element

IGORR 6 KWU NLFM/Didier

1998-04-23
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--------------------------- -

140

O Software
120

8 Hardware

100

80
C,

60

40

20
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1998 1999 2000 2001
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SIEMENS

Project Design

0 Engineering Design for

* 1st Partial License

* 2nd Partial License

completed

0 Engineering Design for

* 3rd Partial License

under way

Q Detailed Engineering Design for Erection of Plant (Civil,

Systems) done to the extend that

• subcontracting performed (- 30 )

• ready for subcontracting soon (- 70 )

IGORR 6 KWU NLFM/Didier

1998-04-23 3
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SIEMENS NEUTRON SOURCE MUNICH FRM-11 Overall time schedule

Nr. Vorgangsname 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001

I I st partial license and building erection

2

3 Order of pool liner, civil works, preparation

4 of erection area reactor building

5

6 Erection of reactor building pool liner

7

8 2nd partial licence for complete

9 equipment buildings

I 

1 1 Errection of other buildings

2

3 Orders manufacturing of SIEMENS
I

CA) 14 complete equipment
0

1 5

6 Order Hot Cold Source TUM

17

18 Installation of systems equipment

19 TUM+SIEMENS

20

21 Cold commissioning & acceptance

22 phase TUM SIEMENS

23

24 3d partial license for hot commissioning

25 phase operation

26

27 Hot commissioning phase

Seite 1 KWU NLFM 04/05/98
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Operational characteristics of research reactor MARIA after modernisation.

Grzegorz Krzysztoszek,

Head Reactor MARIA Operation Department Research Reactor Centre,

05-400 OTWOCK-�wierk POLAND

tel. 048(22) 7798488; fax 048(22) 7799700

Abstract

Polish high flux research reactor MARIA is a pool type reactor moderated with

beryllium and water and cooled with water. The fuel is 80% enriched uranium, in the shape of

multitube fuel elements, each tube made up of Ual, alloy in aluminum cladding.

MARIA reactor has been operated in the year of 1977-85 and then it was modernised

and again put into operation in December of 1992.

Reactor is used for radioisotope production and physical research on neutron beams.

Nominal power of the reactor is 30 MWtj, and its maximum thermal neutron flux is

equal to 45 1014 n- CM-2S-1.

After modernisation the reactor core was extended from 12 to 18 fuel channels. Within

the frame of nuclear fuel burn-up optimisation the high bum-ups of fuel up to ca. 45% have

been reached.

Irradiation of the target materials is linked mostly with the production of - P-32 J131

and Ir- 1 92.

Material investigation and dynamics of the crystal lattice by means of neutron

spectrometer at the neutron beams outlets of the reactor are conducted.

Radioactive products releases to the atmosphere were on the minimal level and they

were contained within one several percent of the annual release limit.
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1. INTRODUCTION

High flux research reactor MARIA is situated at wierk near Warsaw and operated by
the Institute of Atomic Energy.

Maria has been designed ad constructed by Polish industry. It is water and beryllium
moderated, water cooled reactor of a pool type with pressurised fuel channels containing
concentric multi-tube assemblies of fuel elements.

MARIA has been designed with a high degree of flexibility to provide possibilities of
production of radioisotopes, of physical and iadiation experiments. Operational power is 30
MW and thermal neutron flux in the centre of the core 4xI 018 n/M2S.

The main reactor possibilities are as follow:
- testing of fuel and material for nuclear power stations,
- production of radioisotopes,
- neutron physics,
- neutron activation analysis,
- neutron radiography.
First criticality of the MARIA reactor was reached in December 1974. The reactor was

in operation since 1975 until 1985. In July 1985 it was shout down for modernisation.
Modernisation of the MARIA reactor as related to the core was connected with extension of
beryllium matrix from 20 to 48 blocks which was accomplished by the substitution of the
retired graphite reflector blocks with the new beryllium ones. MARIA reactor was put again
into operation in 1993.

2. DESCRIPTION OF REACTOR MARIA

A vertical cross section across the reactor pool is shown in. Fig. 1. The reactor core
fuel and loop channels, head 'ers, and connections between the headers and fuel channels are all
submerged in the pool under a layer of water ensuring sufficient radiation shielding above the
core.

The characteristic design feature of the core is a conical arrangement of fuel channels.
The fuel channels are situated in beryllium matrix made of blocks of II 0 cm height and
enclosed by a lateral reflector made of graphite blocks in aluminium cans. Some of the blocks
contain horizontal holes for extraction of neutron beams from the reflector to the horizontal
tubes penetrating the reactor lateral shield. A view of the reactor core and reflector from above
is shown in Fig. 2 

In area of reftetor core and reflector tere is a number of vertical irradiation channels,
made of altiminium tubes. The reactor core layout, shown in Fig. 3 gives an example of core
management, which fulfils the needs of radioisotope production and several experimental
programs.

Fuel assembly is shown in Fig. 4 It contains six tubes with uranium enriched to 80 %
U-235 content in the fuel assembly is 350 g. In future the enrichment will be changed to 36 
U-235.

Fuel assemblies are placed in the pressurised channels. Each channel is individually
connected to the primary cooling circuit.

The main moderating element in the core is water, which also provides cooling of fuel
channels and core materials. Its volumetric fractions in the core is only 20 %, but its
contributions to neutron slowing down is 70 .
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The other moderating materials is beryllium, constituting the matrix which fill up the
space between the fuel channels. The reflector is assembled of graphite blocks canned in
aluminiurn and cooled by water flowing in the separate pool cooling circuit.

The control rod units divided into two section, connected with disconnectable joints.
The upper section are supported on the upper support plate above the water level and contain
drive mechanism, the lower sections, containing active portions of the rods as well as
connections and control rod followers, move inside the tubes placed in 28 mm dia. holes in
the beryllium matrix blocks. The control rods are cooled with pool water flowing down the
core along the gaps in the control rod channel.

3. REACTOR CHARACTERISTIC

The basic characteristics data for the MARIA reactor are presented on the vertical
cross section of reactor pool, Fig. 1, on the core and reflector view., Fig. 2 on the cross
section of the fuel assembly, Fig. 3 on the core layout, Fig. 4 and in Table I.

The reactor core power distribution and reactor MARIA parameters of water cooling
the fuel channels are presented in Appendix .

3.1. Neutron flux densities in the channels for irradiation.

In Fig. 4 the 20 - fuel channels' reactor core configuration has been shown and for this
case the following densities of thermal neutrons' fluxes in the irradiation channels have been
demonstrated in Table 11.

3.2. Thermal neutron flux densities at horizontal channels' outlets.

In accordance with Fig. I and Fig. 2 the MARIA reactor has got six horizontal
channels for neutrons beams output from the reactor core.

The thermal neutron flux densities at the horizontal channels outlets are within the
range of 3 - 8109 [n/CM2 S].

3.3. Reactor operation cycles.

Depending on the radioisotopes production programme the reactor can be operated in
I 0 hr, 120 hr or 264 hr cycles.

Due to the need of the apparatus maintenance, periodic robes and checks as well a
repairs, there are envisaged appropriate breaks in the reactor operation.

The reactor operation schedule for 1998 is presented in Appendix 2.
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4. REPORT ON OPERATION OF THE MARIA RESEARCH REACTOR IN 1997.

The Maria research reactor used at the Institute of Atomic Energy in 1997 was
operated 3856 hours on power of about 20 MWth.

The reactor operation was aimed for:
- irradiation of target materials for the Isotope Research and Development Centre and the

Institute of Chemistry and Nuclear Technique,
- usage of neutron beams for physics research.

There have been irradiation 200 cans with sulphur, 74 cans with TeO2, 32 cans with
SM203 as well as iridium, ytterbium, potassium bromide, potassium chloride, alkaline and
biological substances. The received specific activities of isotopes, in particular the Ir-192 650
Ci/g) have proved the large possibilities of Maria reactor for radioisotope production.

The four out of the six reactor neutron beams were being used:
H-4 - materials testing by means of the neutron scattering spectrometer,
H-5 - identification of atomic magnetic moment values by usage of polarised neutron

spectrometer,
H-6 - research of dynamics of crystalline and magnetic lattice by means of triaxial neutron

spectrometer,
H-7 - measurements of thermal neutron current.

Nuclear fuel of the MR-6 type (80 enrichment of U-235) has been tested which
allowed to increase its bum-up to 45 and simultaneously more effective its usage in the
reactor.

During the reactor operation the minimal releases of radioactive substances to the
qct.T 1013atmosphere occurred e.g., emission of noble p"es (mainly Ar-41) was equal to 9,3. Bq

(i.e., about 10 % of the limit value), emission of iodine - 4,5. 107 Bq (i.e., I of the limit
value).
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TABLE I
General characteristics of MARIA reactor

Nominal power 30 MW

Maximum thermal neutron flux:

in fuel 2,5. El n/m 2sec

in beryllium 4,5. El n/m 2sec

Moderator water and beryllium

Reflector graphite (blocks in Al. Cans) and water

Fuel element:

material U-Al. Alloy clad in Al.

enrichment 80% U-235

shape six concentric tubes

overall dimensions I 0 cm height

Primary fuel cooling system:

type of fuel channel field tube

pressure range 1,8 MPa

temperature, core inlet (outlet) water flow

rate: 40 90) C

per channel 30m 3/h

total 600+700 m 3/h

Primary pool cooling system:

pressure atmospheric

temperature:

at core matrix inlet 400C

at core matrix outlet 450C

water flow rate 1400 in 3/h

Secondary cooling system

pressure 0,25 MPa

temperature:

inlet 340C

outlet 260C

flow rate 2600 in 3/h
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TABLE 1

Characteristics of vertical channels for isotope production

Core Diameter Thermal neutron
co-ordinate [mm] flux In/cm 2SI

F-VB 28 2,2 E14

KNIA 28 2,6 E14

1-1-VA 28 3,6 E14

G-VB 28 3,6 E14

F-VIB 28 3,6 E14

1-1-VB 28 4,0 E14

G-VIB 28 4,5 E14

E-VII 28 1,4 E14

11-8 28 3,4 E14

h-8 28 3,2 E14

I-V/ +8 18 2,6 31-10 4

K-VIIIA 28 1,6 E14

II-XII 28 1,4 E13

I-xi 28 4,0 E13

H-M 28 5,0 E13

I-XIII 28 1,0 El 3
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Reactor MARIA core layout
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Appendix 2

Schedule of reactor MARIA operation in 1998
Data of actualization 16.03.98
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The I&C system of the FRM-11

(Author: Joachim Heyer)

SIEMENS got the approval for the erection of a modem digital processor based &C system
for the research reactor FRM-11 in October 97.
In this presentation firstly the system architecture and the main features will be outlined
roughly. The modular structured I&C system described in the licensing documentation consist
of
• the operational I&C system (out of many different possible systems we decided to use the

TELEPERM XP system for the FRM-II)
• the new developed I&C system for safety related applications TELEPERM XS (reactor

protection and limitation, safety.related interlocks, class I annunciation's)
• the neutron flux density measuring system (a combination of SINUPERM N power

channels and Campbell wide range channels)
• the radiation and activity monitoring system (SINUPERM M)
• the accident instrumentation (conventional analogue technic allocated in the main control

room and the emergency control room)
and the decentralised subsystems like
• the fire protection system
• the communication systems
• the access control and physical protection systems
• the I&C of the ventilation systems and
• the I&C for experiments like cold source, hot source, neutron converter system, silicon

doping system.

Secondly the diversity- and rdundancy- structure of the reactor protection system (two
separated reactor protection subsystems -each of them is working of 2 out of 3 principle)
depend of the process requirements failure mode analyses) will be illustrated.

Last but not least the location of the main detection channels in the primary loop and the
reactor pool (neutron flux density power range detectors (PR) ad wide range detectors
(WRC), Gamma dose rate detectors and conventional measures like temperature, pressure,
mass flow) will be explained.
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SIEMENS Figure 4

Main components of the operational
I&C system FRM-11

Number of I&C cabinets I 0

Monitors In Operation desk and control room panel 9

Large-area display screen (2m x i m) i

Four channel recorders In at conventional control room panel 6
Coupling modules for analog/binary -Input and -output 200

Drives (motors, closed-loop-control, actuators) 140

Binary signal Inputs (without drives) 700

Binary signal outputs ISO

Analog Inputs 600

Analog outputs 60

Plant displays selectabel on all monitors 120
Short-term archIve (Internal RAM for approx. 400-000 events) 2

Long-term archive (magneto-optical disk approx. weeks per disk) 2
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Actuating parameter Limit Loa
Neutron flux density Startup range (WRC) <minl 0 1 of3

0
Neutron flux density Startup range (WRC) >maxl 2of3

Neutron flux density Startup range (WRC) >max3 2of3

Neutron flux density midle range (WRC) <min2 2of3

Neutron flux density midle range (WRC) >max2 2of3

Neutron flux density power range (NIF) <minl 2of3

Period of the WRC-signal (log) <maX1 2of30
N16,or, activity power range NF corrected) >max 2of3

Positive gradient Nnrr >max2 .0 2ol ss

Negative gradient N%orr <minl 0 2of3
0

Difference NF - N >maxi IL 2of3

Safety actions
Reactor scram X x X X

Start of the emergency cooling system X x x x x

Closing of air isolation flaps of the reactor hall
and starting emergency air filtering and vacuum systems

x7x
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Thermohydraulic and Mechanical Analysis of the Research

Reactor Munich 11 Compact-Core

J. Adamek, S. Skreba, H. SprOnken, H. Unger

Department for Nuclear and New Energy Systems (NES)
Ruhr-University Bochum (RUB)

Universitaetsstr. 150
D-44780 Bochum

Tel.: 49 234 700-5985
Fax: 49 234 7094-158
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Abstract
The new research reactor Munich 11 (Forschungsreaktor MOnchen 11, FRM-11), which is
under construction at the Technical University of Munich, Germany, contains a compact
reactor core consisting of one single fuel element, assembled by two concentric tubes
between which 1 3 involutely bent fuel plates are located rotationally symmetric.

In order to perform the hydraulic and mechanical testing of the FRM-11 fuel element, two
test facilities have been built at the Department for Nuclear and New Energy Systems of
the Ruhr University Bochum.
The first mocks up the central region of the reactor coolant system of the FRM-11 in a
1:1 scale with emphasis on the fuel element and the inflow and discharge section in
order to enable the analysis of the FRM-11 core.
In the course of the testing the vibration behaviour and the flow resistance of the core
were investigated. Likewise start-up and shut down tests of the main pump unit were
simulated and the flow profile at the outlet of the element as well as the flow division
inside the core were determined. Furthermore an endurance test lasting 60 days (equi-
valent to 12 operating cycles) was performed, too.
Tests including blockages of parts of the reactor cooling system cross section at the
core entrance sieve proved the efficiency of the cooling capacity. No major resonances
occured during operation and an endurance test neither showed any incidents nor irre-
gularities.

In order to investigate the concept of the decay heat removal in the FRM-11 a second
test facility was built. This facility simulates the thermohydraulic conditions in one coo-
ling channel of the FRM-11 by means of an electrically heated test section, which ena-
bles different operating conditions of the decay heat removal system as well as
enhanced safety investigations.
In the FRM-11 the decay heat, which is produced after a shutdown, is removed by
means of decay heat removal pumps, which maintain a downward flow in the fuel ele-
ment for at least three hours. After the coast down of the decay heat removal pumps,
the remaining part of the decay heat can be given off to the water in the reactor pool by
means of an upwards directed natural convection flow.
Results gained so far have proved the feasibility to cool the fuel element by natural con-
vection both at normal operation of the active decay heat removal system and in case of
a complete loss of the decay heat removal pumps. This experimental sequence is
expected to be finished by August of 1998.
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1 The Concept of the FRM-11
At the Technical University of Munich (TUM) an efficient high flux neutron source, the
research reactor Munich 11 (Forschungsreaktor MOnchen 11, FIRM-11), is built. In order
to provide a maximum neutron flux density of 1 014 n/(CM2 -s) at a thermal power of
20 MW a new compact reactor core was designed, consisting of a single fuel element
which is cooled by light water and surrounded by a heavy water moderator. Figure 
shows a sectional view of the FRM-11 reactor building.

Hot cell

Decay po I

Reactor pool

Primary heat
exchanger Control rod

Shutdown rod
Primary pum

IF Upper tee

Moderator tank

Neutron guid Fuel element

Diffuser

Communicating
chamber

Fig. 1: Sectional view of the FRM-11 reactor building (source: Siemens KWU)

Sieve Figure 2 shows a longitudinal and a cross
section of the fuel element. The fuel element
itself consists of two concentric tubes bet-
ween which 113 involutely bent fuel plates

Spacer are situated rotationally symmetric. Each
plate has a thickness of 136 mm and a

Fuel plates length of 720 mm. Between the plates, coo-
A ling channels with a width of 22 mm are for-

Section A - A i med. At the ends of the fuel plates two(enlarged)
annular spacers are situated, which rein-cm
force the inlet and the outlet of the plate
zone.

During normal reactor operation the thermal
power is removed by a volumetric cooling
water flow rate of 300 I/s, which flows down-

243 wards through the cooling channels of the
fuel element. The velocity of the light water

Fig. 2 Longitudinal and cross sec- in the cooling channels during this mode of
tion of the fuel element operation is 17.4 m/s. After a shut down of

the reactor cooling pumps are started by the
reactor safety system, which provide a volumetric cooling water flow rate of 60 I/s,
reducing the velocity in the cooling channels to 32 m/s. In order to remove the main
part of the decay heat the cooling pumps run for at least three hours. After the coast
down of the cooling pumps the flow in the reactor cooling system stops and so called
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96natural convection flaps" are opened by their own weight providing a connection to
the reactor pool. Through this flow path the remaining part of the decay heat can be
given off to the water in the reactor pool by means of an upwards directed natural con-
vection flow.

2 Analysis of the Fuel Element
A water test facility was built at the Ruhr-University of Bochum, at the Department for
Nuclear and New Energy Systems, which mocks up the central region of the reactor
coolant system of the FRM-II.The-obj ectives of the tests performed are the verification
of the hydraulic design of the FRM-11 compact core, the proof of the feasibility of the
core cooling in case of a partly obstructed fuel element sieve and the verification of
the fatigue strength of the fuel element by means of an endurance test.

The vibration behaviour an d the flow resistance of the fuel element are investigated.
Start-up and shut down tests of the primary pumps are simulated and the flow profile
at the outlet of the element is measured also. Furthermore the flow division between
the fuel element and the central control rod respectively the surrounding central chan-
nel tube is analysed. An endurance test and hydraulic and mechanical calculations
complete the test program.
2.1 The FRM-11 Fuel Element Test Facility
The FRM-11 fuel element test facility mocks up the reactor cooling system between the
upper tee above the fuel element and the diffuser in the lower communicating cham-
ber. The mock up of the fuel element itself differs from the original just in the use of de-
pleted instead of enriched uranium. The inflow and discharge section, the central
control rod as well as the hydraulic circumstances match exactly those of the research
reactor, therefore the results gained with the test facility can be applied directly to the
environment conditions of the FRM-11.

Under operation the FRM-
11 fuel element is driven at a

Upper
tee nominal cooling water flow

rate of 300 I/s. Despites the
realisation of all running
conditions of the FRM-11,
the test facility enables flow

Spherical rates up to 425 /s which
seat Fuel element coincides with an increase

of the flow rate by a factor
of sqrt(2) and therefore

Diffuser double the hydraulic load.

Figure 3 shows an over-
view of the test facility.
Beginning at a storage tank

3with a volume of 1 0 m to

Fig. 3 Test facility for the hydraulic and mechanical pump units lead parallel to
analysis of the FRM-11 fuel element the test section. The flow

through the test section ist
directed downwards from

the upper tee to the diffuser in the lower communicating chamber. The fuel element is
situated in a spherical seat, corresponding to the situation in the FRM-11.
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The two alternative pump units used enable flow rates up to 60 /s corresponding to
the decay heat removal respectively up to 425 I/s. After leaving the test section the
water is led back horizontally into the storage tank.

2.2 Tests Performed and Results

The vibration measurements in operating conditions are performed with two accelero-
meters, one placed in the upper region of the fuel element at the spherical seat and
the other at the lower edge of the element on the outside of the central channel tube.
The tests are carried out at flow rates up to 360 I/s. Due to the lack of space it is im-
possible to place accelerometers inside the fuel element. By the use of preliminary
experimental modal analysis the possibility to measure the vibrations of the fuel ele-
ment at the outside of the central channel tube was proved.

As an example, Figure 4 shows the acceleration level depending on the frequency for
different flow rates measured at the spherical seat. It increases with increasing flow
rates while the qualitative vibration behaviour in relation to the frequency is maintai-
ned. No local maxima of a heigth sufficient to indicate resonances could be recogni-
zed. During tests investigating the main pump run-up and shut down no major
resonance regions could be measured either.

30

1 2 el

M
'a

C i O0

1 00

< Flow rate

B 200 Us
90 e 300 Us

e 360 Us

80
0 500 1 000 1 500 2000 2500

Ref.: 3.14E-7 m/s2 Frequency (Hz)

Fig. 4 Acceleration at the spherical seat

In order to investigate the pressure course inside the fuel element the static pressure
was measured by the use of 12 pressure transducers located along the longitudinal
axis of the fuel element. Figure shows the pressure course measured at different
flow rates varied from 200 to 360 /s.

The pressure loss increases with incre asing flow rates whereas the main pressure
loss can be recognized at the sieve and at the inlet into the plate region respectively
in the plate region itself.

The measurements concerning the flow division inside the element and the flow profi-
le at the outlet of the fuel plates proved the feasibility of the core cooling. As an ex-
ample, Figure 6 shows the total pressure measured at the outlet of the plate zone in
case of a free sieve for a volumetric flow through the plate zone of 287 I/s.
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Top o uel element: Transducer 1.
Sieve: Transducers 2 - 3.
Plate zone: Transducers - .

ttom of fuel element: Transducer 2.

r4rA

Fig. 5: Pressure course inside the fuel element

A pitot tube was conveyed below the plates in a straight line starting at the inner tube,
so that each cooling channel was intersected at right angles. The exact position of the
pitot tube can be determined by means of the radius and the angle displaced. In the
region of the spacer, which is situated at half length of the channels, the pitot tube
had to be removed from the plates slightly, therefore the measurements in this part do
not show the exact total pressure. These measurements were performed at 113
straight lines both in case of free and of 900-obstructed sieve.
All cooling channels are cooled equaly which is the same in case of free and of 900-
obstructed sieve. In the latter case the flow balances in the space between the sieve
and the inlet into the plate zone so that the flow division in the plate zone remains
nearly the same as in case of free sieve.
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Fig. 6 Total pressure at the outlet of the plate zone

The endurance test was performed at a flow rate of 350 /s for a period of 60 days
whereas a nominal operating cycle of the FRM-11 lasts 52 days. In the course of this
tests no changes of the vibration behaviour could be investigated.
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3 Analysis of the Decay Heat Removal

3.1 The FRM-11 Decay Heat Removal Test Facility

In order to investigate the increase of the
wall and the water temperatures as well
as the appearance of pressure pulsati-
ons during the transition from forced to
natural convection in the FRIVI-11-core a
test facility, which is shown in Figure 7,
was built at the Department for Nuclear
and New Energy Systems. The facility,
operated with demineralized water, si- Storage tank

mulates the thermohydraulics of the
FRM-11. It provides a pool water tempe-
rature of about 40'C and a pressure of
about 2 bar at the lower end of the core.
The core itself is represented by a test Upper vessel

section, which simulates just one cooling
channel of the FRM-11-fuel element. The
test section, which has a sectional area
of 22 mm x 35 mm, is located between
two vessels, representing the amounts Throttle valve
of water above and below the original Lf)

fuel element. The difference in the hy- 0)
draulic diameter of the test section corn-
pared with a FRM-11 cooling channel is By-pass
just 3.
Two different flow circuits are to be reali-
zed in the test facility in order to simulate
the downwards directed forced convec- Ball valve

tion flow in the FRIVI-11-core on the one
hand and the upwards directed natural Test section
convection flow on the other hand, which WA
develops after the coast down of the coo-
ling pumps. The decay heat, which is Lower vessel
produced after a shut down of the FRM-
11, is represented by heating the walls of Pump

the test section electrically, while the
velocity of the forced flow is adjusted by Flow met
means of a throttle valve in one pipe of
the test facility. The processes during the
coast down of the cooling pumps are si-
mulated by opening a large by-pass to 2oOO
the throttle valve which causes an imme-

diate breakdown of the driving pressure Fig. 7 Facility to investigate the decay
difference at the test section and a stop
of the forced downward flow. Because of heat removal in the FRM-11
the heated channel walls in the test sec-
tion, an upwards directed natural con-
vection flow develops. - 344 -



During the test runs, the temperatures of the channel walls are registered at 12 different
places by means of NiCr-Ni-thermocouples, while the water temperatures are detected
at the upper and the lower end of the cooling channel by two Fe-CuNi-thermocouples.
The amplitudes of the pressure pulsations in the cooling channel are measured by
three pressure transducers, which are able to record pressure frequencies up to about
1 00 kHz. The membranes of the pressure transducers are situated in the plane of one
cooling channel wall in order to detect the pressure pulsations immediately. The veloci-
ty and the direction of the flow inside the test section are registered by means of an
inductive flow meter, while the heat flux in the channel walls is adjusted by a controlla-
ble transformer, which provides a direct current of up to 80 A.

3.2 Tests Performed and Results

Up to now experiments were performed, which simulated the transition from forced to
natural convection in the core of the FRM-11 both at normal operation of the cooling sy-
stem and at a complete loss of this security device. The transition from forced to natural
convection during the test runs is initiated 1 0 s after the data recording was started. In
case of normal operation of the cooling system the cooling pumps run for at least three
hours, so that the maximum axially averaged heat flux density, which has to be remo-

2ved by natural convection after the coast down of the pumps, is 26 W/cm
As shown in Figure 8, the flow in the test section remains single phased after the tran-
sition from forced to natural convetion in case of normal operation of the cooling sy-
stem. No boiling processes, especially no pressure pulsations, appear at the given
pressure, because the wall temperatures do not exceed 120'C.

If a complete loss of the cooling system occurs, none of the three cooling pumps will
start working after a shut down of the reactor. In this case the entire decay heat has to
be removed by natural convection, which means that the heat flux in the channel walls
during the development of the natural convection flow is 10.6 W/cm2. The test results
displayed in Figure and show an increase of the wall temperatures up to about
150'C while in the middle of the test section maximum pressure pulsations with an am-
plitude of 02 bar at a frequency of about 15 Hz are registered.

150-
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140 7'1- IV"
135 -
130 Complete loss of cooling system -7-

25 -
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Fig. 8: Wall temperatures at the upper part of the heated zone during the tran-
sition from forced to natural convection
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Fig. 9 Maximum amplitudes of pressure pulsations after the transition from

forced to natural convection at a dead loss of the cooling system

These results proof the possibility to remove even the entire decay heat of the FRM-11
by natural convection, because the detected thermal and mechanical loads of the
channel walls represent no danger for the structure of the fuel element. Above that, the
measured wall temperatures in the test section are higher than in the original cooling
channels, because in contrast to the test section the edges of the FRM-11 cooling chan-
nels are not heated.

4 Summary

In order to perform the hydraulic and mechanical testing of the FRM-11 compact core, a
water test facilitiy was built at the Ruhr-University of Bochum. During the course of the
tests the feasibility of the core cooling in case of free and of a partly obstructed sieve
could be proved. No major resonance regions could be investigated during operation
and the endurance test showed neither any incidents nor irregularities.

Concerning the removal of the decay heat in the FRIVI-I 1 a second test facility has been
built. The main aention of the experiments focusses on the thermohydraulic proces-
ses in one cooling channel of the FRM-11-fuel element during the transition from forced
to natural convection, which takes place after the coast down of the cooling pumps. The
possibilty to remove the decay heat by natural convection even in case of a complete
loss of the cooling system pumps could be proofed by results of the tests.
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Abstract.
In the reactor PIK design a burnable absorber is not used and the cycle duration is
limited by the rods weight. Designed cycle time is two weeks and seams to be not
enough for the 100 MW power research reactor equipped by many neutron beams
and experimental facilities. Relatively frequent reloading reduces the reactor time
on full power and in this way increases the maintenance expenses. In the reactor
core fuel elements well mastered by practice are used and its modification was not
approved. We try to find the possibilities of installation in the core separate
burnable elements to avoid poison of the fuel. It is possible to replace a part of the
fuel elements by absorbers, since the fuel elements are relatively small diameter
5.15mm, uranium 235 content 7.14g) and there are more then 3800 elements in the
core. Nevertheless, replacing decreases the fuel burnup and its consumption.

In the PIK fuel assembles a little part of the volume is occupied by the dumb
elements to create a complete package of the assembles shroud, that is necessary in
the hydraulic reasons. In the presented report the assessment of such a replacement
is done. As a burnable material Gadolinium was selected. The measurements or
the beginning of cycle were performed on the critical facility PIK. The burning
calculation was confirmed by measurements on the 18MW reactor WWR-M.

The results give the opportunity to twice the cycle duration. The proposed
modification of the fuel assembles does not lead to alteration in the other reactor
systems, but it touch the burned fuel reprocessing technology.
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1. PIK reactor

The reactor is intended for basic research using neutron beams and irradiation
facilities. The unperturbed thermal-neutron flux is as high as 1.3xol 5 n/CM2S in the
reflector, and 4.5x 1015 n/cM2S in the central channel 1].
The reflector houses a cold-neutron source, an ultracold and cold neutron source, and
a hot neutron source. Nine neutron guides branch off from the cold-neutron source
and from the bottom of the channel immersed in heavy water and are led out into the
neutron-guide hall. The reactor thermal power is I 0 MW.
The core, 50 in volume, is cooled by light water under pressure of MPa. At the
core center there is a light-water neutron trap with an irradiation channel, where the
maximum thermal-neutron flux is reached. The core is surrounded by a 1-m thick
heavy-water reflector (Table 1).

Table 

PlK reactor parameters

Power 100 MW
Maximum thermal-neutron flux in reflector 1.3xlO'5 n/cM2S

Thermal-neutron flux in central channel 4.5x 1015 n/CM2S

Core diameter 39 cm
Core height 5 cm
Coolant H20 at MPa
Reflector D20

Uranium enrichment 90%

Reactor construction started in 1976. After the Chernobyl disaster, construction was
terminated, the reactor design was considerable refined and eventually a-reed upon in
1991 as meeting the new safety and ecology requirements. By the beginning of 1998,
construction of a reinforced-concrete confinement was completed, and installation of
technological equipment, attributed to "important for the safety" class was resumed.

Based on its broad experimental potential, the reactor was intended to serve as an
All-Union center of neutron research. Presently it is the only stationary research
reactor under construction in Russia.

2. Controls

The heaviest control elements represent two rings at the boundary between the core
and the light-water trap at the core center. The other eight control elements (plates) are
located in the heavy-water reflector. Each element is provided by a separate
electromechanical drive. The controls located in heavy water suppress considerably
the thermal-neutron flux and are used for automatic (emergency) shutdown and for
reaching criticality and raising power. The rings are intended to compensate burnup
and, at the same time, as fast automatic shutdown.
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While the total weight of the control elements is quite large (I I oeff), reliable
shutdown, automatic shutdown, and compensation of heating and poisoning take up
7pff, leaving only 4pff or burnup, which provides two-weak long power operation
between refueling. It is this cycle that was intended by the project, but a longer, 30-40
day cycle, would be of considerable advantage for users.

Besides, prolongation of the cycle would bring considerable economical gain. Each
refueling at the end of a cycle takes up about five days, which is a substantial fraction
of the total cycle. This results in an increase of neutron fluence cost or, in other words,
of the cost of each hour of reactor power operation.

The reactor will operate, as a rule, in a partial refueling regime. When loaded only
by fresh fuel assemblies, the total reactivity is 170,ff. This figure is estimated by
measurements made on the critical facility "Physical Model of PIK Reactor"
(PM PIK) 2] and coincides with a alculated one 3].

The excess reactivity of 60,ff is quite enough to increase the cycle duration up to 30-
40 day, depending on the loading of the construction materials in the core for
irradiation.

Several methods of increasing the campaign time may be considered. The version
with arranging additional mechanical control elements in the core is unacceptable both
because of the inevitable reduction of neutron flux and because of the need of
introducing changes into the reactor vessel and the whole control system project. The
reactor vessel is ready and is prepared for installation.

There was a proposal to poison the primary-circuit water with boron 4]. While this
version can provide the necessary cycle, it has a number of serious drawbacks. One
would have to design a new system of boron concentration control in the large volume
of water in the coolant circuit (about 100 rn 3) and in the communicating systems
(more then 300 m 3) . Also one would have to design a separate system for cooling the
neutron trap with unpoisoned water to avoid decrease of thermal neutron flux in it.
The neutron-physical characteristics of the reactor in an emergency would degrade.
This relates primarily to the unavoidable decrease of the negative temperature
coefficient, because a decrease in water density entails also a decrease in boron
concentration in the core. Additional danger of an increase in reactivity under
emergency reactor cooldown in the case of a rupture in the primary circuit appears.
Besides, one will have to change the water-solution regime in the coolant circuit.

3. Burnable absorber

Preference has been given to versions with a burnable absorber. It is preferable in
maintenance and in creation. All the changes are confined to the core, no change
neither the control system nor the design of the coolant circuit.

The main drawback is in the fact, that it does not permit to adjust the reactivity in
the cycle duration, if need. One would have to demonstrate the reliability in the
reactivity calculation for burnable absorber as for other processes in the cycle. In any
case, the safety in reactivity curve as a function of burnup have to be demonstrated.

The first complement of the fuel elements is delivered already, but changes can be
introduced into the subsequent complements. To reduce these changes to a minimum,
the version of absorber introduction into the fuel elements was rejected. The fuel
element is the most crucial and conservative reactor element. In the PIK reactor a well
tested design of the fuel element is used [1]. Introducing changes in its design will
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inevitably involve the corresponding changes in the well-organized production and
will require new testing of fuel elements by the full program ensuring their reliability.
It was a reason why we choose only the constructional material of the core for
poisoning.

The first attempt was made with a shroud material by replacing stainless steel with
zirconium - gadoliniurn alloy. In the frame of the homogenous assessment 3 of
gadoliniurn was enough and such alloy can be easily done. Nevertheless the research
and development must be done to create the production and to proof that it abide by
national standards for the core construction material.

The PIK reactor core consists of 18 fuel-element assemblies of two types, square
and hexagonal (Fig. 1). To level off the coolant velocity over the cross section, the
fuel assemblies contain displacers - dumb elements, that do not contain fuel. It is these
dumb elements that can be replaced most easily by burnable-absorber bar (BAB).
Obviously enough, substituting BAB for part of the fuel elements would be less
economical.

The objective of this work was to study the possibility of prolongation of the reactor
operation cycle by replacing displacers with BAB elements. In this variant it is
possible to use the only materials that are licensed for the core. The position of the
displacers are fixed and can not be adjusted for better efficient. The neutron-physics
problem reduced to exploring the possibility of compensating 4pff in order to attain
minimum a 30-day cycle, and to studying whether variations in reactivity in the course
of BAB burnup could present any danger.

Only three elements are used conventionally as burnable absorbers: boron,
cadmium, and gadotiniurn (Table 2 Boron does not bum up deep enough during the
campaign, and this results in increased fuel consumption. T e rst homogenous
assessment of the residual by method 6] give 65% for boron 10 3% for cadmium and
1.5% for gadolinium for 30 day of reactor operation. We chose gadolinium because of
its having a larger cross section than cadmium and because in BAB aluminum matrix
the amount of the heavy material is four time less.

TABLE2

Nuclide Natural (7,2200 m/s, PIK -u WWR-M
content, % barn spectrum, spectrum,

barn barn

Bor-10 20 3837 1541 2177
Cadmium - 13 12.22 20600 19063 22721
Gadoliniurn - 155 14.9 60900 10494 20071
Gadolinium - 157 15.65 254000 41725 78617
Uranium - 235 90, enriched 681 273 378

The use of gadolinium, which has a larger burnup cross section than uranium,
requires a careful analysis of the variation of reactivity during the operational cycle.
One has at the very least to have the possibility of compensating the excess reactivity
at any instant in the cycle, even if one, the heaviest control element, fails. It would be
preferable to retain the smooth decrease of reactivity with BAB in the core.
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4. Experiments on the PM PIK critical facility
and WWR-M reactor

The "Physical Model of PIK Reactor" critical facility reproduces the reactor design
within the core and heavy-water reflector. The fuel element assemblies are identical
with those in the reactor, but the ftiel elements, rather than being fixed in an assembly,
can be removed from it. In place of displacers, one manufactured rods with BAB of
four types, which contained 02 to 14 g Gd each. The gadolinium content was chosen
based on preliminary calculations 7 and PM PIK measurements with cadmium
strips. The BAB element arrangement is seen in Fig. 2 The results of the
measurements are presented in Fig. 3 The required 4pff compensation is seen to be
reached already with a gadolinium content of 0.7 g/BAB.

The calculated curve displayed in Fig. 3 was derived from the variation of the
multiplication coefficient in the infinite cylinder model. The cells were calculated
using the WIMS-134 code [8]. The BAB coordinates are given in accordance with the
schematic in Fig. 4 Each BAB and fuel element was approximated by a cylinder of
the same volume, with their actual shape being disregarded. Only two gadolinium
isotopes, 155 and 157, which dominate the cross section, were considered. While the
experimental and calculated values do not fit, the discrepancy is seen to be reasonable.

It is impossible to check the gadolinium. burnup calculations on the critical facility.
One cannot even test the effect of burnup on reactivity with fresh fuel, because burnup,
changes the gadolinium isotope ratio.
To verify the burnup calculations, we carried out irradiation of ampoules containing
BAB in the core of the 18-MW WWR-M reactor 9]. The BAB elements used in the
test were loaded with 07 and 14 g/BAB.

The arrangement of BAB elements inside the ampoule is shown schematically in
Fig. 5. The aluminum displacer at the center serves the purpose of avoid additionally
softening the neutron spectrum, which in the WWR-M is softer than that of the PIK
reactor as it is. Because any variation in apoule reactivity in a high-power reactor is
masked by a number of strong effects, we chose the relative measurement approach.
We compared the reactivities of burning up ampoules with a complete-burnup
imitator and reference ampoules with the starting gadolinium charge of 07 and
1.4 g/BAB. The absolute values of the initial ampoule reactivity with a gadolinium
charge of 07 and 14 g/BAB were, respectively, 084 and 1.0% AK/K, which, on the
whole, agrees with the calculation. These values remained constant for the references
within ±10%, which characterizes primarily the variation of power distribution over
the WWR-M reactor core.

The energies released in the surrounding fuel elements were taken as base data for
the burnup calculation. These energies are calculated for each new reactor operation
cycle by the two-dimensional method accepted in reactor routine operation [10]. The
ampoules with BAB were considered as equivalent, completely immersed absorbing
rods.

The relative reactivity measurements have an error not above 3. The time of
complete gadolinium burnup, i.e. the time at which the reactivity of a burned-up
ampoule becomes equal to that of the complete burnup imitator, is determined with
the same accuracy.

The results of testing of ampoules with gadolinium BAB elements are presented in
Figs.6. We see that the main parameter, namely, energy production until complete
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burnup, coincides with the calculated value. As already mentioned, we accepted as
indication of complete burnup, the coincidence in reactivity, within measurement
error, of the BAB burned-up ampoule with the complete-burnup imitator.

5. BAB burnup in the PIK reactor

We used in the calculations the method verified in experiments with ampoules on
the WWR-M reactor.

The calculation scheme is presented in Fig. 4 Three characteristic groups of BAB
elements are singled out. The first group of 36 BAB elements is located at the
interface between the inner and outer fuel-assembly layers, close to the 3-nun thick
water gap. The second 48-BAB group is placed at the minimum of energy release. The
third group containing 60 BAB elements is fixed at the outer boundary of the core, in
the high-energy release region. The burnup was calculated for each group separately,
with the other two groups neglected. We calculated the dependence of K,, for an
infinite cylinder on burnup.

The results of the calculations are plotted in Figs.7. Acceptable burnup is attained
after 25 days of reactor operation. This relates to the complete core-refueling regime.
The slowing down of the burnup of the core as a whole at the end of the cycle is due
to nonuniform burnup in the BAB groups. Partial refueling regime will not present
any difficulties, because the fuel assemblies removed are those that suffered the
largest burnup.

The behavior of reactivity in the course of burnup is shown in Fig. for a core
loaded with fresh fuel and with 144 BAB elements containing 07 g Gd/BAB We
readily see that a 30-day long campaign has been achieved and, most essentially, there
are no intervals with increasing reactivity. The reactor can be reliably shut down by
the existing safety and control elements at any instant of time.

The reactor startup will be made with the first fuel load which does not contain BAB
elements. Fuel assemblies with BAB will be loaded gradually. Such an arrangement
will permit experimental verification of the safety of using BAB elements when going
over to complete loading of burnable absorber into the core.
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Fig.2. Burnable-absorber bar (BAB) arrangement
in the PIK reactor core
I - The first group of 36 BAB
2 - The second group of 48 BAB
3 - The third group of 60 BAB
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Fig.7. 144 bumable-absorber bar (BAB) reactivity in the PIK reactor
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COLD NEUTRON SOURCES, A SURVEY.
XA04C1735

Guy Gistau-Baguer
Air Liquide'Advanced Technology Division,
38360 Sassenage, France.

There are a number of Cold Neutron Sources presently operating, or in a construction, or in a
project phase, around the world. The present survey is a tentative to compare these Cold
Neutron Sources, mainly on a cryogenic point of view.

The list of questions was set up after some exchanges of views with CNS operators.

When the answers came back, they were, of course, neither complete nor exactly as expected,
for obvious reasons. Therefore, the problem was how to present them 

I decided to

• make some statistical presentation of the most important features (or the easiest to
be easily manipulated). These are shown hereunder.

• provide each attendee with the complete Excel file where all answers are stored.
The file includes

* a list of addresses with phone, faxes and e-mail co-ordinates, to make
possible to contact a person in case somebody wants more information,

* the list of questions (column A) and the answers (columns to AB).
This file, in the status as 1998 April 15', is available by e-mail transmission. You can
ask for it at guy.gistau�airliquide.com or veronique.rosalia�airliquide.com

I want to thank all of you who took some valuable time to dig-out in your log books in order
to provide the required infon-nation to the IGORR community.

Some answers did not come et. If the IGORR attendees are interested in having an up-to-date
file, I suggest that the file is kept "alive" by the IGORR rganisation who could add up any
new answer.
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XA04CI736

CRYOGENIC REFRIGERATION FOR COLD NEUTRON SOURCES

Gm- M. GISTAU-BAGUER
Air Liquide, Advanced Technology Division
38360 Sassenage, France

INTRODUCTION

Neutron moderation by means of a fluid at cryogenic temperature is a very interesting way to
:1,oet cold neutrons. Today, a number of nuclear research reactors are using this technology.

This paper deals with thermodynamics and technology which are used for cooling Cold
Neutron Sources.

THE MAIN FEATURES OF A COLD NEUTRON SOURCE

The oderator fluid is generally hydrogen or deuterium. In order to reach a higher density it
can be in a liquid phase at a nearby atmospheric pressure or in a gaseous phase, under
pressure, for example hydrogen at 15 b (see table 1).
In both cases, it is important, for safety reasons, to keep a very high moderator fluid purity.

HYDROGEN DEUTERIUM
Liquid Liquid

Boiling temperature at 1013 b (K) 20.38 23.57
Density at 1013 b (kg/m') 70.97 162.40

Triple point Triple point
Pressure (b) 0.072 0.0171
Temperature (K) 13.95 18.72

Gaseous
Density at 15 bar and 25 K (kg/m) 66.99

Table 1. Some properties of hydrogen and deuterium at cryogenic temperatures.

The moderator cell is made out of a material which can withstand a very high neutron flux for
Iona period of time without any damage. Very special alloys made out aluminiurn or

Cgexotic" materials are used for this purpose. The moderator fluid circuits must be perfectly
leak tiaht A conditioning system allows thorough purging of the circuits prior to filling them
with very pure moderator fluid.
The cold parts of the Cold Neutron Source must be correctly insulated in order to avoid ice
deposition on the walls and also to reduce the amount of thermal power to be extracted from
the system. A double-wall technology supplemented by vacuum and, when possible, multi-
layer insulation copes nicely with such a requirement.

HOW TO COOL THE MODERATOR FLUID?

The neutron beam deposits thermal power into the moderator fluid and the cell material. This
power is to be removed in order to keep the moderator fluid at the design temperature and
pressure. This the duty of the cryogenic refrigerator.
The cryogenic refrigerator is not operated with the moderator fluid as a cycle working fluid,
because large quantities of dangerous and sometimes very expensive moderator material
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should be handled which might be polluted either during the compression process or by some
circuit leak.

CIRCULATOR

HYDROGEN HYDROGEN
BUFFER BUFFER

CAPACITY CIO CAPACITY
41 EC

WATER LH2down

GH2UP

NEUTRON BEAM

Figure 1. Examples of liquid and gaseous moderator cooled with helium (double wall
insulation not shown).

A refrigerator operated with a fluid different from the moderator, makes possible to confine
the moderator fluid in a perfectly closed. Thermal power is transferred from the moderator
fluid to the working fluid by means of a heat exchanger. Circulation of the moderator fluid is
done by a natural phenomenon like a thennal or by means of a circulator which can be
operating at room temperature or at cryogenic temperature (see Figure 1). As the moderator
circuit is a closed one, room must be provided to allow the fluid to expand when the system is
warmed up to room temperature. This is the duty of a room temperature buffer capacity. All
Cold Neutron Sources are cooled by a helium refrigerator.

WHICH DUTY DOES A CNS REFRIGERATOR HAS TO PERFORM?

The CNS refrigerator has to 
• cool the system from room temperature down to LH2or LD2 temperature,
• keep it cold for long periods of time,
• avoid any pollution of the moderator fluid,
• control cryogenic power according to power dissipated by the reactor,
• avoid freezing of the moderator fluid,
• perform all these duties automatically,
• keep the refrigerator operating in order to prevent the reactor to be stopped, if a short

electrical break down happens.
Among cryogenic thermodynamical cycles, the Brayton cycle operating with helium is the
best suited for such a duty. For low power, a Stirling cycle can also be used.
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THE HELIUM BRAYTON CYCLE

The Brayton cycle gas follows six steps through the cycle components (see Figure 2)

STEPS COMPONENT
• room temperature compression 6 - 1), cycle compressor,
• cooling down by water or air (1 - 2, helium cooler,
• cooling down by counter current exchange 2 - 3, cycle heat exchanger,
• expansion with extraction of energy 3 - 4, expansion device,
• absorption of the useful heat load 4 - ), H2 or D2 heat exchanger,
• wanning up by counter current exchange ( - ), cycle heat exchanger.

H P LP CYCLE COMPRESSOR

6 bill 1
A OPP"

2 HELIUM
300 K COOLER

5
20 K 25 K HYDROGEN OR EXPANSION

DEUTERIUM DEVICE
15 K HEATEXCHANGER

S

TEMPERATURE/ENTROPY DIAGRAMME FLOW DIAGRAMME

Figure 2 The Brayton cycle

By selecting a cycle low pressure higher than atmospheric pressure, the size, and therefore the
cost of the compressor, are minimised. Allowing the cycle pressures to "float" makes possible
to adapt the cryogenic power to the needs of the Cold Neutron Source the cryogenic power
roughly varies as the suction pressure of the cycle compressor. However, for situations where
the cryogenic power demand is very low, for example when the reactor is not operating while
the moderator cell is cold, some power is to be injected into the helium cycle in order to avoid
turning the moderator fluid into solid.

The cycle compressor.
Two severe constraints govern. the compression of helium as a monatornic gas, it has a
higher heat of compression than other gases and it must not be polluted in order not to plug
the refrigerator heat exchangers. On top of that, the compressor must be reliable. The present
solution for helium compression is the oil lubricated screw compressor. Such a machine has
only two screws as moving parts (see Figure 3 therefore it has a very high reliability. Some
screw lubricated compressors have been operated for more than 40000 hours without
maintenance Maintenance is light. The isothermal efficiency is reasonable around 0.5 at
full load.
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Figure 3 A screw compressor Mycom)

A large quantity of oil is injected into the screw compressor. During the compression process,
the oil limits the helium leakage between the screws, thus improves the volumetric efficiency,
and absorbs the heat of compression, allowing a reduction of the increase of temperature of
helium, thus improves the isothermal efficiency. At the discharge side of the compressor, the
mixture of helium and oil is roughly separated in a bulk oil separator (see Figure 4 The
separated oil is cooled, compressed in a pump and further injected into the compressor. At the
discharge side of the bulk oil separator, the oil exists in two states aerosols and vapour. The
very big surface between oil and helium allows oil vapour to be released into helium. The oil
is selected in order to have a very low vapour pressure. On top of that, it is specially processed
under vacuum and temperature in order to release light components, air and water. The helium
is cooled and processed into coalescers which separate the aerosols. Oil vapour is adsorbed
into a room temperature adsorber filled with special activated charcoal, followed by a filter.

CYCLE C ALESCERS
COMPRESSOR HELIUM OIL VAPOR

COOLER ADSORBER

BULK OIL
SEPARATOR

OIL
OIL

Pump

-Y OIL OIL
AINERCOOLER

----------------------------------------

Figure 4 The oil removal system
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The cycle cryogenic heat exchanger
Most of the heat exchangers are of the brazed aluminium alloy plate and fin type which are
industrially made by quantities, compact and very efficient (see Figure 5).

St 2

WM

st-3

VI- WN

RI

T..w R.

C.P hM

SU*

WWW
M

Figure 5 A typical brazed plate and fin heat exchanger (Marston)

The expansion device

The reciprocating expander has been 'he first equipment used for cryogenic expansion of
gases. It is favoured by operators of small plants because it is locally serviceable. However it
has many limitations like mass flow rate, power, rotational speed and reliability.
The industrial solution comes with cryogenic expansion turbines. In order to cope with high
tip speeds specific of helium expansion, their rotational speed is high, namely from
50000 rpm for big turbines up to 600000 rpm for small ones. Therefore, they require a special
gas lubricated 'bearing system which can be of the dynamic or static type. The gas bearing
system'is pollution-free because it uses the cycle gas as lubrication means. The dynamic
bearings are- sustained by the gas which is self-compressed in the bearings. As a result, the
sustaining strength is strongly depending on the speed. Dynamic bearings have a low capacty
to react to fast variations of load. Driving turbines fitted with such bearings is somewhat
delicate and the power which can be extracted is limited. The static bearings need a small
amount of pressurised gas provided by the cycle compressor (see Figure 6 but their
sustaining strength, which can be adapted by changing the pressure of the feed gas, is
independent of the rotational speed. They are more robust in a general way. Presently, static
gas bearing turbines have no limitation in power, they can reach up to 200 kW. Gas bearing
cryogenic expansion turbines have very good isentropic efficiencies, up to 80 % No
maintenance is needed on the expansion turbine itself because there is no friction. However,
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checking the monitoring system equipment must be done regularly. The MBF of industrial
cryogenic expansion turbines is, presently 1998), as high as 38000 hours'.

vacuum enclosure

compressor wheel speed sen Sor
o u r n a I

bearingheat exchanger

turbine wheel
*Not

shaft

cooling water thrust bearing

cartridge

Figure 6 A static gas bearing cryogenic expansion turbine (Air Liquide)

The moderator/helium heat exchanger

This heat exchanger must be efficient in order to reduce the temperature difference between
cold helium and the moderator fluid and avoid any possible leak between the moderator fluid
and helium. Stainless steel heat exchangers or specially designed brazed plate and fin
alurninium alloy can be used.

THE STRUCTURE OF A HELIUM REFRIGERATOR

The compression station

The compression station incorporates the screw compressor, its electric motor, helium and oil
coolers, the oil management system and the monitoring system. All these components are
assembled onto a common frame. A cycle helium buffer capacity is connected to the high and
low pressure sides by means of control valves. It releases helium into the refrigerator at the
time of cooling and recovers helium from the refrigerator at the time of warming.
There are two solutions to keep the refrigerator "alive" for short periods of time, during
electrical beak downs. For a few tenths of second, a fly wheel can be integrated on the
motor/compressor shaft. For a few tens of second, a special buffer capacity delivers to the
high pressure piping of the refrigerator a sufficient helium flow to supplement or even replace
the compressor flow. This helium is vented to the air at the low pressure side of the cycle until
electrical power resumes. When the length of the electrical break down is too long, the plant is
stopped according to the emergency procedure.
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The cold box

The cold box is mainly a cylindrical enclosure which houses all components operating at low
temperatures heat exchangers, expanders, cryogenic extended-stem valves, adsorbers, filters
and connecting pipes. The cylindrical cold box can be vertical or horizontal. Thermal
insulation is achieved by the use of multi-layer insulation supplemented by high vacuum. A
dedicated vacuum pumping set maintains a pressure lower than 10-3 Pa in the cold box. The
connection between the cold box and the moderator/helium heat exchanger is made by means
of vacuum insulated jacketed transfer lines.

The process control system

The process control system drives the plant automatically, according to the control
programme for all transient and steady regimes cool down, adaptation of the cryogenic
power to the reactor needs, either on a stand-by situation were the reactor is not yet running or
during full power operation and warming up. Prior to start up, the control system checks all
parameters, make sure that all conditions are correct to reach nominal operation. If some
abnormal situation occurs, the control system can react in different ways 

• if it is possible, it will correct the situation example control a pressure,

• if not possible, it will make an action to keep the refrigerator running, even at lower power,
and give a warning to the operator in order he can correct the situation example if the
cooling water becomes too warm,

• if the situation degrades, it will bring the refrigerator to a stop example if instrument air
pressure is too low, the emergency stop procedure is launched.

An electrical power or cooling water or instrument air break down obviously brings the
refrigerator to a stop. As soon as the defective utility is back, the refrigerator starts
automatically. Reports are issued by the control system, either to confirm that important steps
have been correctly passed or on abnormal situations. Of course, the operator can also monitor
any parameter of the plant at any time. Consequently, such a control system makes possible,
to actuate the refrigerator with a simple "ON/OFF" command from the main control panel of
the reactor or from the reactor central process controller.

The conditioning system of the moderator fluid circuits

This part of the Cold Neutron Source is not cryogenic. However, as it is connected to the
cryogenic system and designed according to same principles as leak tightness, vacuum
technology and automatic process control, it is generally built by the refrigerator
manufacturer.

EFFICIENCY AND RELIABILITY OF A CNS HELIUM REFRIGERATOR

For helium Brayton cycle refrigerators ranging from to 10 kW at about 20 K, the ratio of
power supplied by the electrical net versus cryogenic power ranges from 80 to 1 10.
Reliability is among the most important characteristic feature the rector team expects from the
Cold Neutron Source refrigerator. Modem refrigerators have a high reliability2,3 by
themselves (the ILL refrigerator has been responsible for 0.1 in the non availability of the
reactor in 11 years of operation). However, it is trivial to remind anyone that utilities as
electrical power, cooling water, instrument air participate heavily to the overall reliability of a
p1ant4 . The quality of the control programme is also of paramount importance.
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EXAMPLE: ORPHEE CNS REFRIGERATOR

The Orph6e research reactor is located at Saclay, south of Paris, France. Its thermal power is
14 MW. Two cold neutron sources are cooled with a new 1800 W 20 K helium Brayton
cycle refrigerator which replaced an older one'. For historical reasons, the helium cycle is fed
with two screw compressors operating in parallel. They absorb 236 kW. The cold box is
horizontal, fitted with one turbine, located nearby the pool (see Figure 7 Two separate
transfer lines link the cold box to the hydrogen condensers which are immersed into the pool.
A special buffer capacity allows uninterrupted operation of the refrigerator when an electrical
power break down shorter than 20 seconds happens.

Figure 7 The Orph6e refrigerator cold box.
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FRM-11 CNS

The FRM-11 (Forschungsreaktor Miinchen-11) in Garching will be a 20 MW reactor with
H20cooling, D20moderation and a relatively small fuel element with highly enriched
uranium (HEU 93 enrichment). With such an optimized design an "unperturbed"
thermal neutron flux of 81014/cm2-s can be obtained with low power and small amount
of radioactive waste. The FRM-11 will become operational in the year 2002, and then be
the strongest neutron source in Germany and one of the most attractive in Europe.

The FRM-11 will be equipped with a vertical CNS a second one is projected to be
horizontal.

(Fig. )
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FRM-11 CNS 2)

The vertical CNS will work with boiling deuterium (D2) at 25 K and 150 kPa, or with a
mixture of deuterium and hydrogen <10%) at the same pressure. The moderator fluid
serves itself as the heat transfer medium, taking the heat away from the moderator
volume to the heat exchanger in a two-phase flow driven by natural convection. The
cold moderator cell is a 300 im diam. cylinder with elliptical bottoms, made of
Zircaloy. Its wall is shaped in the form of a re-entrant hole facing beam tubes I and 2.
The liquid deuterium content is about 16 liters.

(Tab. ), (Fig. 2)



Tab.1

FRM Cold Neutron Sources essential characteristic data

FRM FRM-11 ILL vertical CNS units

Nominal reactor power 4 20 57 MW

Integral neutron flux in CNS 2.10 13 4.10 14 4.10 14 cm-2 S-1

Size of the moderator cell 146x25 300 360 mm
0

Material of the moderator cell AlMg(3) Zry Al 9 9.5) %

Moderator cell mean wall thickness 1 0.5 1.75 mm

Volume of the moderator cell 0.9 20 24 liters

Mass of H2/D2 in the moderator cell 65 2100 3000 9

Distance from core (axis to axis) 300 400 760 mm

Temperature of the cold moderator 1 8 25 25 K

Pressure in the cold moderator 3.5 150 150 kPa

Pressure in the warm H - or D2- 4.5 -0 300 kPa
system

Expected refrigeration power 400 5000 6000 kW

Hydride forming time (for 95 D2) N/A 6 N/A. min.

Volume of the buffer 7.5 10 18 M3

Number of tubes in the thermal 2 1 3
siphon

Material o the in-pile vacuum AlMg(3) Zry Zircaloy (Zry)
thimble

Mean wall thickness 10 4 6 mm

Vertical beam tubes for VCN/UCN 0 1 1

Horizontal beam tubes 1 3 1

Horizontal cold guides or collimators 1 10 5
in-pile
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FRM-11 CNS 3)

The axis of the moderator cell is 400 nun away from the reactor core axis, and the
closest point of the cell lies only 110 mm away from the core. We therefrom expect
intensities in the cold neutron beams comparable to those of the high-flux reactor at the
ILL in Grenoble (typically 5109 /CM2. s). The heat load from nuclear radiation emanating
from the core onto the cell and from neutron activation is estimated to kW, leading to a
D2-evaporation rate of more than 15 g/s.

In order to limit the heat load on the plumbing, a single, "heat-pipe"-like transfer tube
links the moderator cell to the heat-exchan er condenser 4 in above. The tube 's
by about 10'.

(Tab. ), (Fig. 3)
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The Cold Neutron Flux

Monte-Carlo-simulations have been made with MCNP (version 4A). The simulations
give the spectral distribution of the neutron flux, the brilliance of the CNS, and the heat
load on the CNS. The calculations show that the moderator cell as designed, when filled
with pure liquid D2. is too small to give the optimum moderation for wavelengths above
4 A. By adding a few percent of hydrogen to the D2 one can adapt the neutron mean0
free path to the cell dimensions. A neutron flux increase of 30 from 6 to 20 A is
expected. (Fig.4)
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Gas Handling
The deuterium is completely sealed in a double-walled stainless steel circuit. When it is
not liquid, it will be stored as a metal-deuterlide in two tanks containing about 400 kg of
a special hydride-forming alloy (e.g. LaCo3MO. Then the residual pressure in the cell
and in the plumbing is <10 Pa. For the condensation of the D2 into the CNS the tanks
have to be heated to desorb the gas from the metal-deuteride. In the neutron flux
deuterium becomes radioactive by neutron capture (deuterium neutron => tritium, and

3tritium => He B-). After several years of operation the storage tanks will be used to
w ship the radioactive metal deuteride to a reprocessing plant with-out any risk of

contamination.

The out-of-pile parts of the D2 circuit are protected from D2-a1F explosion risk by an
inert gas liner (nitrogen) pressurized to slightly above atmospheric pressure.
(Fig. )



Materials

Aluminum and its alloys have the favour of most CNS designers. The capture cross-
sections for neutrons and ganu-nas are low, embrittlement is tolerable. fi-heating from
aluminum activation however, increases the heat load, and the softening of the material

I tn

at higher temperatures may cause a problem. Both disadvantages can be avoided by
using a reactor grade zirconium alloy, like Zircaloy. Zircaloy shows embrittlement also,
in contact with hydrogen, but only at high temperatures and high pressures. The use of
the hydride storage system makes it possible to have always a low hydrogen pressure in
the moderator chamber when it is warm.

co
t



Projected utilization of cold neutrons at FRM-11

Beam tubes SR-1, SR-2, SR-4, and SR-13 -look onto the cold source.

SR I will contain 6 neutron guides, which go into the neutron guide hall.

SR-4 is now projected to contain an UCN-source with a neutron storage bottle.

(Fig.5)



-rit b. z
FRM-11 : beam tube repartition

SR 1 CNS (6 neutron guides guide hall)

SR2+4 CNS (4 neutron guides reactor hall)

SR 3 thermal (2 neutron guides reactor hall)

SR thermal (2 neutron guides reactor hall)

SR 6 tangential for fission product accelerator

SR 7 thermal 4 neutron guides reactor hall)

SR 9 HNS (2 neutron guides guide hall)

SR 10 235U converter for fast neutron therapy

SR 11 thermal (inclined for spectroscopy)

SR 12 thermal (inclined for positron source)

SR 13 CNS (vertical for VCN and UCN)

SDA thermal (silicon doping facility)
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Abstract

The extraction of VCN and the generation of UCN is ninportant for having very low energy

neutrons at the experimental facilities. The trial fabrication of replica supermirrors for VCN guide

tubes and the new concept of the mechanical neutron decelerator for UCN generation using

multilayer monchromators are reported. As for the VCN extraction, the neutron guide tube must
be 'inserted closely to CNS. So it must be tough against irradiation and heat cycle. Replica Ni-Ti
supermirrors are developing to enhance the VCN extraction efficiency. The multistage neutron

turbine using multilayer monochromator is also proposed as a new mechanical neutron

decelerator. As the incident neutron angle to the reflection blade is perpendicular, it enables to let

neutron go straight through three stages. Though the incident velocity is about 150m/s, the
velocity change one stage is much smaller than the Doppler shifter. It makes monochromators
much easier to be fabricated. The deceleration eiciency with the monochromator reflectivity of

unity in this three stage turbine is about 047 from 150m/s to UCN(5 - 7 m/s), and that of the
final stage is about 06 from 50m/s to UCN.

1. Introduction

One of the frontiers of research reactor ulization is the very low energy neutron physics.

The trend of neutron beam experiment is shifting to the lower energy. Though the current main
demands are thermal and cold neutrons, vy cold neutrons (VCN) and ultracold neutrons

(UCN) will be much more important. The number of VCN-UCN user will increase rapidly, when

the intense low energy neutron sources are iproved. To serve such very low energy neutrons, the

extraction of VCN and the generation of UCN are discussed.
Most of neutron mirrors in the gde tubes are Ni deposited on glasses and they are not so

strong against the iadiation damage. The beam divergence of thermal and cold neutrons is small.

Thermal and cold guide tubes don't need to be inserted deeply, nevertheless the guide tube units
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close to the reactor core sometimes must be changed, It is impossible to use the same type of

neutron muTors for the VCN extraction, because the VCN guide tube must be set very close to

CNS cell. It will suffer a severe irradiation. Neutron mirrors enduring a hard environment are

essential for VCN guide tube. The replica N-mirror guide was developed by Garching group and

installed the vertical guide tube of PF2, ILL[ IL It showed that the effectiveness of the close

approach of guide tube to CNS and that replica mirror works well in the severest environment As

supermirrors are more effective because of its wide Q reflection range, replica supermirrors are
i d for the better extraction eic'

require lency,

The UCN generation ways are classified into 3 types. The first one is the direct extraction

from CNS[21. It is sometimes difficult to meet safety regulation because it don't allow thick

win dows for UCN extraction. The second one is the superthermal method using liquid Helium-4

[3]. This is suitable for some special purposes, for example EDM measurement, but it also has a

difficulty to extracting UCN from the cryogenic cell to outside. The third one is the combination

of CNS and the mechanical neutron decelerator. This method gives a good general purpose UCN

source. The combination of CNS and Streyerl turbine in ILL I I is one of the most intense UCN

source in the world. Ile neutron turbine for the continuous neutron source and the Doppler shifter

[4,51 for the pulse source are practically used. The design works of neutron turbine for ANS 61

and that of multilayer Doppler shifter for LPSS 71 are performed for the higher UCN flux. A

new concept of mechanical neutron decelerator, which is a multistage neutron turbine[ , and the

first result of the trial replica supermirror production are described in this paper.

2. Multistage neutron turbine for UCN generation

2.1 Concept of multistage turbine

The existing neutron turbines, which are Steyerl turbines in ILL I I and FRM 91 ad a

supen-nu'ror turbine KUR[101, are used in research reactors as the continuous neutron sources.

Neutrons are decelerated by series of reflections on a blade. The centrifugal and Coriolis' forces

cause the complicated changes of the neutron trajectories during the neutron deceleration. It makes

the efficiency worse. So the slower feed neutron velocity is suitable for the better deceleration

efficiency because of the slower rotational speed of the rotor. However, the extraction efficiency

of slower neutron from CNS to the turbine becomes worse because of the transmission loss

through the CNS containment walls.

On the other hand, the Doppler shifter is used in an accelerator as a pulse neutron source. It

reflects a neutron only once on a crystal or a multilayer monochromator to decelerate. As the

Doppler shifter has one blade for one neutron pulse, it has an upper limit of the effective incident

time wdth. When the setting position of the shifter is too far from the target or the Milet neutron

velocity is too slow, the deceleration efficiency becomes worse because of the wide spread of the

Mel'dent neutron time structure. As for the monochromator fabrication, the large velocity change

of the neutron velocity in the deceleration demands the high performance of the mirror blade. It is
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not so easy to prepare such good reflectors.

The multistage type decelerator in this paper has no such limitation written above. The total

system is shown in Fig. 1. The feed neutrons go into the rotor at the angle of 45 As they are

reflected perpendicularly on the surface of the blade, neutrons go straightly through three stages of

the turbine. It enables to use faster feed neutrons. The first stage changes the neutron velocity

from 150m/s to 0m/s. The initial velocity is as fast as the Doppler shifter. The second and third

stages change it from m/s to 50 and 50 to UCN, respectively. The velocity deceleration in the

third stage is similar to those of the Steyerl and supermirror turbines. The main parameters are

shown in Table 1. The performance of the multilayer monochromator demanded is much easier

than that of the Doppler shifter. he installation precision of the feed guide tube and the turbine is

also easier than the other systems because of the reflection angle of 90

Feed Guide tube

M r B de

T
1 st rotor

2nd rotor Vacuum chamber

N�'
3rd rotor

UCN guide tub

Fig. I Plan view of multistage neutron turbine
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Table I Main parameters of the multistage turbine

I st stage 2nd stage 3rd stage

rotor radius (cm) 200 - 0 200 - 0 100 - 30

rotor width (cm) 2 2 2

revolutions (rps) 10 (R=200cm) 6 (R=200cm) 9.5 (R= I 00cm)

pitch of blade (cm) 1.1 1.4 6.8

velocity change (m/s) 15 - 00 10 - 50 5 - UCN

monochromator

center velocity 25m/s (160A) 25m/s (160A) 20m/s (200A)

resolutions (half width) 20% 20% 25%

2.2 Calculated performance

As the feed guide tube will be a natural nickel guide, the neutron velocity components

perpendicular to the guide tube axis are less than 6m/s ' this calculation. The beam width is wide

enough to feed full illumination to the inlet of the blade, and it is 6cmW by 6cm.H. The angle

between the cident neutron beam and the moving direction of the reflecting blade is 45 The

angle of the reflection mirror to the moving direction is also 45 So the feed neutron beam is

reflected perpendicularly on the mirror surface of the blade, and it goes straight with spreading the

beam divergence. Neutrons are not only decelerated but also accelerated by the blade with the

reflectivity of unity.

Neutron trajectories are calculated by Monte Carlo method. As the source spectru is

defined as the Maxwell spectrum, the neutron density is constant the velocity phase space. The

deceleration efficiency is defined by the ratio of the UCN density to the original cident density.

The calculated deceleration efficiencies in each stages are shown in Fig.2-5. The deceleration

efficiency in this three stage turbine is about 047 for the decelerated velocity of - 7 m/s from

150m/s and that of the fimal stage is about 06 from 50m/s with the monochromator reflectivity of

unity. They decrease to 034 and 054 when the monochromator reflectivity becomes 09.
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3. Replica supermirror for VCN extraction

To enhance the extraction efficiency of VCN, replica supermirrors are developing. They are

Ni-Ti multilayers and Cu is electroplated. Supermirrors are deposited on glass plates by the

vacuum evaporation method in KURRI supermirror fabrication facility. After copper is

electroplated on supermirrors, they are removed from a glass plate. It makes a metal supported

replica supermirror.

Reflectivity is measured at the cold neutron TOF measurement system of the cold neutron
'de port, CN2-3, RR-3M. The incident cold neutron beam d llimated to be 14 x

gul ivergence is co

10' rad. The flight path length is 1320 mm. The collimator width of the chopper is Inim and

revolution is 30OOrpm. The reflectivity of the replica supermirror is shown in Fig.6. The

reflectivity of the replica supermirror is almost same with that of the supermirror on the glass

plate and also similar to the design value which is calculated from the evaporated layer thickness.

The measured reflectivity shows the possibility to realize a good replica supermirror. The

roughness of replica mirrors measured optically is Ra= 13 - 20 m and it is almost as good as

the glass plate. The flatness is not so good, usually. It makes the reflectivity worse because of the

spread of the reflection angle. The replica mirror easily waves because of thin thickness. Here, the

-0-0

0 Replica Ni-Ti(D 0.5-
A Plate Ni-Ti(D
v Ni Mirror

---- Calculation

400 600 800 1000

Neutron Wavelength (A)
Fig.6 Reflectivity of replica superini-ror
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replica supermirror is fixed by the medical polymer which is used for fixing the artificial tooth.

The beam divergence from the replica mirror is shown in Fg.7. The beam divergence changes to

about 7 x 10-' rad after the reflection. It shows the flatness of the replica mirror is kept about 3 x

10-' rad during the measurement. It is possible to hold it flat for the practical use.

The Q range of the replica supermirror reported in this paper is designed to be not so good

because this is the test piece to confirm the fabrication method. As the supermirror fabrication

facility KUR has a large experience to make supermirrors by the evaporation method, it is easy

to enhance it to 2Q. As for the thickness of Cu plating, It can changes from 4 u up to 0.3mm.

When it is 0.3mm thick, it is strong enough to make a guide tube. The minimum thickness

suggests us the possibility of stacking several mirrors to enhance the Q range.

[XIO 5

co - %%
-&--a -- o- 3 A %%
C: 0.8- %
=3 A
0

0.6- 7 A %%%%-V --- 9 A
0 %0.4- %%%

%%

z %
%

-001 0 0.61

Beam Divergence (rad)
Fig. 7 Reflected beam divergence from the replica supermirror

4. Concluding remarks

As die new techniques of die very low energy neutron generation and transportation, the

concept of the multistage neutron turbine and the development of the replica supermirrors has

been described this paper.

The multistage turbine using multilayer monochromator has three stages to decelerate
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neutrons. Neutrons are reflected only once in each stage. The incident neutron velocity is about

150m/s. The incident angle of neutrons is 90 to the reflection mirror which enable to let nutron

go straightly. This arrangement of muffilayer monochromator makes it possible to lessen the

neutron reflection number than neutron turbines. The straight configuration enables to make

multistage deceleration. The velocity change in one stage is much smaller than the Doppler

shifter. It makes much easier to fabricate monochromators. The multistage turbine has a possibility

of higher deceleration efficiency than the existing neutron turbines and the Doppler shifters.

It is also demonstrated that a replica supermirror can be fabricated. The Ni-Ti supermnTor is

evaporated and Cu is electroplated as the base material. The reflectivity of the replica supermirror

is amost same with the design value which is calculated from the evaporated layer thickness. The

measured reflectively shows the possibility to realize a good replica supermirror for the practical

use.

From the point of view of the very low energy neutron utilization, there are many stages

from the reactor source to the experimental equipments. The fal neutron flux for utilization is

the results of the performances of all of these stages. The neutron transportation and deceleration

are as important as the reactor flux. The demands of developing this middle stage, the neutron

transportation and tailoring technique, is growing for supplying the very low energy neutrons.
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ABSTRACT: Following the decision to cancel the Advanced Neutron Source (ANS) Project at

Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL), it was determined that a hydrogen cold source should

be retrofitted into an existing beam tube of the High Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR) at ORNL. The

preliminary design of this system has been completed and an "approval in principle" of the design
has been obtained from the internal ORNL safety review committees and the U.S. Department of

Energy (DOE) safety review committee. The cold source concept is basically a closed loop

forced flow supercritical hydrogen system. The supercritical approach was chosen because of its

enhanced stability in the proposed high heat flux regions. Neutron and gamma physics of the

moderator have been analyzed using the 3D Monte Carlo code MCNP' A D structural analysis

model of the moderator vessel, vacuum tube, and beam tube was completed to evaluate stress

loadings and to examine the impact of hydrogen detonations in the beam tube. A detailed

ATHENA 2system model of the hydrogen system has been developed to simulate loop

performance under normal and off-normal transient conditions. Semi-prototypic hydrogen loop

tests of the system have been performed at the Anold Engineering Design Center (AEDC)

located in Tullahoma, Tennessee to verify the design and benchmark the analytical system model.

A 35 kW refrigerator system has been ordered and is expected to be delivered to ORNL by the

end of this calender year. Our present schedule shows the assembling of the cold source loop on
site during the fall of 1999 for fnal testing before insertion of the moderator plug assembly into

the reactor beam tube during the end of the year 2000.

Introduction: In February 1995, Oak Ridge National Laboratory's deputy director formed a

group to examine the need for upgrades to the HFIR system in light of the cancellation of the

ANS Project. One of the major fdings of this study was that there was an immediate need for

the installation of a cold neutron source facility in the HFIR complex. In May 1995 a team was
formed to examine the feasibility of retrofitting a liquid hydrogen (LH2) cold source facility into

an existing HFIR beam tube. The results of this feasibility study indicated that the most practical

location for such a cold source was the HB-4 beam tube. It was determined that at the 100 MW

reactor power level, the cold neutron beam produced by the proposed cold moderator would be
comparable, in cold neutron brightness, to the best facilities in the world. As a result, a decision

was made to proceed with the design, safety evaluation, and procurement necessary to istall a

working H2 cold source in the HFIR H13-4 beam tube. During the development of the reference
design the liquid hydrogen concept was changed to a supercritical hydrogen system for a number

of reasons, but primarily because of the enhanced stability of the supercritical system over the

liquid system in the proposed high heat flux location in the reactor reflector region.

Reference Design: The reference design (as illustrated in Fig. 1) uses hydrogen gas at a

supercritical pressure of 14 to 15 bar 1.4 to 1.5 MPa) that enters the cold source moderator

vessel at 18 K and leaves at approximately 21 K. A volumetric flow rate of Us is maintained by

a mechanical circulator that is backed up by an installed standby circulator that can be brought on-
line remotely from the control center. The major advantage of supercritical hydrogen is freedom

from problems associated with two-phase fluid during cool-down, warm-up, transitioning to a
standby state or possible off-normal transients. It also eminates any possibility of local boiling in

the moderator vessel and permits more flexibility in its operating temperature. This more than
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compensates for the icreased pressure and the resulting increased heat load from thicker
structure walls.

The total heat load that must be removed from the cryogenic system has been calculated to be
slightly more than 2 kW, of which about 13 kW represents heat generated in the aluminum
moderator vessel walls, with the majority of the remaining heat load being generated in the
hydrogen itself. A contingency of 200 W is aowed for intrinsic heat loads and nuclear heating of
the feed and return lines close to the core. A 15% uncertainty factor for the heat load along with a
40% margin factor were applied to the anticipated 22 kW load to size the refrigerator at 35 kW.
The fluid volumetric flow rate of I Us was chosen in order to generate velocities within the
moderator vessel that provide adequate heat transfer between the fluid and the vessel walls. The
circulator speed is adjustable by about ±20% aowing the system to be finally trimmed as
necessary.

A vacuum envelope that is split into three sections insulates a cold components of the loop.
One section is dedicated to the moderator plug assembly, the second section is dedicated to the
hydrogen lines inside the reactor building and the third section is dedicated to the hydrogen lines
and equipment outside of the reactor building. The entire hydrogen system, including the vacuum
chambers and their pumping systems, is further enclosed by a continuous inert blanket that is
segmented at different areas of the system.

If a problem necessitates shutting down the cold source, it can be put into a standby mode that
controls the moderator vessel temperature at an acceptable level, even with the reactor at fun
power. The standby state is achieved by circulating hydrogen gas at 225 Us and 8 K with a low
density circulator. At this temperature, the hydrogen gas density is only about 20% of that at
20 K. Cooling of the hydrogen to 85 K is effected using the passive liquid nitrogen precooling
stage of the refrigerator. With the active section of the refrigerator bypassed, it can be shut down
and serviced, leaving the system operating in standby. The standby state aows the reactor to
continue in full power operation in the event of the more common cold source failure modes, such
as refrigerator or circulator problems, though other applicable failure modes might be identified
when the system becomes operational. This reduces the impact of cold source failure on other
user activities at the HFIR.

Early in the project a decision was made to locate the major mechanical equipment of the
hydrogen loop (e.g. the circulators and heat exchanger) outside of the reactor building. This
decision was made for two reasons: 1) there was essentially no space in the immediate vicinity of
the reactor for locating the equipment, and 2 it was perceived that the potential impact on reactor
safety would be reduced, if the primary sources for hydrogen leaks were moved outside of the
reactor building even though the increased transfer line length greatly increased the total hydrogen
inventory. The proposed equipment layout is illustrated in Fig. 2.

Physics Analysis: Physics analyses have been performed to characterize the cold source
performance. Because of the inherent 3-D nature of the HFIR core, the various experimental and
user facilities in the reflector, and the location of the proposed cold source in the H13-4 beam
tube, the 3-D MCNP Monte Carlo code (version 4a) was used in virtually a of the analyses
performed to date. Acceptable statistical uncertainties (less than 23%) at the various point
detectors of interest generally required 288 batches of 10,000 source neutrons, for a total of
2,880,000 histories. Final reference design analysis was performed with 1224 batches of 10,000
source neutrons, for a total of 12,240.000 histories.

The cold neutron beam magnitude is typically expressed in terms of its "brightness," which is
defined as the "number of neutrons per second, per square centimeter, per angstrom, per
steradian" at a point detector 477 cm from the center of the former HB-I/HB-4 throughtube or
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466 cm from the cold source capsule. Table I indicates the calculated gain factors for the
proposed hydrogen cold source at the HFIR.

Table - Gain factors as calculated for the proposed HFIR liquid hydrogen cold source

Wavelength Neutron energy HFIR brightness with LH, cold HFIR brightness without LH,
(A) range (g-1 . CM-2 source cold source Gain ratio

(meV) - k' steradian-') (s=-1 cm-2 A-' steradian')

0.887-2.86 10.0-104.0 1.09 101, 3.79 x 10" 0.29

2.86-5.02 3.25-10.0 7.54 x 10" 1.61 x 10" 4.68

5.02-7.51 1.45-3.25 1.55 x 10" 1.16 x 10" 13.36

7.51-9.81 0.85-1.45 3.99 x 10" 1.95 x 10" 20.46

9.81-11.93 0.58-0.85 1.56 x 10" Not available -

11.98-15.86 0.33-0.85 5.44 x 10" Not available

A parametric study was performed to determine the sensitivity of the cold source performance
to the ortho-H/para-H ratio. Previous analyses had indicated that this ratio had little impact on the
optimal hydrogen thickness for the proposed geometric shape of the HFIR cold source. This was
found to be inconsistent with evaluations performed at the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) , and, therefore, a decision was made to model the NIST cold source
geometry and examine the spectrum changes when the ortho/para ratio was significantly changed.
The results of this study iplied that the geometry of the system dictated the ipact of the
ortho/para ratio. For the NIST geometry we obtained the significant sensitivity in performance to
this ratio that NIST had reported. However, for the HFIR cold source geometry the same
analysis approach indicated a relative insensitivity to this ratio with only a 12% change in going
from 0% ortho-H to 50% ortho-H.

Structural Analysis: The HFIR cold source moderator vessel, vacuum tube, and beam tube are
being designed to the guidance of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Section 111,
Division 1, Class 1, Code Case N519 for aluminum 6061-T6. This code case is reported to be
good down to a temperature of about 4 K. A D finite element stress analysis has been
performed using the ABAQUS' code to evaluate stresses in these three components. The
moderator vessel model has a total of 10,984 elements. The stress load is obtained for three points
of each element: the outer shell surface, the middle shell surface and the inner shell surface. The
stress load distribution for the middle shell surface is shown in Fig. 3 As shown in this figure the
maximum stress load is found in the comer areas of the region where the vessel transitions from
the hydrogen flow pipes to the moderator chamber. It has been determined that more curvature
can be added to round the comers found in the conceptual design and these peak loadings are
expected to be greatly reduced. All stress loadings are expected to be below the N-519 code case
allowable stress loading of 13.5 ksi at the peak system design pressure (rupture disk set-point) of
19 bar 1.9 MPa).

In addition to the deterministic structural analysis performed for the moderator vessel, a
fracture probabilistic analysis has also been performed. The fracture mechanics calculations are
made in order to evaluate the safety of the moderator vessel with respect to catastrophic fracture
failure. This analysis consisted of probabilistic fracture analysis at the high stress points of the
vessel, a leak before break analysis, and a crack penetration analysis as a function of radiation
embrittlement. The analysis provides a quantitative estimate on how the capsule is structurally
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weakened as a result of the embrittlement of the material after an extended period of irradiation.
Also, an estimate of the equilibrium crack length is made in order to determine the leak-before-
break condition.

The probability of fracture is obtained as a measure of the embrittlement condition for the
moderator capsule. The method used for this analysis is a standard approach for the nuclear
industry. The results indicate that although the probability of failure increases several orders of
magnitude over the planned irradiation period, the estimated probability of failure is acceptable at
the design end of life of the vessel. The path-to-failure calculation also indicates that, after a
period of irradiation, the failure mode of the moderator capsule wall will change from rupture to
brittle fracture. The present result is oly a preliminary estimate and further evaluations w be
performed.

Hydrogen System Transient Analysis: A preliminary systems transient analysis capability has
been developed to support the safety analysis of the HFIR cold source. The analysis capability is
based on the Advanced Thermal Hydraulic Energy Network Analyzer (ATHENA) code.
ATHENA is a computer program for simulating thermal-hydraulic systems. ATHENA is
essentially the same code as the Reactor Linearized Analysis Program 5 (RELAP5),' developed
by the Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory for detailed thermal-hydratilic
safety analysis in the nuclear industry. ATHENA essentially provides a one-dimensional (I D),
time-dependent solution to the coupled nonequilibriurn thermodynamic two-fluid (phase)
conservation law equation system of fluid mass, momentum, and energy, coupled with the energy
equation applied to a I D volume of metal. Some multidimensional extensions are available
where a single dimensional representation is not adequate. For example, a "reflood" option is
available for the heat structures that allows for some two-dimensional (2-D) simulation capability.
The present HFIR cold source ATHENA model utilizes the reflood option within a portion of the
model to simulate a required 2-D heat transfer component. As a thermal-hydraulic systems
simulator. including control system tegration, ATHENA is very good and is considered the best
available.

The hydrogen system cluding the circulators, heat exchanger, moderator vessel, transfer
lines, valves, and control system is simulated by an ATHENA model composed of approximately
275 volume nodes. Transients ranging from normal startup and shutdown to large hydrogen line
breaks have been simulated and require Wor more time steps per simulation. The results of this
analysis wl be used to define the interfaces between the cold source operation and the reactor
operation.

Although the validation database for the light water companion code RELAP5 is extensive,
the validation data for the extension ATHENA-fluids is essentially nil. Therefore, as part of our
cold source testing activities, as described below, data will be obtained on hydrogen loop
performance under transient conditions to benchmark the ATHENA model.

Cold Source Testing: In addition to a number of individual component tests, a decision was
made early in the project to build a representative hydrogen loop for integrated system testing.
The AEDC was selected as the site for these tests because 1) they had a large vacuum chamber
(42 ft in diameter and 82 ft high designed for satellite testing) available which was capable of
housing a simple but full-scale test loop made up of realistic size and length pipework, and active
components identical to (or representative of) those to be used in the final system; 2 they already
had a refrigerator system, similar to that ordered for the HFIR cold source, piped into the
chamber; and 3 the chamber was previously approved for the use of hydrogen; thus, operating
procedures and safety requirements were already in place. The major objectives of this test were
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to validate expected operation of the system design and demonstrate its stability under a normal
circumstances and anticipated faulted situations that could be practically replicated; to provide
benchmarking data for computer models that would be used to evaluate accident scenarios that
are impractical to reproduce in real tests; and to evaluate the conceptual control and
instrumentation system and provide feedback on the philosophy of operational interlocks and
safety shutdown systems.

The loop was designed by ORNL and built by AEDC staff. Some compromises had to be
accepted, and the main heat exchanger between the refrigerator and the hydrogen loop was
physically larger and heavier than the heat exchanger planned for the HFIR cold source system.
Valves and circulators had to be modified to operate entirely within a vacuum, which added more
complexity to the test program. A photograph of the cold source test layout inside the AEDC
vacuum chamber is provided in Fig. 4 Assembly and testing of the loop was performed over a
six month period.

Each test series performed provided new information and insights into the operation of the
hydrogen loop. Although there were some disappointments in not fulfilling all the goals of the test
plan, the major objectives of the test program were accomplished. The viability of the system was
clearly demonstrated; a substantial data base for validation of the analytical models was obtained;
and a good evaluation of the control system was performed. It is believed that unless the model
evaluations of the tests uncover unexpected results, the usefulness of tis test loop is now
exhausted, and the next full loop tests will be conducted at the HIR site using the final system
before its installation into the reactor.

Schedule: The HFIR cold source project is presently in the detailed design phase. Some
equipment items have already been procured as part of the AEDC test program. A 35 kW
refrigerator was ordered approximately 15 months ago and is expected to be delivered to ORNL
during the fall of this year. Procurement specifications for other long lead procurement items are
expected to be completed later this summer. The system is scheduled to be assembled outside of
the reactor building during the fall of 1999. The moderator plug and new beam tube assembly is
scheduled to be installed into the reactor during a 6 month scheduled shutdown of the reactor
during the summer of 2000 to replace the reactor beryllium reflector.
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Abstract

KAERI is going to build up Cold Neutron Source facility in its 30 MW reactor Hanaro

in order to provide its scientific community a full range of neutron experimental devices.

The first phase of the project was a conceptual study carried out by KAERI through the

collaboration with PNPI aiming at defining the main scientific and design option. The

heat removal system considered in this conceptual study is the thermosiphon loop with

single phase liquid circulation. The liquid moderator thermosiphon removes the

radiation heat of about 1000 W from the source cell. Cold helium is supplied by 50 g

from the cryogenic refrigerator, which is enough to remove the heat generated in the in-

pile assembly. Thennosiphon running range is up to 1,500 W with liquid hydrogen,

deuterium or their mixture. In this report design of heat removal system has been

considered such as the decision of minimum diameter of cold loop, the overall heat

transfer coefficient and the surface area of the heat exchanger, and thermosiphon
running range etc.

1. Introduction

The cold neutron source will deliver cold neutrons to more than 10 instruments which

will be placed in the cold neutron experimental building. These instruments will be used
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to develop the state-of-the art technology in polymer science, biology, colloidal

chemistry, metallurgy etc. for consolidating the foundation of Korean industries in 21

century.

As the first step of heat removal system design for Hanaro cold neutron source, we

consider the circulation system of mono-phase moderator. Two types of heat removal

system are used all over the world, i.e circulation system of mono-phase and two-phase

moderator. Although most cold source operating in the world except in Russia use two

phase thermosiphon system, the choice of a mono-phase thermosiphon is justified by

the fact that a two-phase moderator decreases the efficiency of cold neutron productivity.

The driving force in the mono-phase thermosiphon system is less when compared with

two phase circulation because it is only due to the difference of liquid density, so we

have to be careful for the design of heat removal system including of heat exchanger.

We are here concerning about the minimum diameter of thermosiphon, the surface area

and the overall heat transfer coefficient of heat exchanger, and the running range.

2. Technical Parameters

2. 1 Heat Release

The cryogenic system of CNS shall dissipate the energy release in the liquid hydrogen

as well as in the construction materials of the moderator cell, tubes due to heavy nuclear

radiation in order that the moderator should be kept in the liquid phase. According to

the calculation, the specific radiation energy releases in H2, D, and several materials are

shown in Table .

Table I Heat generation rate

Material q,, qy qp qi (W/g)

Para-H2 0.42 1.27 1.69
Ortho-H2 0.44 1.49 1.93
Ortho-D2 0.16 0.24 0.40

Zr 0.05 0.42 0.01 0.48
Al 0.0005 0.56 0.43 0.99
Cu 0.09 0.36 0.45
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2.2 Moderator Cell

The moderator cell with a hydrogen or with a hydrogen-deuterium mixture is the main

part of the cold neutron source. Neutron capture cross section of the cell material should

be small and should have sufficient strength at the cryogenic temperature. Aluminum

and zirconium are good for the cell material, however zirconium is more preferable as it

provides the same strength at less thickness of wall and has the welded seam without

bulge. Zirconium permits to make the strong and light cell of the source. The cell is of

simple design and consists of two elliptical bottoms and cylinder which is 134 mm in

diameter with 0.5 mm wall thickness. The height of the cylinder part is 170 mm. Two

supply pipelines enter through the top into the cell. The delivery of the hydrogen into

the cell penetrate through the top and the cell volume to bottom. The distance between

the bottom and the end of delivery pipe is 35 mm. The pipe lines, cylinder, elliptical top

and bottom are welded by electron beam weld process. The average mixture

temperature in the cell is about 19 K and operation pressure is about 015 Mpa. The

volume of the cell is approximately 3 liters. Moderator volume in the tubes with

radiation heat release is about I liter. The weight of the cell is 380 g. The weight of

supply moderator tubes is 430 g. Heat load considering the heat generation in Table I is

shown in Table 2.

Table 2 Heat load

Weight H2 Moderator D2 Moderator
Source cell 380 g 182.4 182.
Tubes 430 g 206.4 206.4
LH2 in cell 3 000 cm' x 0 07 g/cm' 354.9
LD2 in cell 3 000 cm' x 0. 1 65 g/cm' 198
LH2 in tube 1000 cm' x 0.07 g/cm' 118.3
LD2 in tube I 000 cm' x 0. F65-gcm7_ 66
Total Heat Load 862 652.4

2.3 Dimensions

Dimensions of cold neutron source have to be fitted for installing in Hanaro reactor.

CNS cell is placed in the middle of the vertical experimental hole with inner diameter

157 mm and length 1200 mm.
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3. Design of Heat Removal System

3.1 Thermosiphon

In the conceptual design phase of Hanaro cold source, a single phase thermosiphon was

considered. Two-phase thermosiphon system is generally used for heat removal at many

cold neutron sources such as in ILL, NIST, JAERI etc. The feature of a two-phase

thermosiphon is that there are bubbles in the cell and moderator density is not very high,

so the efficiency for producing cold neutron is decreased. And it has a little bigger size

of condenser for liquefaction of moderator. On the other hand, moderator in the single

phase thermosiphon is maintained as sub-cooled liquid, so the heat exchanger can be

smaller than the condensing device in the single phase thermosiphon. The moderator

temperature in the cell has to be lower than the boiling point and higher than the

freezing point. The reference temperature for freezing and boiling of moderator at

atmospheric pressure are shown in Table 3.

Table 3 Freezing and boiling temperature

Moderator Freezing Boiling
temperature temperature

Hydrogen 13.9 K 20.4 K
Deuterium 18.7 K 23.6 K

3.2 Determination of dimensons of thermosiphon loop

1) Minimum diameter

Circulation in the closed thermosiphon is started when the driving force is equal to loop

resistance. The driving force is determined by the height of region and difference of

hydrogen density in warm and cold parts of loop.

Apgh PV 2 ie (1)

2 d
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where

Ap density difference of moderator in the loop

h height of cold part

4 : hydraulic resistance coefficient

v average moderator velocity

1, equivalent loop length

d diameter of the loop tube

Resistance coefficient is determined from the equations as follows

0.316
Re 0.25 for 2400<Re< 105 (2)

0.184 for 105<Re<3 x IO' (3)
Re 0.25

Mass flow of moderator in loop is determined by heat load and temperature difference

Q = PmAT (4)

The moderator velocity is derived from the equation (1).

Apghd 1.25 0.571

V 0.158�1 0.25P0.751e (5)

where �t is the viscosity of the moderator.

The temperature difference of moderator is derived when this is put in the equation (5).

0. 12Qpi 0.143 0.571
AT (1 1h) (6)CPP 0.572 Ap 0.57 1 d2.713

Thus, the minimum diameter of the loop tube for maximum heat load and maximum

moderator temperature difference can be found as follows
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le 0.571 0.368

0 I 2Qniax �t 0 143h

dniin � 0. 5 72 0.57 (7)
CPP AP 'ATma,,

2) Temperature difference

The minimum diameter di,, for thermal load Q.,, can be calculated only after

deten-nining temperature difference of hydrogen in loop. The log mean temperature

difference (LMTD) of heat exchanger is defined as

A AT, AT2 (8)
In(AT, IAT2)

This can be stated verbally that it is the temperature difference at one end of the heat

exchanger less the temperature difference at the other end of the exchanger divided by

the natural logarithm of the ratio of these two temperature differences.

The temperature difference of hydrogen in the loop is determined by the equation

AT,, = Th - T, - AT, (Th2 T,2) (9)

where the subscripts h and c mean hot and cold fluid, I and 2 express the positions.

From equation (8),

In AT, -AT, - AT2 I 0)

A T2 A T.

AT, - AT = ATh + AT, ( 1)

From equations (1 0) and (I 1),

Th2 T2 = Th - T,, )e (12)
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where ATh +AT, - In AT,
AT A T2

Substituting equations 12) into equation 9) yields

ATh Th - Tj - AT, - Th - T,,)e-p

(I - e-')Th, - (I - e-1 )T - AT, (13)

In equation (I 3, AT, can be obtained from

AT, = Q-ax (14)
CCMC

ATh is a function of only as a unknown variable, so it can be obtained easily by

iteration.

The exponential term, which determines the efficiency of heat exchanger operation,

play role only when thermal load is small and velocity of hydrogen is low. When

thermal load increases, the term (I - e -0 ) approaches to 1. Thus, as a limit that the

thermal load increases in heat exchanger, the temperature difference in heat exchanger

becomes

AT,, = T 2 - - A Tc (15)

3) Surface area of heat exchanger

In order to design the heat exchanger, the surface area is the most fundamental data.

And the surface area helps us to estimate if the heat removal system can be placed in the

reactor pool or not. In addition, the. equivalent length ,, can be decided only after

obtaining the surface area.

The necessary heat exchanging surface is determined by the equation

A= Q (16)
UA T"

For determining the surface area of heat exchanger, the overall heat transfer coefficient

must be known. Overall heat transfer coefficient, which is related to internal surface of
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thin-walled tubes

= 1 (17)
di2

hi h , d,2

For turbulent flow in straight round tube, the Nusselt number is expressed as follows

Nu = 0023 Re" Pr 1.33 (18)

where, Nu= hd
k

The equation is valid for 07 < Pr < 120 and 4xI 03 < Re < 0'.

2) Overall heat transfer coefficient in the He side

For Chess-board arrangement of tubes,

Nu = 195 Re" Pr 0.3 (20)

4. Results

4.1 Dimensions of thermosiphon loop

Hanaro CNS thermosiphon consists of heat exchanger, moderator cell and two adiabatic

tubes which connect cell with heat exchanger. The calculation was made by using PC.

And hydrogen and deuterium were considered as a moderator at heat load of 1,00 W

which has a margin for the calculated heat load of 862 and 652.4 W. The heat exchanger

is placed out of radiation zone. The length of tube below heat exchanger is equal to 13

m. The helium rate is 50 g: /s at 14 K. The type of heat exchanger is recommended to be

a counter flow because the temperature difference becomes bigger in this type. The

length of the heat exchanger is 12 m and the diameter is 112 mm considering the space

for installation in Hanaro reactor pool. By calculation, the minimum diameter for

thermosiphon tube becomes 28 mm. At the minimum diameter, the temperature of

liquid moderator may become the temperature near boiling point after heating in the cell.
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In order to increase the thermosiphon capacity and decrease the moderator temperature

in the upgoing tube, the inner diameter of tube is chosen as 30 mm. The average

hydrogen temperature in the cell at 30 MW reactor power is 17.6 K, and mass flow rate

in the thermosiphon is 35.6 g/s. In case of deuterium, the average temperature is 20.5 K,

and the flow rate is 63.7 g/s. These are the upper and lower limit of operating

temperature for deuterium-hydrogen mixtures as moderator. The base thermosiphon

dimensions are as follows as Fig. 1, and the parameters obtained by calculation are

shown in Table 4.

OFF%

10 mm

1.2 m

30 mm

1.3 m

Fig. 1 Base thermosiphon dimensions

Table 4 Parameters of thermosiphon

Parameter Value
-Loop height 2.5 m
Loop diameter 30 mm
Height of heat exchanger 1.2 m
Diameter of heat exchanger 10 mm
Cold helium rate 50 g/s
Maximum heat rate 1500 W
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Moderator
Hydrogen Deuterium

Heat load 862 W 652.4 W
Flow rate 35.6 g/s 63.7 g/s
Velocity in the upstream tube 0.7 m/s 0.54 m/s
Average temperature in the cell 17.6 K 20.5 K

4.2 Temperature in thermosiphon

Helium flow 50 g/s at 14 K is used for heat removal from hydrogen in a counter flow

heat exchanger. Heat load is changed in the range from 700 W to 1,500 W. The

cryogenic refrigerator has a capacity of 1,500 W for helium flow rate 50 g/s at 20 K

return temperature. Temperatures of hydrogen and helium in the loop are shown in Fig.

2. The outlet temperature of helium for the given inlet temperature 14 K can be

increased to 20 K at heat load of 1,500 W The hydrogen temperatures are rising when

the heat load increases. The inlet temperature of hydrogen changes from 18 to 22 K,

which is higher than boiling point at atmospheric. 22 K is the boiling temperature at

0.158 Mpa. Therefore the pressure in thermosiphon loop should be maintained higher

than this pressure.

Fig. 3 shows the temperature range for deuterium. In this case, the inlet temperature of

helium is rising to 17 K at 50 g/s so that deuterium cannot be reached the freezing

temperature 18.7 K. At 1,500 W, the temperature can increase to 24.5 K, which is the

boiling temperature at 0131 Wa. Therefore the pressure in the then-nosiphon loop in

this case should be higher than this pressure.

5. Coldusion

We have studied basic parameters for design of heat removal system, especially the

minimum diameter of loop, dimensions of heat exchanger and basic temperature ranges

of moderators. Thermosiphon of liquid circulation can use hydrogen, deuterium or their

mixture. The advantage is that this system can be placed without any interference to

other existing devices in the Hanaro reactor pool. But we will review a two-phase

circulation system in the near future too. Before we go forward for next design phase,

we need a similar calculation for a two-phase thermosiphon. And also we shall prove

the performance of the thermosiphon by some experiments.
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Fig. 2 Hydrogen and helium temperatures in the thermosiphon
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Fig. 3 Deuterium and helium temperatures in the thermosiphon
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ABSTRACT

1. ISTC- history, activities, outlook

The ISTC is an intergovernmental organization established by agreement between the
Russian Federation, the European Union, Japan, and the United States. Since 1994,
Finland, Sweden, Norway, Georgia, Armenia, Belarus, Kazakhstan and the Kyrgyz
Republic have acceded to the Agreement and Statute. At present, the Republic of Korea
is finishing the process of accession to the ISTC.
All work of the ISTC is aimed at the goals defined in the ISTC Agreement:
• 'to give CIS weapons scientists, particularly those who possess knowledge and skills

related to weapons of mass destruction and their delivery systems, the opportunities
to redirect their talents to peaceffil activities;

• To contribute to solving national and international technical problems-,
• To support the transition to market-based economies;
• To support basic and applied research-,
• To help integrate CIS weapons scientists into the international scientific community.
The projects may be funded both through governmental funds of the Funding Parties
speciified for the ISTC, and by organizations, nominated as Funding Partners of the
ISTC. According to the ISTC Statute, approved by the appropriate national
organizations, funds used within ISTC projects are exempt from CIS axes.
As of March 1998, more than 1500 proposals had been submitted to the Center, of which
541 were approved for funding, for a total value of approximately US$165 million. The
number of scientists and engineers participating in the projects is more than 17,000.

2. Proiects Related to Research Reactors.
There are about 20 funded and as yet nonfunded projects related to various problems of
research reactors. Many of them address safety issues.
Information review of the results and plans of both ongoing projects and as yet
nonfunded proposals related to research reactors will be presented with the aim assisting
international researchers to establish partnerships or collaboration with ISTC projects.
The following groups of ISTC projects will be represented:
I Complex Computer Simulators for Research Reactors;
2. Reactor Facility Decommissioning;
3. Neutron Sources for Medicine;
4. Medical Radioisotope Production by Research Reactors-,
5. Research Reactors for Examination of Physics and Materials.
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and ISTC Projects Related to Research Reactors

(Information Review)

L. T' Tocheniy, V Ya. Rudneva
1,�TC- InlernationalYcience ad Technology Center,

115516, Russia, Alfoscoiv, Luganska);a Wilsa 9,
Tel: 007-095-321-49-56, Fax: 007- 095 - 321- 19-92,

E-mail: i-iidnevaki)moscow isic. ru

1. ISTC - history, activities, outlook.

The ISTC is an intergovernmental organization established by agreement between the Russian
Federation, the European Union, Japan, and the United States. Since 1994, Finland, Sweden, Norway,
Georgia, Armenia, Belarus, Kazakhstan, and the Kyrayz Republic have acceded to the Agreement and

1-1 ID
Statute. At present, the Republic of Korea is finishing the process of accession to the ISTC.
The Center was created to give scientists and engineers, who possess knowledge and skills related to
weapons of mass destruction or missile delivery systems in Russia and other CIS countries, the
opportunities to redirect their talents to civilian activities. The ISTC accomplishes its mission by
developing, funding, and monitoring research pr 'ects with peaceful applications, sponsoring and
orcanizinc, seminars, training, and promoting the valorization of the pr 'ect results. ISTC projects

D Oi
cover a wide range of science and technology areas, many of which address problems of global
importance such as
• Environmental radiation monitoring
• Improved safety for nuclear reactors
• Improved methods of nuclear waste management
• Vaccines for bacterial and viral diseases
• Treatment of heart disease, cancer and other illnesses
• Improvements in civil aviation
• Improved concepts for future energy production
One of the main -oals of the ISTC is the ntegration of scientists and engineers formerly engaged in
the development of weapons of mass destruction into the international scientific community. To this
end, the ISTC encourages, supports, and facilitates international scientific collaboration.
The ISTC implements other activities, such as seminar programs, the Project Development Grant
program, and traming programs.
The ISTC has organized 12 seminars since 1994, three of which were held in 1997 to promote
exchange and collaboration in a wide range of research fields between former weapons developers in
the CIS and their counterparts around the world.
The Pr Ject Development Grants program assists CIS weapons specialists in seeking foreign

Oi 4D 4D

collaborators for research projects.
The Secretariat has now implemented a Business Management Training program to educate scientists
in the commercialization process for new technologies.
The ISTC released its "Promising Research Abstracts" database on CD-ROM. The database permits
companies to search numerous research topics and find hhly qualified pr Ject teams at institutes and
centers throughout Russia and the CIS.
The pr Jects may be funded both through governmental funds from the Funding Parties that areified for the ISTC and by organizations Mated as Funding Partnersspec nom f the ISTC Fteen new
Partners have already begun funding ISTC pr 'ects in a range of science and technology fields with a
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total value of over one million dollars. According to the ISTC Statute approved by the appropriate
national organizations, funds used within ISTC projects are exempt from CIS taxes.
The ISTC became operational in March 1994. As of March 1998, more tan 1500 proposals had been
submitted to the Center, of which 541 were approved for funding, for a total value of approximately
US$166 million. About 40 new proposals are received each month. More than 280 institutions and
17,000 specialists have received grants from the ISTC. All information about the ISTC can be found
at Website mv-,NAstc.ra.
2. rojects Related to Research Reactors.

As of March 1998, 22 proposals related to research reactors were registered by the ISTC Secretariat.
Ten of these pr Jects have been approved by the Governing Board, and all amount of over $3 million
has been allocated. The most active Financing Parties are the European Union, the United States and
Japan (see Table I).
The ajority of projects submitted are related to the following technological sub-areas:

Complex Computer Simulators for Research Reactors;
Reactor Facility Decommissioning;
Neutron Sources for Medicine;
Medical Radioisotope Production by Research Reactors;
Research Reactors for Examination of Physics and Materials

About 25 Russian and Kazakh institutions are involved as pr 'ect leaders or participants. Table 2
shows the main leading institutes, the projects they head, and the pr 'ects in which they participate.
The following institutions have been the most active in submitting proposals to the ISTC: NIKIET
(Moscow), IPPE (Obninsk), Kurchatov R.C. (Moscow), VNIIEF (Arzamas-16), VNIITF,
(Chelyabinsk-70) and MEPhI (Moscow). The essential feature of ISTC Pr 'ects is the participation of
formerly closed weapons laboratories in terms of their personnel, research reactors, and accumulated
knowledge in measurement and analysis techniques.
About 40 institutes, companies, and governmental organizations from the US, the European Union,
and Japan have supported and are participating in ongoing pr 'ects as collaborators. Table 3 shows the
foreign collaborators in ongoing projects. Some of them are ISTC Partners, and others have the
potential to become ISTC Partners in the future.
The following is a short description of the projects, which are divided into groups. The name of the
leadinc, institute is shown in brackets beneath the pr Ject title. Projects are designated as either Funded

O Oj
(F) or Nonfunded (NF).

Complex Computer Simulators for Research Reactors

4321 FunctionalTraining-SimulatorComplexforthePIKResearchReactor
(FTSC PIK).
(NPI, Gatchina). F(EU)
A computer complex will be developed to study different regimes of experimental reactors using
thermal neutrons.

9859 Multifunctional Computer Complex for Research Reactors
(NIIAR, Dimitrovgrad). NF
Fast reactors and fuel cycle components will be simulated for training.

Reactor Facility Decommissionin

#779 Development of Technology for Dismantling the BR I Reactor ad Processing Radioactive
Wastes before Utilization.
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(IPPE, Obninsk) F(EU)
Acceptable technology for radioactive sodium cleaning wl be chosen. developed, and tested.

9465 Ensurin- Safety during Decommissioning of Reactor Installations used for Civil and Military
Applications (Monograph)
Kurchatov R.C., %Nloscow F(EU, USA, Sweden)
Different problems of decommissioning nuclear reactors and approaches to solving them will be
Summarized in the monograph.

4K-048 Development of Technology for Decommissionin a Reactor Facility with an RA Research
Reactor at the Institute of Atornic Energy of the National Nuclear Center of the Republic of
Kazakhstan.
(Institute of Atomic Energy of NNQ, Kurchatov, Kazakhstan) F(USA)
Specific problerns and technical decisions of unloading highly enriched fuel will be studied.

Research Reactors for Examination of Physics and Materials.

4371 Critical Experiments for Pu Utilization in LNVR-Type Reactors Using IPPE Facilities.
(IPPE, Obninsk) F(EU, Japan, Sweden)
The Purpose of the pr ject is reasoning of nuclear safety of VVER power reactors in the case of
their fueling by the weapon-grade or/and civilian plutonium. The pr 'ect plans to reason, develop
and create a new critical stand SUPR and related experimental prograrn ncluding carrying out a set
of the pre-SUPR experiments on the IPPE's stand BFS with partial plutonium load.
4442 Shut Down Reactor Transformation into Subcritical Neutron Source.
Control and Safety System Substantiation and Development
(ITEF, Moscow) NF
The main goal of the Project is to develop and to construct the full-scale model of an accelerator-
driven subcritical pulsed neutron source and to research its neutron and physical parameters, safety
of the operating regimes.
90487 Development and Computational-Experimental Validation of the Concept of Self-
Quenching Multi-channel Pulse Graphite Reactor (MIGR) for the Studies on Nuclear Reactor
Safety.
(VNIITF, Snezhinsk (Chelyabinsk-70)) NF
The main oal of the pr ject -development of basic design solution and outline of experimental
complex on the base of research pulse-static reactor of big output- Multi-Channel Pulse (Impulse)
Graphite Reactor MIGR).

95 17 Experimental Studies of Reactor Radiation Scattering in the Atmosphere.

(NIKIET, Moscow) F(Japan)
Data of skyshine scattering to be obtained during experiments with the unique test reactors IR and
RA in Semipalatinsk, Kazahstan, will help to improve environmental protection and conditions for
the population living close nuclear units
#534 Combined nvestigation of Advanced Uranium Dioxide and Mixed Uranium-Plutonium
Dioxide Fuel Properties for Predicting Performance and Operating Characteristics and Verifying
Calculation Models of Fuel Elements for Operative and Advanced Atomic Station Power Reactors
(VN1WM, Moscow) F(EU)
The plan includes in-pile experiments and on-site measurements at the NIIAR research reactor.
# 0614 Numerical Simulation of Nuclear Fuel Behavior during Accidents and Normal Operation.
(VNI IEF, S arov (Arzamas- 6) F(USA)
Verification of developed codes with using of VNIIEF experimental data (reactor in-pile
expriments wit h failures of fuel elements).
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4 682 The Creation of Diagnostic Systems for Pulsed Neutron Sources
(JINR, Dubna) F(Japan)
The pr 'ect alms to develop the following systems for the BR-2 pulse reactor, located at the
leading institute - JINR, Dubna: 1) diagnostic system for reactor parameters; 2 diagnostic system
for mechanical vibration and 3 measurement system for power pulse parameters
4949 The Nuclear-Thermal Method of Pulse Loads for Fuel Rod Tests to Ensure Nuclear Power
Reactor Safety
(Kurchatov R.C. Moscow) NF
The results of fuel elements study under pulse load conditions in Russia at the reactors HDRA
(pulse homogeneous reactor which uses water solution of uranil sulfate as fuel), and also KI
(KIA-E), IGR (Kazahstan).
9974 The Effect of Fuel Cladding Lamination in Nuclear Power Reactors in Emergency Situations
(NIKIET, Moscow) NF
The experiments of 4974, 987 and 988 will be carried out at the IVV-2M reactor at
NIKIET/RDIPE.
9987 Investigation of the Influence of Low-Temperature Irradiation on Austenitic Steels and
Development of a Method for Predicting Their Physical and Mechanical Properties
(NIKIET (Sverdlovsk Branch), Zarechny) NF
#989 Reactor Tests in a Hydrogen Medium and Post-Reactor Investigations of Material Properties
of a Nuclear Power Plant for Space Flights
(NIKIET, Moscow) NF

Neutron Sources for Medicine

44 Development of a Three-Dimensional Dosimetry Planning System for Radiation Therapy.
(N/IEPhl, Moscow) F(EU)

#1079 System for Optimizing Radiation Therapy Planning by Photon and Electron Beams on the
Basis of a Pencil Beam Algorithm.
(MEPhl, Moscow) NF
Verification of gamma and neutron dose predictions by Monte Carlo calculation methods for
different radiotherapy needs.

#336 Research on Improving Methods and Means for Neutron Therapy.
(IPPE, Obnlnsk) NF
Designs of special-purpose experimental fast reactors with irradiation channels for medicine.
Modification of an existing experimental reactor for verification of design concepts. The practical
experience gained from using the BR IO reactor at IPPE for cancer therapy will be used.

41059 Feasibility Study for the Creation of a Neutron Therapy Center on the Basis of Nuclear
Reactors
(MRRC, Obninsk) NF
Principal aspects, R&D needs, and technical requirements for designing a specialized reactor, beam
parameters, doses, therapy approaches, optimization of the general setup of a typical radiomedical
center, etc. will be analyzed with collaborators.

Medical Radioisotope Production by Research Reactors

#916 Development of Technologies for Producing High-Purity Radioactive Isotopes for Medical
and Biological Applications on the Basis of a Fast Neutron Research Reactor.
(IPPE, Obninsk) NF
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A new highly effective technology based on fast neutron physics allows production of extremely
high-purity radioisotopes 

#920 Development of Highly Effective Low-Waste Technology Based on the Use of Molten Fluoride
Salts for Producing Fission-Fragment 99Mo for Medical Purposes
(Kurchatov R.C. Moscow) NF
Original technology shows promise as a simpler method of producing 99Mo isotope for medicine.

The goal of this presentation is to bring ISTC activities in the area of research reactors to the
attention of specialists and to elicit possible cooperation in both proposed and potential future
projects.

The abstracts of all pr 'ects and pr Ject proposals related to research reactors are listed in
Attachment I in order to attract the attention of potential foreign collaborators and financing
partners and to stimulate interest in international collaboration.
The ISTC Secretariat is ready to provide information about the fields of activity of high-level CIS
research institutes and companies, which could be useful in establishing contacts for the
development of new oint ISTC projects.
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Table 1. Proiects Related to Research Reactor Funding by Pat-ties.

..... .......... . ............................... . ...... .... ..... ........ ............... ......................................... .. ........ ... ...... ................. . ...................
................... ..

.. .... ..............................................................
144 198,535 198,535 397,070
321 280,000 280,000
371 30,000 30,000 30,000 90,000
465 40,000 40,000 30,000 110,000
517 500,000 500,000
534 300,000 300,000
614 124,000 124,000
682 360,000 360,000
779 380,000 380,000

K-48 640,000 640.000. ....... ...... .......... ...... .......

Table 2 Leading Institutions in ISTC Prooects related to Research Reactors
a: ................................. ::: _. ..-............. ............. ..... ................................. . .................. . ............................... ............ ... . ............................ ................. %-.-.-.-..% %....... ..- -.. �.% :%:,.:,:::::".% %...................................... . ; - . ............................ W........... . ............ 0 .. .............. !!aide iil.:i. �i. ... �P r................ .... - ............ .... . ........................ ... a d: ............................. .... .. . ....... . .......................... . ................ ..... ........% ....... ............ ....... . ..... ..................................................

.... .. .......
............ ... .. ..... ..........

... ..................

.... ...... . .. .... ........................

.............

NIKIET (ENTEK), Moscow 321,465,974,987,988,517 6 3) 974
NIKIET (Sverdlovsk Branch), 987,988 2 987
ZaFechny
Nuclear Physics Institute, 321 1 () 321
Gatchma
NIIAR (Atomic Reactors), 858, 534 2(l) 858

-Dimitrovgrad
Institute of Physics and Power 779,916,974,33 6,1059,3 71 6(2) 779,336,916,
Engineering (IPPE), Obninsk 371
Kurchatov R.C.,Moscow. 465,487,920,949 4(l) 465,949,920
MEPhI, Moscow 465,534,1079,144 4(3) 144,1079

Institute of Atomic Energy of K-49, 517,487 3Q) K-48

NNC, Kurchatov, Kazakhstan

VNIR,4M Bochvar, Moscow 534 l(l) 534
JINR (Joint Institute of Nuclear 682,974 2(l) 682
Research, Dubna
Medical Radiological Research 336,1059 2 1059
(NIRRC), Obninsk
VNIITF, (Chelyabinsk-70) 487,974,987,988 4(0) 487
VNIIEF, sarov (Arzamas-16) 144,614,682, 1079 4(3) 614
ITEF (ITEP), Moscow 1 442 1 1442
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Table 3 Foreign Organizations That Have Confirmed Their Interest in Collaborating on
ISTC-Funded Projects Related to Research Reactors.

Financing Parties Collaborator's Name Country Proj ect
Technische Universitat MUnchen, Germany 321

Centre D'Etudes de Cadarashe, France 779
DRN/DER

FRAMATOME France 465,534

Imperial College of Science, Technology United 465
and Medicine/Blackett Laboratory Kingdom

Nuclear Liabilities Management United 465
Company Ltd. Kingdom

European Union Energiewerke Nord GmbH Germany K-048

SGN France K-048

COGEMA France 371

Belgonucleaire Belgium 534,371

ForschungsZentrum Rossendorf Germany 144

European Commission/DG XVII Belgium 371

ForschungsZentrum Karlsruhe/ Institute Germany 371,534
for Transuranium Elements

IRPS/C- 32 Radiation Physics NIST United 465
State

United States Duke University/Medical Center United 144
States

Lawrence Livermore National United 465
Laboratory/University of California States

Hokkaido University/ Faculty of Japan 682
Engineering

Kyoto University/Neutron Science Japan 682
Research Reactor Institute

Japan Nuclear Safety Commission of Japan 682

Tohoku University/Faculty of Japan 682
Engineering

Osaka University/Graduate School of Japan 682
Engineering

JAERI/Tokai Research Establishment Japan 517
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Table 4 Proiects elated to Research Reactors

Project Short title Leading Institute Requested Approved Fundino Conini. Dura(ion
No. fundin- funding Party (late Lm o n t hs)

A .. H .............. .... .. ...
Q AM

321 PIK Research and Training Reactor Nuclear Pysics Institute, Gatchina 330 000 280 000 EU I Mar 3 6
1996

858 Computer Complex for Research Reactors NIIAR Atomic Reactors), 9(( 3 6
Dimitrovgrad

..... ... X: X,
.........

465 Radiation Safety during Reactor Decommissioning Kurchatov R.C., Moscow 178 260 W USAEU, I Oct 21
Sweden 1997

779 Dismantling of BR-10 Fast Reactor FEI(IPPE), Obninsk 380 000 380 EU 1 Apr 24
1998

K-048 Reactor Facility Decommissioning Institute of Atoni ic Energy of NNC 2) 640 000 640 000 USA I ja II 24
Kurchatov, Kazakhstan 1996

. . . ....x.-
371 Pu Utilization in LWR Experiments FEI (IPPE), Obninsk 875 000 90 OW EU, I Dec 9

Japan, 1996
Sweden

534 Uranium Dioxide Properties VNIINM Bochvar, Moscow 1 044 800 3(( W EU I Apr 24
1997

487 Self-Quenching Pulse Reactor VNIITF (Chelyabinsk-70) 1150 000 24
614 Nuclear Fuel Behavior VNIIEF, (Arzamas-16) 124 000 124 000 USA 36
442 Blanket Driven by Accelerator ITEF (ITEP), Moscow 295 000 30
682 Diagnostics for Neutron Sources JINR (Joint Institute of Nuclear 360 000 360 Japan I Sep 36

Research), Dibna 1997
517 Skyshine Shielding Experiments NIKIET(ENTEK), Moscow 500 000 Japan I Sep 24

1996
949 Pulse Loads for Fuel Rod Tests Kurchatov R. C. Moscow III 640 24
974 Fuel Cladding Lamination NIKIET (ENTEK), Moscow 674 560 36
987 Irradiation of Austenitic Steel NIKIET (Sverdlovsk Branch) 501 000 24
988 Reactor Tests for Space Flights NIKIET (ENTEK), Moscow 486 000 24

....... . ...... .......... .

....... . ...... ........... .. ....... .......... �....... . .. .. .......... ......... ... .................. ........... .. ..
144 3D Dosimetry for Radiation Therapy MEPhl, Moscow 397 000 397 070 EU, USA I Oct 36

1994
336 Reactor for Neutron Therapy ninsk 650 000 36
1059 Neutron Therapy Medical Radiological Scientific 50 000 9

Center, Obninsk
Optimization of Radiation IMEPhl, Moscow 1642 480 36
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Complex Computer Simulators for Research Reactors

#321 Functional Training-Simulating Complex of the Research Reactor PIK
(FTSC PIK).
Brief Description
The main purpose of te Project is to develop and build a computer simulator for training and
research, built on the framework of a PIK reactor. The simulator will have the simulated
workplaces, both for the reactor operators in training and for the instructors. Existing
computer codes will be augmented by those developed specifically for this specialized
soffivare, so that it can best simulate neutronics and thermophysical and technological
processes during transfer recline of research reactors in both normal and emergency states in
real-time. slow-time and speed-time modes.
The esearch reactor PIK is ow under construction at the Petersbur- Nuclear Physics

Institute (Gatchina, near St. Petersburg). The simulator, in conjunction with this research
'II be the foundation of a Center for nuclear and reactor study and for training

reactor. w 1 1
personnel of Russian and foreign) research reactors. A training center for research reactors
does not now exist in Russia.

Leading institution: Nuclear Physics Institute, Gatchina
Supporting institution 1: NIKIET (ENTEK), Moscow

2.- NITI, Sosnovy Bor.

Project Manager� Konoplev K. A. (Nuclear Physics Institute, Gatchina)

Tel.(812)-298-8614 Fax: (812)-713-26-13
Approved funds 280,000 (EU) Duration (months): 36

Commencement date: I March 1996

Collaborators:
Institute: Technische Universitat Miinchen, Germany

N858 Multifunctional Computer Complex for Research Reactors
Brief Description
The goal of this project is to develop a training and modeling complex for RRTC (Research
Reactors Training Center) in NIIAR (Dimitrovgrad), which will allow up-to-date technical
validation of nuclear safety for research reactors to be ensured and support research programs,
including elements of uranium-plutonium fuel cycle, and reactor operation modes.
The project includes the following stages:
• collection and processing of the initial data on the BOR-60 (as a pilot option) in order to

prepare technical specifications for the simulator software;
• mathematical modeling of the equipment and technological processes;
• development of software and graphic interfaces;
• working-out of a complete set of technical means;
• training and methodical provision JMP);
• complex debugging and putting into operation.

Leading institution: NIIAR (Atomic Reactors), Dimitrovgrad
Supporting institution: VNIIAES, Moscow

Project Manager: Kalygin V. V, (NIIAR, Dimitrovgrad)

Tel.: 84235)-510-52 Fax: 84235)-356-48
Request Funds: 900,000 Duration (months): 36

Collaborators:
• CORYS,.France;
• SEIMENS, Germany and
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0 STN ATLAS Elektronik GmbH, Germany.
Reactor Facility Decommissionin2

#779 Development of Technology of the BR-10 Reactor Dismantling and Radioactive
Wastes Processing before their Utilization.
Brief Description
The project plans to develop a complex of R&D study for technical preparation for the
decommissioning of the experimental and test fast-neutron sodium-cooled plutonium-fueled reactor
BR-10 (IPPE, Obninsk). The BR-10 reactor should be shut down by the end of 1998.
The project includes the following stages:

Development of the technical concept of the BR- I O's decommissioning.
Technology of reactor plant dismantling.
Core reloading scheme.
Technology of cleaning of primary countour, its components, traps and filters from residuals of
radioactive sodium, plutonium, ceasium, mercury, fission products and other radioactive
materials.
Technological methods for reprocessing of radioactive wastes of sodium technology.
Design of an installation for sodium wastes extermination.

Ecologically acceptable technology for sodium deactivation will be chosen by results of
comparison and analysis of developed gaseous, liquid, solid-state processing methods and method
of dry burning.
Leading institution: Institute of Physics and Power Engineering (IPPE), Obninsk

Project Manager: Bagdassarov Yu. E., (IPPE, Obninsk)

Tel. 08439) 987-13; Fax: 095) 230-23-26
Approved Funds 380,000 (EU) Duration (months): 24
Collaborators: Centre D'Etudes de Cadarashe, DRN/DER, France
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#465 The Safety Ensurance at Decommissioning of Reactor Installations of Civil and
Military Applications (Monograph)
Brief Description
The project proposers intend to write a monograph summarizing the experience and erudition
of the proposers and the original information in the area of decommissioning of stationary
(NPP, research reactors) and transport (submarine and icebreaker) nuclear reactors.

The main results of the Project will be:
• Concepts for the decommissioning of nuclear reactors (both transport and stationary

types), taking into account their design and economical features.
• Analysis of the elementary compositions of structure, shielding and building of reactor

materials that are significant for decommissioning.
• Development and verification of computer codes and updating of data for radioactivity

and radiation dose calculations.
• Proposals for requirements and inspection procedures for the analysis of decommissioned

reactors.
• Data for radiation contamination of premises, boxes and rooms within the reactor

building.
• Analysis of the radiation safety problems important for the population and environment,

caused by reusing and/or storage of reactor materials and equipment after the reactors
decommissioning.

• Recommendations for the practical minimization of residual activity of reactors under
operation.

• Data bank of decommissioned reactors in Russia.

Leading institution: Kurchatov R.C. Moscow
Supporting institution 1: MEPhl, Moscow

2: Moscow State University of Civil Engineering, Moscow,
3: NKIET (ENTEK), Moscow
4: Scient. & Res, Center for Nuclear and Radiation Safety of
Gosatomnadzor, Moscow

Project Manager: Pologikh B.G., (Kurchatov R.C.,Moscow)

Tel.: 095) 196-73-87; Fax (095)- 196-88-71

E-mail: epv�ITER.coun.msk.su

Collaborators:
• FRAMATOME, France
• Imperial College of Science, Technology and Medicine/Blackett Laboratory, United

Kingdom,
• IRPS/C-132 Radiation Physics NIST, United States,
• Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory/University of California United States,
• Nuclear Liabilities Management Company Ltd., United Kingdom
Approved Funds: $1 10 (USA-40; Sw-30- EU-40)
Commencement date: I October 1997 Duration (months): 21
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#K-048 The Development of Decommissioning of Operation Technology of the Reactor
Facility with Research RA Reactor of the Institute of Atomic Energy of the National
Nuclear Center of the Republic of Kazakhstan.
Brief Description

This pr Ject led by specialists from Semipalatinsk in Kazakhstan is directed to developing the
technology and plan for decommissioning a research reactor at their facility. The plan also
provides for temporary storage and eventual shipment of nuclear materials to Russia. The
work will give Kazakhstan the technical basis for decommissioning this reactor, as well as
some of their other nuclear facilities. The project is based, in part, on approaches and
information obtained from the IAEA, and MINATOM in Russia.

Leading institution: Institute of Atomic Energy of NNC 2), Kurchatov Kazakstan

Project Manager: Zelenski D. I., (Institute of Atomic Energy, Kazakstan)

Tel: 322)-226-79-23 Fax: 322)-266-79-23

Collaborators:
• Energiewerke Nord GmbH, Germany,
• SGN, France
Approved Funds: 640,000 (USA)
Commencement date: I January 1996 Duration: 24

Research Reactors for Examination of Physics and Materials.

#371 Critical Experiments for the Pu- Utilization in WR Type Reactors Using EPPE
Facilities.
Brief Description
The main goal of the Project is to receive the experimental and calculated neutron and reactor
data for VVER-type reactors with plutonium content fuel. The critical installations BFS,
COBRA, MATR, VENUS and SUPR (the latter under construction now, PPE) will be used
for measurements of such reactor safety parameters as void effect of reactivity, reactivity
weights of samples and fuel assemblies, neutron spectrum, reaction rates for both weapon

In(Trade and power plutonium content fuel and water as moderator. Comparing of neutron
parameters of MOX and UOX fuels, fuel assemblies with various geometry (pins, plate),
burning absorbers use - will be done. The Project has received support partly -for the first
stage 3 quarters).

Leading institution: FEI (IPPE), Obninsk

Project Manager Kochetkov L. A, (IPPE, Obninsk)
Tel: 08439) 985-87 Fax: 095) 230-23-26

Collaborators:

• Belgonucleaire, Belgium,

• COGEMA, France, France,
• European Commission/DG XVII, Belgium,
• ForschungsZentrum Karlsruhe, Germany
Approved Funds: 90,000 (EU)
Commencement date: I December 1996 Duration (months): 9
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4442 Shut Down Reactor Tansformation into Subcritical Neutron Source.
Control and Safety System Substantiation and Development
Brief Description
The main goal of the Project is to develop and to construct the large scale prototype of a
subcritical system, consisting, of a linac-driven target and a subcritical blanket, and to
research its eutron and physical parameters, safety of the operating regimes - as the
beginning tage of concept study.
The second uoal of the Project is to develop an R&D study, a technical design and to fabricate
the mock-up of the control and safety system for SNS (Subcritical Neutron Sourse) as a part
of SNS project.
The main results of the Pr 'ect will be:
• the optimal choice of a subcriticality margin for safety operation of the SNS and the

rnock-up-
the ranges of the parameters and the transfer regimes for various operational modes of the

subcritical facility,
tested control and safety system concept,

software.
results of experiments and tests, and

working prototype and mock-up of SNS .

Leading institution: ITEF (ITEP), Moscow
Supporting institution: 1. State Enterprise Krasnaya Zvesda, Moscow

2: VNIITF, Snezhinsk (Chelyabinsk-70

Project Manager- Vasiliev V. V, (ITEF (ITEP), Moscow)
Tel: 095) 127-05-43), Fax: 095) 123-65-84

Requested funds 295,000 Duration (months): 30

# 682 The Creation of Diagnostic Systems for Pulsed Neutron Sources

Brief Description
The pr 'ect alms to develop the following systems for the 113R-2 pulse reactor, located at the
leading institute - JINR, Dubna
1) dagnostic system for reactor parameters;
2) diagnostic system for mechanical vibration; and
3) measurement system for power pulse parameters.
During the implementation of the pr Ject. the technology, used for dagnostic and monitoring 

0J Z:�
will be refined; this will allow the project results to be applied to other pulse neutron
sources.
Leading institution: JINR (Joint Institute of Nuclear Research, Dubna
Supporting institution 1: VNIIEF, Sarov (Arzamas-16)

Project Manager: Pepyolyshev Yu. V., (JINR, Dubna)
Tel- 095)-926-22-31 Fax: (096)- 216-50-85

Collaborators:
Hokkaido University/ Faculty of Engineering, Japan,
Kyoto University[Neutron Science Research Reactor Institute, Japan,
Kyoto University/Research Reactor Institute, Japan,
Nuclear Safety Commission of Japan, Japan,
Osaka University/Graduate School of Engineering, Japan,
Tohoku University/Faculty of Engineering, Japan
Approved Funds 360,000 (Japan)
Commencement date: I September 1997 Duration months)- 36
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#534 Complex Investigation of Advanced Uranium Dioxide and Mixed Uranium-
Plutonium Dioxide Fuel's Properties for Prediction of Performance and Operating
Characteristics and Verification of Calculation Models of Fuel Elements for Operative
and Advanced Atomic Stations Power Reactors
Brief Description
The main goals of the joint project proposal by the Russian and Kazakh institutions are to
develop new research methods and to complete an experimental and theoretical study of
advanced uranium dioxide and uranium-plutonium dioxide fuels with attractive economical
and technical features.
The main results of the Project will be:
• new methods for experimental study and scientific prognoses of working and life-time

characteristics of LWR (VVER-type) fuel elements irradiated up to high-level burnup;
• a set of mechanical, structural and composition data for advanced and conventional irradiated

VVER-type ul( burnup above 40 MW-d/kg(U));
• data for high-temperature superheat regime effects on the physical, mechanical and structural

features of the VVER-type fiiell-
'fied models and computer codes-

verl I
• recommendations for improvement of LWR reactor safety and economy.

Unique experimental installations for continuous on-site analysis of fuel and fuel element
features during irradiation within the research reactor under various workload conditions, as
well as ones for after-exposure studies and specimen production, will be developed,
modernizied and utilized in Dimitrovgrad (NIIAR), Kazakhstan (ULBA) and Moscow 
VNIWM and NIEPhl). These installations previously were used mainly for military
applications.

Leading institution: VN1fNM Bochvar, Moscow
Supporting institution I NIIAR (Atomic Reactors), Dimitrovgrad, Russia

2: MEPhl, Moscow, Russia
3 State Holding Company "Ulba"Ust Kamenogorsk, Kazakstan

Project Manager: Evstyukhin N. A. (NffiPhl, Moscow)

Tel: 095) 323-93-06, Fax- 095) 324-21-11

Collaborators:

• Belgonucleaire, Belgium,

• ForschungsZentrum Karlsruhe/Institute for Transuranium Elements, Germany,
• FRAMATOME, France
Approved Funds: 300,000 (EU)
Commencement date: I April 1997 Duration (months): 24
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# 0614 Numerical Simulation of Nuclear Fuel Behavior during Accidents and Normal
Operation
Brief Description

To improve reactor safety the project plans to develop and to verify new methods and
computer codes for better understanding of thermal and mechanical processes within the
components of reactor fuel elements and primary coolant circuit of power nuclear reactors
during both regular and emergency transients.
The project results would advance the modem reactor thermo-hydrolical codes (ATLET,
TRAC and so forth) if the developed models of phase transition and thermal expansion
processes wHI be included into the codes' skeleton (they are not yet included now
Methods and approaches to be devised can be applied for analysis of the Western PWRs.
The project consists of the following parts:
• Development and upgrading of computer codes TVEL (description of all stages of fuel

element states - from normal operating mode till complete failure) and RATEG two-
phases coolant flow with essential temperature and velocity spatial irregularity).

• Verification of developed codes with using of VNIIEF experimental data (reactor in-pile
experiments with failures of fuel elements).

• Unification of codes for their compatibility with international codes.

Leading institution: VNIEEF, Sarov (Arzanias- 1 6)

Project Manager: Ustinenko (V A, VNIIEF, Sarov (Arzamas-16))

Collaborators:
0 GRSGesellschaftfurAnlagenundReaktorsicherheitmbHGermany

Approved Funds 124,000 Duration (months): 36
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#517 Experimental Studies of Reactor Radiation Scattering in the Atmosphere.
Brief Description:
The main goal of the project is to ensure radiative safety of population living close nuclear
installations - NPPs, nuclear fuel fabrication and refabrication plants, the pr Ject will be carried
out on te basis of experiments and computations. The expected results are:
- analitical, computering preparation and optimization of experimental program;
- preparation of RR reactor acting and validity of its safety-,
- preparation ad development of measurement technique-,
- carrina out of reactor settings-
- processing of experimental results.In
The P 'ect will help te Russian (ENTEK) and Kazakh (Atomic Energy Institute) reactorOJ
Institutions to develop mutual their cooperation as well as to establish partnership with
foreign collaborators.

Leading institution: NIKIET (ENTEK), Moscow
Supporting institution: 1: Institute of Atomic Energy of NNC 2), Kurchatov, Kazakstan

Project Manager: Netecha M. E, (NIKIET (ENTEK), Moscow)

Tel: 095)-264-40-10 Fax: 095) 975-20-19

Collaborators:
0 JAERI/Tokal Research Establishment, Japan
Approved Funds� $500,000 (Japan)
Commencement date: I September 1996 Duration (months): 24

9949 The Nuclear-Thermal Method of Pulse Loads for Fuel Rod Tests to Ensure the
Nuclear Power Reactor Safety

Brief Description
The purpose of the Project is to develop a nuclear-thermal method of pulse dynamic on the

loads for fuel rods tests on the basis of research nuclear reactors and to apply it for the

development and testing of the design and materials composite of the fuel rods from the point

of view of ensuring the reliable reactor core operation.

ro'ect plans to develop and test the methodology and to conduct experiments at HDRA and

ARGUS research reactors- and for the integration of experimental data, to develop

corresponding numerical codes. The experimental data base as a result of the project

implementation and data integration on the basis of calculation and theoretical models will

allow to formulate recommendations on the development of the optimum, from the safety

point of view, designs, material, compositions of fuel rods, in particular, data will be obtain,

that allow to predict radioactive product releases and their distribution in the environment.

Leading institution: Kurchatov R.C., Moscow
Supporting institution: TRINITI, Troitsk, Moscow region

Project Manager: Chechurov A M., (Kurchatov R.C., Moscow)
Tel: 095) 196- 90-54, Fax: 095) 196- 66-39

Requested funds 111,64 Duration (months) 24
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#974 The Effect of the Fuel Cladding Lamination in Nuclear Power Reactors Under
Emergency Situations

Brief Description

The Project proposed is devoted to the study of the mechanism, realization conditions and the
possibility of suppressing the lamination effect of a fuel cladding made of Zr-based alloys
which develops under the situations of emergency temperature rise in the existence of the
fracture of the fuel pin (a free volume between fuel pellets). The following results will be
obtained:

• determine linear dimensions of the intrafuel cavity as function of helium density, neutron
spectrum and dose at which the accumulation process in the near layers of the cladding
reaches the values sufficient to develop lamination in emergency regimes;

• study the mechanism and the oxygen-temperature regimes of transporting the accumulated
helium into the inner layers of the claddings and the development of gas-bubble porosity
and lamination;

• make recommendations for suppressing the effect considered.

Leading institution: NIKIET (ENTEK), Moscow
Supporting institution L HNR (Joint Institute of Nuclear Research), Dubna,

2: FEI (IPPE), Obninsk
3: VNUTF, Snezhinsk (Chelyabinsk-70),

Project Manager: Subbotin A. V., (NIKIET, Moscow)

Tel:(095)-268-93-90 Fax: 095)-975-20-19

Requested funds 674,56 Duration (months): 36

#987 Investigation of the Influence of Low-temperature Irradiation on Austenitic Steels
and Prediction Method Development of its Physical and Mechanical Properties

Brief Description
The objectives of this project are to develop:
• Experimental data base on the influence of neutron irradiation on the physical and

mechanical properties of austenitic steels at IVV-80K in IVV-2m reactors;
• Computer simulation code of low temperature defect formation process in austenitic steels

under cryogenic neutron irradiation-,
• Formation and evaluation model of low temperature radiation defects and their influence

on physical and mechanical properties of austenitic steels.

Leading institution: NEKIET (Sverdlovsk Branch, Zarechny)
Supporting institution: 1: Ural State Technical University, Ekaterinburg

2: NIKET (ENTEK), Moscow
3: NHTF, Snezhinsk (Chelyabinsk-70)

Project Manager: Sinelnikov L P NIKIET, Sverdlovsk Branch)
Tel: (34377)- 312-05 Fax: 34377)-333-96

Requested funds $501,000 Duration (months): 24
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#988 Reactor Tests in Hydrogen Medium and Post-Reactor investigations of Material
Properties of Nuclear Power-Plant for Space Flights
Brief Description
The project alms at te creation of a reliable and safe nuclear thermal power propulsion
(NTPP) system for piloting flights to Mars and other ob'ects of the solar system. The
materials of the space nuclear power plant will be in operation under specified conditions of
the smultaneous effects of high temperature, irradiation, and hydrogen. Certain properties of
these aterials are provided during the implementation of reactor tests in a hydrogen medium
in a temperature ran-e of 60-2500T. The mechanical and physical characteristics, as well as
the composition and microstructure of these materials, will be determined in post-reactor
investigations. The final result of the project will be a research report and recommendations
for Industry on types of material fabrication.

Leading institution: NIKIET (ENTEK), Moscow
Supporting institution: 1: VNIITF, Snezhinsk (Chelyabinsk-70)

2: NIKIET (Sverdlovsk Branch), Zarechny

Project Manager: Smetannikov V P., (NIKIET, Moscow)
Tel: 095)-267-34-97 Fax: 095)-975-20-19

Collaborators:
- Oi
Aer 'et, USA
CEA/DMT, France

Requested Funds: 486,000 Duration (months): 24

Neutron Sources for Medicine

#144 Development of a three-dimensional dosimetry planing system for radiation
therapy.
Brief Description
The purpose of this project is to develop a new, fast, and accurate method of dosimetry
planning for radiation therapy of tumours. The research will include full-scale three-
dimensional simulation of the treatment planning system using Monte-Carlo methods to be
analysed on a work station. This pr 'ect should provide Russia with better means to treat
cancer and should also offer opportunities to improve current foreign cancer treatment
techniques. Dose field analysers currently available from foreign suppliers are prohibitively
expensive and are not as fast or accurate as the analyser envisioned to be developed on the
basis of this project.

Leading institution: MEPhl, Moscow
Supporting institution: 1: Cancer Research Center, Moscow

2: VNIIEF, Sarov (Arzamas-16)

Project Manager: Klimanov V A, (MEPhl, Moscow)
Tel. (095) 324-31-74, Fax : 095) 324-21-11

E-mall - khmanov�radian.mephi.msk.su

Collaborators:
Duke University/Medical Center, United States,

Forschun-sZentrum Rossendorf, Germany.

Approved Funds: 397,07 Duration (months): 36
Commencement date: I October 1994
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#336 Research on improvement of methods and means for neutron therapy.
Brief Description
The ain purpose is to obtain experimental and calculated data for improvement methods and
means of neutron therapy and to make a concept elaboration for a future irradiation unit with
a small-size reactor, to create the effective advanced neutron therapy treatment methodology.
The pr 'ect includes the following stages:
• Creation of an experimental facility on basis of the reactor-source (PC-2) and carrying out

the experiments for substantiation of the characteristics of the fast and thermal neutron
beams, neutron filter materials, beam collimators, biolocylcal shielding and the dose field
ins'de of te treatment roorn.

• Carina Out eutrons thermal and other calculations concerning the experimental work and
concept elaboration of the irradiation unit.

• The radiation therapy methodology improvement on the basis of experience obtained for
last years ad on te basis of planing clinical researches.

Leading institution: Institute of Physics and Power Engencering (IPPE), Obninsk
Supporting institution 1: Medical Radiology Science Center, Obninsk
Project Manager: Ernest E. Petrov, (IPPE, Obninsk)

Tel: 08439 985-83 Fax: 095)2')0-23-26

Requested Funds: 650,000 Duration (months) 36

41059 Feasibility Study for the Creation of a Neutron Terapy Center on the Basis of
Nuclear Reactors
Brief Description
The goals of this project are to prepare the complete set of scientific, technological, economic
and other documentation for feasibility study of development of the concept for a typical
Neutron Therapy Center (NTC). The experience of this Center, established in Obninsk can
serve as a pilot for other such institutes in Moscow, Ural, St.Petersburg and other region. The
project is based on long-time practical experience of Medical Radiological Research Center
and Institute of Physics ad Power Engineering where BR-10 reactor is using for radiation
therapy.
The pr 'ect plan consists of the following parts:

to create information database "Neutrons in bioloa and medicine", including Russian and
international information;

• to carry out the risk analysis and the necessary marketing researches-,
• to organize working coordination meetings of the experts on the problem;
• to establish collaboration with the CIS and international physics and medical

organizations;
• to prepare the project to the ISTC covered the complex problem.
Leading institution: Medical Radiological Research (MRRQ, Obnlnsk
Supporting institution 1: IPPE, Obninsk

2 - SSC R Institute of Physical Chemistry (1PQ Obninsk branch
Project Manager: Stepan E.Oultanenko, (MRRC), Obninsk

Tel: w. 08439 747-51, h. 08439 779-41
Fax: 095) 956-14-40 E.mail: mrrc�obnlnsk.ru

• Collaborators:
• Massachusette Inst. of Tech. Nuclear Reactor Laboratory, USA
• UniversityofBremenDepartmentofChemistryGermany
• Harper Hospital, Detroit Medical Center, USA

Requested Funds: $ 50,000 Duration (months): 9
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#1079 System for Optimization of Radiation Therapy Planning by Photon and Electron
Beams on the Basis of a Pencil Beam Algorithm.
Brief Description
The pr Ject plans to elaborate a computer system for dosimetry planning of radiation treatment,
which will allow a considerable increase in the efficiency and quality of cancer patient treatment.
The new project is a logical continuation of the previous one (9 144-94, ending 30.09.1997), which
has developed a new system for 3-D dosimetry planning and a promising modification of the Monte
Carlo method for fast and accurate prediction of volume distribution of exposure doses.
The project includes the following stages:
• elaboration of an algorithm and computer code for 3D calculation and dose optimization on the

basis of a large-scale elements method and a pencil beam algorithm-,
• selection and investigation of appropriate physical and radlobiological objective functions;
• creation of an automated installation for manufacturing molds to cast shielding blocks and

compensating filters to form the optimum profile of the incident beam;
• development of an effective code for calculating the dose volume distribution on the basis of the

Monte Carlo method with PL-estimators;
• creation of an experimental installation and verification of the results of optimization-,
• elaboration of a Quality Guarantee Program for the realization of an optimum irradiation plan.
• It is also assumed that clinical tests of developed system (Cancer Scientific Center, Moscow)

'II be carried out within the framework of the project.
Leading institution: MEPhI, Moscow.
Supporting institution: I.RFC VNIrEF, Sarov.

2.Cancer Research Center of RAMS Scientific Research Institute of Clinical Oncology

(NIICO), Moscow.

Project Manager: Klimanov V. A, MEPhl, Moscow)

Tel.: : 095) 324-31-74 Fax: (095) 324-21-11

E-mail: klimanov�radian.mephi.msk.su

Collaborators:
Karolinska Institute, Stockholm University, Sweden;
Institut ffir Scherheitsforschung, Forschungszentrum Rossendorf, Germany-,
Institute for Protection and Nuclear Safety, France,
University of Wisconsin-Madison Medical School, USA and

Washington University School of Medicine, Dr. A. Purdy, USA.

Requested Funds: 642,480 Duration (months) 36
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Medical Radioisotope Production by Resea ch Reactors

#916 Development of Production Technologies of High Pure Radioactive Isotopes for
Medical and Biological Application on the Base of the Fast Neutron Research Reactor.
Brief Description

The main purpose of this project to develop and test a fast reactor-based production

technology of high pure P-33, P-32, S-35, Sr-89, and Sn-I 17m radioisotopes for medical and

biological application. The project creates a scientific and technical base for production of

these radioisotopes and labeled compounds dedicated to diagnostics, therapy and scientific

research in Russia and other countries using the radiochemical complex available in the SSC-

RF-IPPE as a base. Newly developed radiopharmaceuticals based on Sn I 7m have no

analogues worldwide. The Sr-89-based radiopharmaceuticals have high specific activity and

radionuclide purity levels which cannot be achieved using the existing technologies of Sr-89

production.

The pr 'ect consists of the following steps:

• Theoretical and experimental research or a process for highly pure isotopes production in
the core of the BR IO reactor

• Development of irradiating targets design and development of process and quality control
methods.

• Production of test batches of the radionuclides

• Certification of the isotope products in accordance with the Russian state standard system
(GOST-R).

• Production of reference batches of the products.

Leading institution: IPPE, Obninsk

Project Manager: Skoblov Yu. S, (IPPE, Obninsk)

Tel:(08439)-987-89 Fax: 08439)-480-08
• Collaborators:
• International Isotopes Clearing House Inc., USA,
• Isotopchim, France,

• Bio-Nucleonics Inc., USA.

Requested Funds: $ 250,000- Duration (months) 24
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#920 Development of High-Effective and Low-Waste Technology of Fission-Fragment 99
Mo Production for Medical Purpose Based on Use of Fluoride Molten Salts
Brief Description
The pr 'ect plans to develop a new technology for Mo-99 production for medical applications,
combining high efficiency and low accompanying radioactive waste due to the use of a
mechanism for isotope extraction in the form of aerosol or fluorides from a gas over a molten
salt in a fission reactor.
The project consists of the following stages:
• Research of physicochemical aspects of fission-fragment molybdenum behavior in molten

salt fluorides. Determination of its solubility in molten salt of various composition, studying
its chemical form and rate of removal from fuel composition and deposition on a structural
materials surface.

• Research of vapor phase by IR-spectroscopic methods over the molten salt for determination
of the molecular structure of fluorides and aerosols.

• Calculational. study on development of specialized molten salt nuclear installation concept
for industrial 99Mo production using the proposed technology.

• Technological experiments in a research reactor for demonstration of the efficiency of the
proposed 99Mo production method.

Leading institution: Kurchatov R.C. Moscow:

Project Manager: Chuvilin D. Yu., (Kurchatov R.C, Moscow)

Tel: 095)-196-75-80 Fax.- 095)-194-19-94
• Collaborators:

Centre d'Etude de LEnergie Nuclealre SCK-CEN, Belgium,
• Institute of Radio-Elements IRE, Belgium,
• European Association for Nuclear Proliferation Reduction and Third World Development by

Molten Salt Reactors Deployment EURIWA France,
• NUKEM GmbH, Germany,

• Brookhaven National Laboratory, USA.

Requested Funds: 234,920 Duration (months): 24
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Design of a prompt gamma neutron activation analysis system

at HANARO

Hee Dong Choi', Soo Hyun Byun
Department of Nuclear Engineering, Seoul National University, Seoul 151-742, Korea

and

Byung Jin Jun
HANARO Center, Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute, Taejon 305-600, Korea

Abstract

The design feature is described for a decided upon test measurements. Capture
prompt gamma neutron activation y-rays of 478 keV from "B(nct)'Li*
analysis (PGAA) system at HANARO, reaction will be detected by a 30%
the 30 MW research reactor in Korea n-type HPGe detector and processed by
Atomic Energy Research Institute a fast ADC. The goal of detection
(KAERI). The primary purpose of this sensitivity for natural boron is 2500
system is to analyze boron concentration cps/mg. By completing the facility,
in biological samples for research of efforts to improve the system
neutron capture therapy. By considering performance will be further implemented
the performance, available space and in parallel with widening application of
cost of setup, the PGAA system will PGAA to other elements.
use a thermal neutron beam difftacted
by pyrolytic graphite (PG) in the
existing STI horizontal beam line. The 1. Introduction
energy of monochromatic neutrons is
12.4 meV by setting the Bragg angle of Boron Neutron Capture Therapy
22.5'. The backgrounds will be low due (BNCT) is a radiation therapy for curing
to the use of diffracted beam and be tumors by 1013(n, CE)7 Li reaction which is
further reduced through a Bi filter and a induced by neutron irradiation on the
couple of LiF collimators. A neutron injected '13 compounds. The treatment
flux Of 107 n/Cm 2sec is expected at for patients and improvement of facility
sample position. The feature of low are being continued at several places in
backgrounds will permit a closer the world. In KAERI a BNCT facility
detector position less than 10 cm ftom using thermal neutron beam is being set
sample while the actual location will be up. From the standpoint of radiation

Presenting author (fax 82-2-889-2688, e-mail : choihdg�gong.snu.ac.kr)
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protection, it is mostly important to spectroscopy[91 and has a higher
minimize radiation damage on normal reflectivity for the basal plane (002)

cells. Hence the measurement of 'B than those of other planes[IO]. The

concentration in tumor cells must be diffracted neutron flux OD is given by

reliable in order to give an accurate

dose of neutron irradiation. The 1 0 B AO
OD O(E) RF,Alconcentration is commonly determined

by measurement of prompt y-rays Oth E exp(- E )R AO

emitted from '013(n, Ct)7 Li' reaction, the (kT)' kT Al

technique of which is well established
now in PGAA[1,21. Also those elements where O(E) is the neutron spectrum of

such as Cd, Sm, Gd can be analyzed incident flux, RE is the integrated

by PGAA to the level lower than g/g reflectivity, and Ao/Aj is the ratio of the

hence the application is wide in biology, cross section of the incident beam on

geology etc[3,4]. In the early days direct PG to that of the diffracted beam[11].

white beam from reactor was used[5], The total thennal neutron flux 01h is
10 2

but it soon was improved to use a 10 n/cM sec at the exit of STI tube.

beam of thermal neutron by reducing The diffracted flux and neutron

fast neutrons and y-rays sufficiently. The absorption rates for several Bragg angles

performance is continuously upgraded by from a typical PG of 1/8' thickness and

utilizing cold neutrons[6,7,8], In this 30' mosaic width are shown in Table 

paper, the design feature of a PGAA Due to the severe restriction of the

system to be set up at HANARO is available space, the Bragg angle of 22.5'

discussed. is chosen. The estimated neutron flux at
sample position is 107 n/CM 2sec by

considering the beam divergence.

2. Extraction of thermal neutron beam

Table 1. The neutron flux and absorption rate
of boron for diffracted neutrons at several

The beam line to be used for Bragg angles.

extracting thermal neutron is STI of
h Bragg E RE OD NG(E)ODHANARO. The upper area of 7X2 [absorptions

cm 2 in STI's beam cross section will angle [meV] [MeV] [/CM2SCCI /mg ec]

be used for PGAA and the central beam 15' 27.2 3.03 4.18 x 108 1.7 x 107
,oh 2

of area 7 Cm is led to the 22.5 12.4 1.11 1.22 x 108 7.4 10'

Polarized Neutron Spectrometer (PNS). For 30' 7.28 0.55 4.32 107 3.4 0'

low background of fast neutrons and 

-rays one option is that the system's 40' 4.40 0.28 1.46 107 1.5 10'

location be away from the hall end of

beam tube by neutron mirror guide. At A schematic diagram of the beam line

HANARO a thermal neutron beam is shown in Fig. 1. Due to the existing

diffracted by PG crystals will be used devices in PNS line, diffracting neutrons

as an alternative option upon considering on the horizontal plane is not fitted.

the space and cost of setup. The PG Hence a solution was found to use

crystal is widely used in neutron inclined diffraction and setup on the
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upper plate of PNS front shield. Sample count rate will be about 200 kcps A
will be positioned at 20 cm higher schematic block diagram of the y-ray
above the upper plate. To achieve low spectroscopy system is shown in Fig. 2.
background a Bi filter and a couple of
LiF collimators will be positioned
between PG and sample. By reducing

BIAS

the background level HPGe detector can SUPPLY

be positioned at short distance less than
10 cm from the sample. The actual HPG. ADC

ETECTOR

position of the detector will be decided
upon test measurements. I MCA

E� FPC I
Front shield of PNS Bean

stop per

ran Fig. 2 Block diagram of the detection system
cryostat X, for PGAA.

mator
liter

Z 4. Design performance of the system

The performance of a PGAA system
is partially considered in terms of

Yoke shield of PNS detection sensitivity and detection limit.
(a) Top view (b) Side view Detection sensitivity is given as the

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the PGAA
system at HANARO. Shielding design is not count rate of capture yrays per unit
drawn in the figure. mass of an element in sample target.

Hence the detection sensitivity, is

3. Prompt yrqy spectroscopy system given by

co
The yray detection will be performed S = cpN O(E) o E) dE

by using a single HPGe detector. The = c e o( En), (2)
Compton suppression technique has the

merit of reduced background counting where c is the absolute detection
rate, but simplicity of the system and efficiency for capture yray, p_j is the 
space limitation were considered. he -ray yield per neutron absorption, N is
relative efficiency of the detector is the number of isotopic element per unit
chosen as 30% so that the absolute mass of the target element, c is a
efficiency for 478 keV yray from
10 B(nCE)7 Li* reaction is expected to be constant, is the total thermal neutron
more than 0.5%. To enhance the flux, and aE is the cross section for
maximum tolerable count rate of the the most probable energy E. of the
system, a fast ADC with the conversion neutron spectrum. In eq. 2 neutron
time of 800 nsec and an amplifier with scattering effect in the target is
the gated integration technique are neglected. The absorption cross section
selected. The saturation limit of input G(E) shows 1/v dependency on the
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velocity of thermal neutrons. Therefore, concentration in samples to be analyzed
eq. 2 gives a figure of merit for for BNCT is around a few [ig/g[l].
detection sensitivity of the PGAA Hence a design aim of the detection
system. A comparison of sensitivities for limit is set to 100 ng of natural boron
boron calculated by eq. 2 and the real by an hour's collection.
measured values from several facilities
using thermal neutrons is shown in Fig. 2000-

3. Apart from the data of Massachusetts

Institute of Technology (MIT), the 15W- (U NST MT

calculated values agree with pdated)

measurements. For HANARO, the NST10DO- (1981) ------ calculated
detection sensitivity for boron is (mono-emrgy)

calculated
expected to reach 2500 cps/mg. This 5W- (Maxdlian)

performance, if achieved, will be A :measured

excellent among most of the thermal 0do 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1-0X1CP
PGAA systems. F � aE,)

The detection limit, LD is given Fig. 3. Measured sensitivities for boron
by[14] versus a figure of merit at several thermal

PGAA facilities JAERI : Japan Atomic
Energy Research Insfitute[7], NIST

L = krB (3) National Institute of Standards and
tCS Technology[5,12], MU Missouri

University[13], MIT Massachusetts
Institute of Technology[2]).

where k is a constant related to the

confidence level, is the background

counts, and t, is the counting time. To 5. Conclusion

lower the detection limit, background y

-rays should be reduced. This can be The design feature of the PGAA

achieved by considering the following system to be installed at HANARO is

conditions 1 a beam line construction discussed and described. Using the

for reduced fast neutrons and y-rays, 11) monochromatic neutrons of 12.4 meV

suppression of secondary -y-rays diffracted by PG crystals, the neutron

generated from the structural and shield flux at sample position is expected of

materials, and Q a good surrounding the order of 107 n/Cm 2see. Hence the

shield for ray detector. An excessive detection sensitivity for boron will be

detector shield however limits the around 2500 cps/mg. The detection limit

sample-to-detector distance, hence results for boron is aimed to be 100 ng by an

in a degradation of the detection hour's collection. he detailed design is

sensitivity. Simple comparison of the on the way. On completing the facility

relative contributions of the detection by 1999, efforts to improve the system

sensitivity and the background counting performance will be further implemented

rate on the detection limit, indicates that in parallel with widening application of

a closer position of detector is preferred PGAA to other elements.

to while the actual position needs to be

determined by experiment. The '13
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Abstract
Irradiation induced tensile property change of four kinds of reactor pressure vessel

steels manufactured by different steel refining process was compared based on the
differences in the unirradiated and irradiated microstructure. Microvickers hardness,
indentation, and miniature tensile specimen tests were conducted for mechanical
property measurement and optical microscope (OM) and transmission electron
microscope(TEM) were used for microstructural characterization. Specimens were

2irradiated to a neutron fluence of 27 x 1019n/cin (E > I MeV) at 2881C.
Investigation on the unirradiated microstructures showed largely a same microstructure
in that tempered acicular bainite and ferrite with bainitic phase prevailing in the
unirradiated condition. Band-shaped segregations were also clearly observed except a
kind of materials. A large difference in the unirradiated microstructure appeared in the
grain size and carbide microstructure. Of carbide microstructures, noticeable differences
were observed in the size and distribution of cementite, and bainitic lath
microstructures. No noticeable changes were observed in the optical and thin film
TEM microstructures after irradiation. Complicated microstructural. state of heat treated
bainitic low alloy microstructure prevents easy quantification of microstructural changes
due to irradiation. Apparent differences, however, were observed in the results of
mechanical testing. Results of tensile testing and hardness measurement show that a
steel refined by vacuum carbon deoxidation(VCD) method exhibits the highest
radiation hardening behavior. Some of mechanical testing results on irradiated materials
were possible to understand based on the initial microstructure, but ftniher
investigations using a wide array of sophistigated tools(for example, SANS, APFIM)
are required to understand and characterize irradiation induced defects that are
responsible for irradiation hardening behavior but are not revealed by conventional
TEM.
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1. Introduction
Analysis and evaluation of tensile properties change have been recognized as one of

principle methods in acquiring data necessary for probing the neutron-irradiation

sensitivity of reactor structural materials. Incoporation of tensile specimens in the

reactor pressure vessel(RPV) surveillance capsules manifest itself the usefulness of the
tensile specimens for monitoring the radiation-induced changes in the mechanical

properties of RPV steels. Of those data obtainable from tensile tests, measurements

on the changes in yield and fracture strength, and total and uniform elongation due
to irradiation provide raw data for obtaining first hand informations on radiation

hardening and embrittlement, and necessary data for estimating fracture behavior, or
for evaluating elastic-plastic fracture toughness through empirical or analytical

correlation [I ], and also provide strength data necessary for determining fracture
toughness value from fracture mechanics specimen testing.

In obtaining these tensile properties from irradiated materials, then, standard,

somewhat large size specimens have been used as the specimens used for a RPV

surveillance program. In the case of irradiation tests, however, reduction in specimen

size has been necessitated by restrictions in the irradiation volume or limitations in the

amount of material available from irradiated components, and by the difficulties of

handling radioactive materials and by the need of multiplication of spcimens 2 It is

worth to note that there have been observed on a number of occasions that the small

specimen tensile data scatter is substantially smaller than the large specimen data

scatter as long as a sufficient number of grains are maintained in the cross section of

the tensile specimen 3.

In this study irradiation induced tensile properties change in four kinds of RPV

steels was obtained, and compared the results based on the differences in the

unirradiated and irradiated microstructure to explore the irradiation sensitivity of these

steels manufactured by different steel refining process.

11. Experimental
11.1 Materials and specimen preparation.

Coupons used for specimen preparation were extracted from four shell forgings

which differed in the steel refining process. Chemical composition and steel refining

process of the materials are summarized in Table I and the heat treatment conditions

of the shell forgings are summarized in Table 2 Schematics of each shell forging

manufacturing processes are quite similar each other except the major steel refining

processes. Coupons, and specimens were machined and prepared from 14 T (thickness)
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locations of the shell forgings. Fig. shows the configuration of miniaturized tensile
specimen used in the present study. Vickers microhardness tests were performed on
hardness disc specimens machined from each coupons.

11.2 Irradiation.
2Prepared specimens were irradiated to the neutron fluence of about 27 x 1019 n/cM

(E>I MeV) at LVR-15 experimental reactor in the NRI(nuclear research institut) Rez,

Czech Republic using a rig CHOUCA MT. Specimens were kept in inert
atmosphere(He, Ar) at the pressure of 80 - 140 kPa during irradiation. Six kinds of

fluence monitors, i.e., Ti, Cu, Ni, Fe, N, and Co, were used at nine locations in the

specimen carrier. Irradiation temperature was controlled by six heaters of the rig and

twelve thermocouples type K with measuring junction insulated, I mm in diameter,

six of them being placed just on the heaters middle position, were installed for
irradiation temperature measurement. Except the stainless steel nut, all other
components of carrier were made of aluminum or aluminum-magnesium alloy(Al-Mg5).
Neutron flux and irradiation temperature were about 27 x 1013 n/cM2. sec and 288 ±

101C, respectively. It is worth to note that the fluence in the present study roughly

corresponds to the design end life fluence of a reactor. Fig. 2 shows the schematics of

carrier used for irradiation. Details of iffadiaton are reported elsewhere 4.

11.3 Microstructural investigation.
For optical microscopy, specimens in size of about 4 x 4 mm were polished to

0.3 gm A1203 powder, etched in 15-3 Nital for 10 - 20 sec, and examined in

Nikon(EPIPHOT-THE) Inverted Microscope. The grain size was determined by the

three-circle(or Abrams) procedure of ASTM E112-88, " Standard Test Methods for
Determining Average Grain Size" at x 400. Optical microstructures were also

examined at x 400.
Investigation of microstructures and carbide morphology was performed by

TEM(JEOL 2000FX). Disc specimens 3 mm 0) were prepared by a submerged

electrolytic jet thinning technique in a solutuion of 10% perchloric acid and 90%

acetic acid at 30 to 35 V of applied voltage. 100 - 200 m diameter holes were

made within about I minute on disks polished below 0.1 mm thickness. Perforated

specimens were rinsed in clean acetic acid and then in methyl alcohol before TEM

observation.

To quantify possible differences in a detailed carbide size and density upon

materials on TEM, carbon extraction replicas were prepared. Specimens were

extracted from shoulder areas of each tested tensile specimens, and ground and
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polished through 03 micron alumina. The polished area was moderately etched with

4 Nital for 60 - 120 sec to expose carbide clusters. Specimens were then

mounted on a glass slide for carbon coating by vacuum evaporation. A mm length

at one end of a 3mm diameter carbon rod was sharpened down to I mm dia for

evaporation and inserted in a Ladd model 30170 carbon holder. The rod holder was

placed in a Veeco high vacuum evaporation chamber. The slide bearing the

specimens was placed approximately 13 cm beneath the sharpened carbon rod to

avoid specimen heating during evaporation. The carbon rod was evaporated under

vacuum. Evaporation of the sharpened rod required approximately 2 minutes at a 20

amp level. A total of three carbon depositions were administered to the specimens to

provide a practical carbon layer thickness. The specimen slide was rotated

approximately 120' under the evaporation source between each deposition to provide

a uniform deposition thickness and prevent inconsistencies due to shadowing and

fixture geometry. Carbon specimens were scored into about 2 x 2 im�. Stripping

was performed in 10 % HCI + 90 ethanol solution at about 0.1 arnpare for about

4-5 minutes using a platinum wire as a cathode until the scored carbon peeled off.

Cu grids of 400 mesh and 3 mm were then used to collect floating replicas. The

replicas were then examined by TEM for precipitates morphologies, and were

photographed for precipitates size and density determination.

11.4 Mechanical test.
Tensile tests were performed on an Instron 1122, 1,000 pound capacity,

screw-driven load frame. Tests were conducted at ambient temperature at a constant

displacement rate of 8.5 x 10'3 mm/sec. A special fixture was fabricated to facilitate

loading specimens into grips without deforming the specimen. Load-displacement data

were recorded on an X-Y recorder and in addition, the data were digitized and

recorded in a computer-based data bank. An average of 500 load-displacement points

per specimen were saved.

Vickers microhardness tests were performed on hardness disc specimens

machined from each coupons. An automated Wilson Tukon microhardness tester was

used to perform at least 10 indentations per specimens at room temperature. Load

and duration were 300 g and 20 sec, respectively. Average DPH values with the

standard deviation were automatically obtained from all of the indentation data by

using a developed software. Details of the automated hardness tester are reported

elsewhere [5].
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111. Results.
III.1 Comparison of microstructure.

Photos obtained by optical microscopy(OM) on unirradiated condition of each

steels are reproduced in Fig. 3 and those of TEM on unirradiated(thin film and
replica) and iadiated specimens(thin film) are seen in Fig. 4(a) and 4(b),
respectively. Comparisons of grain size, precipitates and carbide morphology,
precipitates number per unit area, and lath microstructure were made based on OM

and TEM results in the unirradiated condition, and summarized in Table 3 First of

all, from Fig. 3 and 4 it is seen that all materials show largely the same bainitic
microstructure in that tempered acicular bainite and ferrite with bainitic phase
prevailing in the unirradiated condition irrespective of materials and no noticeable

changes were observed in the thin film TEM microstructures after irradiation. This

observation on irradiated microstructure of RPV steels already have previously been

reported and discussed in detail by Buswell 6 Band-shaped segregation were clearly
observed for A, B, and C except D. As summarized in Table 3 there were some

differences in grain size, especially between A and B, C, D. The grain size of A is

50% larger than the B, C and almost double that of D. It is well known that, for

austenite grain size control using aluminum nitride particles 7 aluminum and

nitrogen levels are controlled to achive austenite grain sizes in the range ASTM 7 -

10 (10 - 30 p) [8]. Accordingly, the absence of aluminw-n addition in A versus ,

C D can account for the larger grain size.
Round cementites and acicular M02C carbides were found in all steels. No

apparent difference was seen in the size of acicular M02C carbides, which were

mostly 50 100 nrn. However, the size of the cementite particle in steel A was

about 10 20 times larger than that of C and D. Moreover, as seen in Fig. 4(a),

large agglomerated islands of round cernentites were frequently observed in A, but

not in D. The size of the agglomerates in A, mostly larger that 30gm in length, were

larger than the average grain size of A (-22gm) as seen in Fig. 4(a). Alloy C

showed a larger carbide density than A and D for all three types of carbide

morphology. For A and D, with roughly the same number density of carbides, the

number of needle-like M02C was a little higher in A than D. Recent results of

Minfa Lin et al 9 show that the precipitation of needle-like carbides during

tempering is related to the upper-nose temper embrittlement. The long square rod

and round carbides in A appear to be precipitated along the lath boundary, but round

and needle-like carbides appear to be precipitated along the grain boundary and

inside of the lath, respectively.

From Fig. 4(a), it is seen that the lath boundary in A was not developed well
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compared to B, C, and D. D showed the narrowest lath width(2lLm) and A showed

the widest(5gm). Interlath carbides were found in A, B, and C as seen in Fig. 3 and

were thickest in A. A low cooling rate during quenching has been attributed to the

growth of interlath carbides [10]. As remarked previously, even the complicated

microstructural state of the heat treated bainitic steels prevents easy quantification of

possible microstructural changes due to irradiation, it is seen that at least under the

present experimental conditions(OM, TEM) all of the microstructural characteristics in

unirradiated condition were unchanged.

111.2 Tensile and hardness test.

Results of the tensile and Vickers microhardness tests on unirradiated and
irradiated specimens are summarized in Fig. and 6 respectively. Firstly, it is seen

that the tensile strength(yield, ultimate tensile) has increased and ductility(uniform and

total) has decreased with the increase in the hardness for all materials after irradiation.

The changes in the strength was quite apparent compared to the elongation due to

irradiation. Thus, the yield and tensile strength increased for about 5% - 19 %, but
the uniform and total elongation decreased only for about 0.5% - 14%. In addition, it
is seen that the differences in yield strength between materials have enlarged after
irradiation. This observation strongly suggests that the degree of radiation sensitivity of

each material is different to each other. It is also worth to note that the standard

deviations of strength data(yield and tensile) in irradiation condition are quite big

compared to those of elongation(uniform and total). This observation can partly be
attributed to the possible large differences in the irradiation-induced defects that are
responsible to friction hardening after irradiation [11]. The deviation in the irradiated
yield strength is the largest aong all the tensile parameters measured. Some of these

observation may easily be understood through the comparisons of TEM thin film

results on irradiated and unirradiated materials. Thus, no appreciable changes in the
size, distribution, density, and morphologies of large carbides, which have been
reported to have a strong correlation with the fracture related properties of materials,
in the irradiation condition strongly imply that there should be no appreciable
changes in the tensile properties after irradiation. However, the enlargement of the

differences between the yield strength after irradiation between the materials strongly

suggests that the degree of radiation sensitivity of each material, including the

hardening behavoir but not restrict to, is different to each other possibly due to the

unidentified irradiation- induced defect microstructures . Figs. ) and 5V) show

that A exhibits the largest increase in the yield strength and the largest decrease in
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the total elongation. Compared to A, D showed morderate increase in the strength but
the least decrease in the uniform and total elongation, Fig. 11) and 5V). This

observation can also be assumed to be resulted partly from the differences in the

carbide(cementite) size and distribution as compared in Table 3 Thus, compared to A,
the narrowest banitic lath width, the smallest grain and cementite size, well developed

lath boundary, well dispersed carbides through the matrix, and free of interlath

carbides are assumed to have resulted in this observation. The fracture toughness as

well as Charpy impact test data also have shown that D leads other materials 12].

Hardness data in Fig. 6 show that the range of data distribution has increased
after irradiation as in the case of yield strength data. It is seen that the increase in
A is the largest and vice versa for D. The increase in A 37%) was almost double of

1)(19%). From the correlation between the yield strength and Vickers microhardness
data, no apparent correlation trend was observed mainly due to the scarcity in data.

IV. Discussion
As a whole the over-all sensitivity of the materials to neutron irradiation agrees

well within the scatter bound, with the previously reported results on commercial
RPV steels except A 13]. However, present result apparently shows that A shows

relatively higher sensitivity to irradiation than the other materials: As seen in the Fig.

5(I), the rate of increase in yield strength of A was about 1.8 - 34 times higher than

those of C and D. It is worth to note that this increase in yield strength at room
temperature is chosen as the most sensitive measure of irradiation 14]. Result of
Vickers microharedness has also shown that the rate of increase of A to D was
about 2 A showed also the largest decrease in total elongation measurements.

Comparisons made with the previously reported results [15] also showed that, even for

nearly the same fluence, irradiation temperature and chemistry, the yield strength of A
appeared to increase about 10 MPa more than the other RPV forging steels.

Currently it is hard to explain clearly why only A shows the highest sensitivity to
neutron irradiation with nearly the same microstructure when compared with other
RPV steels. As noted previously, microstructures revealed by OM and TEM explain
well the inferior fracture-related elongation behavior in A as seen in Fig. 11) and
5(IV). Most of these observations in elongation may be attributed to the large grain

size with the elongated and large, agglomerated carbides often encountered along the

grain boundaries in A 161. However, present results are insufficient and, in some

sense, contradict to the highest hardening behavior of A. As seen in Fig. 5(l) A

shows nearly the same yield strength with the other steels in the unirradiated

condition. Thus, differences between the steels are negligible in the unirradiated

condition. This observation is quite reasonable since all the compared RPV steels were
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commercially manufactured to the strict requirements of ASME materials code on
RPV steel which specifies major factors(variables) affecting the mechanical properties

of the RPV steels including the chemistry and heat treatment condition. Fig. 4(b)
also does not show any modifications after irradiation or any differences between the
unirradiated and the irradiated TEM microstructures. With only this observation and

results, however, the amplified differences between the yield strength values and the
highest hardening behavior of A after irradiation are difficult to explain. Part of these
observation may be attributed to the extremely fine size(< I 0 M) of
irradiation-induced defects which are not easily characterized by conventional TEM

[17] and to the different steel refining processes employed [18]. For these

irradiation-induced defects as in the case of low copper RPV steels of the present

study, irradiation-induced increase in the yield strength, thus, radiation hardening, has

recently been remarked by the formation of extremely fine nanovoid-complexes and
interstitial loop-complexes as candidates with small phosphides, carbides and nitrides
[19]. Further examinations using a wide array of sophistigated tools (for example,
SANS, APFIM) are required to understand and fully characterize the extraordinary high

radiation hardening behavior of A.

V. Conclusions.
Differences in the irradiation-induced tensile property change for four kinds of

commercial RPV steels differing. in microstructures partly due to different steel
refining processes have been investigated. For nearly the same microstructures before

and after irradiation, steel A refined by the vacuum carbon deoxidized process

appeared to have the highest sensitivity to neutron irradiation. A showed the highest

increase in yield strength and Vickers microhardness, and the largest decrease in total
elongation.

Part of these observation can be attributed to and rationalized in terms of
microstructural differences characterized by OM and TEM. However, the extraordinary
highest hardening behavior in A as envisaged in yield strength measurements after

irradiation seems difficult to rationalize based only on the present results partly
because of the limited capability of TEM in characterizing the responsibile
irradiation-induced or enhanced damage microstructures. In this sense, further study

using a wide array of advanced, sophistigated tools (for example, SANS, APFIM) are

required to understand and fully characterize the irradiation hardening behavior of RPV

steels.
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Table 1. Chemical composition and steel refining process of SA 508 C1 3 steel

A, B, C, and D which are differ in steel refining process.

Specimen SRP' C Si Ni Mn Cr Mo Cu P N Al
1. D

A VCD 0.18 0.08 0.77 1.40 0.15 0.53 0.06 0.005 0.004 20ppm

B VCDA 0.17 0.10 0.82 1.35 0.16 0.50 0.03 0.006 55ppm 0.015

C SA(l) 0.21 0.24 0.92 1.36 0.21 0.49 0.03 0.007 52 0.022

D SA(II) 0.19 0.20 0.82 1.44 0.15 0.55 0.03 0.006 89 0.020

SRP*: Steel Refining Process, VCD:Vacuum Carbon Deoxidation,

VCDA:Vacuum Carbon Deoxidation plus Aluminum treatment,

SA(l) and SA(II): Silicon deoxidation plus Aluminum treatment in two different

factory, I and 11.
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Table 2 Heat treatment condition of material A, B, C, and D.

Material Heat Treatment Condition

Quenching: 650/690'C 4 hr), 860-9001C 6 hr)

A� B, C Water quenching to 601C

Tempering: 650 - 6701C 912 hr)

Postweld Heat Treatment: 621±14 IC 30 hr)

Quenching: 870/897C 14.2 hr), water quenching

D Tempering: 650/6631C 12.4 hr), air cooling

Postweld Heat Treatment: 595/625C 14.4 hr),

furnace cooling
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Table 3 Grain size, carbide and precipitates morphology, and bainite lath structure obtained

by optical microscope and TEM on thin films and carbon replicas for A, B, C,

and D steels.

Material Grain Size Precipitates, Carbide, and Bainite Morphology and Remarks

ASTM SIZE(gm) Lat width(gm)

Round(dia: -0.5 gm), Fine Needle(50-100nm),

Agglomerated, large and localized coarse carbides,

A 7.6 22 Underdeveloped lath boundary, lath width: gm

Coarse interlath carbide. PPts No: 6 x 107/MM2

Round:Needle=1:0.85
Round(dia:0.05-0.25 gm), Fine Needle(80 nm),

B 8.7 15 Slightly agglomerated, Semi-underdeveloped lath Incomplete
boundary, lath width: gm, Interlath carbide, replication

PPts No.: 8.5 x 106/MM2 Round:Needle=l 22
Round(dia: 0025 gm, Needle(80nm), Square-like

needle(100nm), Three types of carbides morphology,

PPts at GB and matrix, Well developed lath bound-
C 8.7 15

ary, lath width: 35 gm, Interlath carbides, PPts No.:

3.1 X 19/MM2 , Round:Needle:Square Needle=1:1.75:

0.46.
Round(<0.05ym), Needle(50-100nm), Fine round

D 9.5 12 carbide, Well developed lath boundary, lath width: 2
gm, No interlath carbides, PPts No.:6.7 x I Ol/CM2.,

Round:Needle=1:0.39.
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Fig. 1. Configuration of a miniaturized tensile apecimen.
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FIGA. CARRIER OF KAERI SPECIMENS

Fig. 2 Schematics of a specimen carrier used for irradiation.
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Fig 3 Optical micrographs of A, B, C, and D steels.
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Fig. 4(a)l TEM(carbon replication) micrographs of steel A(VCD).
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Fig. 4a).-u TEM(carbon replication) micrographs of steel B(VCDA).
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Fig. 4(a).IV TEM(carbon replication) micrographs of steel D(SA(II)).
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Fig. 4(b) Comparision of TEM microstrusture of RPV steels A, B, C, and D

before and after irradiation( 2.7x 1019 /cm', 288C
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Fig. 5(l) Yield Strength change of RPV low alloy steels A, B, C, and D Fig. 5(11) Ultimate tensile strength change of RPV low alloy steels A, ,
due to irradiation(2.7 X 10"n/cm', 2881C). C, and D due to rradfation(2.7 X 1019n/cm2), 2881C.
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Fig. 5(111) Irradiation Induced change of uniform elongation of RPV Fig. 5IV) Irradiation Induced change of total elongation of RPV
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Workshop on R&D Needs and Results

(By D. L Selby)

1. Introduction

The IGORR R&D workshop has become an important part of every IGORR

meeting, providing an open forum to 1) report on R&D work in progress that is not

appropriate for a full paper, 2 identify an issue or problem for open debate and

discussion, and 3 request specific technical data or information. The write-up of the

R&D workshop is divided into two sections: Old R&D topics from IGORR meetings I -

5 and New R&D topics. Although time did not permit a discussion of the outstanding

old R&D topics during the meeting, a discussion of these items is provided below.

2. Old R&D Topics (From IGORR meetings 2 - )

Over the first five IGORR meetings a number of items have been presented under

the R&D workshop forum and almost forty requests for data have been made. The

following table provides a list of those R&D topics that are not considered closed. Note

that the Item Number� column in the table provides a number representing the IGORR

meeting when the topic was raised and a letter that provides an designation of the

particular topic at the meeting presented. As a result of presentations made at the

IGORR-6 meeting, several of these topics can now be removed from this list. It is

important that time be made available at the next IGORR meeting to determine the status

of the various open items.

Item Contact Issue Comment/Status
Number Person

2B Klaus B6ning !3urnable poison Unknown
(TUM) irradiation

317 Doug Selby Test of cryogenic Although ORNL has
(ORNL) circulators for single- performed some tests of

phase forced-convection their own, there is still a
cold sources desire to obtain

information on circulator
lifetime and failure modes.

4C Klaus 136ning Thermal-hydraulic data Unknown
(TUM) (flow instability) on the

heat transfer in fuel
elemeqts (u to 500
W/cm. ) for �. gh cooling
water velocities
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4D Charlie Method to calculate the It is not clear that the need
McKibben decay time required after for this information still
(MURR) full power operation exists.

before the core is safe in
air

5A Klaus B6ning Irradiation tests of highly Information on this subject
(TUM) enriched silicide fuel up to was presented in the R&D

hi rh fission densities in the open forum. It is believed
silicide particles that this can now be

removed from the list.

5B H. J. Didier Afterheat removal from See paper of J. Adamek at
(Siemens) highly loaded fuel this I RR meeting. It is

elements cooled by natural believed that this can now
convection, including flow be removed from the list.
reversal

5C Albert Lee Probabilistic safety Unknown, however, it
(AECL) analysis work to support should be noted that a

rnTor research reactor detailed probabilistic
refurbishments safety analysis of the

HFIR has been performed.

5D Kir Konoplev Cold neutron source An ISTC proposal has
(PNPI) benchmark experiment on been submitted that if

an existing critical facility funded should have some
initial results to report at
the next IGORR meeting.

5E Edgar Koonen Embrittlement, fracture Unknown, however, it
(SCK-CEN) toughness and fatigue should be noted that

crack growth on irradiated fatigue curves have been
series 5000 and 6000 included in the ASME
aluminum aoys code case (N-519) for A-

6061 developed under the
ANS project.

5F Guy Gistau Survey of operating cold Survey was performed and
(Air Liquide) neutron sources and their reported on during the

comparison based on IGORR-6 meeting. This
identical evaluation item will now be removed
criteria. from the list.

5G Jean-Luc Comparison of regulations The progress of this work
Minpet for research reactors in was reported on during
(Technicatome) various participating the R&D open forum

countries discussion.

3. New R&D Topics (From IGORR-6)

During the first two days of the meeting, five people signed up to present

material during the R&D open forum session on seven different subjects. The material

presented and the discussion that ensued are summarized below under the R&D topics

6A through 6G.
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R&D Topic 6A - Colin West presented material on beam tube design optimization. This

summarized work performed at ORNL as part of the HFIR upgrade program.

Discussion focused on the calculated factor of two enhancement of the neutron current

in the guide that could result from the new proposed beryllium wings inside the beam

tube and the additional factor of two that could be obtained by flaring the beam tubes.

The question was raised concerning why the beryllium wings needed to be inside of the

beam tube. The answer given was that with the wings outside the beam tube the beam

tube would be elliptical rather than circular. This would require unacceptably thick

beam tubes because the reflector water outside the beam tube is pressurized in the HFIR

system. It was pointed out that the beam tubes are not pressure boundaries in many

reactors and thus a focusing geometry outside of the beam tube could potentially be

implemented. This would also simplify cooling of the beryllium if cooling is required.

Lee Robertson at ORNL (e-mail: robertsonj1�ornl.gov) was given as the contact for the

beryllium wing work and Herb Mook also at ORNL (e-mail: mookhaJr�ornl.gov) was

indicated as the contact for the beam tube flare work.

R&D Topic 6 - Klaus B6ning (TUM) reported on an irradiation test of the FRM-II

fuel. This irradiation test was performed in the French reactor SILOM. Although the

FRM-H core uses two separate fuel enrichment regions (1.5 g/cm3 and 30 g/CM), only

the lower density fuel was tested because the fission density 1.2 x 1022 fissions/cm' of

U3Si2) and uranium burnup (55% of U235 consumed) at the end of the 52 day fuel cycle

are much higher in the lower density fuel. The 1. 5 g/cm' fuel plate was irradiated for IO

SELOM cycles. The preliminary results indicate that the plate swelling is approximately

10% of the plate fuel meat thickness as expected.

R&D Topic 6 - Hans-Joachim Roegler (Siemens) brought up the subject of neutron

converters for discussion in the open forum. He noted that three people Edgar Koonen

(SCK-CEN, Belgium, BR2 reactor), Lin Wen Hu (NHT reactor, USA), and Klaus

Gobrecht (FRM-II reactor, Germany) presented material on neutron converters, but that

there did not appear to be a standard approach to a neutron converter. It was noted in

discussion that converters can range from depleted fuel elements to a single fuel plate;

converters can be located close to the core or outside of the core region- and the

converter beam can be shutdown by absorber between converter and core or by

withdrawal of the converter. Safety issues such as activity outside of the core region, the

need for active cooling of the converter, decay heat removal, reactivity feedback to the

reactor core, and instrumentation and control all depend on these design choices. It was
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Roegler's opinion that a survey of converter designs and documentation of why certain

design choices were made would be very useful to future neutron convertor designers.

When asked if he would be willing to coordinate the collection of such information, he

indicated that he would be willing to do so; but that it would require cooperation from

those organizations that have been involved in the design of converters.

R&D Topic 6D - Jean-Luc Minguet Jechnicatome, France) brought up the subject of

the comparison that he had agreed to perform concerning regulations for research

reactors in participating countries. He indicated that at present he had only received

responses to the questionnaire he prepared from a couple of organizations. Several

groups indicated that they had just recently received the questionnaire and thus had not

had time to complete it. Dan Litai (IAEA, Austria) commented that this would be very

useful information and that his office frequently received requests from countries wanting

to know regulatory practices in other countries. All groups were encouraged to

complete the questionnaire and return it as soon as possible. It was hoped that a report

on this survey could be presented at the next IGORR meeting.

R&D Topic 6 - Doug Selby (ORNL, USA) presented information on three cold source

related R&D topics. He reported on a parametric study of the impact of the ortho/para-

hydrogen ratio for different hydrogen cold source geometries (work performed by Jim

Bucholz, ORNL). The conclusion of the study was that variances in the ortho/para ratio

could have a significant or no impact on the cold neutron beam depending on the source

geometry. Doug also presented data on the comparison of supercritical. and liquid

hydrogen cold source physics performance. A concern had been raised that although the

hydrogen density might be the same for the two hydrogen states, there was a potential

for differences in the neutron physics associated with the different hydrogen states.

Discussions were held with Tim Broom (ISIS facility, United Kingdom) and he agreed to

make a cold neutron beam spectrum measurement with the ISIS cold source running in

the normal liquid state and with the cold source in the supercritical state. Over the

measured spectrum range < I A to 7 A), no difference in the cold neutron spectrum

was observed for the two hydrogen states. A similar comparison for neutron

wavelengths greater than 7 A may be performed in the future. Finally, research work on

a solid methane pellet moderator concept was reported on. It was indicated that

methane pellets had been produced and additional funding was being sought to complete

the concept development of such a moderator. Colin West (ORNL, USA) indicated that

if a solid pellet moderator could be developed there could be a desire to try and lower
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the moderator temperature down to as low as 4 K in order to perform certain physics

tests.

R&D Topic 6 - Doug Selby (ORNL, USA) made a request for certain cold source

related data. He asked if any organization had data that could be used to benchmark the

nuclear heat load calculations performed by MCNP. He also asked if anyone had data

concerning the diffusion of hydrogen through aluminum at room temperature conditions.

R&D Topic 6 - As a follow-up to discussions under R&D topic 6E concerning solid

pellet moderators, Colin West made a request for neutron scattering cross section data

for very cold (-IO K or less) solid moderator materials, such as methane.
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No Country Name Abbrev. Address Phone Fax E-mail

I Argentina Jose Lolich INVAP MORENO 1089-BARILOCHE, 54-944-22121 54-944-23051 jlolich�invap.com.ar
8400, Argentina

2 Australia Ross MiUer ANSTO BLD 1, ANSTO, PMB I 61-2-9717-3334 61-2-9543-1452 rmx�ansto.gov.au.
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3 Austria Dan Litai IAEA 5, Wagramerstrasse, A-1400, 43-1-2060- 43-1-20607 d.litaia
Vienna, Austria 22608 ,iaea.org

4 Belgium Edgar Koonen SCK-CEN SCK-CEN, Boeretang .200, B- 32-14-332427 32-14-320513 ckooncn�sckccn.be
2400 MOL, Belgium

2251 Speakman Drive,
5 Canada Albert Lee AECL Mississauga, Ontario, L5K IB2, 1905-823-9040 1905-403-7347 leea�aecl.ca

Canada

2251 Speakman Drive,
6 Canada Dennis Bredahl AECL Mississauga, Ontario, L5K IB2, 1905-823-9040 1905403-7347

Canada

7 Denmark Kirsten Nielsen Risoe Nat'l Lab. P.O.Box 49, DK-4000 Roskilde, 4546774307 45-46774302 kirsten.hjerrild.nielsen�risoe.dk
4000, Denmark

8 Egypt A.Mohamed Shokr AEA Inskas Nuclear Research Center, 002-02-469- 002-02-469- apo�idsc.gov.eg
13759, Egypt 1753 8976

9 Egypt Ali El-Sayed AEA Nuclear Research Center 002-02-4691753 002-02-469- apo�idsc.gov.eg
INSHAS, 13759, Egypt 8976

10 Egypt Mohamed Fayek AEA Nuclear Research Center 002-02-4691753 002-02-469- apo�idsc.gov.eg
INSHAS, 13759, Egypt 8976

1 1 France Alain Ballagny CEA/CADARACHE ST. PAUL LEZ DURANCE, 33-04-42257573 33-04-42254847
13108, France

12 France Christian Desandre CERCA 209 Brd. RASPAIL 75014, 33-1-43221637 33-1-43221637
France

131 France Guy Gistau-Baguer Airliquide BP 15, -Sassenage, 38360, France 334-76436036 33-4-76436155 guy.gistau�airhquide.com
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Taejon, Republic of Korea

82 Korea Kyung Hwa Kim KAERI P.O.Box 105, Yusong, 305-600 82-42-868-8427 82-42-868-8448 khkimm�nanurn.kaeri.rekkr
Taejon, Republic of Korea

83 Korea Kyung Whan Lim KAERI P.O.Box 105, Yusong, 305-600 82-42-868-8475 82-42-868-8809 khlirn�nanum.kaeri.re.kr
Taejon, Republic of Korea

P.O.Box 105, Yusong, 305-600,
84 Korea Man-Soon Cho KAERI Taejon, Republic of Korea 8242-868-8431 8242-868-8610 mscho2�nanumkaeri.re.kr

85 Korea Moo Woung Lee KAERI P.O.Box 105, Yusong, 305-600 ' 82-42-868-8612 82-42-868-8610 mwIeel�nanum.kaerire.kr
Taejon, Republic of Korea

P.O.Box 105, Yusong, 305-600,
86 Korea Moon Lee KAERI 8242-868-8814 82-42-868-8812 mlee�nanum.kaeri.re.krTaejon, Republic of Korea

87 Korea Myung-Seung Yang KAERI P.O.Box 105, Yusong, 305-600, 8242-868-2516 82-42-868-2403 msyangl�nanum.kaeri.re.kr
Taejon, Republic of Korea

658-22, Yooksarn-dong,
88 Korea Oh Bum Kwon CVE Co., Ltd. Kangnam-ku, 135-080, Seoul, 82-2-554-1708 82-2-544-1709 cvet�users.unitel.co.kr

Republic of Korea

30, Hap-dong, Sodaemun-ku,
89 Korea Patrick Chaucheprat French Embassy 120-030, Seoul, Republic of 82-2-312-3272 82-2-393-6108

Korea

90 Korea Sang Heon Han KAERI P.O.Box 105, Yusong, 305-600, 82-42-868-8426 82-42-868-8610 shhanl�nanum.kaeri.re.kr
Taejon, Republic of Korea

9 Korea Se-Hwan Chi KAERI P.O.Box 105, Yusong, 305-600, 82-42-868-2385 82-42-868-8346 shchi�nanum.kaeri.re.kr
Taejon, Republic of Korea

92 Korea Sei Kee Oh Ajou University Yongin P.O. Box 25, 449-860 82-335-30-7086 82-335-30-7111 skoh�madarg.ajou.ac.kr
Taejon, Republic of Korea
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93 Korea Seong Yun. Kim KAERI P.O.Box 105, Yusong 305-600 82-42-868-2120 82-42-861-9611 sykun�nanwn.kae'.re.kr
TaejonRepublico�Korea 

94 Korea Seung Gy Ro KAERI P.O.Box 105, Yusong, 305-600, 82-42-868-2016 82-42-868-8370 ngrseung(q�um.kaerI.re.kr
Taejon, Republic of Korea

95 Korea Seung-Han Yang Shinhan Scientific C.P.O.Box 1250, 135-091, Seoul, 82-2-557-2431 82-2-561-2432 cryoyang�uriel.net
Co. Republic of Korea

96 Korea Soh Hee Km KAERI P.O.Box 105, Yusong, 305-600, 82-42-868-2277 82-42-868-8610
Taejon, Republic of Korea

56-1, Shinrim-dong, Ganak-ku,

97 Korea Soo Hyun Byun SNU 151-742, Seoul, Republic of 82-2-880-7205 82-2-889-2688 bshyun�gong.snu.ac.kr

Korea

6494, Yeoksam-dong, Kangnarn-

98 Korea Soo Hyun Suh SST Corp. ku, 135-080, Seoul, Republic of 82-2-3453-4190 82-2-3453-9500 sstcorp�bora.dacom.co.kr

Korea

99 Korea Sung Ho An KAERI P.O.Box 105, Yusong 305-600 ' 82-42-868-8662 82-42-868-8364 shahn2�nanurn.kaeri.re.kr
Taejon, Republic o Korea

100 Korea Sung Ki Chae KAERI P.O.Box 105, Yusong, 305-600, 82-42-868-2134 82-42-868-8890 skchae�nanwn.kaeri.re.kr
Taejon, Republic of Korea

101 Korea Won Zin Oh KAERI P.O.Box 105, Yasong, 305-600, 82-42-868-2753 8242-864-0355 wonzin�nanurn.kaeri.re.kr
Taejon, Republic of Korea

102 Korea Yeong-Garp Cho KAERI P.O.Box 105, Yusong, 305-600, 82-42-868-8487 82-42-862-1763 ygcho�nanum.kaeri.re.kr
I Taejon, Republic of Korea

103 Korea Yong Sam Chung KAERI P.O.Box 105, Yusong, 305-600 ' 82-42-868-8412 82-42-868-8448 yschung�nanurn.kaeri.re.kr
Taejon, Republic of Korea

104 Korea Young Hyun Choi KAERI P.O.Box 105, Yusong, 305-600, 82-42-868-2275 82-42-868-8610 yhchoi2�nanurn.kaeri.re.kr
Taejon, Republic of Korea

105 Korea Young Suk Krn KAERI P.O.Box 105, Yusong, 305-600, 82-42-868-235 2-42-868-8346 yskiml�nanum.kaeri.re.kr
Taejon, Republic of Korea 98 1
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106 Korea Young-Hwan Kang KAERI P.O.Box 105, Yusong, 305-600, 8242-868-2366 8242-868-8809 yhkang2�nanum.kaeri.re.kr
Taejon, Republic of Korea

107 Korea Young-Ki Kim KAERI P.O.Box 105, Yusong, 305-600, 82-42-868-8477 82-42-862-1763 ykkiml�nanum.kaeri.re.kr
Taejon, Republic of Korea

P.O.Box 105, Yusong 305-600
108 Korea Yun Sun Mae KAERI Taejon, Republic oi Korea 82-42-868-8530 8242-868-8610 ysmae�nanum.kaeri.re.kr

109 Netherlands Adrian Verkooijen IRI Mekelweg 15, Delft, 2629JB, 31152786614 31152788430 A.H.M.Verkooijen�iri.tudeIft.nI
Netherlands

110 Poland Grzegorz IAE OTWOCK-SWIERK, 05-400, 048-22-7798488 048-22-7799700 gkrzysz�cyf-gov.pi
Krzysztoszek Poland

III Russia Kir Konoplev PNPI Leningrad District, Gatchina, 007-812- 007-812- kir�lnpi.spb.su
PNPI, 188350, Russia 7146735 7131282

112 Russia Valentina Roudneva ISTC Luganskaya ulitsa 9 P.O.Box 7-095-321-49-56 7095-321-49-92 radneva�moscow.istc.ru
25, Moscow, 115516, Russia

113 Taiwan Jing-Tong Yang INER P.O.Box 33, Lung-Tan, 886-34711400- 886-34711404 jtyang�iner.aec.gov.tw
Taoyuan, Taiwan, R.O.C. 6006

Mt. Athos Road, P.O.Box 785,
114 U.S.A. Brett Pace BYX Technologies Lynchburg, 24505-0785, VA, 1-804-522-6061 1804-522-6992 brett.w.pace�mcdermott.com

I U.S.A.

115 U.S.A. Colin West ORNL 104 Uion Valley Rd., Oak 1-423-574-0370 1423-576-3041 col�oml.gov
Ridge, 37831-8218, TN, U.S.A.

116 U.S.A. Craig Welch GAMMA-METRICS 5788 Pacific Center BLVD., San 619-450-9811 619-452-9250 cwelch�gammametrics.com
Diego, CA 92121, U.S.A.

117 U.S.A. Douglas Selby ORNL 104 Union Valley Rd., Oak 1-423-574-4141 1423-576-3041 yb2�oml.gov
Ridge, 37831-8218, TN, U.S.A.

13 8 Albany Street, Cambridge,
118 U.S.A. Lin-Wen Hu MITR Lab. MA 02139, U.S.A. (617)258-5860 (617)253-7300 lwhu�n-dt.edu
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